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FOREWORD

The report has been commissioned by HMIP as a follow-up to a studyundertakenin 1993.
The latter study entitled “Review of Future of Power Generation and Combustion” was a
statusreport on currentand advancedpower generatingtechnologies on which HMIP invited
comment. Several responses were received, relevant comments with editorial points have
been incorporated and the revised text of the original studyhas been appended as Part 2.

This second report entitled “Power Generation- A Review of the Way Forward” addresses
the presentlevel of emissions and has been extendedto provide a release inventory from the
alternativetechnologies. It also reviews the”existing UK capacity to evaluate the generic
options to modify ’or refurbishthe older plant, to improve its therinalefficiency andto reduce
emissions while extending the life of this largely under-utilisedplant.

In order to provide thebackground for thedevelopmentof the generic options, the alternative
technologies have been set out again tb include the most recent developments with cross-
-referencingto the original report.

The development of gas turbinesand clean generatingtechnology has been advancing in the
USA and Europe with a considerable increase in the number of papers available on the
subject. Consequently, the key issues cited in the text are as far as possible related to
specific published data and a comprehensive bibliography is attachedto the new report.





EXECUTIVESUMMARY

The privatisedElectricity Supply Industryis still at an evolutionary stage and one in which
the dynamics of the marketare operatingat several levels. The older steambased generating
capacity is competing with new combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) systemsand generators
are now bidding to supply the grid. The Regional Electricity Companies (RECS) and
IndependentPower Producers (IPPs) wish to establishan increasing shareof the power sold
to the grid at the expense of NationalPower and PowerGen.

There is inter-fuel competition between energy sources. Although perhaps less visible, the
competition to supply the power generating sector is fierce. Natural gas has already
displaced much coal - a process which is expected to continue. Productivity gains in the
newly privatisedcoal industrymay offer the potentialto halt the trend. Some generatorssee
Orimulsion as a very competitive new energy source, while heavy oil residuesmay become
an increasingly attractivealternativefuel source as heavy fuel oil demand falls and the oil
industryrequires an outlet. This is likely to arise because of the increasing constraintson
the combustion of heavy oils without flue gas treatment.

Advances in gas turbinetechnology have establishedthemas the core of most new fossil fuel
based power plant for the foreseeable future. Gas turbinesmay be helled with naturalgas
or gas synthesisedin a gasificationprocess. They featurein the following systems:- CCGT,
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC), topping cycles, e.g. in 2nd generation
PressurisedFluidised Bed and to aid the performance of ultra-supercritical steam systems.

There is a growing recognition that combined cycle systems offer an attractivecommercial
way to exceed 50% LHV thermalefficiency consuming any fossil fuel. This representsa
major improvementover the most widely used sub-critical steamsystemswith a proportional
reduction in emissions. The power generatorsand their traditionalsuppliersare reluctantto
departfrom tried and trustedsteamtechnology. This has been supportedby a global survey
of buyers’ technical preferences, promotional papers and sceptical comments about the
“unproven” natureof IGCC technology.

It is easy to draw the conclusion thatthe ESI will be dominated by an abundaiitsupply of
naturalgas. While naturalgas is available, CCGT systemsoffer the most efiicient, lowest
cost and cleanesttechnology. Such a conclusion, however, overlooks the medium/long term
price of gas and the amount of coal and oil fired capacity which exists in the UK today,
much of which has a considerable amount of useful residuallife if the economics allowed it
to be operated.

Analysis of the electricity supply/demandbalances from the National Grid 7 Year Statement
takes account of the new gas capacity scheduled to be in position over that period. It
suggests a capacity surplus which could constrain the use of the older coal and oil based
plant. A high gas entry scenario, for example, suggeststhat, in theory, the quantityof coal
in the fuel mix could virtually be absorbed by Drax and Ratcliffe alone on base load. The
7 Year Statement,however, suggests little coal fired capacity would be needed in summer
so coal would be spread across more stations on intermediate or peak load. In those
circumstances, it seems unlikely that generators would be willing to risk new capital
expenditurefor emission control unless some guaranteedcost recovery mechanism could be
offered. The overheadsand fried costs of retaininga large coal plant for peak load with new
investmentin pollution control would appearto make it uneconomic to bid into the pool so
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accelerated plant closure could become a distinct possibility especially if gas penetrates
further or more stringentemissions limits were to be set for existing plants.

In Europe, the emissions limits related to the power sector and embodied in the Large
Combustion Plant Directive are S02, NOX and particulate. However, in the USA, a
comprehensive study of toxic emissions from coal-fired power plantwas initiatedas a result
of the Clean Air Act Amendments which required an analysis of 189 Hazardous Air
Pollutants,36 of which were thoughtto be found in emissions from the power sector. Very
fine micron-sized particulatematterwas seen as having a possible impact on health. The
studiesindicate thatthis fme materialmay well not be capturedby precipitatorsand is thus
emitted with the stack gases. Analysis also suggests that trace elements such as mercury,
seleniumand boron areenriched in the very fine material. Some toxins may also be released
in the gas phase particularlywhere scrubbersare not fitted. Fine particulatematterhas also
been found to pass through FGD systems. Traces of mercury may also accumulate in local
eco-systems dependenton the concentrationof emissions.

The US studies also identified acid mist formation associatedwith oil-fired plant where the
presence of fme vanadiumparticles may catalyse the conversion of sulphur dioxide to the
trioxide with ihe formation of sulphuric acid aerosols. That observation suggests the
probability of more complex chemical reactionsoccurring which would need to be addressed
in the desig”nof FGD systems when flue gases are scrubbed after the combustion of heavy
oils or Orimulsiori. The only Western plant operating with a purpose-built scrubber was
commissioned in the 4th quarter 1994 in Canada and is said to be operating satisfactorily.

The most significant conclusion to be drawn from the heavily funded US clean coal research
programme is thatdirect combustion technology is not mentioned. An energy conversion
stage has been identified in the several technologies highlighted producing a clean fuel gas
streamfor the generationof power. That is to say the conversion of the primary energy in
a gasifier, the cleaning of product fuel gas andutilisationin a very efiicient converter which
might be a combined cycle gas turbine or a fuel cell. Their work suggeststhatthe optimum
power generation stagerequires a fuel gas essentiallyfree of sulphur,particulate and other
pollutants in order to optimise the power conversion efficiency. Consequently, pollution
abatement“cost changes from a post combustion addition to an integral part of the clean
technology. The abatementis then inherentin the design. The currentand projected capital
costs of these systems are lower than those based on direct combustion and flue gas
treatment.

The US outlook is best swqmarised in the following table:-

ComparativePerformanceof Technologies

Technology IGCC IGCC 1st Gen 2nd Gen AdvancedEFCC
2000 2010

EFCC IGFC
PFBC PFBC PFBC 2005 2010 2010

Net Elect Efficiency% 45 >50 40 45 >50 47 55 60

SO, emissions%NSRS 10 10 25 20 10 20 10 10
NOXemissions%NSPS 10 10 33 20 10 10 10 10
Air toxin emissions* to meet to meet to meet tomeettomeet tomeet tomeet tomeet
CapitalCost$/kW 1200 1000 1300 1100 1000 1300 1200 1100

Costof electricity
rdative to PFYo 80 75 90 80 70 90 80 80

Source: USDOE - Acronyms- See Glossaryof TermsorText * US Guidelines
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These projected capitalcosts need to be set in thecontext of CCGT today andthe efficiencies
forecast for the year 2000. Plant is currently being installedat 55% LHV efficiency at a
capital cost of $400-470/kW. The efficiency of CCGT will rise to 58-60% from turbines
already announced for delivery within 2 years. The higher efficiencies will result in a
reduction in unit cost because the additional shaftpower is being achieved with little extra
capital cost.

In Europe, gasificationof liquid feedstocks is likely to be the initialroute for the introduction
of the technology. Shell has already made the investmentdecision to convert heavy oil
residuesto clean fuel gas, hydrogen and power at their Rotterdamrefinery. Other refiners
in Italy and F@and are following. It is becoming increasingly importantas the quality of
transportsector fhels is improved to reduce emissions. Gasifiers at refineries may prove to
be the mechanism to demonstratethe commercial attractionof clean conversion technology
to the power industry.

The dominant fuel in the UK power sector for the next few years is gas, albeit thatthere is
a range of views about the medium to long term price. That issue alone would appearto be
one of the prime determinantsof future technology, the rate of closure of old capacity and
the levels of emission which would result from the power generationsector. No new coal
based capacity is likely to be required in the foreseeable future.

The US objective for their clean coal programme is a net efficiency of at least 50% while
in Germany, the level of 45% nethas been tabledfor considerationas a hurdle or minimum
acceptable level for the futnre. The use of CCGT technology in the UK, which is already
able to achieve 55% on naturalgas, presentsan implicit acceptance of this principle. These
efficiencies refer to the generationof power and it should be recognised thatthere is scope
to utilise the 40% or “more of low grade heat in industry, commerce or district heating
thereby improving the overall thermalefficiency. An improvementin efflciencyis also the
primary way to contain C02 within the limits agreedby the Government in Berlin.

In the UK, there would appear”tobe a case to monitor air quality in the areaswhere coal-
fwed plant is concentratedto assesslevels of fme toxic releases. There may also be a need
to re-examine the potentialreduction of ash and pyrite in Power StationFuel in the light of
recent developments in coal preparationtechnology. This may make a useful contribution
to S02 reduction andtrace elementemissionsas an alternativeto low sulphurimportedcoals.
It might also be the BATNEEC to amelioratesulphuremissions from coal fried stationsnot
fitted with FGD. Improved preparationshould offer a lower abatementcost than flue gas
treatmentand other system cost savings should accrue i.e. transportand ash disposal.

In view of the adoption of gas turbines, there would appear to be a case, political factors
apait, to set the emissions limits for new generatingplant at the levels attainableby the
guaranteelimitsof currentlyavailablegas turbines- namely, virtuallysulphurandparticulate
free and very low NOX e.g. 60 mg/m3 because they are already being met by a substantial
and growing part of the UK’s generatingcapacity.

Although CCGT appearsto be the dominant technology in the UK, direct combustion will
remain alongside the other clean coal options for new capacity in other parts of the world.
For those companies who have opted for CCGT, there would always be the opportunityto
retro-fit gasification to provide anothergas supply when the price of naturalgas makes an
alternativesource economic.
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POWERGENERATION- A REVIEWOF THE WAY FORWARD

1. INTRODUCTION

This report has-been commissioned by HMIP to review a previous report and to extend the
scope by addressingtwo areaswhich were specifically excluded from the original terms of
reference. The fiist report, “Review of Future of Power Generation and Combustion”,
provided a statusof technologies as of 1993. It has been revised in the light of comments
submittedto HMIP and forms Part 2 of this document.

The scope of the new reporthasbeen broadenedto add developmentswhich have takenplace
over the past year. The two new areasrequested for study were:-

i. to prepare a release inventory from the range of technologies to assist HMIP in
determiningg BPEO for the Electricity Supply Industry

ii. to review the existing power generating capacity in England and Wales with an
evaluation of the generic options to modify or refurbish the older plant to improve
both thermalefficiency and emissions performance as a means of extending the life
of under-utilisedplant

Part 1 addresses these issues in some detail. However, it is appropriate to add certain
caveatsbecause there are a number of factors which lead to varying degrees of uncertainty
regarding the portfolio of generatingequipment to be operated over the next few years by
a much enlarged number of companies. Factors such as the future price of naturalgas, the
price and quality of UK coal after the existing contracts expire, the operation of the pool
price system, the interpretationof BPEO and BATNEEC in the power generation and oil
reftig sectors all impinge on the commercial value of the older generating equipment.
Similarly, the longer term effect of the marketmechanismon investmentdecisions may alter
the pattern of capacity. These factors create differing levels of risk for any new capital
investmentwhich might be required to modify or refurbish existing plant in order to meet
relevantenvironmentalstandards.”

Many of these same issues have been debated over the past months in assessingthe UK’s
longer term requirementsfor coal with a clear division of opinion between the optimistsand
the pessimists. This difference lies in the forecast level of power production from coal
versusrival fhels - particularlygas. A similaruncertaintyarisesover the use of the oil fwed ‘
capacity andthe conditions underwhich heavy fuel oil, emulsified oil residuesor Orimulsion
might be fired economically on thatequipment. Any such move would appearto be at the
expense of coal. However, the construction of the environmentalcontrol equipment,which
would be needed to fwe Orimulsioncould not be completed before 1998 when the two major
generatorshave filfilled their commitment to lift coal under Cumentcon~acts.

This year also sees a scheduledreview of the Large Combustion Plant Directive. Germany
may seek amendmentsto the Directive for a move towardsthe low emission levels they have
imposed on SOZ, NOX and particulate. An early European signal for future emission
standardsis likely to be sought because a recent report (UNIPEDE) suggeststhat220 GWe
of new and replacementcapacity will be needed in Europe over the next 15 years.
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2. BACKGROUND

The major challenge to the UK power industryis to remaincompetitive and profitable whilst
meeting environmentalconstraints. Since privatisation,increasedcompetition from both the
new independentpower producers and a protected nuclear industryhas resulted in much of
the older coal andoil fired capacitybecoming surplus. There aremany years of residual life ‘
in much of that equipment so one key issue is to establish whether there are economic
options which might enable the plant to be operated more cleanly and profitably.

Another issue is how the use of that capacity might be managed and whether there is a
financial incentive to invest furthercapital ti the capacity which may only be required for
intermediateor peak load.

The most significantadvance in power generatingtechnology over recent years has been the
improved performance of large gas turbines. Their performance in combined cycle mode
operating on naturalgas is superiorto any other system available today in terms of thermal
efficiency, emissions, capital cost and speed of construction. There has been a competitive
response from the traditionalpower contractors and boilermakers with ultra-supercritical
steamand pressurisedfluidised bed systems offering.both improved thermalefficiency and
emissions from coal but at a higher capital cost. The efficiency of large diesels has also
improved and may have application in some locations.

Thermodynamically, combined .cycle systemshave the advantageover steam-basedsystems
but the debate still continues on the overall conversion eftlciency of carbon-based feedstock
(fuel) to electrical energy when a comparative evaluation is made for coal, residual oil,
Orimulsion, petroleum coke, wastes or bio-mass. However, few experts doubt the ability
of the gas turbine manufacturersto improve the thermalefficiency of their designs over the
next few years. Gas turbinesare currentlyoperatingat 55% efllciency (LHV) in combined
cycle mode on natural gas. ABB has a two stage machine operating commercially at
58.5% (LHV) and Siemenshave just announced a turbine with similarperformance. GE has
announcedtheir Frame 9H turbinewith a combined cycle efficiency of 60% LHV available
from 1997 while all leading manufacturersforecast exceeding 60% by the end of the decade
as a resultof improvementsin materialsand lead blade cooling techniqueswhich allow them
to convert a greaterpart of the available heat into shaft-power.

Consequently, systemswhich arebased on makinguse of the combined cycles appearto have
a potential inherentadvantageover direct combustion steam based systems. Furthermore,
the environmental.advantages are greater and at lower cost in the event that a value is
attachedto pollutants e.g. any tax levied on emissions, liquid waste streams or land-fill.
Nevertheless, a recent IEA survey of the world’s utility companies suggeststhattheir own
preference is to retain steam as the basis of their coal fired capacity for mtiy more years
based on the evolution of old technology ratherthanmove to somethingnew albeit thatflue
gas clean-up and NOX control would be required.

Perhapsthe greatestareaof uncertaintyfacing the electricity supply industryin the UK is the
future price of naturalgas. Expert opinion appearsdivided. One group says that the rate
at which new gas reserves have been found recently ensures an abundantsupply. Hence
fierce competition will continue for the foreseeable future which in turn will result in a low
gas price. The other group, including some oil companies, say that the rate of growth in
demandin Europe - particularlyfrom the power generationand industrialsectors - will force
negotiationsfor additionalgas suppliesaroundthe turnof the century. “Negotiationsfor new
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supplies are unlikely to be at the current low prices but at higher levels reflecting the need
to earn a return on the new investmentassociatedwith the expansion of existing fields and
for the development of new fields. New reserves or sources will have to be developed at the
beginning of the next century to cover demand and with it the possibility of long distance
movement by pipeline, or by sea as LNG, which will necessitate a price rise. Issues of
supply security are also raisedbecause of political uncertaintyin the countries owning some
of the newer gas resources or the countries through which pipelines would have to pass en
route to the main markets.

Both schools of thoughtproduce convincing cases to defend their respectivepositions but can
they both be right? Is there a difference between the position in continentalEurope and that
of the UK? Are there smaller offshore wells which can be made captive to say one power
stationwith a freed price negotiatedfor an agreed term or for the life of the well? These are
some of the most critical questions. If an abundance of gas sustainsa low price scenario,
the prospects of stemming the “dash for gas” in a free market would appear to be very
difficult and closure of much of the old plant may be inevitable unless there were to be a
change in the Government’s approach to energy policy to avoid an over-dependence on gas.

If price increasesoccur through time, thenthere maybe sufficient of an economic incentive
to encourage the development of gasification to generate a synthesis gas or synthesised
naturalgas from otherfeedstocks. For example, heavy oil residue gasification could provide
a solution to the developing oil industryproblems. This route could produce hydrogen for.
quality improvement in transportfuels and a quantityof surplus synthesisgas available for
power generation. ‘The feedstock to such a gasification system could be supplementedby
Orirnulsioriand/or other”waste streamsto match the requirements of a power plant. The
economics could also draw coal in as a feedstock source for the gasifier with an increase in
the naturalgas price or a reduction in the production cost and thus price of coal.

The addition of wet flue gas scrubbing systems to existing plant could be sufficient of a
fmcial burden to alter the position of power stationsin the merit order e.g. the position
reported to exist at both Drax and Ratcliffe at present (ref: September and November 1994
ENDS Reports). This illustratesjust how sensitivethe cost of generationmaybe to any new
investmentneeded at existing plant. Consequently, the options have to be very carefully
evaluatedto ensure that the investmentrisks are minimised.

The role of non-base load capacity is also related to its earning capacity within the pool
pricing system. At present, it is geared to reward base load operation. If investment is
required for mid or low merit order plant, the potential rewards may not be sufficient to
justify the expenditure - particularly given the uncertaintyof future load factors. The pool
price is setby the marginalplant on the system- normally by a NationalPower or PowerGen
coal plant. The systemwas originally designed with two main elements- capacity payments
and the System Marginal Price. The determinantsof the capacity payment are the notional
value of lost load (VOLL) and loss of load probability (LOLP). They remain the most
arbitraryand unpredictable parts of the Pool pricing system. The System Marginal Price
remainsa most importantelement in Pool pricing. The huge surplus of capacity has meant
thatthe LOLP paymentshave been low, so coal and oil based plant tend to be pushed down
the merit order and off base load. The introduction of the price cap and subsequentshort
term loss of nuclear capacity has altered the way in which the mechanism is used
encouraging the bidding of a portfolio of plant rather than the most efficient. There is.no
guarantee that this pattern will continue, The pool pricing system does not relate

●
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comparative envfionmental impact of production ti the price of
mechanism to reward low emissions from gas fired plant or the

The problems for the companies owning coal and oil fired

power either. There is no
investmentmade in FGD.

equipment are still being
exacerbatedby the approval of new combined cycle gas fired plant within a market driven
economy. This new capacity could only be operated at the expense of the older coal or oil
fried plant. Even so, there is some doubt as to whether the merit order is being set by
marginal generating costs or whether by the contractual arrangementse.g. “take or pay”
which have been negotiatedon some of the fuel suppliesand on electricity supply agreements
thereby effectively overriding the economic decision.

There is a range of options which minimise capitalbut offer an environmentalimprovement
to existing combustion plant. What level of environmental improvement will be sought
within the terms BATNEEC and Best Practical EnvironmentalOption (BPEO) and how the
division of nationalemission targetswill be relatedback to companies and individualplants
remains uncertain. The report will attemptto address these issues.

The importance of environmentallimits also needs to be set in the context of the European
and the US projections ,for replacement generatingcapacity. The recent UNIPEDE paper
indicated an increase in electricity demand in the EU of 120 GWe up to the year 2010 and
a need to replace 100 GWe of ageing capacity making a total of 220 GWe over the next 15
years. The USDOE outlook sets a range over the same period with a low forecast of 153
GWe,. a high of 484 GWe and a mid-point of 279 GWe. Again much of, the US demand
stems from the age (and comparative inefficiency) of the existing stock. Consequently, the
environmentalconstraintswhich are set for this new capacity becomes critical because much
of thatequipmentwill still be operational in the year 2040.

UK utility companies will thereforeneed to understandthe factors which defiie BATNEEC,
BPEO and the air quality goals which are being set. S@ilarly, the EU utilities will be
awaitingthe resultsof the LCP Directive review and any local responseto setmore stringent
limits such as the Germanconcept of an electricalconversion efficiency hurdle for new plant.
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3.0 RECENTTECHNOLOGICALDEVELOPMENTS

3.1. CCGT

Major advances in the size and efficiency of large gas turbinestook place during the 1980s.
The main manufacturers,GE, Siemens, ABB and Westinghouse all developed turbineswith
a power output in excess of 200 MWe which were testedcommercially in many countries.
U&ts such as the GE Frame 7 and 9F, along with the Siemens, Westinghouse and ABB
equivalent models have now proved their reliability. Availabilities of 99.2% on line over
a period of two years continuous operation are typical of their performance. .

The exhaust temperatureis sufficiently high that a heat recovery boiler can be installedto
generatehigh quality steam. This can be fed into a steamturbine enabling the two turbines
to operate in series or combined cycle mode. The use of the two turbinesin series elevates
the thermalefilciency to a currenttypical figure of 55% LHV operating on naturalgas.

Two other featureswhich add to the commercial attractionof the systemare the low capital
cost and the speed of construction. To illustratethese points, National Power recently
received a bid at f300/kW for Didcot ($480/kW) which is very competitive when figures of
$’700-750/kWwere being quoted as typical only one or two years ago. Fierce competition
continues and recent bids in SE Asia have been reported at around $400/kW.

A good example of construction time would be a recent plant in South Korea which was
reported in the technical press. GE built a 1900 MWe unit.in 26 months from order. The
fiist turbine was operating in open cycle mode to generate,power within 7 months firing
naturalgas while all 8 gas turbineswere operatingafter 1 year. The heat recovery boilers
were being constructedin parallel and the combined cycle operation began after 26 months.
Hence the investorsreceived a revenue streamafteronly 7 monthswhich rampedup to about
65% of total output in a year, the remaining 35% coming on line after just over 2 years.
CCGT systemsare very compact because the combustion turbine itself effectively generates
the pm.verequivalentof a large boiler in a fraction of the space. ..

In the UK, the National Grid 7 Year Statementshows some 27 GWe of CCGT capacity in
the stateof “TransmissionContracted” since vesting and this development will be discussed
in more detail. A significantportion of the capacity is eitheroperatingor underconstruction.

It is clear that the technology is now widely accepted as a commercially attractiveway to
generatepower from naturalgas. A recentFT article reported a Siemens analysisof market
trendswhich indicatedthatfrom theirstatistics,some 37% of all new power plantthroughout
the world ordered over the past decade had been CCGT equipment. The article also carried
aiIannouncementthatSiemenshad developed a new.turbine with an efficiency of over 58%
LHV operating in combined cycle mode on naturalgas incorporating technology resulting
from their cooperative agreementwith PrattandWhitney. ABB has introducedthe GT24/26
turbines recently and an article in the summer 1994 edition of Europower cited an LHV
efficiency of 58.5% again in combined cycle mode on naturalgas. Two units in Sweden and
one in Japanhad already completed 20,000 hours of operation.

GE recently announced their latest development of the “H” series turbines with a thermal
efficiency of 60% LHV operating in combined cycle mode on naturalgas. The increased
efficiency and power outputis achieved by reducing the temperaturedifferentialbetween the
combustor andthe lead blades andthishasbeen done by replacing air cooling of those blades “
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by closed circuit steam cooling with a turbine inlet temperatureof 1430”C instead of the
1270°C of the Frame 9F. This not only boosts the power outputbut also will reduce the unit
capital cost because the power is achieved at little extra total capital cost.

Thermalefficiency is set to improve still further. The designers are attemptingto maximise
the “fining” temperature, i.e. the temperaturemeasuredbetween the first stage nozzle and
the first stage bucket, to maximise the extractableenergy. This has to be achieved while
minimizing the combustor temperature to minimise NOX formation. The limitation on
“firing” temperature is simply one of metals or rather construction material. All the
manufacturersappearconildent that a combined cycle efficiency in excess of 60% LHV is
achievable on natural gas by the end of the decade. The US advanced gas turbine
prograrnmewas blso mentioned at the EPRI Gasification Conference (Todd D. M., Joiner.
J.R. 1994, Bechtel T.F. Bajura R.A. 1992). An article in InternationalPower Generation
(Nov 1994- Singh, Prof R.) statesthat ‘rcombustionefficiencies (i.e. combined cycle power
generationefficiencies on naturalgas) are likely to rise to 65%. Advances to the gas turbine
cycle may incorporate recuperation, intercooling and advances in the steam cycle. ”

The gas turbineitself is inherentlyflexible and can utiliseclean synthesisgas from a gasifier.
In fact, with some air compressor/turbine cotilgurations such as thatof the GE design, there
is an increase of 10-15YO(20-2570 on the “H” unit) in the shaft power versus naturalgas
because of a reduction in the power required by the compressor and increased mass flow
(Todd D.M. 1993). GE’s annularburner system has already been proven on synthesisgas
at Cool Water and the Westinghouse turbine at Plaquemine while Siernens has recent
operating experience at Buggenum.

Consequently, the CCGT systemappearsto have a clear advantagefor the foreseeable future.
The only questionsare whether the price of naturalgas will remain stable enough to be the
fuel source andwhethersynthesisgas, especially from refinery residuesor Orirnulsion,could
enter the market and compete. There seems little doubt thatnaturalgas prices will rise in
some parts of the world and the US, for example, envisage the retro-fitting of gasifiers to
CCGT plantwhen economic. In fact, papershave been given illustratingwhat they describe
as “phased construction” which assumesthe step-wise development taking advantageof the
low prices of naturalgas while they continue but with the flexibility to add the gasifier.

3.2 Ultra-SuperCriticalSteam Technology

The power industry has relied on steam for over 110 years so there is a considerable
reluctanceto give up a well proven technology if it can be adaptedand stretchedto perform
even betteron the fuel upon which the industryhas depended so heavily in the past, namely
coal. The boilermakershave a commercial incentive to retainsteambecause the construction
of large boilers has been their life-blood. Every 500 MWe coal freed boiler would require
the fabrication of over 100,000 tonnes of steel most of which would have to be assembled
on site over a period of few years. In contrast, the gas turbine is factory built in a fraction
of the time andthe simplerheat recovery boiler associatedwith the “combined” cycle would
not require more than 10,000 tonnes of steel, much of which could be pre-fabricated.

The steamcycle is constrainedby a theoreticalefficiency limit. Nevertheless,the generators
are reluctantto give up proven technology for any new systems although they have now
accepted CCGT technology. The boilermakers’ counter to CCGT has been to stretch the
steamcycle to its limit. The ultra-supercritical design of boiler has been introduced which
harnessesthe remaining potential of the Rankine cycle. The key elements of the newer
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designs are thinwalled tubesof special steelscapable of operatingathigher temperaturesand
very high stearnpressures. Improved heatexchange anda double reheatcircuit has also been
introduced with corresponding modifications to the steamturbines.

Japanhas built boilers for theseconditionsbut initiallyopted to operate on LNG to minimise
the risk of tube fouling and damage although a coal fired plant,has now been built. US
utilitiesandthe CEGB tried supercritical boilers duringthe 1970s but experienced reliability
problems and reverted to sub-critical steamconditions. Denmark became the first country
to commission the newer design of European supercritical boiler in 1984 to fire coal and
followed in 1991 with another more advanced design at Fynsvaerket with a power plant
efficiency of 42% LHV. The next boiler to be built therewas also designed for ultra-super
critical steamconditions. It was Elsarn’sEsbjerg 3 Advanced Power Plantusing a 370 MWe
coal-fired boiler by Stein Industrieof France. An overview of performance was presented
at an EPRI Conference in Santa Barbara in February 1993 (Noer, M). The operators
claimed a 45.370 net efficiency. Another article on the subject was published by Elsam
(Blurn, R., Kjoer, S. 1993) to illustratethe stepsthe company was taking in response to the
direction by the Danish Parliamentthat Elsarnare required to achieve a 20% reduction in
COZby 2005 from a 1988 base year.

A new CL4.BReport entitled “The CurrentStatusand Survey of IndustryAttitudesto Steam
Cycle Clean Coal Technology” suggests a figure of 44% LHV as the “normalised
efficiency”. This representsan adjustmentwhich setsthe performance at “normal” ambient
operatingconditions i.e. atmospherictemperatures.This was considered necessary because
under Danish winter conditions, (ie. very low cooling water temperatures),Esbjerg 3 has
achieved an efficiency of 46.1%. A furtherunit is planned for Aalborg for start-upin 1998
at a normalised efficiency of 48% *(see below). An article published recently on these
designs (Sharman, H. 1994) suggests that the measurement is taken ahead of FGD and
DENOX control which would reduce the efficiency by at least 1-2% dependent on the
sulphur content of the coal and the power consumption of the whole emissions reduction
system.

Elsarn,the Danishutility group owning the Esbjerg plant, set out the components of the gain
in efficiency for the Esjberg 3 ultra-super critical boiler versus more traditional steam
conditions in the following terms:-

Efficiency Gain

Double Reheat 2.0%
Higher Steampressure 1.0%
Higher SteamTemperature 1.0%
BetterVacuum 0.3%
BetterBoiler Efficiency 0.5%

------

Total Gain 4.8%

Consequently, the steam conditions per se contribute less than 50% of the total gain. It
should be added thatthe above designs also assumea coal quality which hasbeen established
over many years in the Danish utilities’ purchasing strategy. The sulphurwould not exceed
1% and more typically would be 0.7% with ash most probably less that 10%. The sulphur
level would set an upper limit to the internalpower consumption for the operation of FGD
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equipment. The CIAB Report drew attentionto the benefits of the double reheatcircuit but
added that there is a capital cost penalty and a loss of operating flexibility at part or
fluctuating load. Consequently, the economic decision would have to be based on site
specific and total system data information outside the scope of this review.

SK Power, the other large Danish generatingcompany, has undertakena design study for
a new 425 MWe coal-fired plant in Zeeland for a 1998/99 start-up(Noppenau, H. Hansen,
S. 1994). Although it will operate with ultra-super critical steam conditions, the high
conversion efficiency results from the use of an aero-derivative 120 MWe gas turbine
operating on naturalgas with its own generator. Insteadof a heat recovery boiler, the heat
from the gas turbine exhaust is to be used to preheatthe boiler feedwater to 31O”C for the
main coal-fired boiler. Their estimateddesign efficiency is not given in the paper but is
expected to be in the 48-50% LHV range. This is of course another approach which
achieves a high thermal efficiency while limiting the use of natural gas and retaining a
substantialportion of coal in the fuel mix. The decision to focus on coal is a key part of
company strategy.

The major advantage of the technology is its user appeal i.e. it meets the needs of those
utilitieswho wish to remain cautious about technology. The utilitieswho contributedto the
CIAB report have signalled their apprehensionabout new technology e.g. IGCC and wish
to see it fully demonstratedbefore they adopt it. The steam cycle, and the limited degree
to which tried and trustedtechnology can continue to be used with modifications, still retains
its appeal. The addition of a gas turbine to the steam cycle via feed water preheat offers
thermalefficiencies in the”samerange as advanced IGCC without the risk w“mchthe utilities
perceive in the gasifier. However, the CIAB report, which is based on a substantial
questionnaireto “theworld’s major utility companies, comments thatsteam technology will
come under increasingly competitive pressure from naturalgas fried units (CCGT), I“GCC
and PFBC within a decade in Western Europe and Japan. There is also likely to be some
limitation on the fuels which can be combusted in ultra-super critical boilers. High
temperaturecorrosion from the metals in heavy oils and Orirmdsioncan occur and may well
limit such fuels to the lower efficiency. boilers operating at sub-critical steam conditions.

A recentpaper by the Chief Executive of VGB of Essen (Schilling, H.D. 1993) surnmarised
the position regarding steam only systems. Studiesby VGB assessedthe limits of steam at
46% LHV at best and 47% LHV in the very extreme. Efficiencies beyond thatpoint had
to come from the combination of a steamcycle and a gas turbine.

The key question about new combustion or topped combustion systems is whether the
emission levels can be achieved economically and whether there will be outlets for the by-
products e.g. of flue gas desulphurisationproducts and PFA in the longer term. Germany
has the largest yield of by-products in Europe but has had to develop outlets to absorb the
make withoutresorting to land-fdl. As in the Netherlands,the landfdling of the wastes from
coal fired plant is either bamed or discouraged so markets/processes for the material are
necessary to accommodate the materialin the building and constructionmaterialsindustries.

There are no technical limitations to the use of ultra-supercritical steam conditions in the
heat recovery systems of CCGT or IGCC plant so there is a potentially wide application.
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3.3 AtmosphericFluidisedBed Systems
. .

The development of atmospheric fluidised combustion flourishedin the 1980swith awide
range of industrialboilers becoming commercially available in size ranges up to 100 MWt.
Very few of these boilers would have been used for the generation of power other than in
CHP systems. Efficiencies of around 38% LHV were typical where used for power. Over
200 units have been sold designed by companies such as Lurgi, Ahlstrom Pyropower and
Stein Industrie. More recently, the size range has increased and designs for power plant
boilers up to 280 MWe have been undertakenwith improved thermalefficiencies of up to
44% LHV. The Emil Huchet and the Gardanneplants in France are typical of this new
generationof design.

This type of boiler is particularlywell suited to poor quality fuels. In the case of the two
French plants, the first is operating on fine coal takenfrom a lagoon linked to an old coal
wash plant where over 25 year of fuel still exists. The Gardanneunit is based on local high
ash coal. The advantageof the system is thatheat is not lost in melting the ash. The offset
is that the ash and the sorbent (limestone) are mixed and the solid waste does not fiid a
ready commercial market usually being routed to land-fill. An added disadvantageof the
systemthepresence of some residualfree lime. Underatmosphericconditions, the limestone
is converted into lime which is the active sorbent. At the S/CaO ratios needed to capture
SOZ, some free lime will remain in the solid waste, exacerbatingthe,disposal problem.

Another drawback attributedto AFBC is the formation of nitrous oxide, NZO. The lower
combustion temperaturesof the fluidised bed system reduces thermal NOX to a very low
level. However, some of the fuel-bound nitrogen is released resulting in lower NOX
emissions than on corresponding pf-fried coal plants with typical levels from commercial
AFBC plants in the 100-150 ppmv range without any control equipment (Takeshita, M.
IEACR, 1995). AFBC produces appreciableamountsof NZOwhich may be the only major
source of NZOemission among the coal based technologies. Concentrationsin the flue gas
are generally in the 50-100 ppmv range on commercial plant burning coal althoughhigher
emissions have been measured in pilot plants. Some early results of NZO emissions were
suspectedto have been inflatedby sampling error but the datacited in the Takeshitareport
is based on approved test methods. By comparison, the emissions of NZO from pulverised
coal firing would be in the 0.5-2.0 ppmv range.

The IEA report added that “N20 emissions have been overlooked for a long time because
NZO is not regulated in any country. However, in recent years, NZO has been publicly
recognised to be a potent greenhouse gas and .t.oplay a cmcial role k WWlathg fie

stratosphericozone layer (WMO, 1992)”.

The technology has a role with low grade fuels but there would appearto be more attractive
technologies such as PFBC when a higher quality of fuel is available.

3.4 PressurisedFluidisedBed Systems

The lead in the development of PressurisedFluidised Bed Combustion technology has been
takenby ABB Carbon in Sweden. PFBC plantsarenow operatingon coal in Sweden, Spain,
the USA and Japan. By February 1994, over 35,000 operational hours had been achieved
using the system and further orders for the plants are starting to flow because of the
efficiency, environmentalbenefits and cost (Jansson,S.A. 1992/3/4)
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The designers claim a thermalefficiency benefit of 10-15%, ie. 42.5% vs 38% LHV, over
conventioml state-of-the-artcoal fried plantsincluding FGD (but thatcomparison excluded
the Danish ultra-supercritical performance).

The early designs were of a module of about 85 MWe and four units are operational. The
design was scaled up to 360 MWe and the first is on order for Japan with commercial
operation beginning in 1997. Other utilities are evaluating this design at the currently
available size along with a design of 720 MWe. These designs are expected to achieve a
higher efficiency at 44-45% LHV.

ABB would claim that they pioneered the technology and could be considered to be the
market leader with their bubbling bed technology. Other companies have recognised the
potential and have developed their own designs. Those companies include Lurgi, Lentjes,
Deutsche Babcock, Ahlstrom Pyropower, Foster ,Wheeler, Hitachi and Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries. Lurgi, Lentjes, Babcock are working jointly with a circulating bed design while
Ahlstrom has also chosen the circulating bed system.

Brief Descriptionof Equipment

The system has three main parts:- the fluidised bed boiler placed inside a pressure vessel;
a gas turbineexpandercoupled to air compressors and a generator; and a steamturbine.with
its generator (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
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First GenerationPFBC

ABB Carbon

Coal andthe sulphursorbent (limestone or dolomite) are injected into the fluidised bed either
as a water-based paste using concrete pumps or by a pneumatic system and lock hoppers.
The combustion process takes place under pressure. The combustion gases from the boiler
pass through cyclones where more than 98% of the particulateis removed before they are
expanded through the first turbine (expansion turbine).
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Steamis generatedin
would quote thermal

the boiler which supplies conventional steam turbines. ABB Carbon
efficiencies of 45% on an LHV basis or 41% HHV indicating a

performance about 4 percentage points better than the standardsub-critical pulverised fiel
f~ed boilers. ABB statethe sulphur capture is about 90% and very low NOX levels have
been achieved on the Swedishplant. This is understoodto have been possible because of the
addition of a gas polishing or DENOX step which could be added to any of their designs.

ABB claim the following points in favour of PFBC technology on coal:-

● the sulphuris absorbed in the bed by the formation of calcium sulphateand without
calcination of the limestone to form calcium oxide (for detail see Section 7)

s the capital cost of the fiist generationplantwas atparitywith PF fired capacity fitted
with FGD and 20% lower thanABB’s estimatesof 1stgenerationIGCC, Their fifth
plant which is alreadybeing built, is claimed to have a 20% capital cost advantage
over PF plus FGD, lower fuel costs due to improved efficiency and lower
maintenancecosts

● a key marketingadvantageis thatit remainsa boiler and is sold as a complete power
generation system by a single manufacturerwho will guaranteeperformance. This
appeals-tomany utilitieswho are intuitivelypro-steam

Pressurisedcirculating fluidised bed systems as developed by the Lurgi, Lentjes, Babcock
group appear to offer some interestingalternativesto the bubbling bed ABB system. The
recirculationof limestone improves sulphurcapture and limestone usage. The gas cIeaning
“systemalso embles the gases to be expandedin a standardgas turbine (e.g. SiemensV94.3)
compared with the Stal-Lavaldesign tailoredto handle the particulatecontent of gases in the
ABB design.

The PFBC design generates 15-20% of its power on the expansion turbine and 80-85% on
the steamturbine. The technology can be takenfurtherusing hybrid designs to increase the
power from the expansion turbine. Adding a topping cycle is one possibility. This can be
achieved by building an externalpartialgasifier so thata proportion of the coal is converted
to a fuel gas which is fed back to the boiler for over-fning or it is combusted separatelyin
a modified turbine. Close bed temperaturecontrol is essentialwith over-firing in order to
avoid approaching the ash fision temperatureof the coal and the possible agglomeration of
the ash in the bed. The char from the gasifier is introduced to the boiler mixed with the ‘
fresh coal feed. The flow-plan is shown overleaf in Figure 2.

The hybrid technology has the theoretical potential to raise the thermal efficiency .of the
systemto around 50% LHV. The PFBC systemhas competitive appealas an option for new
capacitybased on coal. The capital cost of the ABB systemis now down to about $1000/kW
althoughthis is still more than double the cost of currently available CCGT systems in the
UK and the South East Asia. Nevertheless, it would appear to be a serious contender with
utility companies who wish to use coal and do not wish to operate large gasifiers.
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3.5 Gasificationand IntegratedGasificationCombinedCycle

The development of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) systems has been
acceptedasan interestingconcept for many years but isconsidered complex, capital intensive
and insufficiently proven to be commercially acceptableby most utility companies. Over the
past four years, projects have received approval and funding albeit that over half of the
currentprojects have some form of fiicial assistanceto provide the economic support for
“fnst of a kind” installations.

It took some time from the initialproject in Cool Water (1984) and the commercial facility
at Plaquemine, Louisiana (1987) for the technology to be accepted, but on both sides of the
Atlantic projects are being progressed on solid feedstocks - mainly coal - to generatepower
very cleanly and efficiently. Over the same time-frame the combined cycle gas turbine
systemhas gained complete commercial credibility while in the chemicals industry, gasifiers
have been operating on solid and liquid feedstocks for up to 30 years. The integration of
these two processes is therefore not as complex as it might appear to be. Furthermore, the
degree of integrationis a function of economics. There is a trade-off between the thermal
efficiency advantagesof integrationand the capital costs associated with achieving it. In
Europe, the two key projects of this type are highly integrated. They are the Dutch
demonstrationplant at Buggenum and the Spanish project at Puertollano, the latter being
supportedby EU funding.

The process can best be considered as a CCGT plant with a dedicated gasifier producing tie
gaseous fuel for the gas turbine. The gasifier converts the energy contained in any carbon-
based feedstock - coal, heavy oil, petroleum coke, lignite or Orirnulsion- into a clean gas.
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The most feedstock flexible of the gasifiers is the entraineddesign of which the Shell and
Texaco are commercial examples, the former having two designs for solid and liquid feeds.
Destec(formerly Dow)and Prenflo are also entrainedgasifiersdesigned for solid feedstocks
suchas coal.

The fixed bed British Gas/Lurgi slagging gasified, which has beenproved during extended
operation at Westfield in Scotland inthe 1980s, has some interestingfeatures. It has been
designed foralump coal feed and thegas cooling medium isthe incoming raw feed which
overcomes the problem ofheat recovery boilers. It then produces tars which are recycled
to extinction. Some fmecoal canbe introducedvia the tuyereswhich feed the oxygen into
the bed. Petroleum coke could besubstituted forcoal while heavy oils or OrimuIsioncould
be introduced along with the recycled tarsgiving the gasifier flexibility.

The design uses less oxygen thanthe entrainedgasifiers and hasa higher carbon conversion
but requires a significant portion of its feedstock fi solid form. It also produces a slightly
higher heatingvalue gas thanthe entraineddesignsbecause some 6% of methaneis produced
along with the hydrogen and carbon monoxide which also makes it an attractivesource of
gas for fuel cells.

The cooling of the hot gasesby incoming feed eliminatesthe need for heatexchange and the
generationof steamatthe gasifier. Consequently, if thegasifier was usedto generatepower,
some 70% of the power would come from the gas turbine, the balance from a steamturbine
fed with steam from the heat recovery boiler on the exhaust of the gas turbine only.
Integrationis thereforenot essentialbecause the gasifier is capableof operatingindependently
of the combined cycle gas turbine system. They need not even be on the same site because
the product gas could be routed to the generator by pipeline. Hence the danger of the
acronym IGCC for a range of possible process flows which are better described as
gasification combined cycle systems.

The Destec gasifier (Dow original design) at Plaquemine is a two stage entrained system
with a portion of raw feed enteringthe second stageas a partialcooling step. To an extent,
it adopts the BritishGas concept of gas cooling in an entraineddesign. It has been selected
for the Wabash River repowering project in the USA.

Fluidised bed gasifiers are also betig examined for the conversion of bio-mass. Air blown
systems are needed because of the reactive nature of the feed material. Results both in
Sweden and Finland are encouraging particularlythe Enviropower system being developed
by Tampella (13ridgwater,A.V. & Evans, G.D. 1993). Air blown gasifiers have also been
evaluated for fuels such as lignite and coal. The Air Blown Gasifier Cycle (formerly the
British Coal Topping Cycle) has been conceived to eliminatethe need for an air separation
plant and regain the energy lost in operatingan ASU. However, conference papers such as
Simbeck, D. 1994 and Sheikh, A. 1995 suggest thatthere are some significant advantages
in the use of oxygen and the elimination of nitrogen through the gas clean-up stage of the
gasification process for the higher carbon content fuels.

Gasification is a basically simple process. The process is described in detail in Part 2
(Section 6.1 and Appendices). In surnmary, it is a partialoxidation process which converts
most of the carbon to carbon monoxide and hydrogen while releasing the sulphur in the
feedstock as HZS.
i.e. the extraction

There are options at the cool~g s~agein entrainedand fluid bid gasifiers
of heatfrom the raw gas prior to the gas scrubbing system. The gases can
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be routed through a heat recovery boiler to generate steam or quenched in some way such
as passing through water.

Until hot gas clean-up techniquesare fully developed, as shown schematically in Figure 3,
the current type of gas cleaning requires the gas to be cooled and processed in a wet
scrubbing system usually based on a family of ethanolamine sorbents. These scrubbing
processes have been standardin the oil industryfor the past 50 years for the removal of H#
from refinery process gas streams. The sorbent captures the HZS at very high efficiency
using fully regenerable reagentswhich absorb the H# when cool and release it on heating.
Fuel-bound nitrogen is releasedprimarily as gaseous nitrogen with some small quantitiesof
ammonia which are extractedduring scrubbing process. Particulate are also removed and
filtered from the system. Consequently, a very cleag fuel gas is produced which can then
be fed to the gas turbine. The only gaseous emissions are those from the gas turbines i.e.
NOX, which is now very low because of the techniques developed for the new designs of
combustor on the gas turbines.

Figure 3
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At the October 1994 EPRI Gasification Conference, severalprojects which are operating or
in progress were reviewed (papersare listedin Bibliography). The applicationof gasification
to the imminentproblems of ihe oil industry in many parts of the world has stimulatedthe
interestof refiners in the technology. There has been a tendency, particularlyamongstutility
companies, to think of IGCC as a coal or solid fhel based technology. The Conference
reiteratedthatgasification has much broader application because the process is flexible and
can convert any carbon-basedfeedstock to a fuel gas. Texaco mentionedthatthe gasifier can
accommodate quantitiesof wasteplastic or sewage sludge along with the primary feedstock
as a method of safe destruction of these streams. At the conference there was very
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considerable interestin the rate at which
place.

commercialisationof the technology is now taking

GE gave a joint paper with Fluor Daniel on the application of IGCC to power generation.
The study drew supplementarydata from Destec (Plaquemine) and Air Products. They
compared IGCC with conventional coal technology i.e. pulverised fuel on a cost basis and
concluded the following:-

1990s IGCC - Plant costs higher
Power generationcosts similar
Credits for IGCC features can produce lower ~ÿÿü
capital and power costs

“2000+IGCC - Plant costs are not higher
Power generationcosts lower without credits

Note: The credits being mentioned relate to the virtual elimination of S02 and particulate
emission and very low NOX levels, Furthermore, the COZ levels would be the lowest
available using coal or most other llhels. COZ emissions could only be reduced further by
the use of naturalgas.

The study was undertakenfrom a US stand-point considering coal as a feed stock. In
Europe, there has been a growing interestin gasification as an adjunctto oil reffig. The
demand for heavy fuel oil is declining and forecast to decline further while the demand for
transportfuels grows. Consequently, the refiners are evaluating processes which convert
heavy residues to hydrogen and clean fiel gas and this will be discussed in Section 5. In
Italy, IGCC based on heavy fuel oil is also being pursued as a means of converting the oil
currentlyused as a boiler fiel by ENEL into clean power. This is considered to be a more
economically attractiveroute to produce clean power thatretro-fittingtheir old boiler stock
with FGD. The ItalianGovernment has sanctioned a fixed electricity price for 8 years to
provide an incentive for the investmentand many refiners have responded.

Shell has also given a lead at their Pernis refinery in Rotterdam and is in the process of
installing a 500 MWe equivalent gasifier (de Jong. T. 1993, Higman, C. Eppinger, M.
1994). Several other projects are approved or are at an advanced stage of development in
Italy, Finland, Portugal and Spain.

Gasification is also being considered for non-fossil fiels. Fluidised bed gasification would
appearto be a potentiallyattractiveroute for the processing of bio-mass and selected lower
heatingvalue wastes~eams. Oxygen blown entrainedgasifiers may be needed to extractthe
energy from the more complex wastes such as plastics, old tyres and spentlubricant where
the more molecular structureand the nature of the contaminantsneed to be separatedand
extracted. Texaco has prepared several papers on this subject (Miranda, J.E. 1988).

3.6 ExternallyFiredCombined Cycle System

The EFCC belongs to a class of indirect-fwedcycles used for power generation thatfeature
the ability to handle ash-bearingfhels to produce energy as cleanly and efficiently as oil or
naturalgas-fued systems. The externally-fwed cycle is an old concept in which an open
Brayton cycle is used to convert thermalenergy to electric power. The EFCC is inherently
more efficient than a direct-fired gas turbine-combined cy~le because some of the turbin~
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exhaustenergy is returnedto the topping part of the cycle instead of being used by a less
efficient steamturbine. The cycle can accommodate a range of fuels, andthe combustor can
be modified to handle those fuels.

The EFCC system uses a combined cycle that transfers the heat produced by say coal
combustion directly across a high-temperature.heat transfer surface to generate a clean-air
working fluid to the gas turbine. The hot flue gas is cooled and cleaned by an advanced flue
gas clean-up system. Steam raised during flue gas cooling drives a steam turbine. This
technology is well suited to taking advantage of technology improvements such as higher
temperature heat exchanger and turbine components. It uses conventional generating
practices thus making it readily acceptable commercially, particularlyfor some repowering
applications. The configuration of the EFCC product system are shown in Figure 4.

Figure4 . .
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The successful demonstrationof a reliable ceramic heat exchanger is critical to the success
of this technology. Since 1987, the USDOE has provided cost-sharing support to a 21-
member industrialconsortium led by Hague Internationalof Portland, Maine, to demonstrate
a ceramic heat exchanger thatwill produce heated air at 1850 to 2300°F (1OOO-1?C)for use
in gas turbines. This project, involving the construction and operation of a 2.5 MWe test
system at Kennebunk, Maine, integratesa pulverised coal burning, low NOX burner with a
ceramic and metallic heat exchanger system.

A 62 MWe EFCC-based repowering project is also currently being negotiated with
Pennsylvania Electric Company (Penelec) as part of the fifth CCT Programme. The
proposed project would be built in northern Pennsylvania. Other participantsbeside the
USDOE and Penelec are Black & Veatch, Hague Intematioml and Westinghouse.
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3.7 Hybrid Systems

In Section 3.3 on PFBC, the use ofa Topping Cycle was mentioned; this concept of adding
an ancillary feature to a basic technology has been given the generic term “topping”. A
number of companies are developing ideas which fall within the definition and several are
examining the partialgasification of coal as an adjunct to coal flied boiler systems.

The British Coal Topping Cycle concept (now renamed the Air Blown Gasification Cycle)
is an air blown system in which the partialgasification stageproduces a gas which is cooled
and cleaned with ceramic candle filters for combusting/expanding in a h.ybine. The hot
finely divided char and residual limestone sorbent are fed to an atmospheric fluidised bed “
boiler to generatesteamfor the steamturbine. A primary objective of the air blown system
is to save the investmentin an air separationunit and the loss of efficiency resulting from
its internal power consumption. However, the offset is that much more gas has to be
compressed and then handled through the system because of the nitrogen content of the air
of about 80%. This enlarges the equipment required particularly the gas clean-up section.
The ABGC concept is at the “large pilot” stage in their laboratories.

ABB has proven the PFBC system and sees topping as a further stage in efficiency
improvement with few technical problems associated with annexing a partial gasifier to a
boiler. It has been described above as the 2nd generation PFBC. The subtle differences
between the ABB and ABGC systemsare thatABB combust the gas in the PFB boiler outlet
and take the char into the raw coal feed system of the boiler, whereas the ABGC design
combusts the clean gas in the gas turbineand through a solids transfersystemroute hot char
to the boiler as the only fuel.

Another approach to “Topping” is the harnessingof the gas turbine and conventional steam
cycles operatingon different fiels. The Danish plantmentionedpreviously in Section (3.1)
falls into this category. They anticipategaining a Ii.uther2-3 percentage points of thermal
efficiency in this way bringing the overall efficiency to the 48-50% LHV range. Again, this
is a low-risk route to gain efficiency improvementsand one which is familiar technology to
the utilities and so one that they would more likely accept. Nevertheless, these step-out
developmentspoint towards the need to add the advantagesof gas turbine technology to the
steamcycle. The variationson the theme appearto stem from the wish to retaincommercial
control among the traditionalpower industry suppliers rather than allow the gas turbine
manufacturersto penetratetheir markettoo deeply.

3.8 Fuel Cell Systems
,

Fuel cells generate electricity directly from the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and
oxygen. Phosphoric acid based cells are already sold commercially in the Statesas a 200
kWe package. Molten carbonate and solid oxide cells are also being developed for
demonstrationat the 200 kWe and 2 MWe scale this year. Developments by MC Power
Corp, Energy Research Corp and Westinghouse in the USA along with Dutch and German
companies are all close to marketentry.

,In the US, testwork is alreadyunder way on 100 kWe unitsusing gas from the.gasification
of coal as a fhel gas for the cell. This work is takingplace alongside the Plaqueminegasifier
in Louisiana. The flow scheme envisaged by the USDOE for application in 10-15 years is
illustratedin Figure 5 for an IntegratedGasification Fuel Cell (IGFC).

..
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carbon based fuel needs to be converted to gasification
most efficient way possible.

3.9 Flue Gas Desulphurisation

1994) reinforces the view that the
and the clean gas then used in the

FGD is being included in the section of competitive technology because the use of scrubbing
systems offers a way to continue the operation of existing combustion plant while meeting
sulphuremission legislation. It is also seen at the most logical (and possibly economic) way
to retain steam systemsby controlling emissions.

The application of FGD technology expanded rapidly during the 1980s and the trend is
expected to continue. Equipmenthasbeen installedin 18 countries and as of June 1994 over
168 GWe of capacity had been completed. A further 107 GWe is planned or under
construction in 9 other countries.

The IEA Coal Research FGD Handbook of June 1994 offers a statusreport on installations
and technologies. It covers coal fired stationson a global basis and reviews the wide range
of processes which have evolved to capture SOZalone or SOZand NOX simultaneously. A
previous report also listed FGD which had been installedon generatingcapacity other than
coal - particularlyoil in the few countrieswho use fuel oils for power production eg; Japan.
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The Handbook has classified the available systemsinto 6 main categories:-

wet lime/limestone scrubbers
other wet scrubbers
spray dry scrubbers (semi-dry systems)
sorbent injection processes (including dry scrubbers)
regenerableprocesses (SOZremoval only)
combined SOZ/NOx removal processes.

FGD systems can now be designed for coal plant to remove up to 95% SOZ, have high
reliability, operate with reduced power consumption and produce a marketableproduct if
required. The regenerable processes produce sulphuric acid or elemental sulphur and
therefore may require an assuredmarket- especially for the former. The most widely used
system is the wet lime/limestone scrubberwith forced oxidation which produces marketable
gYpsumsuitible for plaster, cement and wallboard. The capital cost of FGD has fallen but
remains about 20% of the capital cost of a power plant in the range of $200/kW. The
Handbook then gives flow plans of over 170 different systemsand supplierswith details of
the rapid development of post-combustion clean-up over the past decade applied to
conventional combustion technology.

Another approach to the use of limestone which has been developed by Lurgi is the
circulating fluidised bed desulphurisationsystem. The basic chemistry is broadly similar to
thatof the wet limestone systemsbut a number of advantagesare claimed e.g. the simplicity
of the process, lower space requirements, a dry by-product, little or no reheating of flue
gases, more than 95% desulphurisationand complete removal of SOq. It is a dry process
which embles the limestone to be re-circulatedfor optimumutilisationand sulphurcapture.
The product is calcium sulphatein the hemi-hydrateform. This form of byproduct can be
mixed with water to form a material with a compressive strength similar to that of
lightweight concrete and a permeabilityto water which is less thanthatof clay.

A significant advantage of the complete SOg absorptionmakes this technique an attractive
option for the treatmentof flue gasesfrom the combustion of heavy oils or Orimulsion. The
combustion of theseproducts is likely to lead to the formation of SOSand micron size acidic
aerosol because of the presence of fine particulatevanadium and nickel. SOSis said to be
difficult to absorb in wet limestone systems. The tell-tale sign of SOqemission is a silvery-
blue plume from the stack.

A new design not mentioned in the IEA survey is a “bio-technological” process developed
by Hoogovens, the Dutch steelmaker. They have designed a systemwhich absorbs the SOZ
in water to form sulphites. This liquid streamis then processed in an anaerobic reactor to
convert the sulphitesand any sulphatepresentto hydrogen sulphide. The sulphide is then
converted in an aerobic reactor by micro-organisms to elementalsulphur. Pilot plant work
suggeststhatthe efficiency of sulphurrecovery could be as high as 98% and thatthe capital
and operatingcost should be 30% lower thanlimestone/gypsum systems. A demonstration
plant is being built to be commissioned by the Summer of 1995 and the developers are
optimistic thatthey have a very attractiveapproach to handle flue gases in a mannerwhich
minimises the volume of the main pollutant- sulphur. The process is also relatively fast so
the size of the vessels needed are claimed to be smaller than those required for limestone
/gypsum thereby saving land.
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If the Hoogovens
a process which

system proves to be as attractiveas the test-work suggests and they have
could be installed at a cost lower than that of the mainstream FGD

processes, it may representa breakthroughin post combustion control. If it can be achieved
without the need to extract limestone or produce a bulky waste product, it is even more
attractiveand could be a significant advantagewhich assistsin the retention of combustion
based systems.

There are other lower capital cost systems available which may have application where a
plant has a limited life or is operatedon intermediateload. These will be mentioned in the
“Modification and Refurbishment” options in Section 5.

Flue gas desulphurisation has developed substantially over the past decade and new
approachesare being tried to improve performance and reduce cost further. It clearly has
an importantrole where existing combustion based plantsrequire emission control. The key
issue for new plant will be economic dependenton whether a combustion system equipped
with flue gas clean-up can produce electricity at prices comparable with CCGT or the other
clean technologies while meeting the requirementsof BATNEEC and BPEO.
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4.0 ELECTRKXI’YSUPPLY/DEMANDBALANCES

4.1 Statusof Investmentin the UK

As mentioned in the introduction, the privatisationof the power industry has triggered a
major investmentprogramme in new generatingcapaci~. This followed a period without
significant investmentsince about 1976 with the exception of Drax Phase 2, (units 4, 5, and
6) and oil fired capacity at Littlebrook and Grain. However, the incentive to build new
capacity has not been demand driven but results from the new structureof the electricity
supply industryafterprivatisation. The Regional Electricity Companiesare strivingto reduce
their dependence ,on the duopoly of the fossil fuel based generators while exercising their
option to gen~ratea portion of their own power to meet their demand. They have built
substantialnew capacity. National Power and PowerGen have responded with similar
technology to remaincompetitive. Privatisationalso opened themarketto other independent
power producers who saw profitable opportunitiesin takingmarketshareaway from the two
major competitors, a move which was bound to result in a surplusof capacity.

Apart from CHP schemes, the Non Fossil Fuel Orders and Sizewell B, the choice of
technology hasbeen exclusively basedon the gas turbinecombined cycle system. This move
has coincided with increasingavailabilityof competitively priced naturalgas from a growing
number of suppliersfollowing the privatisationof the gas industry. .

The statusof generatingcapacity currently installedis as follows:-

Table 1

Source: NGC

4.2 Demand

Nuclear
Coal
Oil
Gas
pumpedWater
Interconnectors
PeakTurbines

TotalCapacity
Demand(1994/95)
PlantMargin

Forecast

MWe
10.7
28.7
8.5
8.9
2.0
3.2

.1.9

63.9
49.1
30.0%

The NationalGrid Company (NGC) produces a Seven Year Statementannuallywith quarterly
updates, the latest full statementavailable at the time of preparing this report being the
March 1994 edition. It sets out in detailthe opportunitiesfor the power industryin England
andWales to use the transmissionsystemfor the seven years ahead. The Statementreviews
demand, generation, plant margins, the transmissionsystem, performance and capacity. It
then identifiedopportunitiesand uncertaintiesuntil the 2001. The outlook is based both on
energy requirementsexpressed in Tera Watt hours (TWh) and in GWe of capacity required
to supply it. Each of the forecasts has an associated low and high figure corresponding to
average cold spell peak demand scenarios.
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The National Grid 7 year Statementsets out demand over the next few years as follows:-

Table2: DemandForecastsand AnnualEnergy Requirements

93194* 94/95 95/96 96/97 97198 98/99 99100 00/01

ACSPeakDemand(GWe) 48.7 49.1 49.9 50.5 51.3 52.0 52.7 53.3

Low 48.7 48.4 48.1 47.8 47.5 47.3 47.1 46.9

High 48.7 49.7 50.6 51.5 52.4 53.1 53.9 54.6

AnnualEne@y 272.7 276.0 278.5 281.9 286.5 290.5 295.2 299.2
RequirementTWh .+

LoadFactor(%) 63.9 64.2 63.7 63.7 63.8 63.8 63.9 64.1

* indicatesprovisional1993/94outturn
+ assumingnormalweather

Source: NGC

These figures have been adjusteddownwards since the 1993 forecast was preparedprfiarily
because of a reduction in the rate of growth which has been forecast. This appearsto have
been done for several reasons:-

i.

ii.

...
111.

iv.

v.

GDP growth assumptions made by NGC are uniform over the period whereas
ConsensusForecastspreparedby an average of the City and academic forecasters are
ratherlower and non-linear.

Prices and taxes would have an impact on demand. Although the second tranche of
VAT has not been levied, adjustmentshave not been made. The recentpeaks in pool
price above the agreed cap might be passed through at some stage.

Efficiency of electricity use and demandmanagementwill have an effect on demand
in the longer term. Replacement of old electrical equipment for more efficient
commercial plantanddomestic appliancestakestime andmay be price driven. There
would also appearto be more scope for the type of load managementpractised, for
example in the Netherlands,to reduce peak demand. UK load managementhas been
estimatedto be equivalentto about 2 GWe .of demand by NGC as capacity available
for shedding.

Embedded generatingplant, (i.e. power generatedfor own or local consumption and
not centrally dispatched by NGC) and CHP are excluded from the Statement. NGC
projections are based on demand on the grid. Power generationsources of less than
100”we which are not centrally dispatched are outside the scope of the Statement.
If this capacity and CHP systems were to grow faster e.g. as methods of handling
wastes grow or the NFFO (Non Fossil Fuel Order) introduces more small capacity,
then the demand on the NGC system would be somewhat reduced.

Clock changes. The NGC statementexamined the possible impact of a change to
Double Summertime and an alignment with Continental Time. This is thought to
reduce domestic lighting by 0.7 TWh according to the 1989 Green Paper.
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4.3 GeneratingCapacity

The Seven Year Statementgives the outlook for generatingcapacity as shown in Table 2.
It indicatesthe capacity which could remain in service along with thatwhich is scheduled to
be connected i.e. it includesplantregisteredcapacitiesbut with some CCGT awaitingSection
36 planning consent.

Table3: Total GeneratingPlant

NuclearPlant

SmaI1Coal(1)

MediumCoal(2)

LargeCoal(3)

CCGT

Oil

OCGT(4)

Hydro

Scotland(5)

EdF (6)

TotalPlantAvailable

Source:

Notes: 1.

2.

3.

“4.

5.

6.

NGC

94/5

10633

1432

4306

22991

8891

8489

1938

2100

1200

1976

63956

95/6

10750

1680

4306

23036

9551

8489

1938

2100

1600

1976

65426

96/7

10810

1680

4306

23056

14655

8489

2098

2100

1600

1976

70770

Small coal representsthe 1957-1962
MWe capacity such as Aberthaw A,

RegisteredCapacities

97/8

10810

1680

4306

23056

17472

8489

2098

2100

1600

1976

73587

98/9

10810

1680

4306

23056

21580

8489

2098

2100

1600

1976

77695

99/0

10810

1680

4306

23056

23673

8489

2098

2100

1600

1976

79788

00/1

10810

1680

4306

23056

23673

8489

2098

2100

1600

1976

79788

vintage plant of typically less
Uskmouthor Willington A

than 250

Medium coal representsthe plantsbuilt in the mid-1960s of under 1000 MWe
of total capacity such as Blyth B, High Marnham or Drakelow C

Large coal are classified as those stations built in the late 1960s/1970s
typically with 500 MWe sets such as Didcot A, Drax, Eggborough.

Open Cycle Gas Turbine as used for peak shaving.

Scotland refers to the interconnection between the National Grid and the
Scottish system.

EdF refers the interconnectionbetween Electricity de France and the Grid.

There are a number of areas of uncertaintyassociated with the capacity as depicted in the
table. Some 2700 MWe of Zero Registered Capacities and Decornmissionings have been
notified andmore can be expected as a resultof the age profile of the small and medium coal
plant and some oil plant.
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Another key factor in any projection of futurecapacity is the anticipatedclosure programme
of the Magnox Stations. NGC had assumeda stagedclosure beginning in 1997/8 in line with
Nuclear Electric’s submissionto the Select Committee on the Coal Review. However, the
nuclearreview is in progress while some Presscomment suggeststhatthe closure programme
might be linked with negotiationsto secure Government agreementto build Sizewell C.

4.4 Plant Mar@

The plant margin is the amountby which the installedgeneratingcapacity exceeds the peak
demand. This margin cannot be considered as surplus capacity but thatwhich needs to be
in place to cover ,routinemaintenanceand repair and breakdowns. The CEGB based their
targetson a“typical85% availabilityof equipment. They then made a further allowance for
weather which might be colder than the Average Cold Spell (ACS) on which the demand
forecasts”arebased.

The plantmargin is therefore necessaryfor security of supply and not a surplus. The CEGB
sought to maintain a margin of 24% and a review of world-wide practice suggests that it
needs to lie in the 20-30% range. The privatised electricity industry has not set or been
given firm standardsfor margin but given the high availabilitiesof CCGT plant, a national
plarmingmargin of 20% would appearto be appropriate.

National Grid has not attempted to predict a single scenario for future development.
Instead, they have examined plant margins given 6 sets of assumptionsrelated to possible
developments. These were set against the background of the agreement between the
Regulator, NationalPower and PowerGen to accept a pool price cap, and the voluntary sale
of 6 GW of capacity in returnfor the Regulator not referring NationalPower and PowerGen
to the

The 6

Monopolies and Mergers Commission.

cases considered were as follows:-

CCGT

(i) Datum - all ‘transmissioncontracted’ CCGT plant to proceed;
(ii) Section 36 (S36) - only thatCCGT plant with S36 proceeds;
(iii) Under Construction (E, UC) - only that CCGT plant which is currentIy

existing or under constructionproceeds.

CCGTplus closure

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Datum less 6 GWe - as (i) above less 6 GWe of unspecified closures;
E, UC less 6 GWe - as (iii) above less 6 GWe of unspecified closures;
S36 less 6 GWe - as (ii) above less 6 GWe of unspecified closures.

National Grid
to transmitpower. However, for their own planning, they need-to have a comprehensive

Company stressthat it is not their role to forecast power demand but simply

understandingof the possible pattern of developmen-tiand in particular to ens~e that the
transmissioncapacity is in place in the event thatsignificant changes in power flow occur as
a result of closure and new construction in different parts of the country.

Table 4 sets out the
six scenarios above.

Statementtabulationof the plant margins which would result from the
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Table 4: PlantMargins(%)for VariousGenerationBackgrounds

Background 9415

1. Datum 30.19

2. Section36 (S36) 30.19

3. UnderConstruction 30.19
(E,Uc)

4.’ Datumless6 GWe 26.12
of Closure

5. S 36 less6 GWe 26.12
of Closure

6. E, UCless6 GWe 26.12
of Closure

Source: NGC Seven Year Statement

95/6

31.25

31.25

31.25

23.22

23.22

23.22

96/7

40.02

39.43

33.20

28.15

27.56
.

21.33

97/8

43.43

39.86

31.23

31.74

28.16

19.53

98/9

49.42

40.97

29.57

37.97

29.43

18.02

99/00

51.45

39.05

27.80

40.06

27.66

16.41

00/01

49.57

37.32

26.21

38.32

26.07

14.96

The analysis is illuminating because the only case which reduces the margin below the
nominal 20% level after 1997/8 is a case which assumes that only those CCGT plants
currentlyunder construction will be completed and that6 GWe of capacity will be closed. ”
The 6 GWe broadly corresponds to the total of “thesmall and medium sized coal stations.
Consequently, any new CCGT capacity which is built where Section 36 pkuming consenthas
been grantedwould reduce the need for a portion of the large coal or oil capacity of 23 GWe”
coal and 8.5 GWe respectively.

Analysis of the typical summer load which has a daily peak at around30 GWe with less than
10 GWe of coal fried capacity required for much of the day. Operators of new CCGT
capacity would attemptto run base load so the prospect for both coal and oil capacity would
appear to be as intermediateor peak load.

It is difilcult to make any fm forecast of the likely demand on the coal and oil stations
without modelling the generatingsystem and making assumptions. This has been done by
McCloskey Coal InformationServices (MCIS), editors of the FT BusinessPublication, Coal
UK andby Oxford Economic ResearchAssociates Ltd (OXERA) independently. It was also
done by Caminus Energy Ltd for RJB Mining. The MCIS assessment in particular
challenged the quantityof coal which was being assumedfor the sale of British.Coal (Coal
UK 24 Nov 1994). The calculations were based on assumptionsabout the use of gas, the
flow through the inter-connectionsand the interestbeing expressed both by National Power
and PowerGen in the use of Orimulsion.

The key assumptionsmade were:-

● the“growthin electricity demand is as portrayed in the NGC Statement./

● the inter-connectionwith Scotland will be expanded and that the net imports
through the two links will increase from 23.5 to 25 TWh/yr

● nuclear generationwill increase from 66 TWh to 74 TWh to reflect Sizewell
B and increasedavailabilityof the AGR’s
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● generation of the CCGTS will increase from 44.7 TWh to 95.7 TWh by
1998/99 with the average capacity increasing from 8 GWe to 14 GWe

● Orimulsion based generation will increase from 3.7 TWh to 9.2 TWh by
1998/99 with the conversion of two sets at Pembroke to the emulsified fuel

● The oil burn would remain constantat 8.8 TWh on 2 M tonnes of fuel

Reference was also made in Coal UK to the fact thatNational Power was considering a plan
to burn Orimulsion at Drax. The impact of such a move was not included in the MCIS
assessment. Table 5 portrays the MCIS assessmentversus the RJB Mining forecast for the
derivation of coal bum.

Table 5: Power Supplyby source/fuel

1994/95
MCIS

TotalDemand - 115.2 115.2

Nuclear 26.6 27.0

Gas 16.1 18.6

ImportLinks 10.4 9.8

Orhmdsion 1.4 1.5

HFo 0.1 3.7

Other(Ren’ble) 0.0 0.4

TotalNon-Coal 54.6 61.0

Availablefor Coal 60.6 54.2

in MT Coal Equivalent

1998/99

121.0

29.7

43.3

7.6

6.5

0.0

0.0

87.1

33.9

MCIS

121.0

30.8

39.8

10.4

3.8

3.7

1.6

90.1

30.9

MCIS also noted that separatenegotiations had taken place to supply Aberthaw with coal
from the Welsh mine which might improve the Aberthaw’s position in the merit order at the
expense of the English coal stations.

With only 31 -34 mt of coal equivalent available to coal and limited oil burn, much of
NationalPower and PowerGen’s large unit capacity will be substantiallyunder-utilised.

The 1994 edition of OXERA’s “Generationin the 1990s” uses a differentapproach in making
an assessment. They use two energy scenarios and four capacity scenarios which they have
modelled to provide a picture of the challenges facing the indus.@y. The energy assumptions
are of high gas entry and low gas entry. Two series of annual projections result for the
Seven Year Statementperiod. They are summarisedbelow to show the base year and only
two of the seven future years with high and low datajuxtaposed:-
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Table 6: Fuel Mix under two EnergyScenarios

Unitsmtce
1994/5
Base

Demandmetby 114.3

Coal 50.1

CCGT 18.9

Nuclear 28.9

Oil 6.0

External 10.4

1998/99
figh * Low

120.3 120.3

12.4 23.4

61.2 50.2

29.1 29.1

6.0 6.0

11.7 11.7

2000/01
High Low

123.9 123.9

16.0 27.0

61.2 50.2

29.1 29.1

6.0 6.0

11.7 11.7

Source data: OXERA. Note: * High/Low refer to gas entry

Without looking atcapacity, it is clear thatif gas penetrationis high, coal demandis reduced
very substantiallyleaving a large part of existing capacity unused. The low gas penetration
case still uses less coal than the MCIS case.

The OXERA analysiswould suggestthatthe high gas penetrationis unlikely because at least
two of the possible new developments have been abandoned and Killingholme 1997
development deferred to 1999. Nevertheless, the low gas entry would appearto understate
the keenness of the RECS and the independentpower producers to penetratethe market.
Again it suggeststhatmuch coal and oil fired equipmentmay not be required.

In their analysis of capacity, OXERA could account for a total of 21.4 GWe of new gas
capacity which could be operational by 1999. Sutton Bridge and Marchwood have been
cancelled so 1700 MWe would need to deducted. They then considered a case with low gas
entry ie. only 12.7 GWe of new capacity being commissioned but with a high closure
programme. All the small andmedium coal stationswould be closed along with some of the
larger stations. Such an approachmight be an economic decision but would reduce the plant
margin to below the 20% level by 1997.

They then made a more detailed assessmentof “active” projects and reassessedwhat could
perhapsbe described as a possible high gas case in which 17.8 GWe of new gas capacity was
commissioned and with 2000 MWe closures each year for the first threeyears. This results
in tolerable plant margins“inthe early years increasing to 30% plus after 1997.

On the assumptionthatCCGT capaci~ is built and approachestheirhigh gas entry case, the
RECs”and IPPs would control over 50% of the capacity coming on stream. NationalPower
and PowerGen’s share of that new capacity would be 35%. Furthermore, this assessment
pre-dates the Regulator’s more recent statementthat he would be willing to consider
applicationsby the RECS for more thanthe current15% limit on theirownership of capacity
on a location specific basis. If the scenario were to develop, the quantityof coal to emerge
from the analysisis only 12.4 mtce in 1998/9 roughly equivalentto the quantityconsumed
by Drax and Rateliffe alone on high load. The retro-fitting of FGD at both plants is
scheduled for completion in 1996. Consequently, the case for emission control investment
for sulphuron the remainingcoal plantwould appeardifficult to justify on economic grounds
with such a potentially low usage.
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There could still be a considerable quantity of coal in the system if the next round of
negotiations were able to settle lower prices reflecting the improved productivity of a
privatised coal industry. The potential to reduce production costs exists from the data
submittedby British Coal to the Select Committee. The generating capacity still exists to
burn it. However, other factors could influence the use and value of the capacity. Firstly,
if the two major generatorsare forced to sell unused capacity, what portion of the emissions
fraction allocated to National Power and PowerGen would they be prepared to give up and
therefore what emissions limits would the new owners have to meet? Secondly, would a
change of ownership lead to the applicationof “new plant” environmentalcriteria being set
requiring refurbishmentbefore an operating licence could be issued? Thirdly, could there
be any guaranteeof plant loading to a new owner to yield a returnon investment?

At the possible low predicted loadings of much of thatcapacity, financing charges, manning,
routinemaintenanceandcorporate overheadwould be a considerable burdenwhich the major
generatorsmay not wish to bear so the acceleratedclosure case maybe a pragmatic solution
in spite of running tight on plant margin. Responsibility for plant margin rests with the
Regulatorand atpresentpartiallywith NationalPower andPowerGen via theprice cap which
has been agreed. Once that period has passed, the generators would not appear to be
responsible for plant margin.

If furtherFGD capacity were to be mandated, it is unlikely to be economic unless the plant
could be assureda substantialperiod of time running on base load, Such a move might defer
the introduction of new high efficiency plant whether CCGT or IGCC.

The use of the coal-fued stationscould be eroded still fiwtherby:-

any new applicationsfrom the RECS for new capacity

the retro-fitting of FGD at Pembroke to fire Orimulsion and/or residues

any possible development of gasification at one of the reftig complexes
primarily for hydrogenbut with associatedpower production

continuationof the NFFO to introduce new capacity which may not be subject
to centraldespatch. There is also the questionof the deftition of renewable
because it could be arguedthatthe growing need to dispose of waste streams
such as tyres, plastics and domestic refuse in an environmentally acceptable
way has the potentialto produce power

The plant specific data could only be predicted with any accuracy by modelling the system
which is outside the scope of this study. However, it is clear from the analysis which has
been done thatthere is likely to considerable pressure to close plant for which there is little
or no forecast use other than for winter peak cover. There is also a very considerable
uncertaintyover the number of hours in any year thatmuch of the coal and oil fued capacity
would be in use. In those circumstances, it would appear to be difficult to provide any
economic justification for new emission control investmenton any of thatplantunless there
is a change in the legal requirementsto cover short periods of operation.

.
There would appear to be scope to have the environmental impact of gas entry on the coal
and oil capacity studied in detail by experts in economic modelling techniques.
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5. OPTIONSAVAILABLETO UTILISEEXISTINGCOMBUSTIONCAPACITY

A number of options exist to utilise the ageing coal and oil fired boilers in an
environmentally more acceptable way. They are all technically feasible but may not be
economically attractive. This first section will relate primarily to technical feasibility and
the economics will be covered later in Section 8.

The alternativesbeing reviewed fall broadly into the following categories:-

1. improvementsin fuel quality

2. post-combustion clean-up

3. hybrid systems

The ultimate alternativewould be to close the plant completely and this may be the most
likely outcome for severalplants. The National Grid 7 Year Plan suggests several years in
which the summer load could be met without the need to use coal or oil capacity. This
rather suggeststhatonly limited operating hours would be requked from much equipment
and hence the chance of earning sufficient revenue to defray the cost of any new
environmentalcontrol equipmentinstalledat the plant might be in question.

The alternativesavailable in the first three categories will be explored in more detail.

5.1. Pre-CombustionFuel Switching/Clean-Up.

5.1.1 Fuel Switching

i. Importedcoal.

The first choice would be a low sulphurcoal e.g. by purchasing in the internationalmarket
where the b@k of the coal is traded at a sulphur level of 1.0% maximum. Several
Australian, Colombian and Venezuelan coals would be no more than0.7-0.8 % sulphur, a
significantreduction. The developing reservesin Indonesiaare about0.3 %S while one grade
has been labelled “Enviro-coal” with a sulphur level of 0.1% and low ash. Some of these
newer qualitiesmay presentother operatingdifficulties on boilers and precipitatorsdesigned
for higher ash and sulphurcoals if combusted alone but theiruse in blends is being tried in
Europe. These sulphurlevels should be compared with typical UK coals which range from
0.4-2.4% with an average of around 1.8% (Boyd Report).

The inte”mationalsteamcoal marketis very competitive and, althoughthere have been price
increasesover the past few months, production is likely to keep pace with demand. To date
no sulphurpremiumhas emerged for the lower sulphurcoals in the range below 1% because
coal has tended to be priced on heat content. However, a price differential for quality may
become more usual as the buyers adopt sophisticatedtools such as CQIM to assistthem in
making comparative analysesof the choices of coal available in the market.

The importing of coal would limit the capital investmentat the plant. Good port facilities
exist and are under-utilised at present. However, if imports were to be seen as a semi-
permanentsolution, new deep-waterterminal and receipt facilities might become attractive
to obtain the freight advantageof cape-size vessels on the east coast to avoid transshipment
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costs through ports such as Rotterdam. Such a step would again require capital and a return
on investmentwhich reflect as a cost in some part of the chain.

ii. Gas.

The co-fining or over-firing of gas has been considered as a method of reducing sulphurand
NOXby displacing coal. However, the economics of using gas in thisway are not favorable
compared with its use in combined cycle capacity. The fuing of gas in boilers designed for
coal or oil is sub-optimal for reasons such as the shift between radiantand convective heat
balance. Boilers designed to fiie gas are smaller thanthose for coaI. Over-fuing to control
sulphur or NOX might have limited application if very tight local emission limits existed.
In the short/medi~ term, it is possible thatquantitiesof naturalgas could be purchased at
sufficiently low prices to make generationfrom coal-designed capacity economic.

Another technique which has been used in the USA, for example, is to instal an aero-
derivativegas turbinewith its own generatoralongside an existing pf boiler and route the hot
gases to the wind-box or to pre-heatboiler feedwater. Hot wind-box repowering with 25%
gas turbinepower was reviewed at a recent EPIU Conference at a capital cost of about $150
- 175/kW (expanded later in this section).

5.1.2 Fuel QualityI&provement

i. Coal Cleaning.

The reduction in sulphur and ash prior to combustion appears to be one of the more
practicable approachesfor a rapid and effective way to remove a part of the sulphur in coal.
Power StationFuel (PSF) in the UK is higher in ash and sulphurthanthe fuels used in many
other countries and higher the UK production for industrialuse. The agreementto use coal
with an ash content of up to 18% and a typical sulphurcontent of 1.6-1.8% appearsto stem
from arrangementswhich have evolved over the past 40 years of the mtionalised duopoly
of the CEGB and NCB. The coal has been sold on a p/GJ basis ex-mine thereby leaving the
utility to pay the freight on a per tonne basis. It has allowed British Coal to minimise their
production and washing costs because it enabled them to split the size range at about l“,
washing the oversize and back-blending the 1“ minus largely unwashed fraction to yield the
PSF specification.

This specification also determinedthe design of the boilers and althoughjoint studieson the
effect of coal quality were undertaken,the resultswere regarded as insuftlciently conclusive
to warrant significant change from the existing supply arrangements. Subsequent work
elsewhere suggeststhat the cost penalty of moving ash and sulphurthrough the system has
not been fully appreciated- see below.

The impact of both ash and sulphur on boiler performance was well articulatedin the mid
1980’s as a result of a prestigious global suiweyby the Coal IndustryAdvisory Board. The
IEA report entitled “Coal Quality and Ash Characteristics” was published in January 1985.
The foreword by Helga Steeg, IEA’s Executive Director, emphasised that the report
representedthe independentjudgment of the CIAB. It also gives a very clear signal that “the
CIAB believes thatthe increasedknowledge and understandingof this subject will assistthe
electric utilitiesto achieve maximum cost effectiveness in the use of indigenous or imported
coal to generateelectricity”.
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The data was collected from the world’s leading utility companies by interview and the
appendix listed the wide range of internationalexecutives who were involved including
representativesof the CEGB, the National Coal Board and Babcock.

The report contained an economic summarywhich is a consolidation of datacollected from
field interviews. The particularlyrelevantquotes are as follows:-

“From the user’s standpoint, there is an indisputable case for reduction of the absolute
minimum ash content in coal delivered to pulverised coal-fired boiler plants. It is a curious
twist of the economic structure that causes the ash to be transportedover considerable
distancesfrom thepit to the power stationwhere, far from serving a usefid purpose, it causes
trouble in all directions. The case is made more curious when, after causing so much
difficulty in the boiler plant, a considerable amount of money and effort has to be spent in
collecting and removing the ash to a convenient dumping ground.” The reference is
attributedto the British Coal UtilisationResearch Association.

The field studies conducted by the Committee were sumrnarised in economic terms as
follows; “It appearsthatan increase of 1% ash (generally passing the 10% range) resultsin
a decrease of about 1.2% to 1.5% in boiler availability. Assuming capacity costs at about
$1200/kW, the capital cost absorptionpenaltyis equivalentto $0.95/t of coal burnedper 1%
increasein the ashcontentof the coal. Likewise, a 1% increase in ash (againtypically over
the 10% range) results in a decrease of 0.3% in boiler efficiency. Based on the field
interviews, this costs about $0.67/t of coal burned. Taken together, these two “factorscan
result in a cost pemlty ‘of about $1.62 per tonne per 1% in ash content”. An IEA Coal
Research report (Lee, H.M. 1986) on the same subject highlighted similar data.

Whilst the then Department of Energy must have been aware of the report, the Miners’
Strikeand the aftermathof pit closures appearsto have created a situationwhere capital for
investmenton anything other thanperceived essentialswas very difficult to secure.

The CIAB report would appearto have initiatedwork in the USA focused on the impact of
coal quality on boiler performance. Analytical tools such as the Coal Quality ImpactModel
(CQIM) have been developed and arebecoming widely used to assessthe comparativevalues
of different coals and the value to the operator of cleaner coals. As a resultof thiswork and
the improvements in coal cleaning technology, there is a trend towards a cleaner, more
consistentcoal for power generation. This is being progressed in the USA, Australia and
South Africa.

Similarmodelling can assistthe mine operatorsto determinethe optimumproduct qualityfor
a particular resource. The use of modelling techniques for optimizing wash plant circuit
design coupled with developments in the application of dense media cyclones, spirals and
column flotation cells etc. has significantly improved coal preparationfrequentlyat reduced
overall cost because of improved yields of marketableproduct. In particular, it has enabled
mining engineersto match size range of the coal, its washabilitycharacteristicsand product
quality requirementswith the best combination of equipment. Much of the newer plant is
smallermodular and lower in cost compared with some of the more traditioml equipment.

Much work has been done on fine coal cleaning and the resultssuggestboth ash and pyrite
can be reduced considerably fhrtherthanwas possible 5 years ago and at an economic level
of costs. Control of washplantshas also improved substantiallyusing computer systemsand
on line analysers. The fine coal can be blended back into the larger coal or alternativelyit
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could be co-fired” as a slurry and this latterpoint will be expandedlater (Battista,J.J. 1994).
A paper at the 1994 PittsburghCoal Conference indicatedimproved beneficiation techniques
can remove up to 90% of the pyrite from selectedcoals at a cost of about $150/sulphur tonne
(Godfrey, R. 1994). This can only be achieved by crushing the coal to allow mineral
liberation. Micro-fine magnetitecan then be used as a simple extension of the well proven
densemedia technology which can achieve this separation. The simultaneousremoval of ash
andpyrite enablesnon-compliance US coal to be upgradedto compliance coal with the added
value more thanoffsetting the operating cost.

There is a view thatfroth flotation is ineffective in reducing pyrite. This may have been true
of the traditionalmethods of flotation. However, a description of particle behaviour is
important in the understanding of flotation. The mechanism of flotation is a s~ple
relationshipbetween the properties of a gas, a solid and a liquid - through the effect surface
tension on all three components. Even if the coal particle has broken away from a pyrite
particle, they may have similar surface properties and it is possible for the pyrite to attach
itself to the froth and leave the process with the coal. This effect was often observed in the
older large froth flotation vessels.

In the more recent columnflotationcells, thefrothis spray washed. These conditions tend
to release the heavy pyrite particles leaving the coal firmly attachedto the froth and good
separationcan be achieved. The process, however, is particle andcoal specKlc; not all coals
behave this way. Nevertheless, many do, so pyrite reduction can result from the cleaning.
The separationcan be enhanced through the selection of reagents. The usual combination
is a collector, frequently an oil such as diesel, and a frothing agent. The collector will
attractcoal rather than pyrite and by experimenting with the collector used, separationis
possible on many coals.

For any given coal, it is possible to run laboratorytestsrelatively quickly ahd at low cost to
see whether pyrite separationwill occur. However, certain precautions are recommended
if commercial application is to follow. Flotation techniques can be very sensitive to the
natureof the water used and factors such as the ions present and pH can affect the gas/water
response. Laboratory work might be conducted with distilled water or tap waterbut a more
accurateassessmentof commercial performance would be achieved by the use of water from
the location of the intendedplant.

Hence, unlike the conventional flotation systems,column flotationoffers a meansof reducing
ash and pyrite simultaneouslyand at low cost on a wide range of coals but some coals may
not respond. Micro-free magnetite also achieves good pyrite separationand is the subject
of a major USDOE demonstration project to be commissioned in Spring 1995 in
Pennsylvania.

It is also understood that the British Coal Bretby Laboratory scaled down coal preparation
research several years before it closed. To date, fme coal cleaning using flotation cells has
not been introduced into UK operations. However, much of the UK coal contains about
0.8% organic sulphurwith the remainderpyrite and coals such as Oxcroft or Harworthmay
have up to 1.7% pyrite. A proportion of thatpyrite could be expected to respond to the US
type of cell flotation of the fme coal or aggressive beneficiation i.e. by crushing middlings
to liberate more mineral matterprior to washing. The application of these techniques will
be coal specific but many major producers who supply the internationalsteam coal market
are adopt@g these systems quite rapidly. The improved preparationof Power StationFuel
may therefore present opportunitiesfor the privatisedUK coal industry.
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In the USA, a December 1994 USDOE publication “An Overview of US Federal Coal
PreparationResearch” highlights the fact thatcoal preparationremains a key issue:-

“Coal preparation, a process that improves the quality of coal utilised for combustion and
reduces the resultantpollutant, has become more importantthan ever”.

ii Introductionof a sorbentwith feed

The addition of limestone or dolomite to the fuel has been examined by a number of
companies. The concept is sound in theory as a means of capturing sulphur during
combustion wi@@e spentsorbentbeing precipitatedwiththe PFA. Some experimentalwork
has been undertakenin the USA with USDOE funding.

The advantagesclaimed are low investment but there are potential operating difficulties
associated with the ~troduction of calcium into the ash. Slagging and fouling can occur
because of the effect of the calcium on the ash characteristicsof coals. Another problem is
the overloading of the precipitatorsbecause the technique is an inefficient form of sulphur
capture which may require a great deal of sorbent. The spentsorbent/PFA mix is likely to
become land-fiil because of the variable nature of the mixture and lack of a commercial
outlet. Consequently, although the technique may have application for smaller industrial
boilers andpossibly the smallerpf fried boilers, it is unlikely to matchme needs of the larger
pf boilers on many coals.

A US paper (Godfrey, R. 1994) has indicatedthe applicationof the techniqueto coals which
have been subjectedto aggressivebeneficiation i.e. from which much ashandpyrite hasbeen
removed from crushed coal. The product would need to be pelletised or briquette to
improve handling because the preparation stage calls for the coal to be milled fiiely to
achieve mineral liberation. “Self-scrubbing” coal may have application in certain
environmentalregimes such as in the USA where the compliance rules relate SOZemission
to heatingvalue. If the stackemission level is critical, thenpartialsulphurremoval may not
be satisfactory.

5.2 Post-Combustion Clean-Up

5.2.1 Flue Gas Desulphurisation

Since the application of wet scrubbing systemshas been widely adopted in Europe and the
USA but at a high capital cost, it will not be described in any detailbut will.be discussed in
the economics section. It is a well proven system where the operatingand capital costs are
now well known. The applicationof wet scrubbing systemsto the ageing UK plant is clearly
an option but it is unlikely to be economic unless the plant is expected to have 10-15 years
of residuallife much of which would have to be on base load. This section will examine the
lower capital cost alternatives.

i. SprayDry Scrubbers

An IEA Coal Research StatusReport -1993 statedthatsome 40 systemsbased on spray dry
scrubbing are operational in Europe and the States. The process involves injecting a spray
of slakedlime slurry into a reactor or the duct downstreamof the boiler but upstreamof the
precipitator. The slurry is atomisedto a cloud of fine droplets into which the SOZ, SOgand
HC1 are absorbed to react with the lime. About 90% of the sulphurcan be captured.
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Although the capital costs are lower thancorresponding wet limestone systems, the operating
costs are higher, hence its application to part load stations. This “tises because a higher
sorbent/sulphur ratio is required and the cost of lime is higher than limestone. Another
draw-back especially in Europe is thatthe waste is likely to be of no commercial value and
disposal to land-fill may be constrained by criteria set for Best Practical Environmental
Option.

Typical costs would be $100/kW capitaland $400-450/t sulphurremoved. It should also be
noted thatthistechniqueshasbeen appliedmainly to smallutility, CHP and industrialboilers
- not to the very large utility boilers.

ii.. Sorbent Injection

There are three ways in which sorbent injection can be introduced to utility boilers:-

(a) furnace sorbent injection

(b) duct sorbent injection

(c) hybrid sorbent injection

(a)

(b)

(c)

Direct sorbent injection into the furnace has become established and accounts for
some 4 GW of capacity in Europe and the USA. It is commercially proven but the
more effective duct injection systemremains at the demonstrationstage. The main
sorbents used for furnace injection are limestone, hydrated lime and dolomite but
sodium compounds such as the carbonateor sesqui-carbonatecan also be used when
economically attractive.

The high furnace temperaturecalcines the sorbent to produce reactive CaO particles
which absorb the SOZ. These products are captured in the precipitator. The high
Ca/S ratios used, commonly between 2 and 4, only achieve about 50-60% removal
of S02. This corresponds to a sorbentutilisationefficiency of no more than25% so
there is a two to threefold increase in the particulateloading on the precipitator.

Duct injection of calcium or sodium sorbents is a relatively new development which
has progressed as far as demonstration. Lime and sodium bicarbonate sorbentshave
been used but one of the key factors is establishing the right injection ratio and
temperatureconditions for the reaction to take place. Tests to date suggest thatup
to 50% of the sulphurdioxide can be captured.

Humidification of the fhe gas by water spray into the duct aheadof the precipitator
may bprove the S02 removal efficiency and the effect has been illustratedon a 100
MWe unit in the USA.

The term hybrid is somethingof a catch-all for processes which do not fit neatly into
the fimace injection or duct injection category. The two most usual types are where
humidification in a specially designedreactor takesplace to reactivatethe sorbent as
in theLIFAC process or in duct injection with furtherquantitiesof sorbent(Waagner-
Biro). Both processes are in commercial operation and are said to achieve 70-85%
SOZremoval.
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A different and successfulapproach omitting furnace injection hasbeen developed by
Lurgi. They have designed acirculating fluidised bed reactor ofhydrated lime for
installationdownstreamofthe air heater. Water is injected to maintainlime activity
and SOz removal efficiency isquotedas 93-97%. Several units are operating on
smaller German utility boilers, but the power requirementof the circulating bed is
said to be high.

...m. Bio-TechnologicalFGD

As mentioned in Section 3.8, two Dutch companies, Hoogovens and PaquesBV have
developed a Bio-FGD process based on four simple steps(Hoogovens, News Bulletin
Jan 1994). The flues gases are passed through,anabsorber where the sulphuroxides
are extracted in a water wash. The sulphur-rich water then passes to an anaerobic
reactor where specialbacteriaconvert the sulphitesand sulphatesinto sulphides. An
aerobic reactor then oxidises the sulphidesto elementalsulphur.

The developers make severalclaims for the technology. They say the process is 30%
lower in capitalandoperatingcost thanlimestone/gypsum, more efficient at98%, has
no waste water to be treated and has a useful minimum volume end-product of
elementalsulphur. The enlargedpilot plant phase is just being completed and there
as a plan to go to a 50 MWe demonstrationwhich they hope to complete in 1996.
This developmenthasmany potentialadvantagesparticularlybecause it can be scaled
to power or industrialapplication and requires no continuous flow of solid sorbent.
However, its application would still be subject to the limitations of the direct
combustion equipmentto which it would be fitted.

5.3 Hybrid Power Systems

5.3.1 Repowering

There are-manyvariationson this themebut in the USA, schemeshave been preparedwhich
introduce the gasification of coal ~d the use of combined cycle gas turbinesto an existing
power station. This can be.done in two ways:-

1. by replacing the old boilers with heat recovery boilers taking the gas turbineexhaust
gases and then use the existing steamturbinesand generatorsfor the steamcycle

2. by retainingthe existingboilers with the exhaustgases of the gas turbineenteringthe
wind-box of the boiler to provide heat in the boiler in conjunction with a reduced
level of conventional ftig

The fwst type of system is currently being developed in Indiana where the Wabash River
project has recently been completed. The capital cost of power using this combination is
assessedas $1380/kW on this project althoughthatcost includes several featureswhich are
solely required for the first three years to undertakea USDOE test programme. A recent
paper suggests the net, or more realistic, investment for the power plant will be under
$900/kW (Cook, J.J., Bott, J. 1994 EPRI Co@). The emissionsare very low compared with
direct combustion processes because of the 99%+ sulphurcaptureof the gasifier and the use
of gas turbineswith their lower NOX levels.
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A substantialjoint studybetween GE and Fluor Daniel was undertken to review the subject
in depth. They drew three conclusions which add an interestingdimension to the options:-

● “Current IGCC plants cost more on average than conventional steam plant
technologies as published by the utilities. Efficiency makes up for the extra cost
over time to provide an equal cost of electricity”

● “Applications for repowering, potential for lower fiel cost or where environmental
constraintsexist can push IGCC to the most economic choice today by as much as
15% in aggregate”

● “Futur~IGCC plants (post-2000) are likely to use advanced gas turbine technology
which carry an additional7-8% cost of electricity advantagedriving a step change in
the solid fuel market”

The study had been undertakenwith the US coal-based power market in mind. The figures
are 10-15% more attractiveif liquid feedstocks were available to be used and this is the
developing case in Europe.

5.3.2 Gasification

Another variant on repowering is the Front End Gasification Retrofit (FEGR) (Bajura, R.
1994 EPRI Conf) where a gasifier is used to convert the fossil fuel into a fuel gas which is
then fired on the boilers of the existing station. This approach was studied as part of
National Power’s options for Pembroke Power Station. They extied the possibility of
installinga gasifier to convert emulsified bitumensto a clean fuel gas. They concluded that
a stand-aloneFEGR system was not commercially viable.

Shell is in the process of installinga large gasifier (500 MWe equivalent) at their Rotterdam
refinery to produce hydrogen, clean fuel gas and power. This investmentis being made in
conjunction with a hydrocracker, anupgrading”processwhich is a net consumer of hydrogen.
Consequently, the export of power to the grid after own power consumption is expected to
be between 80-100 MWe. The excellent emissionsperformance which resultsfrom the Shell
plant will be discussed later in the section on waste streams. Other refiiers are studying
similar proposals to absorb the growing surplus of heavy oil residues resulting from the
pressure to upgrade transport fuel quality. There is a developing synergy between the
solutionto a refining problem and the generationof power. It offers both industrieswith an
economic solution if the basis for a working relationship between the two traditionally
independentindustriescould be established.

Another combination of gasificationhepowering could be based on the Advanced Quench
Gasifier as developed by Texaco. In a paper delivered to the EPRI Conference in October
(Preston, W. E., 1994 EPRI Conf), the capital cost of gasification has been reduced by using
a quench rather than a heat recovery boiler. Much of the energy can be recovered via a
clean fuel gas saturator. This maximises the energy content of the fuel gas stream by
saturatingwith steam thus increasing the mass flow to the gas turbine.

When studying design alternatives,the question of the degree of integration is important.
It may not be economic or necessary to integratebecause the capital cost of integrationmay
not off-set the value of the gain in thermalefficiency. Gasification is a process which may
be needed by refiners to generate competitively priced hydrogen while converting heavy
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residueswhich may have little alternativevalue. Clearly, this depends on the heavy fuel oil
marketand thealternativeway of makinghydrogen i.e. by reforming methanewhere the cost
will depend on the naturalgas price. However, as mentioned previously, today’s distress
prices for naturalgas are unlikely to hold by the turn of the century if demand grows as
forecast. If a gasifier were to be installedadjacent to the refinery, the potential surplus of
clean fuel gas could be routed to new gas turbines for the production of power.

The gas could either be routed to a new open cycle turbine or CCGT plant. If new gas
turbines were to be installed and if there were an adjacent power plant, a repowering
alternativecould be viable. The old boilers replaced with heat recovery boilers, the steam
could be fed to the existing steam turbines. On the basis of current CCGT costs of
f300/kW, the gas turbine/heatrecovery portion is assessedas about45% of the total cost of
the grass roots CCGT or about S135/kW. An efficiency of say 52% LHV (dependent on
steamturbine efficiency) should be attainable. .

Several advantagescould emerge from this type of operation:-

● The refiners’ heavy residue problem is solved and they would be able to draw
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, steam, power and clean fuel gas from the facility

● the power plant would operate more efficiently on a source of clean fuel gas

● the more complex gasifier plant would be operatedby managementfamiliar with the
process industrywhile the generatorretainscontrol of power generation

● the installationcould be phased because the modular size of the gasifiers could be
matchedto the size/number of large gas turbines. Othergasifiers could be installed,
fed on Orimulsion, to boost the gas production to the level of power required from
the area to the grid

● The environmentaladvantageswould be substantial. The emissions from the refinery
and the power stition would be reduced to very low levels of particulateand sulphur
dioxide and the low NOX levels achievable from modern gas turbines. The heavy
metalswould be entirelyretainedatthe gasifier for metalrecovery. The refinery fuel
systemscould also be operated on clean fuel gas with very low emission levels.

The detail of emissions and waste streamswill be covered in Section 7.

5.3.3 SlurryFiring

In the USA, Consol (Battista,J.J. 1994) have had considerable success in reducing ash and
pyrite in the naturalyield of fries from run of mine coal by improved cleaning techniques
of column flotation and microfiie magnetite in dense media cyclones. This is a low cost
step; the larger cost would only occur if the coal has to be dewatered. Consequently, they
entered into a testprogramme with a local utility to co-fire a slurry of this very clean coal
alongside the normal coal supply. They have been able to sustainheat rate at levels of up
to 40% slurry firing and are now developing the concept into a commercial arrangement.

If ash and say 80-90% of the pyrite can be removed from fiie coal at low cost, then @is
would appearto be an attractiveway to reduce sulphuremissions to some degree at low cost
where a plant is conveniently close to a mine.
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6.0 RELEASEINVENTORIESIN ENGLANDAND WALES

6.1 CurrentLevels

Thescope ofwork for the report requests release inventories for the current operationof
power stationsin England and Wales with an assessmentof the benefits ofthe options. The
datafor NationalPower andPowerGen is quoted in theirannualenvironmental performance
reviews. Emissions from the new gas-based CCGT stationshave been estimated on the
assumptionthat there is a trace of sulphur in the gas and that the only significant gaseous
emission would be NOX.

Calculation of plant specific future emissionswould involve the modelling of the generating
systemby fuel, assigninga sulphurcontentto the fuels and thenpermutingthe combinations
of plant operating options which would be required match the demand for power. Such an
assessmentis outside the scope of the report. However, from scenarios for the likely fuel
use and its sulphurcontent, it is possible to make an assessmentof total emissions from the
energy input.

The 1994 data issued by NationalPower and PowerGen is set out below outlining the total
quantitiesof coal and oil consumed, the total emission of COZ, SOZ, NOX and HC1. They
also summarisethe tonnage of PFA sentto land-fill and thatsold for re-use.

The latestpublisheddataatthe dateof preparationwas contained in the 1994 report covering
the calendar year 1993 and is tabulatedbelow in Table 7.

Table 7: Levels of Emissions 1993

NationalPower

CoalBurnMT
Oil MT
Gas~

EmissionskT

35.25
1.3
0.44

- co, ‘ 83,446
- so, 1,035
- NOX 284
- HC1 104

Emissionsgm/KWh - co, 851
- so~ 10.6
- NOX 2.9
- HC1 1.1

Pa~iculatekT nfa
gmlm nla

PFAMt/yr (NoteA) 5.1

Source: EnvironmentalPerformanceReviews

NoteA: ThePFAproducedmt/yr

PowerGen
Ave.Snl%

1.6 23.0
2.9 1.5

Trace 1.0

57,700”
842
188
68

852
12.42

2.8
1.0

32
0.47
2.65

NationalPower -5.1 Mtby calculationof which3.7 Mtto landfill
PowerGen - 2.65’Mtdeclaredof which1.9MTto landfill
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In additionto thesereleases, ihere will be a small contribution from the trace elementsfound
in all coals. Trace elements will include many of the heavy metals in very small quantities.
IEA Coal Research (Clarke, L.S, Sloss, L.L. 1992) statedthatvirtually every element in the
periodic table could exist in coal and thatmany trace elements are released to atmosphereas
a result of combustion. They cited arsenic, boron, cadmium, mercury, molybdenum, lead
and selenium as the elements over which there was most concern. The report gave a table
attributedto Nriagu, 1990, which summarisedglobal emissions of trace elementsfrom man-
made and natural sources. Energy production was responsible for about 25% of the
selenium, over 38% of the mercury, over 50% of the nickel and 74% of the vanadium
expressed as a percentage of the global annual total.

The subject of Hazardous,Air Pollutantswill be considered in more detail in Section 7 where
resultsof a major programme run by the USDOE are reviewed.

The characteristicsof the trace elementsvary. Some will volatilise in the boiler and‘may
emerge in the stack gases. Others are usually retained either in the bottom ash or the fly
ash. Mercury and selenium are two metals which will volatilise and may escape to
atmosphere. However, the mechanism of their escape may be dependenton the presence of
otherelementssuch as chlorine. Furthermore,the trace quantitiesare very difficult to sample
and measure accurately especially with so many chemical reactions occurring between ~e
boiler andthe stack. It is thereforeunwise to draw specific conclusions from generaliseddata
e.g. by assuming US-based data is necessarily transferableto a UK situation. In Section 7,
thisproblem is developed furtherbecause it is more appropriateto identi~ the possibility of
troublesome emissions and test for themthan attemptto predict the level from existing data.

Othertrace metals are said to be largely retainedin the ash and removed by the precipitator.
De Vito, M.S. et al. 1992 tabulatedthe estimatesfor retention and emissions from typical
high quality US coals freed on a 750 MWe boiler. Those coals would have been washed.
The total quantityof the following elements:- Sb, As, Be, Cd, Cr, Co, Pb, Mn, Hg, Ni and
Se - leaving the precipitatorwas estimatedat 2.4 tonnes/year. Applying this relationshipto
UK and the corresponding total coal bum, the total trace metal leaving the precipitators

would have been of the“orderof 75 tonne in the year 1993/94, but ordy if the power station
fuel had been washed across the full size spectrum as in the USA.

Furtherwork by Consol (DeVito, M.S. et al 1994) indicated thatthe washing process will
reduce traceelementsbroadly in proportion to the reduction in ash. Although they found that
most trace elementswould reduce in thisway, As, Sb, Mn, Ni and Pb typically remain with
the washplantwaste andwash betterthanaverage while Hg and Se tendto staywith the coal
where only 30% and 40% respectively of the total ash reductions are observed. Hence, one
of the conclusions in the DeVito paper is that “conventional coal cleaning is an effective
meansto reduce @e concentrationof trace elementsin coal”. To the extentthata significant
proportion of Power Station Fuel remains unwashed, the emission of trace elements could
be expected to be higher in the UK thanthe USA so the figure of 75 t/yr for the emission
of trace elementsmay well substantiallyunderstatethe release where FGD is not fitted.

The last of the elements which commonly occurs in coal and which would not be trappedin
the system is fluorine. A paper by deIuliis (deIuliis,N.J. et al, 1993), presentsthe results
of researchsuggestingthatfrom the acid dew point calculations, most of the fluorine will be
releasedto atmosphereunless FGD is fhted. The fluorine content of US easterncoals lies
in the 60-80 ppm range. Clarke and Sloss, 1992 indicate thatthe more typical coals of the
world contain 150 ppm of fluorine but on the basis that the halogens could be expected to
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form together, tie fluorine content in UK coals could follow the relatively high chlorine
content. Swaine, 1990, suggestsa range of 27-202 ppm for UK coals. Consequently, the
HC1emission indicatedin the annualenvironmentalreport would slightlyunderstatethe total
emission of halogens. These figures have been used as a basis for comparison with the clean
fuel technologies in Section 7 and a projection of the levels which could be expected after
completion of FGD at Drax and Ratcliffe with facilities fully operational.

The other solid waste which is mentioned in the EnvironmentalPerformance Reports of the
two major UK generatorsbut not quantified is the nature of the precipitated ash from the
combustion of Orimulsion. PowerGen state that it is compacted for recycling without
mentioning that it contains nickel and vanadium or that there would be a reduced
performance of the precipitator which may allow 10% of the very fine ash to pass to
atmosphereif the flue gases are not scrubbed. This point is again picked up in Section 7.

The likely total emissions have been calculated for three future time periods including the
period after the present coal contracts have expired. The assessmentshave been based on
the two gas entry scenariosdescribedpreviously and are tabulatedbelow in Table 8 in terms
of thousands of tonnesper year. One uncertainty is whether the FGD proposed for
Pembroke will be operational ~d the calculation has been made assumingno abatementon
the oil burn.

The emissions of sulphurdioxide have been based on the sulphur content of the fuels with
a sub-case for Drax and Ratcliffe base loaded with FGD operational. The,NOX emissions
have been calculated from the declared g/kWh figures given by Natiorial Power and
PowerGen for coal multiplied by the TWh indicated in the scenarios. The gas component
has been calculated on the manufacturersguaranteelevels and a sensitivity was calculated
from PowerGen’s dataon Rye House given in their EnvironmentalReport. That suggested
an upward adjustmentby a factor of 1.4 to convert from the latestmanufacturersdata to a
figure more representativeof the older design of turbine.

As will be seen in the table, the impact of the gas entry is significant both on the SOZand
NOX efission. The scenarios are those discussedearlier and drawn from dataproduced by
OXERA broadly based on the Seven Year Statement.

Table8: PossibleEmissionLevels - England and Wales

EmissionskT/yr 94/95 96/97 98/99 2000/01

SOZhighgasentry 1,910 1,489(1186) 624(321) 763(460)

NOXhighgasentry 453 348 137 167

S02 lowgasentiy 1,910 1,517(1214) 1,012(709) .1,133(830)

NOXlowgasentry 467 378 265 295

Figuresinbracketsindicateanassessmentof FGDatDraxandRatcliffefullyoperational

Sourcescenariosfor calculation- OXERA

The sulphurlevel could be reduced further after 1998 by a reduction in the sulphurlevel of
coal burnt and the use of FGD on the oil burning capacity. The latter step could remove
about200 kT/year from the figures given in the table. Nevertheless, if the FGD at Drax and
Ratcliffe were to be considered to be too costly to operate to sell the outputprofitably to the
grid, then the emission levels would remain in the range of 750-1,000 kT/yr.
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7.0 REVIEWOF GENERICWASTESTREAMS

7.1 Background

One of the key areas to be addressed in this report is the generic waste streams from the
range of technologies being considered. The section will attemptto lay out the available data
in some detail. It will not refer to any specific installedcapacity but ratherwill relate to the
type of generatingequipmentand fuel used.

The waste streamsfrom each of the main technologies will be discussed separatelyand then
will later be summarised in a comparative table. However, some caveats should be
mentioned in making comparisons. It is possible to track the flow of sulphur through a
system with a high degree of contldence. The tracking of nitrogen is more complex
especially when coal is combusted. NOX can arise from two sources. Fuel-bound nitrogen-
some of which will be converted into NOX and thermalNOX which is formed when air and
nitrogen are together at high temperaturein the firing zone.

The quantityof fuel-bound nitrogenwill differ from fuel to fbel. Combustion Engineering’s
manual (Combustion - Fossil Power Systems 1981) suggeststhatup to 80% of the nitrogen
in coal may be converted to NOX but the relationship is non-linear, being inversely
proportional to the absolutelevel of nitrogenin”tie coal. The nitrogen contentwill vary with
every coal so it is not possible to generalise on the release.of NOX from power stations
without a detailed knowledge of the boilers, burnersetc. and the coals being combusted.

Although Combustion Engineering’s relationshipmay holdfor a range of US coals and with
conventional bufiers, more recent research work, for example, by PowerGen and EPRI
(Jones, A. R., et al 1995) on a wider range of coals and low NOX burners suggests a
somewhat more complex patternto the formation of NOX. The research suggests that the
formation of NOX when low NOX burners are used will be linked to a number of factors.
Their work confkms that the level of NOX will be broadly dependent on the quantity of
ktrogen in the fuel but one of heir key observations was that the bulk of the nitrogen
associated with the volatile matter in the coal will be converted to nitrogen in normal
operating conditions. However, most of the nitrogen remaining in the char, which will
combust more slowly, will be released as NOX. The split of the fuel nitrogen between
volatiles and char can be determinedby laboratory testsbut will remain coal specific.

PowerGenfound thattherewas a good correlationbetween the resultsfrom their testrig and
the plant data from Kingsnorth. However, when measuring.NOX, it is importantto relate
it to other operatingpwarneters. NOX can be reduced by reducing excess air but thatwould
increasethe level of carbon on ash (COA) andthe carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. In fact,
the control of NOX, COA and CO are all inter-relatedbeing linked with the type of boiler
design, burner type, primary and secondary air and over-fired air. In the laboratory using
a single burner rig, it was possible to reduce NOX to levels of 150-200 mg/m3 but this was
not found to be achievable on a large boiler with many burners.

It raises an importantissue regardingthe settingof emission levels for NOX because of the
dynamic balance with carbon on ash and CO. An increase in carbon on ash reduces
efilciency and may create a problem with its subsequentcommercial value. The emission
of CO is also a loss of potentialheat and anotherpollutant in its own right.
there would appearto be a need to avoid specifying levels of NOX emission

Consequently,
in isolation but
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considerationmight be given to relating it to the levels of carbon on ash and CO emissions
which can reasonably be achieved simultaneouslywhen observing good operating practices.

The thermalNOX which will form is proportional to combustion temperature. The design
of low NOX burners is based on reducing combustion temperature while retaining the
efficiency of combustion. The actualperformance of a boiler will therefore depend on boiler
andburner design and fuel. Consequently, it is too fuel andboiler speci13cto be predictable
with any degree of confidence. The figures used in this section will therefore be derived
from observed levels given in papers for existing plant and for new technologies.

To recapitulate,any direct combustion process will release the pollutants in the fuel at the
moment of combustion. In those circumstances,the options for captureof the pollutantstake
place eithervery quickly during the combustion process, as with fluidised bed combustion,
or afterwardsin some form of flue gas treatmentsystem. Ash from the burning of coal as
pulverised fuel will form a small quantityof clinker but the bulk of it will leave the boiler
as fly ash in the flue gases. The ash in HFO or Orimulsion will remain in the flue gases.

Since particulatematter, sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides all require different types of
capture process, three distinctly different steps may be needed for each of these pollutants
separately, albeit that some designers have now developed combined SOX/NOx processes.
Electrostaticprecipitatorsare required to remove particulatematterwhen coal or Orimulsion
is being fired, FGD for SOZ control and low NOX burners and/or some form of DENOX
process for NOX control. Volatile trace metals, chlorides and fluorides arelikely to escape
capture and be released to atmosphereunless.wet scrubbing systems are fiited. Evefi when
fitted, there is US evidence to suggest some pollutantsstill escape.

The gasification process converts theprimary form of energy into a gas. Dependent on the
feedstock (fuel), the process removes most of the solid waste as a slag and converts the
sulphurinto a form easily removed by scrubbing. Wet scrubbing systemswill also eliminate
particulateemission and capture virtually all of the trace metals.

When reviewing the generic wastes, the emission levels also need to be set in the context of
current legislation and possible changes. Europe, and particularly the UK, has seen some
significant changes in the choice of primary energy for power generation over the past 40
years with a switch at roughly 10 year intervalsfrom coal to oil, back to coal and now to
gas. However, the power plants were designed for a 30 year life. In considering
BATNEEC, thesechangesmay need to be takeninto account particularlysince technological
advances would enable most generatingmethods to approach the emission standardswhich
can be achieved by gas turbineswith appropriateinvestmentin abatementsystems.

‘7.2 Recent Results of US Power Plant Monitoring

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 revised a range of controls on emissions and
pollutantsin the USA. The Act included provisions of the so-called Title III HazardousAir
Pollutants(HAP) which completely revised the existing federal list of HAPs. The core of
Title III is a list of 189 chemicals which may cause potential hazards to human health and
to the environmentwhen emitted. As a result of the Amendments, a great deal of work has
been undertakento investigatethe whole question of emissions and pollution in detail. The
Act required the EnvironmentalProtection Agency
189 HAPs from industry and the electric utilities.
control achievable by flue gas scrubbing devices.
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In 1993, the US Departmentof Energy’s Office of Fossil Energy gave five of the nation’s
leading environmentalconsultanciesthetaskof assessingthe releasesfrom eightcoal burning
plantsto provide the EPA with the critical data it.needs to carry out their task with respect
to the power sector. This programme represented the most comprehensive study ever
under@ken in the USA. The EPA is directed to report by November 1995 on whether the
release of these hazardous air pollutants,often referred to as air toxics, poses a healthrisk.

The assessmentwas completed during 1994 and reports have been prepared by each of the
companies commissioned to undertakethe work. The. companies selected and the power
plants assignedto them were as follows (power companies in italics):-

SouthernResearch Institute,Birmingham, Alabama
NorthernIndianaPublic Service Co. Bailly Station, Gary, Indiana
TucsonElectricSpnngervilleStation, Springe~eld, Arizona
A coalpreparationplant - BlacksvilleNo. 2 ownedby ConsolInc

BattelleMemorial Institute,Columbus, Ohio
OhioEdisonNiles Station,Niles, Ohio
CooperativePowerAssociationCoal CreekStation, Underwood,NorthDakota

Roy F.Weston, Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania
MinnesotaPower Co.ClayBoswell Station, Cohasset,Minnesota
Illinois Power Co.BaldwinStation, Baldwin, Illinois

Radian Corporation, Austin, Texas
GeorgiaPower Co.Plant Yates,Newman, Georgia

Energy and EnvironmentalResearch, Inc., Irvine, California
OhioPower CompanyCardinalStation, Brilliant, Ohio

The consolidation of the data from each of these reports into a single summary report has
been draftedby the PittsburghEnergy Technology Centre and is due to be published shortly.

The researchprogramme called for the addition of a coal preparationplant to determinethe
extent to which washing of the coal removed trace elements. Tests were undertakento
measure 30 different potentially hazardous air pollutantsknown to be emitted from power
plants including lead, mercury, boron and selenium along with a range of hydrocarbons.
Measurementswere made on solid, liquid and gaseous streamsin order to establishmaterial
balances throughoutthe plant.

The programme objectives were:-

● to determine the ability of
capture toxic air emissions

various types of pollution control equipment to

● to determinethe materialsbalances of selected pollutants

● to determinehow the level of the emissions in the flue gases varies by the size
of particles, an important consideration because larger particles are more
likely to be capturedby collection devices and less likely to be inhaled.
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● to measure the relative levels of emissions in the particles and in the vapour

of the flue gases since it is only the solids which are collected in the
particulatecollecting devices

There were also the questions of whetherthe volatile elementsor their compounds could be
passing through the complete system to the stack and whether those metals or compounds
could re-enter the bio-system in some way.

In designing the testprogramme, the USDOE chose a spectrumof plantson the basis of size,
emission control equipmentand fuel. The latterincluded sub-bituminousPowder River basin
andLee Ranch coal of high moisture/ashcontent, medium sulphurIllinois Basin coals to high
quality Easternbituminous coals. Since the reports on each of the power stationsrun to two
substantialvolumes, it has been necessaryto paraphrasethe main fiidings. Summarypapers
by three of the five Consulting Groups were presented at the Tenth Annual Contractors
Conference in Pittsburgh in July 1994. They covered the work by Radian Corporation,
SouthernResearch Instituteand Roy F Weston Inc.

The surveys found that, in general, there was excellent particulate removal .efflciency
achieved by the electrostatic precipitators for almost all trace elements in coal except
seleniuin, mercury, boron and some radionuclides (uraniumand radium). All other metals
were captured at levels above 95% and overall particulate matter over 98%. The
performance of bag-houses was somewhatbetterthanprecipitatorsfor retainingthe elements
and an overall efficiency of 99.9% was quoted at one location. The UK coal-based
generators all operate precipitators but to date, no bag houses have been fitted. The
performance of the precipitators enables the statuto~ levels of particulatein the flue gases
to be met comfofibly on the range of.coals used. However, if levels of 50 mg/m3 or 25
mg/m3 were to be introduced, then bag faltersmight be required or the addition of more
stagesto the precipitator possibly including a wet stage.

Bag-houses are an efficient way of reducing the very fme particulatei.e. below 10 micron
diameter. However, the fabric used for the fihers is the importantdeterminantin the degree
of captureachieved. Bag-houses areused widely in the US frequentlywith woven glass flbre
air bags. They offer a higher degree of clean-up thanprecipitators. The European designs
tend to use needle felt or coated surfaces based on Gortex which are extremely good for
capturingthe very fme particulate. This is the type of equipmentwhich might be needed to
supplementprecipitators if there were to a reduction in the limits for particulatein total or
the PMIO, i.e. the materialbelow 10 micron, if evidence emerges thatthe fine particulate
has a proven effect on human health.

The US trials also produced evidence that the few elements Se, Hg, B and radionuclides
efibit behaviour which is distinctly different from thatof the particulatematter. This has
been explained by the physical and chemical transformationsthatoccur when the metals in
the coal are subjected to the conditions thatexist in the boiler. A study (Randall Seeker W,
et al. August 1994), summarised the work in this field. The findings suggest that Se, Hg,
Sb, As and Pb are highly enriched in the finer particle size fractions. In other words, these
metals are found in greaterproportion in the 1 micron size thanin the 10 micron size. Dry
precipitatorcaptureefficiency falls off quiterapidly below 10 micron and particularlybelow
4 micron. Consequently, much of this very fine material is not captured and neither are
these trace elements.
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Source: Randall SeekerjW. et al, 1994

Similar resultswere found at the other power plants. Weston Inc also testedthe effectsof
soot-blowing on the enricbent process andfound thattherewas virtuallyno difference when
theparticulate matterwasdislodged during soot blowing.

Research work on vapour pressuresat boiler temperaturesand excess air suggest that Cd,
Pb, As, Sb, Se andHg would be expectedto volatisecompletely atcombustion temperatures.
The highly volatile metalswhich include Hg, Se, Be and U would certainlyvolatilise. These
metals can also be predicted to stay in the vapour phase even at temperaturesexperienced in
the air pollution control devices (APCD). Boron has a unique behaviour because it could be
expected to condense aheadof theprecipitatorbutequilibriumcalculationssuggestit becomes
volatile again as HB02 therebyescaping capture. More detailon mercury follows in Section
7.3.
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The chemical form of the Hg in the vapour phase of the precipitatorplays a significant role
in determining retention. Elemental mercury is the dominant species at high temperature
down to a temperatureof about 600”C. Below 400”C the dominantform is HgClz especially
when ample chlorine is present. The same paper statesthat several of the metal chlorides
are more volatile than the metal itself so the chlorine content of the coal can have
considerable effect on capture.

The survey has highlighted a number of issues which suggest that the USDOE were fully
justified in being concerned about air toxics. Particulaterelease and particle size emerged
as an important consideration when assessing the health impact of emissions from power
plants. Particles with a diameter of 10 micron or smaller are a major flaction of the
respiratory particulate matter which poses a health risk. The aerodynamic diameter
determinesthe behaviour of a particle with regard to inertialand gravitationalforces found
in dirt collection equipmentas well as in the human respiratory system.

The Yates Plant owned by Georgia Power Co. was monitored by the Radian Corporation
(June ’94 report) and their quality control was auditedby Research Triangle Institutefor the
USDOE. The 100 MWe plant was fitted with ESPSand a second generationFGD process
employing ajet bubbling reactorto combine absorption, neutralisation,sulphiteoxidation and
gypsum crystillisation into the reaction vessel. The plant is run on a blend of Illinois NO 5
and No 6 coals with a sulphurcontent of 2.5%.

The particulate capture has been covered above so the relevant parts of the more detailed
analysisrelateto anions, selected elements and organic compounds. The resultswere set in
the context of the detection limits and 95% Confidence Intervals (95% CI). Materials
balances were calculated for 27 elements and, of these, 60% met target closure objectives
of 70-130%, and 85% met 50-150%. The data tabulatedbelow in Table 9 was quoted in
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terms of lb/1012BTUie. the number of pounds weight of the element which would result
from the combustion of about 40,000 tonnes hard coal or sufficient coal to fuel a 16 MWe
power plant year-round or Ratcliffe for about 3 days on base load. In the preface to their
results, they point out thatthe measurementsof some of the substancesof interestare near
or below the analytical detection limits which led them to use the concept of Confidence
Intervals.

,
lb/lOUBtu

Anions
Chloride
Fluoride
SelectedElements
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Cadmium
chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Selenium
Vanadium

742
122

0.06
1.2
2.8
0.1
0.6
5.3
0.7
2.0
0.6
7.2
3.0
0.5

’40.1
26.5,
21.0

Table 9

95% cl

647
67.0

0.01
0.2
9.9
0.1
2.1
49.5
0.8
2.3
0.6
48.0
0.3
2.6
43.5
58.0
0.5

- EmissionFactors

lb/1012Btu

A1dehydes
Acetiddehyde 8.6
Formaldehyde 24.0
VolatileOrganics
Benzene 1.3
CarbonDisulphide 2.2
Toluene -2.0
SemivolatileOrganics
2-Methylphenol

(o-cresol) 2.9
4-Methylphenol

(p-cresol) 0.95
Acetophenone 3.2
BenzoicAcid 120
,BenzylAlcohol 2.8
Naphthalene 1.5
Phenol 9.2

95%c1

9.2
36.0

0.3
1.2
1.0

3.8

1.9
0.7
7.0
12.0

:::

Source: Radian Corporation

Note. The figures quoted above would need to be multiplied by a factor of about 100 to
representpotential annual emissions from a 2000 MWe stationoperating on the same fuel
blend.

Some 99% of the mineralmatterwas retainedby the precipitatorincluding many of the trace
elements, the exceptionsbeing chlorine, fluorine, seleniumandmercury. The blend of coals
contained 0.1 % chlorine and traces of fluorine. A Bloom mercury speciationtrain analyser
was used to measurethe individualmercury species:- ionic mercury, elementalmercury and
methyl mercury. Total mercury was measuredusing a multi-metalstrain. Ionic mercury
appearedas the dominant species in the ESP inlet and outlet gas streamsbut ionic mercury
was more efficiently removed by the second generationFGD equipment.

Selenium was the most diffkult of the trace elements to measure accurately. It could be
presenteither in the vapour phase as SeOzor as a component of the enriched fiier particulate
matter. Radian Corp could not reconcile some of the data collected and concluded that it
pointed to an error in sampling and analysis. They highlighted the problem as an area for
further work. Nevertheless, the theory is that selenium could actually be escaping in the
vapour phase while the sampling system itself had been precipitating selenium in a filter
which forms part of the Method 29 sampling trainused for their measurements.

.
Traces of organic compounds were also presentin the flue gases. The figures for aldehydes,
volatile and semi-volatileorganic compounds aretabulatedabove. The highestof the organic
figures was benzoic acid which was by far the largest of the organic compounds and was
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equivalentto the level of the fluorine emission. Similar figures were recorded by Southern
Research Institute on the Lee Ranch coal with formaldehyde at 1.4 and benzene 1.0.
Southern also tested for dioxins and furans which were quoted at a level of <0.000006
lb/1012Btuequivalent to 0.00006 lb/year from Ratcliffe on base load.

Radianfound thattherewere particulateemissions from the FGD system. The resultshowed
thatmuch of the very fiie particulatewas not held back by the FGD system i.e. on particles
having an aerodynamic diameterof 10 micron or less. Analysis of stackemissions indicated
that60% of the particulateemission was 10 micron or less while 30% was less than 1.26
micron. Radian said thatthe link between particle size, surface orientationof trace elements
and the penetration of fiie particles cannot be demonstrated simply by comparing the
extractableand total metal concentrationsof the particulateemissions from the FGD system.
Fly ashpenetration,the mass contributionfrom sulphuricacid mist and scrubbermist soluble
salts (gypsum) add to the variables in the assessmentof air toxic emissions as a function of
surface orientation.

Their report suggestspenetrationmechanismswhich explain the particulateemissions from
FGD systems. They were:-

● direct penetrationof the fly ash

● capture of the ash particles in the scrubber liquor and re-entrainmentduring
recycle

● ✍ entrainmentof scrubber-generatedsolids

● evaporation and penetrationof scrubber mist as soluble salts

● condensation and recovery of sulphuric acid mist as particulate

Three othermetals (in addition to ~ercury) displayedhigher penetrationthanaverage. They
were arsenic, cadmium and phosphorus. This again is accounted for by enrichmentand their
association with sub-micron particles. Hexavelant chromium was also found in traces
(<0.19um/Nm3) in the stack gases. The compound can convert to the trivalentform in 24
hours in the sample container so there was some uncertaintyabout the true level in the flue
gases.

The studies also addressed the issues of run-off water from coal stock-piles, leaching of
bottom ash and the disposal/leaching of pulverised fly ash. The run-off from stock-piles
presentedno environmentalproblems in terms of.significant soluble contaminants. Neither
was there a problem with bottom ash. However, in the ash pond water where many US
utilitiesdispose of much of their PFA, traces of saltsof most of the metals in the coal could
be detected.

A significant change in the appreciationof environmental impact appears to have resulted
from these and other USDOE analyses. The emissions measured on the new clean coal
technologies such as gasification have been very carefully monitored to illustratethe level
of cleanliness which could be achieved, while the true base performance of conventional
power plant was not known with the same degree of accuracy. The study was initiatedto
establisha base case inventory of emissions from pf-fired coal.
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7.3 Mercury

In parallel with the work on emissions measurement, further analysis was undertakento
assess whether there could be any health risks associated with the low levels of mercury
emission. Several papers have reviewed the subject but the most comprehensive was
commissioned by USDOE from theBiomedical andEnvironmental-AssessmentGroup of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory which makes reference to previous papers. This study
reviewed all the previous material on the subject, analysed known incidents of mercury
poisming and modelled the way in which release from power plants could lead to bio-
accumulation.

Where FGD is ‘not fitted, the gases leaving the precipitators will be discharged to
atmosphere. The precise form of mercury in the air remains uncertain because reactions
could continue in the atmospherebefore deposition. It would be in one or more of three
forms:- elemental mercury, methyl mercury and ionic mercury (e.g. HgClz). The study
stressed that it was premature to draw conclusions. However, there is a linkage which
could returnmercury to the biosphere. One such mechanism is via methyl or ionic mercury
into water-courses and lakes. It can then be takenup by freshwater fish and can enter the
human food chain particularly in small communities whose diets depend on local fish.
Mercury could remain airborne for a long time and would eventually enter the oceans but
with sufficient dilution thatit was not considered to be a potential healthproblem.

Data was developed by the ‘Brookhaven National Laboratory modelling the dispersion of
plumes from stacksusing a Gaussiandispersionmodel. The levels of mercury in the typical
US coals used for modelling purposes was assumedto be 0.08 ppm which would yield an
emission of 8-10pg/m3 in the stack gases. The modelling assumed a mid-western location
for a hypothetical1000 MWe power plant. Aprobalistic risk assessmentwas made assuming
the dispersion returnsthe emissions to land with the pollutantstaken up by rain into rivers
and lakes. They assumedgarnefishare caught for food. This was again modelled based on
statisticsof diet and annual fish consumption. Many species of fresh water and sea water
fish were testedfor Hg to verify the precision of thedata and broad agreementwas found.
It also provided datafor the range of human intakewhich enabled a statisticalprobability of
the incidence of symptoms associatedwith mercury poisoning.

Trace mercury poisoning can result in parasthesis. In greater concentration the symptoms
can become far more serious. The results of the modelling indicated very low levels at
presentwhich representedlittlerisk to healthof the generalpopulation. However, therewas
some concern expressed about the sensitivityof sub populations e.g. children and pregnant
women, so more researchwas recommended.

In response to the Clean Air Act Amendments, EPRI instigatedits own series of studiesinto
emissions from coal fired power plants. They had responded to a different part of the Act
which required sources of emissions thatemitted 10 tons a year of any one pollutantor 25
tons of any combination to apply Maximum Achievable Control Technology. The pollutants
in question were the 189 listed chemicals. The utilities were considered as an exception to
the Act but EPRI could see the extentto which their industrywas vulnerable and undertook
their own testprogramrnewhich included a major study of mercury.

Their work on mercury was reported separately(Chow, W., 1994) and makes the point that -
on US coals, the uncontrolled emission would be about 1 lb of mercury per year per MWe
of power or roughly one tonne/year for a 2000 MWe station(based on the average mercury
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level of US coals). However, theresults they quote suggest asomewhat higher level of
capture in the precipitators and baghouses e.g. 20-90% for ESPS and 85-90% for fabric
filters than the figures reported by Radian and the other consultants. EPRI also mentioned
a third test method for mercury, the Frontier-Geoscience Mercury Speciation Method, as a
supplementto the other two methods. Methyl mercury was detected in stackgases but later
studiescast doubt on the results suggestingan overstatementof this more toxic form.

EPRI also tested methods for the capture of mercury in gas streams and found activated
carbon to be an effective method, giving better than 90% removal at a ratio of 4000 parts
of carbon per unit of mercury. The costs of such a method were not given. The EPRI data,
however, needs to be interpreted as the power industry’s response to the Clean Air Act .
Amendments.

Work in Sweden was also focused on mercury capture. Linde has developed a process, also
using activated charcoal, to absorb it and the mercury would be recovered as the metal by
reprocessing. The volume of gas to be treatedwould be very large.

The USDOE studieswere designed to provide a totally factualaccount of emissions from the
eight coal f~ed stationsas a basis for an EPA decision of the need for settinglimits against
the 189 chemicals listed as potentially dangerouspollutants. The studies also showed that
mercury in coal is frequently found withpyrite andmay be proportional to the pyrite content.
The washingprocess therefore tendsto hold back some of theheavy metalsin the washplant
waste and this was found in the studies. Most power plant coal used in the USA today is
likely to have beenprepared by washingthe full size”range. It was found thationic mercury
will form with higher chlorine levels in coal. US coals are typically less than 0.1% Cl.

7.4 Mercuryand the UK Position

Data produced in a world survey of mercury in coal (Raask,E. 1985 and Swaine. 1989)
indicated that the mercury content of UK coals lay in the range of 0.2-0.7 ppm with say a
mid-point of 0.45 ppm. If the emissions for the UK were modelled using the US techniques
based on a mercury content at the mid-point of the range i.e. 0.45 ppm, the releases for an
equivalentsized power plant would be five times greaterthanthose predicted for a US power
plant.

Furthermore, the chlorine content of the UK coal is considerably higher than
coals. The typical level quoted in the 1993 Environmental Reviews by the
generators was 0.2% Cl. The Boyd report data coupled with RJB Mining’s

that of US
two major
production

pattern suggest that a chlorine content of 0.2% understatesthe average of current private
sector production. Coals from Kellingley, Gascoigne Wood, Bilsthorpe, Welbeck and
Rossington have chlorine levels of 0.4% and above. Some 10-15 mt of production could be
expected to lie in this range. This suggeststhe possibility of a detectable level of HgC12in
stack gases. As mentioned previously, a substantialpart of the 1“ minus size fraction
remains unwashed and therefore the mercury content of Power StationFuel could well be
higher than if the coal was fully washed for the reasons given previously.

The US modelling was based on a hypothetical 1000 MWe unit in a location remote from
otherplantso thatemissions were only additiveto naturalbackground. They concluded that
in thatsituationthere was a very low risk to health. In the UK, the larger coal fired stations
are 2000 MWe and are grouped around the main coal fields in relatively close proximity.
In view of the combination of mercury and chlorine content coupled with the number of
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power stations, ~ere would appear to be a strong case to take the precaution of repeating
some of the US emissions testsfor trace elementemission from the UK coal fried stations.
This should be linked with parallel measurementsof ground level concentrations in the air
and in local run-off water to determine whether there is any accumulation of mercury,
selenium or boron resulting from the combustion of coal in power plants.

In view of the difficulties experienced in samplingand testingin the USA for theseelements,
it might be helpful to draw on the recent experience of one of theUS consulting groups in
preparing any scope of work especially in reviewing the sampling and analytical methods
most appropriateto such a study.

7.5 Emissionsfrom the Combustionof UK Coal

An assessmentof emission and waste streamsper 1000 MWe of typical plant operating on
UK coal at an LHV efficiency of 37% has been made to provide some measure of the levels
of potential pollutant which could result from the direct combustion process. Other
assumptionsare a net CV of 24 MJ/kg, (CRE assumption) 1.6% sulphur and chlorine of
0.2% (from National Power EnvironmentalReview).

Two cases have been run to illustratethe differences between the levels of sulphuremission
when FGD is fitted and that without FGD - Table 10. The above assumptionslead to a
calculated annualcoal burn of 2.6 mt for the 1000 MWe model.

Table 10

WithoutFGD WithFGD
kTNR glkwh kT/YR glkwh

S02
NOX
Particulate
HC1
Ash- PFA
Clinker
FGDWaste

Note: 1.

81.9 13.25 7.4 1.3
43.0 2.8 43.0 2.8
5.18
7.2 1.1

296.8 296.8
74.2 74.2

185.0

The sulphur and chlorine levels used are taken from the National
Power and PowerGen environmentalreviews.

The use of wet scrubbing FGD systemswill remove most of the trace elementsand halogen.
However, the halogen will need to be extractedin order to make marketablegypsum so there
are likely to be chloride iich streamswhich may have to be treated and environmentally
acceptable disposal methods found.
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7.6 Combustion - Heavy Oils and Orimulsion

The significance of the fly ashpenetrationin FGD systemsled the USDOE to check oil fwed
systems and the size distribution of particulate in natural background. The latter was
determinedin the vicinity of the Mount St.Helens volcano. Particulatematterwas found in
the air but measurementsled to the conclusion that naturally occurring dust was of a
comparatively large particle size and would cause no healthhazard. However, the very fine
particle size emitted from power stationscould representa health risk which needed to be
investigated.

The ash from oil combustion was known to be fine so two oil fued plants were tested and
samplesof the smallquantityof ashproduced was collected. Testswere undertakento assess
possible healtheffects. The fly ash resulting from the combustion of heavy oil was said to
be an order of magnitude more harmful because of its micron size causing irritation and
lesions in the lungs of rats (Costa, D. et al. 1994). The American Thoracic Society
Conference in Seattle in May 1995 heard at least 8 papers on the subject (see References).
Particulatetoxicity appearsto amplify an pre-existent inflammation in the lung.

In evaluatingthe differences in the combustion of coal and oil residues, it became apparent
thatthe dispersion of the oil fuel on atomisationresults in a very fine particle size much of
which is below 1 micron. The ash largely consists of metal oxides including those of nickel
and vanadium andthese sub-micron particles are not collected efficiently by precipitatorsor
bag-houses. US experience suggests that a bag-house might only remove 60-90% of the
particles from the combustion of heavy fbel oil.

The other observation from Radian’s work on coal was sulphuric acid mist. This is
exacerbatedin the case of residualoil fuels because of the presence of vanadium and nickel.
The commercial manufactureof sulphuric acid by the “Contact” process is based on

2so~ + o~ + 2s03

a reaction which is promoted by catalysts such as platinum, vanadium or nickel. The
reaction is almost complete at temperaturesaround 400”C hence, in oil fried plant the
conditions are favorable for acid formation in the flue gas system, and.this “was found.
Similar observationshave been made in Germany whereat least5% of the sulphurin lignite
is found to emerge from the boiler in the form of SOS.

SOSis not as readily absorbedby wet limestone as SOZso if the conversion stageoccurs, less”
is captured. The explanationappearsto relate to the form in which the SOSexists i.e. .asan
acid aerosol of less than 1 micron which behaves like a gas. The wet scrubbing system
would appear to have limitationswhere SOSis likely to be present in large quantities. The
best alternativefor the acid aerosol capturewould appearto be dry scrubbing with limestone
in a fluidised bed.

The reaction will be limited by the amountof oxygen in the excess air in the boiler but some
reaction is almostcertainto occur. It thenbecomes importantto control flue gas temperature
to avoid the systemfalling below the dew point of sulphuric acid.

Combustion Engineering’s handbook “Combustion” confirms the problem as do the standard
textbooks on flue gas treatment. SOSis highly reactive andextremely hydroscopic compared
with SOZ. The reaction is enhanced by the presence of fme particles which serve as
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condensationnuclei. The resultantaerosol is a principal constituentof visible stackplumes
which have a characteristicsilvery-blue colour.

Consequently, if this knowledge were to be applied to Orimulsion, several featuresof the
fuel - sulphurcontent, particle size, natureof theparticle andmoisture contentwould all lead
to the strongpossibility of sulphuricacid mist formation if fired on boilers designed for coal
or oil. NeitherInce not Richborough power stationsare fitted with FGD and were designed
for coal so there is the strong possibility that sulphuric acid aerosols are being emitted to
atmosphereduring the current trials of Orimulsion.

The design of FGD systems for the scrubbing of flue gases from the combustion of
Orimulsionpresentsa different set of challenges to those for coal firing. Designs may have
been tested in Japan but no detailed results have been published so far. The only FGD
system designed for Orirnulsion in the West is at Dalhousie in Canada. A brief paper of
earlyoperatingexperience was preparedfor the 1995 I Chem E DesulphurisationConference
in Sheffield (Sturgeon, J. et al 1995) indicating satisfactory results using a Babcock and
Wilcox wet limestone system. However, the authorsstatethatOrimulsion presentedunique
challenges without elaboration. In addition to the sulphuroxides, the ash containednickel,
magnesium, vanadi~, zinc and traces of arsenic. Some of the ash carried through the
precipitatorand entered the FGD unit. They acknowledge that much experience has been
gained both by the power company and the”contractor which suggests some interesting
chemical engineering problems.

In Europe,.trialsare currentlybeing conducted in Denmark on the Aesnes No.5 plantwhich
was designed for coal and is equippedwith FGD again designed for coal. Preliminaryresults
are not being disclosed. A private communication suggests that the sulphuric acid mist
problem has been encountered because the FGD is being operated above design inlet
temperature to avoid the condensation of sulphuric acid. The decision on whether
Orirnulsioncan be used as a fiel in the longer term on equipmentdesigned for coal will only
be taken at this location after the trial is complete and the results fully analysed. In the
meantime, all the resultsare being kept confidential.

The US data suggests that it may be difficult to overcome the escape of the fines or the
formation of SOSespecially in a system where the gas velocity is increased so substantially
by the presence of the 28% water in fhel. Furthermore, the water remainsin the system as
vapour and there is abundantoxygen in the stage of the FGD which makes the gypsum to
run the risk of making sulphuric acid. Analysis of the particle size from the combustion of
Orimulsion during the initial tests at the Dalhousie Plant suggested that 98% of the
particulatewas less than 10 micron while 50% was less thanO.3 micron. Consequently, fine
particulate“escape” or penetrationthrough the wet scrubbing system alreadyexperienced on
c“oaland oil is unlikely to be significantly different firing Orimulsion. The particle size
analysis would suggest penetration could be substantiallygreater. Hence, it raised the
questionof whetherwet scrubbing systemscan retainsufficient particulatein the sub-micron
size range or whether it will escape to atmosphere and cause a risk to health. All the
evidence suggests thata significant quantityis likely to escape.

One of thekey assumptionssurroundingthe direct combustion of fossil fuels like Orimulsion
is thatcurrentlegislation does not change. This may not be a valid assumptionas new data
is gathered, evaluated and related to other medical evidence on air quality. It would be
surprisingif the EPA does not make some recommendation as a result of the major studies
which were undertakeneither on’ trace element capture or particle size.
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In Europe, the ~rge Combustion
being done at a time when there

Plant Directive is being reviewed this year but it is also
is concern about the growing incidence of asthma and

allergies. Evidence suggestsa link with air quality, NOxandparticulates which couldbe
derived primarily from diesel engines or from power generation. In the light oftheUS
evidence on fly ashpenetrationor emission control systemswhere the size of the particulate
release is considered a health risk, there would appear to be a case for further research to
establishwhether the trace element enrichment on the fine particulate or sulphate aerosol
aggravatesthe healthproblem or whether a change in fuel altersthe chemistry of particles.

The basis for the legal limits on particulate from the combustion of coal could reasonably
have assumedthe ash would be roughly the size of the milled coal i.e. about 70 micron, and
would mainly consist of clays and silica. The US datasuggeststhata portion will be much
finer. Orimulsion on the other hand yields an extremely fine dust as mentioned above high
in vanadiumand nickel compounds. The fact thatthe currentlegal limit of emissions is not
exceeded may be irrelevant if there is a risk that the particulatematter can accumulate in
humansby inhalationor via the food chain. Germany has already introduced 50 mg/m3 as
a particulatelimit on coal-fried plant in a number of local areasversus the 100 mg/m3 EU
Iirnitfor new plant.

There would appear to be a case to assessUK levels of fme particulateemission especially
at ground level and allow the relevantexperts to review whetherpresentor predicted levels
could representa health risk to communities or sub-populations. For example, what is the
ground level concentration of fine particulatein the vicinity of a coal or Orirnulsion fried
power plant during adverse weather conditions and does that level of exposure represent a
risk? Another question is whether stack emissions are the most appropriatepoint of control
or whether ground level concentration is more importantas the prime control point. This
issue may be a minefield but limits have been legislatedbased on the best evidence available
at the time when enacted. If fhrther evidence suggestsa need for change, then the position
may need to be reassessed.

7.7 PressurisedFluidisedBed Systems

The PFBC systemhas been described previously (Part2 Section 2.1.3) and the summary of
the environmental impact given in Table 6, page 51. The PFBC system has an advantage
of both efficiency and sulphurcapture. The sulphurabsorptionmechanismdiffers when the
system operates under pressure and the calcium carbonate is not converted to lime before
absorbing the sulphate. Pressureeffectively shifts the equilibrium away from the formation
of lime and effectively the sulphatedisplacesthe carbonatewithout going.via CaCO~~ CaO
+ COZ. The subject was covered very comprehensively in a 1994 IEA Report on the
“Managementof PFBC Waste” (Nilsson, C. Lee, L.B.). Several researchers(Skeppe, 1993.
Yrjas and others 1993) have studied the subject and the explanation appears to lie in the
CaCO~/CaO equilibrium. A graph in the report illustratesthe curve of COZpartialpressure
versus temperatureand it becomes clear @at at bed operating temperature, lime exists at
atmosphericpressure whereas under pressure, the CaCOg has not dissociated.

The absence of free lime has enabled the designers, ABB Carbon, to advise operators that
the solid waste material i.e. the mixture of ash and sorbent, can be treatedwith a controlled
quantity of water and will harden to a product of sufficient strengthto be considered as
aggregate. The report covers uses in much detail and in some respects suggests that
insufficient quantitieshave been produced so far to explore the full range of potentialuses.
In this form, there is said to be a market in Sweden for road building materialrecognizing
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that it isa 160 MWeunit consuming some 250,000 tonnes per year of coal. This w“ould
produce about 30 kT/Y of solid waste. However, no seal of approval or materials
certification for specific uses has been forthcoming to date.

ABB Carbon quote low emission figures for the Vartanplant within the city of Stockholm.
SOZ,NOX, NZOand CO are extremely low. The plant is able to operateat a level of gaseous
emissions about 50% of the limits set for the plant when licensed but this has been achieved
with a flue gas treatmentor gas polishing stepfor both SOXand NOX. The levels are 50-80
mg/Nm3 for SOZ, 40-60 mg/Nm3 for NOX and below 12-36 ppmv for NZO (Dali, 1993).

With respect to trace elements, the experience at Vartanis thatthe bulk of the metalsremain
in the solid waste material. The IEA report supportsthis view. The fluidised bed is held
ata temperatureof about 850°C (VS1500-1800°C on entrainedgasifiers) so the traceelements
tend to stay in the solid phase. Mercury is the’most volatile of the trace metals and part of
the mercury will enter the gas streamto pass through the turbine. It will then exit with the
stack gases. Measurementstaken in Stockhohn suggest that about 50% of the mercury in
feed will be emitted to atmosphere. To set this figure in perspective, the level of trace
elements in coal is in the range of partsper million so an annualtotal of about 8 kilogram
per year is emittedfrom the Viirtanplant. It should be pointed out thatthis very low level
of total emission needs to be set in the context of the mercury emissions from a typical
crematoriumwhich would normally runathundredsof kilogramsper year. Then the number
of crematoria should be compared with the number of coal fried power plants.

Both atmosphericand pressurisedfluid bed combustion systemshave become commercially
proven at a scale acceptable to the power industry. The two problems of the atmospheric
system are:-

i. the disposal of residues because the presence of free lime poses
problems for its use as general construction material

ii. the level of NZOin the flue gas

The NZO concentrations of 50-100 ppmv (Takeshita, M. - 1994) are to be expected and
should be compared with pf-fired plant of 0.5-2.0 ppmv. Pressurised bed systems have
superior environmentalperformance as indicated from Vartan at 12-36 ppmv. However, it
should be recognised thatthese figures are based on a very limited number of PFBC plants
compared with the data available on pf-fired plant.

The ability to clean flue gases to the limits stipulatedin legislation raisesan importantpoint
about limits, costs and the mechanism for settinglevels. ABB has been able to demonstrate
that flue gases can be cleaned to levels which are deemed appropriatefor a plant within a
major city, for example, Stockholm where the Vartanplant is surroundedby dwellings.

7.8 IGCC

Gasification with or without its integrationinto a combined cycle systemoffers a technology
which can meet or exceed the most stringentof currentemissions legislation in Europe and
the USA . The gasification process alone breaks down the carbon-based feedstocks into a
mixture of gases - predominantly CO and Hz. It will also handle a range of waste streams
which will be addressedlater.
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The mainpollutantspresentinmost feedstocks will be sulphurand fuel-bound nitrogen. The
sulphur is converted almost entirely to HZS althoughthere will be traces of COS and HCN
leaving the reactor for removal in the gas clean-up system. Fuel-bound nitrogen would be
releasedbut some would combine with hydrogey to form ammonia which would be removed
in the pre-scrubber waste water - see below.

If the feedstocks is a heavy oil residue or Orimulsion, then the other pollutantspresentwill
be compounds of vanadium and nickel. Until satisfactorymethods of hot gas clean-up are
dcyeloped and are proved to be economically attractive, the raw product gases would be
cleaned using the standardmethods of the oil industrywhich harnessthe regenerablesorbent
propertiesof aminessuch as diethanolamine. Proprietarysorbentssuch as Selexol, Purisol,
Rectisol and Sulphanolall perform a similar role in absorbing H# when cool and releasing
it when heated. .?

The gas scrubbers are usually preceded by a water wash to remove any unconverted carbon
in the form of soot. Any metal compounds which have not formed slag would precipitate
with the carbon and be removed as a filter cake. Lurgi has taken this process one stage
further. The carbon conversion efficiency is usually about 99% leaving up to 1% of
unconvertedcarbon as soot to be recovered. Lurgi has adapteda muki-hearthincineratoras
used in metals concentratesproduction and recovers the heatwhile drying and enriching the
concentrate of vanadium and nickel for metals recovery. Texaco has developed a soot
recovery and recycle circuit based on naphthawhich is a more capital intensive solution. If
the feedstock were to be petroleum coke or Orimulsion, again sulphur and fuel-bound
nitrogen would be removed as above and the vanadiurnhickel as the falter‘cake.

If coal is gasified, the sulphur and fhel-bound nitrogen would follow the same path as
previously. Most of the ash would be fused into a slag which is tappedfrom the reactor and
solidifies to a glassy bead-like material which is essentiallybenign. The following tables
indicate the levels measured in the flue gases of the main gasifier types.

With respect to mercury, the evidence suggests thatno detectable Hg leaves with the stack
gases. Two theories may both be true. Elementalmercury is said to have accumulated in
cool sections of the plant where heat recove~ boilers are used i.e. the Shell designs. In the
quench system (Texaco) the HZSis said to react with the mercury vapour in the gasifier to
produce the stablemercuric sulphide which then is removed with other insoluble sludges as
a faltercake. This very small quantityof waste is takento a registered waste disposal site
approximately 1 tonne/year for a 1000 MWe unit.

Otherwork in Sweden fails to clarify the issue completely. The Universitiesof Uppsalaand
Stockholm worked on the subject and drew the conclusion from a theoretical base that the
mercury remained in the ash with tests on gasifier slag from UBE in Japanand Tennessee
Eastmanto support the findings. However, a subsequentstudy by Vattenfall, the Swedish
StatePower Board, (thought to be unpublished in English) suggests that a small portion of
the mercury will remain in the sour gas stream and enter the Claus kiln. Nevertheless, it
would only amount to a few kg/year and would be coal specific.

The Cool Water Project indicates similarvery low resultsfor metals in waste streams. The
EPRI final report contains a most comprehensive review of emissions and indicated the
disposition of metals and VOC’S through the whole system. The whole plant was sampled
quarterlyduring the last three years of operation. Some of the results are tabulatedbelow
in Table 11. .
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When operatingon the SUFCOcoal,
- the US environmentalconsultants.

the following resultswere found and verified by Radian

Table 11: HRSG (e) STACKEMISSIONOF NON-CRITERIAPOLLUTANTS
MeasuredDuringSUFCOCoal Operation

Measured DetectionB
ConcentrationA Limits

Substance --- ppmv ppmv

Beryllium NDc 10-4
Mercury ND 10-5
Fluorides .- 0.004 10-5
Ammonia o-3 D 1
Methane“ o-2 D 1
Non-Methane ND 1
Hydrocarbons

Notes: A) Unitsarepartspermillionby volume,drybasis
B) Detectionlimitsvarydependingon samplesizeandanalysistechnique
c) ND = NoneDetected
D) Rangeshownindicatesdetectioninonlya fewof samplesanalysed
E) HRSG- HeatRecoverySteamGenerator
Source: Texaco

In a 1994 paper by Shell (Baker, D.C. 1994) - a similar picture emerged relating to the
projected emissions of hazardousair pollutants. The analysisof the cleaned syngas prior to
combustion in the gas turbine is set out in Table 12- expressed in decimal fractions of parts
per million.

Table 12: AVERAGECONCENTRATIONS(ppmw)OF ELEMENTSIN
SYNGASAFTERCLEfi~W A

Al
Ca
Fe
K
Mg
Ne
P
Si
Ti

Ag
As*

Notes:

Source:

0-030
0.023
0.034
0.020
0.020
0.013
0.160
0.051
0.008

<0.006
<0.003

B
Ba
Be*
Br
Cd*
C1*
CO*
cr*
Cu
F*
Hg*
Mn*

0.018
0.013

<0.002
<0.001
<0.007
<0.080
<0.002
<0.002

0.012.
<0.001
<0.004
<0.007

Mo
Ni*
Pb*
sb~
Se*
Sn ‘
Sr
Th
T1
u
v
Zn

<0.001
<0.002

0.030
<0.011
<0.003 .
<0.010
<0.027
<0.002
<0.002
<0.004
<0.002

0.015

A) Elements asteriskedare Clean Air Act Amendment Title III Hazardous Air
Pollutants < signifies below the detection limit indicated

Shell
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The similarset of resultsfrom the gasification of Illinois No.5 coal of relativelyhigh sulphur
were also given by Shell with analysis as follows (Table 13):-

Ash
c
H
N
s
0“

Al
Ca
Fe
K
Mg
Na
P
Si
Ti

Source:

Table 13: AVERAGECOMPOSITION

wt%db
12.6
68.3
4.6
1.4
3.0

10.1

0.869
0.893
1.289
0.018
0.083
0.060.
‘0.181
3.021
0.056

Shell

Ag
As
B
Ba
Be
Br
Cd
cl
co
Cr
Cu
F
Hg
Mn
Mo
Ni

ppmw
0.13
5.70

126.7
45.17
1.54
2.50
0.24

568.7
2.10
9.40

12,78
98.33
0.14

109.9
4.72

13.95

OF ILLINOISNO.5 COAL

Pb
Sb
Se
sn
Sr
Th
T1
u
v
Zn

ppmw
14.99
1.44
2.63
2.00

20.93
2.69
1.04
1.47

31.32
134.1

Table 14 below illustratesthe dispositionof the elementsin coaI in the various streams. The
paper stresses the difficulty h- detecting these trace elements at such low levels of
concentrationand the problems of massbalance. There is evidence thaton coal gasification
arsenic, lead, mercury, selenium and zinc may remain within the system.
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Table 14: TYPICALELEMENTDISTRIBUTION(%)IN SCGP

Al
Ca
Fe
K
Mg
Na
P
Si
Ti
Ag
As
B
Ba
Be
Br
Cd
c1
co
Cr
Cu
F
Hg
Mn
Mo
Ni
Pb
Sb
Sc
Sn
Sr
Th
TI
u
v
Zn

Source:

In
Slag

88
87

106
72
90
92
92
85
99
52
55
59
97
43
2

40
10
90

107
98
36
18
97

111
62
33
29
9

38
85
50
21

122
89
64

In Filter
Purges

10
6
7

19
10
18
6

13
11
40
8

31
11
52

111
34
97
10
12
11
68
3

11
12
22
47
11
52
33
9

27
51
14
10
26

Shell

I?ORILLINOISNo.5 COAL

In
Water

<0.001
0.061

<0.001
0.038
0.093
0.040
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.053
0.088

15.000
0.037
0.032
0.011
0.029
0.970
0.003
0.004
0.010
0.650
0.098

<0.001
0.018
0.003

<0.001
0.020
1.900
0.004

.<0.001
0.003
0.007
0.005
0.030
0.001

In Sour
Gas

.-

0.059

0.007
0.011

6

0.128

In Acid
Gas

0.006

0.002
.-

<0.001

0.024
0.020

0.233

0.252

In
Syngas

0.009

0.019

0.006

0.111

0.133

Recovery%

98
93

113
100
98
91
98

110
110
92
63

105
108
95

113
74

108
100
119
109
105
27

108
123
84
80
40
63
71
94
77
72

136
99
90

Fuel-bound nitrogen is mainly converted to molecular nitrogen but, in the presence of
hydrogen, some small quantityof ammonia along with much smallerquantitiesof cyanides
will be produced. The ammonia/cyanide ratio is about 100:1. The raw gas streamis either
quenched (Texaco) or water washed after the heat recovery boiler (Shell). As mentioned,
the water wash is primarily to trap soot. The NHgand,HCN will largely be washed out and
removed from the wash water in the stripper. The NH~and HCN is thenrouted to the Claus
plant where it is combusted alongside the hydrogen sulphide. Lurgi has designed special
burners for this purpose to ensure the NH~and HCN is completely destroyed. These gases
are introduced through the control part of the burner into the hottestzone which completely
destroys both gases leaving nitrogen while the H# is introducedthrough burners in a ring
aroundthe centralNH~burner. Lurgi has perfected the design particularlyto avoid any risk
of ammonium sulphide formation in the sulphurtransfersystem. Texaco has also developed
a proprietaryprocess to achieve the same goal.
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Carbonyl Sulphide (COS) is hydi-olysedin some circuits and the HZ5fed to the gas scrubbing
system. Lurgi’s Rectisol system can accommodate COS and convert in one stage.

In the summary of Shell’s paper (Baker, D.C. 1993), they stress that most of the trace
elementsare tightlybound in the inert slag - which is essentiallynon-leachable. Only single
carbon compounds, i.e. CO and COZ remain. No polycyclic organic or phenolic materials
arepresenteven at”thepartsper billion level. Essentiallyall the fuel-bound nitiogen emerges
as nitrogen.

In tabulatingthe disposition of trace pollutants from a 500 MWe IGCC plant on US coal,
Shell have expressed the materialsin terms of tonnes/year.

Table 15: Projectedemissionsof trace constituentsfor a 500 MWe
SCGP-combined-cycle.power plant

Pollutants Emissions- Tonnes/yr

Contributionfromcombined-cycleislandHAPs

(a) As, Be, Cd, Co, Cr, Hg, Mn, Ni,Pb, Se,HCI,HF 0.43
@) COS,HCN,CS, 0.26
(c) Formaldehydelistedhydrocarbons

,-
0.00032

Non-FfAPs
(d) Al, Ti, Zn 1.3
(e) H,S,NH, 0.0055
(f) Non-methanehydrocarbons,methylmercaptan 0.0023

Contributionfrom SCOTthermaloxidizerHAPs
(a) asabove n.a.
0) asabove < 1.3*
(c) asabove n.a.

Non-HAPs
(d) asabove n.a.
(e) asabove <0.7*
(f) asabove n.a.

Source: Shell (Baker,D.C. - 1993)
Notes: * Based on assumedemissions of 3 ppmv COS and 3 ppmv HZS

n.a. not applicable

The environmental performance of IGCC is very good and Shell conclude the paper by
stating that “even with conservative engineering assumptions, this technology may well
establisha bench-mark for new coal-based power generation”.

British Gas/Lurgi

The previous comments relateto theperformance of the entrainedgasifiers. The BritishGas
Lurgi moving bed design has a number of featureswhich are advantageousversus entrained
systems. The carbon conversion is substantiallyhigher, the oxygen consumption lower and
the heatingvalue of the product gas higher, being one of the only designs to yield a quantity
of methane as well as the CO and H2.
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The raw product gas is cooled by the fresh feed enteringthe reactor which produces a broad
spectrum of complex organic liquids such as phenols, thiocynates, cyanides and ammonia.
The hydrocarbons are recirculatedback to the gasifier to extinction and any carry-over to the
gas clean-up system is treated through the liquor extraction, solvent extraction and
processing steps as illustratedin the table below.

Severalreportswere publishedon theWestfield Project (Lacey,J. et al - 1990), (Borril,P.A.;
Noguchi,F. - 1981), (Ebbins,J.R.; Ruhl,E. - 1988), (Beishon,D.S.; Hood, J.;Veirrath,H.E.
- 1989). ‘“ - -The resultsofthe trace element and emission levels are set out in Table 16 and 17.

Table 16: Traceelementbalancefor Pittsburgh8 coal
gas not includedin the balanceas valuesbelow detectionlimits)

Element

Al
Fe
Na
K
Mg
Ti
Ma

Sr
Ba
Se
Cr
co
Th
Cd
Sb

Coal

%

99.1
98.3
95.0
98.0
29.4
95.3
16.8.

69.8
78.1
97.3
95.2
94.3
99.0
83.5
96.6

In”
Flux

%

0.9
1.7
5.0
2.0

70.6
4.7

83.2

30.2
21.9
2.7
4.8
5.7
1.0

16.5
3.4

out
Slag Liquor

% %

118.5
92.4 0.05

106.8 0.31
103.6 0.04
94,6

115.4
95.2 -

96.2
94.5

104.5 0.5
114.2
107.5 0.1
99.0
65.2
79.0 7.7

Total
Recovered

%

118.5
92.4

107.1
103.6
94.6

115.4
95.2

96.2
94.5

105.0
114.2
107.6
99.0
62.5
86.7

Source: BritishGas (Beishon,D.S.; Hood, J.;Veirrath,H.E. - 1989)

Notes: 1- Analysis by atomic absorption
2- Analysis by neutron activation
3- Liquor value not available
4- Liquor value below limit of detection

1,3
1
1
1
1,3
1,3
1,3

2,4
2,4
2
2,4
2
2,4
2,4
2
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Table 17: RESULTSFOR THE PURIFICATIONOF WASTEWATER

Component
mgll

FreeNH~
FixedNH~
Phenols
Carbonates
l%iocyanates
Cyanides
Sulphides
Nitrates
5,5

dimethylhydantoin
CC)D(Chemical

OxygenDemand)
TOD(Total

OrganicCarbon)
Chlorides

Liquor
In

5100
2000
8000
7000
800
100

1200
20

120

30000

8000

2000

Illinois No. 6 Coal

After After After
Solvent Stripping Biological

Extraction Oxidation

5100 20 <1
2000 <1 <1
200 100 <1

7000 100 10
800, 800 <1
100 <1 <1

1200 <1 <1
20 20 800

100 100 <1

40000 3000 500

9000 800 150

2000 2000 2000

After
Activated
Carbon

<1
<1
<1
10

<1
<1
<1
800
<1

120

25

2000

After
Reverse
Osmosis

<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
800
<1.

10

<10

60

Source: British Gas (Lacey, J. Davies, H.S. 1990)

The table illustratesthatthe clean-up stagesof the process can reduce the pollutantsto very
low levels; Consequently, each type of gasifier is able to break down the feedstock to
release the pollutants in a form which can be capturedvery eftlciently.

7.9 Gasification of Waste Streams

The gasiilcation process has been described previously as partial or
oxidation under conditions which maximise the yield of carbon monoxide

substoichiometric
and hydrogen for

a given feedstock. Since the Texaco gasifier, for example, operatesat severe conditions i.e.
high temperaturesand pressure, the conversion of feedstock to gas is virtually complete,
eliminatingthe production of tars, phenols or other hydrocarbon-based byproducts.

This type of gasifier, preferably fitted with a quench system ratherthana wasteheat boiler,
is able to accommodate a range of waste streams. The quench has some operationalbenefhs ‘
for waste processing since the capital cost is lower and it is more able to cope with higher
metalscontent in feedstocks such as spentlubricant. Although Texaco has demonstratedthe
technique with both oil residues and coal as the main fuel, many forms of wastehave been
processed. Industrial wastes such as scrap plastics, tyres, municipal wastes and sewage
sludge can be handled. Furthermore, hazardouswastes such as streamsfrom the chemical
or oil industrycan be processed. The advantageof gasification over incinerationis thatthe
higher reactortemperaturesfollowed by gas clean-up eliminatethe risk of dioxins in the flue
gases.

Texaco has written severalpapers on the gasification of waste streamsincluding two recent
papers on the gasification of mixed plastics and tyres. (Curran, P.F. Simonsen, K.A. 1993)
Volk, W.P. 1994). They also list the types of chemicals and refinery wastes as:-
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phenolic waste water -
off spec. chemicals .-
tankbottom sludge
halogenatedsolvents -
refinery off-gases

The waste material does not necessarily have to

isobutyraldehyde
waste oils
contaminatedoils
oil-water emulsions
aqueous solutions with metals

be processed separately but could be a
slipstreamof 5-10% of feed alongside othermaterial. The advantagesof the systemare that
the carbon is converted while the inorganic components either are locked into the slag as a
benign glassy waste or as filter-cake from the gas cleaning system enabling metals to be
recovered. The ability to dispose of the complex molecular structureof chlorinatedplastics
and tyres in a completely clean way appearsto offer significant environmental advantages.

There is also the question of ‘dioxin formation in the gasification process. Two papers
addressthe subject (a. EPA 540/R-94/514a, April 1995, b. Ritter, E. Bozzeli, J.W. 1990)
and indicate thatdioxins are not formed. The EPA paper is based on a very comprehensive
studywhich they undertook on the Texaco Gasification Process in treatinghazardouswastes
such as plastics. The summary statesthatthe Texaco process has the ability to:-

● “produce a usable syngasproduct”

● “achieve 99.99%Destruction and Removal Efficiencies for organic compounds’!

● “produce a non-hazardousprimary solid residue - coarse slag” ‘“”

The dioxin level was so low that it fell outside the detection limits. The explanation is
provided by the Ritter paper which took chlorobenzene as a surrogate for plastics. The
researchers found that decomposition in the presence of hydrogen was very rapid. The
relevantextract from the Abstract of the paper is as follows:-

“Decomposition in the presence of hydrogen was observed to occur much faster than
pyrolysis in an inert gas. In addition, the presence of hydrogen accelerates the
destructionof the chlorinatedaromaticsvia a catalyticgas phase process. The specific
reaction responsible for this catalytic conversion is a displacement of the aromatic
chlorine by atomic hydrogen. Chlorobenzene dissociation to Cl + phenyl radical is
the initiationstep in He and Hz with: Cl + Hz ----> HC1 + H rapidly continuingthe
chain. The slightly more rapid conversion of dichlorobenzene is attributedto the
higher chlorine content and a somewhat weaker carbon - chlorine bond.

Oz, if present, can initiate the chain mechanism by reaction with hydrogen to form
HOZ + H. This explains the lower temperaturerequired for conversion when Oz is
present. The dissociation of chlorobenzene to phenyl and chlorine atom is not
thermodynamicallyfavorable so thatthe oxygen/hydrogen system shows much faster
reaction.”

On the evidence of thesepapers, the process of gasification does appear to convert complex
hydrocarbons in an environmentallyacceptableway withouttheproblems of dioxins or other
complex hydrocarbon emissions. The presence of oxygen and the formation of hydrogen
coupled with temperatureensure that the molecular structure is broken to single carbon
compounds.
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sUrmnary

summarising, the Table 18 setsout the comparison of thetechnologies in the form of g/kWhr
generatedfor SOZ,NOX and COZ. It also shows thepercentage of sulphurcapture, the levels
NZO and CO in ppm and mg/cubic metre for completeness compiled from a range of data
from references given including NationalPower and PowerGen EnvironmentalReviews and
the gas turbine manufacturersguaranteelevels for NOX.

Table 18: SUMMARYOF ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTBY TECHNOLOGY

Technology % so* so~ NOX co? N20 co
Capture glkWh gkwh g/kWh ppm mg/m3

PF
PF + FGD
PF + FGD+ DENOX
CFB
PFBCeg. Vartan
IGCC
AirBlownCycle
CCGT

0.0 10.6
90 1.1
90 1.1
88 1.2
92 1.0
99.8 0.01-0.02
90 1.1

trace

2.9
2.9
1.0
1.0
0.9*
o.15(C)
1.0
0.3

850-950
980
990
900
840
750
740
400

10
10
10
165(a)
25
0.5

75-130
2

Low
Low
Low
150
20-40(b)
15-20

20-40
20

Notes* withDenox (a)possibletesterror(b)Vartanfigures(c) turbinemaker’sassessmenton syngas

In attemptingto summarisethissection, theconsensusof technicalopinion appearsto support
gasification as the cleanest of all the available technologies. For the fuels with a more
complex hydrocarbon structure and with a metals/high sulphur content such as heavy oil
residues, Orimulsion or tyres/wasteplastics, the US researchwork points very clearly to the
benefits of gasification.

Some might suggest that the PFBC systems offers an alternativefor coal because the bulk
of the ash and sorbent are locked into a solid form which may fiid a commercial use. It is
considered to be a more practical approach and avoids the chemical processes currently
associated with gas clean-up for a gasifier - which many utilitiesperceive as a drawback.
It may take some years to establishgasification combined cycle based on coal in Europe but
the growing interest in oil residue gasification to generate hydrogen and clean fuel gas
suggestsit is becoming commercially attractive. When the gasifier is operationalat the Shell
Pernis refinery in 1997, the particulateand SOZemission will be extremelylow and the NOX
is predicted to be about 9000 t/year.

The concept is perhaps well summarisedin an abstractof a paper given by Arthur D Little
Ltd at the Institute of Petroleum in March 1995:- “The future use of partial oxidation
(gasification) is the ultimatesink for otherwiseunusableblack, high sulphurand high metals
content residual hydrocarbon streamsand coal. This process will increase substantiallyas
we move into an age of environmentalawareness.”
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8. ECONOMICSOF OPTIONS

Section 5 reviewed the options available to abate emissions from the existing coal and oil
fued plant. The generators are likely to have internalmethods of assessingcapital costs,
financing charges and the overall operating costs of abatementequipment which would be
company confidential. Consequently, to avoid the risk of debate on assumptions and
calculation, most of the cost data for this section has been drawn from two sources:-

a. the House of Commons Trade and Industry Committee Report on Energy
Policy and the Market for Coal

b. the recent IEA Coal Research report on Air Pollution Control Costs for Coal
Fired Power Stations(Takeshita,M. 1995)

Since the generatingcapacity being considered is largely coal-based, it is appropriateto set
the economics in the context of the conclusions of the Committee. Paraphrasing,the main
conclusions were:-

i.

ii.

... ~
111

These

British Coal’s (now RJB Mining) deep mine production costs are likely to fall
sufficiently far and fast to justify the much lower price of S1.33/GJ offered to the
generatorsfor 1997/98

The relativeuniformity of costs at BritishCoal’s deep mines means thatthe intended
price in 1997/98 would not need to increase unless the volume sold to the main
generatorsreached at least45 million to~es .

Over a five year period, the potentially profitable capacity far exceeds the market
currently envisaged

conclusions suggest that coal was envisaged as the fuel which offered the lowest
marginal cost of power to the generatorson the pool pricing system. A substantialpart of
the Committee report addressedthe environmentalimplications of coal use. This relatively
high sulphurlevel of UK coal was acknowledged versus internationallytraded coals. The
only two ways of reducing sulphurfrom existingplantwere cited as switchingto low sulphur
imported coal and the fitting of FGD.

The main disadvantageof FGD quoted was its cost - both capitaland operatingcosts andthe
reduction in efficiency which for a modem stationis quoted as a reduction from 38% to 36%
LHV. The total cost was assessedat 0.55 p/kWhr with a footnote that some unpublished
evidence suggestedhigher costs. In the ENDS reports indicating the generators’ reluctance
to operate Drax and Ratcliffe, a cost of 0.6p/kWhr was quoted which was cited as the factor
causing a change in the merit order assuming that capital and operating costs are filly ‘
recovered in bidding into thepool pricing system. With respect to thesetwo plants, it is also
possible to argue thatthe investmentwhich will have been made by the time the installations
have been completed are sunk funds. Consequently, the out-of-pocket costs to the two
generatorsare only the operating costs which would be less thanthe 0.6p/kWhr

The capitalcost of full FGD is acknowledged as high andalthoughcapitalcosts have reduced
since Drax andRatcliffe were ordered, the figure quotedfor Pembroke is stillhigh. The cost
figure of 0.55-0.6 p/kWhr has been given on the basis of a high load factor. If FGD were
to be required for intermediateload (or even peak) the fixed costs would have to be spread
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proportionally over fewer operatinghours, the variable cost added and the total cost would
thenbe towards a half of the total generatingcost. At Pembroke, figures of f120/kWe for
thepower plantalone or f180/kWe including potisolids handling facilities have been quoted
in Power UK. The combined cost is the more reaIisticcapital cost of the project although
it is understoodthatthe EfarbourBoard might be willing to accept the financial burden of the
jetty facilities,to attractthe additional trade fi-om limestone and gypsum movements. The
total investmentalso needs to be compared with f300/kWe for a new CCGT plant based on
the Didcot investment. Furthermore, flue gas treatmenton the older plant would reduce
efficiency to 33-35% while new CCGT offers an efficiency in the 55% range.

. These FGD costs are in line with those quoted in the 1994 IEA Coal Research hand-book.
The later 1995 IEA Coal Research Report provides additional data on costs drawn from
sources in a number of countries. They considered a spectrum of sulphur, NOX and
particulatereduction steps and drew the conclusions paraphrasedbelow:-

fuel switching is a possible route to amelioratesulphuremissions with a capital cost
of between $25/kWe and $119/kWe (lMpinskas and Hiller, 1992). However, on US
easterncoals, the range was $25-31/kWe

coal cleaning deserved attention as a possibly cost-effective method of sulphur
reduction. A conventional cleaning cost of $2-3/t offers a low cost route andeven
if the degree of cleaning is increasedto $5-7/t to reduce pyrite more significantly, the
combination of cleaning and a simplerFGD systemcould offer SOZremoval at a cost
of $459-6391t

repowering was reviewed to cover plant where major modification or refurbishment
was essential. Schemes which retainthe old steamturbinesand generatorshave been
examined but currently, the cost is relatively high at over $1400/kWe

most of the report considers the range of FGD technologies along with NOX control
and precipitation of particulate. The high capital cost of retro-fitted systems is
stressedbecause of usual need to modify existing plant contlgurations to make room
for the flue gas treatmentvessels and ducting

wet scrubbing is by far the mostpopular system with a market share of 84% of the
total capacity. Wet limestone/gypsum has proved to be the most popular at 70%
share of all installations. The German average cost was $313/kWe while Drax was
quoted as the next highest at $263/kWe. Some of the more recent systems have
broken below the $100/kWe level usually on new plant

“spraydry scrubbers offer a lower cost alternativeat a capital cost of $72-150/kWe
but a higher operating cost thatlimestone/gypsum plus a disposal cost of the waste
to land-fdl.

sorbent injection processes are lower still in capital cost at $30-120/kWe. No
operatingcosts have been quoted on a cents/kWlu basis but the cost per sulphurtonne
removed range from similar to limestone/gypsum to more thandouble

advancesin wet scrubbertechnology have takenplace in the USA, Europe and Japan.
Higher SOZ removal efficiencies are now possible offering 95% or more removal
while the capital and operating costs are being reduced by improved corrosion and
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erosion resistantmaterials. Simplification of designs has also takenplace to reduce
power consumption, reduce the numberof vessels, the solids handling andby-product
managementand flue gas reheat

A similar summaryof datawas presentedon NOX control. The analysisdraws attentionto
the fact thatthe level of capital and operatingcosts is closely relatedto the degree on NOX
reduction which is required to achieve compliance. The leastcost reductionsresultfrom the
use of over fire air and low NOX burners. These steps combined would secure a reduction
of between 25-55% in NOX dependent on the design of boiler. Capital costs for such
equipmentwould be low i.e. typically in the range of $20-40/kWe.

To achieve a significantly greater reduction in the range of 70-80%, Selective Catalytic
Reduction would’be required at a cost in the range of $50-150/kWe. The operatingcosts of
such systems would be in the range of 4-9 mills/kWhr compared with 7.2-7.4 mills/kWhr
for wet scrubbers removing SOZ.

The conclusions in the IEA Report are that “The cost of air pollution control technologies
have reduced considerablyover tie lastdecade. Their reliabilityandremoval efficiency have
improved through the accumulated experience in several countries, particularly Germany,
Japanand the USA. ”

“Overall, air pollution control for a 90% reduction in SOZemissions and 80-90% reduction
in NOX emissions may increase the cost of electricity by about 15-20% depending on
technical and economic considerations. . . . . . These are broadly the incrementalcosts of the
clean use of coal. ”

In applying these conclusions to the subject of existing UK capacity, it has to be set in the
context of the likely demandfor the coal fired capacity. This, in turn, depends on the more
probable gas penetrationscenarios which suggestthe bulk of the coal forecast to be required
could in theory be absorbed by Drax and Ratcliffe on base load. Consequently, the balance
of the coal required would be spreadratherthinly for intermediate/peakload. However, it
seems unlikely from the NGC Seven Year Statementthatcoal will be required as base load
capacity so the burden of cost for the existing FGD will have to be recovered over fewer
operating hours or on fewer kWhrs generated thus increasing the unit cost proportionally
making it more difficult to place the electricity into the pool.

It does not appeareconomic for either of the major generatorsto commit new capital at the
levels of cost indicatedabove in order to clean flue gases on plant destinedfor intermediate
or relatively low load. It would appearmore likely thattheir economic analysiswould lead
them to opt for closure ratherthancommit capitalon such an uncertainbasis if the emission
standardsfor existing combustion plant were to be tightened.

An apparent anomaly is the proposal to instal FGD at Pembroke. Perhaps the logical
explanation is that the price negotiable for the fuel offers a return on the new investment,
recovers operatingcosts and generatespower at a cost which guaranteesits sale to the grid
on base load. If the project goes ahead, thenunder the presentpool price arrangements,it
would have to be assumedthatan equivalentamountof coal based plantwould be displaced.
It would eithermean the closure of an equivalentof National Power or PowerGen capacity
and a reduction of a further 5 million tonnes of coal demand.
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There does not appear to be a post combustion investment option which is economically
viable to achieve a reduction in SOZemissions from existing plant under the presentpricing
structurefor bulk electricity supplies. Any attemptto introduce tighter limits would appear
to risk accelerated closure of plant which still has many years of residual life. This could
also lead to an over-dependence on gas albeit with very low emissions levels.

The one possible route to be re-examinedwhich might achieve some reductionof sulphurand
ash in UK coal to amelioratethe emissions is thatof coal cleaning. This was also referred
to in the IEA Report. One US assessmentof cost is $150/t sulphur versus much higher
figures for flue gas treatment. Estimatesmade on the potential cost saving through the
complete use cycle suggest that the savings should offset the additional cost of washing.
Australian data for the advantagesof flotation cells for fine coal cleaning indicate a 4-6
month pay-off for plant based on fuel upgrading (Osborne D, 1993).
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9.0 DISCUSSION

The issues and economics
are complex. They relate

of UK power generationand the use of existing surpluscapacity
to technologies available, the dyn~ics of the energy marketand

to the interpretationof environmental constraints such as BPEO. There is a growing
recognition thatthere is an interdependencebetween energy resources, their utilisationand
the environmentalconstraintswhich can influence internationalcompetitivenessparticularly
through electricity costs. Timing and the need to make decisions on new investmentare
becoming another factor. Should more CCGT capacity be built at high thermal efficiency
or should wet scrubbing systems be installedmore widely. If the latter, they may take 3-4
years to build and could extend the operationof a moderatelyefiicient plantuntil the second
decade of the-next century. How does this extension of inefficiency stand against the
incremental investment which might be needed to move to a more efficient and cleaner
technology? The Government’s stance on COZ is.also importantbecause thatalone should
bring pressureto increase efficiency.

Several other pressuresarise from different sectors. There is growing evidence of concern
over ground level pollution from vehicles which will most probably lead to an improvement
in transport fuel quality. The 1996 reduction on diesel sulphur is likely to leave some
refiners shortof hydrogen and with a surplusof heavy oil residue. The implicationsof any
reduction in the benzene content of gasoline also create a problem for refiners. A decision
on this issue will political rather thantechnically proven. However, any move to limit the
benzene content of European gasoline to say 1.0% benzene may well resultin a switch from
sweet North Sea crudes to higher sulphur Middle Eastern crudes as the most economic
option. Such a move would also mean a greater demand for hydrogen and a potentially
larger fhel oil surplus. Gasification is a possible solution to redressthe balance.

A growing awarenessof particulateemissions and air quality which are becoming linked to
the increase in the incidence of healthproblems such as asthma, not only impinges on the
transportsector but also raises the questionof whetherthe historic emission limits on power
stations are appropriate in the light of new US and other evidence. Stack emissions
expressed in mg/m3 may appear to be small but a 2000 MWe coal based power plant would
emit some 17,000 cubic metresper minuteor 7,000 tonnesof fine dustper year unless FGD
is fitted. Even then, there is evidence that very fme particles may pass through an FGD
system and the possibility thatthey may representa risk to human health.

The completion of the study of toxic air emissions from coal fired power plants in the USA
poses (some challenges to the EnvironmentalProtection Agency laterthis year. They must
decide on where to set new emission standardsfor many substancescurrently not included
in legislation. Europe is likely to watch developments with considerable interest.

There is also growing pressureto accommodate society’s production of wastematerials. The
cost of routing wastes to land-fill is rising rapidly. Land-fill gas then needs to be absorbed
into boilers or heating systems. The incineration of domestic refuse is a growing activity
again with the capability of generating local power and/or space heating. The gasification
of spent lubricants, old tyres, sewage sludge, farm litter etc. appears to be of growing
interestwhile some groups see set-asideland asan opportunityto grow shortrotationcoppice
which could offer the prospect of bio-mass to add to the “renewable” materialsavailable for
conversion by gasification. The third Non Fossil Fuel Order requiresa total capacity of 400
MWe to be takeninto the grid. Land-fill gas and wastecombustion are mentionedexplicitly
in the text as materialswhich must be accommodated.
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Although these latter issues may appearto be peripheral, their steady development appears
inevitable and the capacity thus introducedis eroding the marketavailable for the power into
thegrid produced from the direct combustioncapacity alreadybeing made surplusby the new
CCGT plant. Furthermore, the assumptionthat the Magnox stationswould be phased out
by the end of the century is no longer valid because BNFL has indicated their intent to
refurbish the spent fuel reprocessing equipmentwhich suggests the stationsmay be run for
several more years. Consequently, there is no simple answer. Investmentdecisions have
to be company and location specific. The expenditureof new capital on such plant is only
likely to secure the approval of a company’s board after a very considerable amountof study
to minimise risk and the least risk decision may well be closure.

In reviewing the very many papers which have been written over the past 2-3 years, h is
becoming clear thatthe challenge of alternativetechnologies has created an impetus on
several fronts to improve the performance of power generation equipment. This move has
been led by the developments in gas turbinetechnology.

Where naturalgas is available, and where its use in the power generation sector forms an
acceptable part of a national Government’s energy policy, then combined cycle gas turbine
systems offer the highestefficiency, lowest capital cost and the cleanest form of generation
at present. The cleanliness of the fuel and its high hydrogen/carbon ratio favours it above
all other fossil fuels. The areasof uncertaintyare long term availability, medium-long term
price and whether methane becomes more valuable as a building block for other products
(e.g. to make blend components for upgrading transport fuels) than as a fuel for the
generationof power. The UK may be more fortunatethanotherEuropeancountries for local
gas supplies. However, the price in the longer term is likely to be influenced by the
dynamics of the internationalmarketfor gas.

If power is to be generated from other fuels such as coal, heavy oil residues or the
introductionof Orirnulsionas an abundantnew source of energy, a range of technical options
is emerging. Advanced steamcycles appearcapable of delivering up to 46% LHV efficiency
but would need to be base loaded to take advantage of the high efficiency and limited
flexibility of the double reheat circuits. A similar level of efficiency should soon be
attainableusing PFBC technology and super-critical steam conditions. IGCC offers 45%
LHV efficiency on oil residues using the currently available turbines and this is set to
improve with the introductionof the new range of gas turbines, steamturbine improvements
and/or the development of humid air turbine technology.

A gas turbineis needed to assistany of theabove technologies to reach 50% LHV efficiency.
The Danish SK Power design of ultra-super critical steam incorporates a gas turbine in
series, as does the second generationPFBC system with an externalpartial gasifier. New
turbine design, hot gas clean-up and applicationof improved steamcycles will also raise the
thermalefficiency of the gasification combined cycle to the 50-52% LHV range.

The gains in turbine efficiency alreadyattainedand the potential for improvement create the
attractionof the technology on other fuels. The extractionof some 67% of the energy in the
gas turbine with the steam turbine taking the balance is thermodynamically more efficient
than a small gas turbine in series with a conventional steamboiler. The recent advances in
gas turbine efficiency and resulting from the USDOE advanced gas turbine programme
provide ample evidence thatgasificationcombined cycle systemswill draw aheadof all direct
combustion based systems firing coal, oil or Orirnulsion. This fact was effectively
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acknowledged in a paper by National Power in 1994 when the most attractiveoption after
CCGT on naturalgas was lGCC fed on Orirnulsion(Googh D J, Hotchkiss R, 1994).

Which of the technologies will become the most favoured will depend on capital cost,
customer acceptance and emission limits. One of the most critical factors influencing future
choice of technology is theenvironmentallimits setfor new plant (and possibly the continued
use” of existing plant). The extent to which a threshold thermal efficiency might be
introducedis also importantbecause thesedecisions could limit technological choice. Based
on the dataabove for ultra-supercritical steam,CCGT andthe potentialof PFBC and IGCC,
it is hardly surprisingthat Germany has drafted an ordinance proposing a 45Y0 minimum
thermalefficiency for new plant. This has been held in abeyance since the Spring because
the Germanutilitieshave come to a-voluntaryagreementto stabiliseCOZemissions without
the need for a legislatedefficiency hurdle. The UK has already set off down this road with
some 10 MWe of CCGT plant operational in the 53-55% LHV efficiency range and more
under constructionusing the later gas turbines.

The decisions, both in terms of emissions ltiits and timing, relate to the very large
requirementfor new andreplacementcapacity on both sides of the Atlantic over the next 15
years. It amountsto a total of about 500 GWe in the USA and Europe with the Far Eastern ~
marketgrowing even more rapidly. The purchasedecisions will also relateto power industry
preferences but with IndependentPower Producers evaluatingopportunitiesperhaps against
different criteria.

9.1 Powerhdustry Perspectiveon the Steam Cycle

Two reportshave been preparedby the Coal IndustryAdvisory Board which articulatethe
power industry’s views on steam and on clean coal technologies. In order to provide a
balanced assessmentof views, the,extractsof the conclusions of both reports are set out in
the next two sections.

The CIAB report on IndustryAttitudesto Steam Cycle Clean Coal Technologies indicates
the utilities currentpreference to”order steambased equipment. This is an understandable
reaction and can be achieved with hybrid combustion systems, second generationPFBC and
flue gas clean-up.

“Based on the facts arising from the technology survey and the opinions discovered by the
industrysurvey, the CIAB concludes the following:-

● Clean, recently commissioned PF-fired plant is achieving high efficiencies; one
operational plant has an efficiency of 46.% with steam conditions of 240 bar and
560”C. These units can meet all current environmental regulations and reach
availabilitiesin excess of 90%.

● It is believed thatby the early years of the next century, PF-fired units will be in
operationwith steamconditions of about 350 bar and up to 650”C, made possible by
the development of new materials. This could give efficiencies approaching 50%,
based on the standardconditions outlined in this paper.

● A considerable amount of new PF-fired plant will be installed in the countries of
SouthEastAsia (predominantlyChina) andthe IndianSub-continentover the next ten
years. This will be predominantlysub-critical in type.
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● The prospects for new coal-fired plant in Western Europe and’North America will be
constrainedby the strong competition from naturalgas fried units. In these areas,
and in Japanand Australasia, environmentalperformance is a key issue in selecting
new plant. Additionally, in Western Europe and Japanhigh thermal efficiency is a
major factor.

● The largest“AFBC currently in operation is rated at 165 MWe, but”a unit of 350
MWe is currently being commissioned. Efficiencies should be roughly comparable
to PF-units with the same steamconditions.

● Atmospheric fluidised bed combustion has a future role throughout the world as a
specialist technology for the utilisation of difficult fuels (eg high ash or high
moisture).

● A major hurdle for the adoption of new coal-flied technologies is the reluctance of
utilities to opt for a new technology until it has been comprehensively proven on a
commercial scale.”

The debatethenbecomes one of the most cost effective way to introduce integratedpollution
control, BATNEEC and BPEO. Gasification combined cycle systems have several
advantages,but in practice, more time may be needed to prove the systemsto the satisfaction
of some utilities. The marketingof the technology also needs to be reviewed to offer greater
client appeal. Nevertheless, there appears to be agreement that it is the cleanest of the
technologies.

To the power industry, IGCC may appear to be a complex process. Buggenum or
Puertollano have large heat recovery boilers, a number of unfamiliar vessels, pumps and
pipework which may appear daunting to those familiar with boilers. However, this is
standardtechnology in other major industries. If it is possible to opt for an environmentally
superior systemandthetechniquesare availableto reduce or eliminatemost of the traditional
emissions from power generation, then shotild they’ not be adopted if available at costs
competitive with the alternatives? This might well be an area which the independentpower
producers might wish to explore.

A critical issue is the level at which SOZ, NOX, particulateand VOC emissions might be set
and whether they are expressed as a ground level concentration or as a stack emission.
Similarly, the acceptable levels of liquid and solid waste streamswould need to be reviewed
simultaneouslyin the context of the integratedapproach to pollution prevention and control.
There may be a need to harmonise the levels which can be tolerated within the eco-system
andthe levels which are economically attainable. Technologies such as gasification with wet
scrubbing systems are technically capable of removing sulphur to levels well below that
which would be required for power generation. However, hot gas clean-up as and when
developed to economically attractive systems may offer higher thermal efficiency with
marginally poorer sulphurcontrol. This raisesa question of interpretationof BATNEEC in
the context of the advanced technologies.

Analysis of a great deal of the available datasuggeststhatthe gas turbine in combined cycle
mode is the most efficient converter of energy to electricity. Operating on clean gas, it is
also virtually sulphurand particulatefree with low NOX levels attainableusing systems such
as dry low NOX combustors.
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It is importantto recognise thepoints of measurementandconditionsprevailing when quoting
conversion efficiency as fuel energy related to bus-bar energy. With direct combustion
systems,theefficiency shouldbe netof the internalpower consumptionof FGD andDENOX
processes andshouldbe quoted for a given sulphur/NOxcapture. For IGCC, some observers
will multiply the cold gas efficiency of a gasifier and the efficiency of the CCGT to assess
the combined efficiency. However, it must be remembered that the cold gas efficiency is
defined as the energy in the feedstock compared with the energy in the product fhel gas after
removal of sulphur. Consequently, the defined efllciency of, say, Puertollano would
effectively appear lower than if operated on a high quality steamcoal because of the very
high sulphur and ash content of the feedstock. There is a considerable heat of combustion
available from burning of sulphurbut one would never bum it for its heatingvalue and then
have to absorb SOZas a waste strem”.

Perhapsthe most significant challenge is to examine technologies which help to smooth out
the daily and seasoml demand for electricity. In the UK, there will not only be a large
surplusof equipmentbut also a considerable amountof under-utilisedplant. It ought to be
possible to design systems which allow major components of plant to be operationalin off-
peak periods producing a by-product. The most promising route would appear to be
gasification where the product gas could be used to make a range of chemicals.
Alternatively, the CO and Hz mix could be converted to synthetic “natural” gas i.e. high
heating value gas and British Gas has a process for such a conversion. Either way, the
gasifier could be fully loaded while switching the gas streamto power generation when
required. The economics have been explored.in the USA to some extentbut in the context
of very low natural”gas prices. The solution to the“environmentaland efllciency challenge
would appearto be closer integrationbetween industries.

9.2 PowerIndustryPerspectiveon Clean Coal Technology

The most comprehensive survey of the utilities’ attitude to clean coal technology was
conducted by the IEA and published in 1994 entitled “IndustryAttitudesto Combined Cycle
Clean Coal Technologies”.

Helga Steeg, the then Executive Director, set the context of the survey in her foreword
highlighting the role which coal would continue to play in power generationthroughoutthe
world. She drew attention to the fact that IEA energy forecasts show global coal
consumption increasing from 2275 mtce in 1991 to 3363 mtce in 2010. Hence, a growing
need to supportthe development of new clean technology.

The report, which was consolidated from a questionnaire, reflects a perception among
potentialusers thatcombined cycle gasification technologies have some way to go to prove
their technical and economic viability. It tabulatesthe capacity committed in the form of
IGCC and PFBC plant and sets out criteria for commercial acceptance of coal combined
cycle technologies. Perhapsthe most signification acknowledgementis the statementthatthe
Buggenurnplant “is expected to be the cleanest coal power stationever constructed”. In a
paper to the EPFUGasification Conference 1994, Demkolec statedthey were contldent that
the second Dutch plant could be built at double the size with only a 50% cost increase
making it competitive with conventional steambased generationwith flue gas clean-up.

The conclusions of the report are given below so thatthe user perception is understood.
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All respondents to the CIAB questionnairebelieved that coal was an important long-term
elementof a balanced secure fuel supply portfolio for power generation. The use of coal for
power generation was considered essential to the continued economic growth of many
countries. Specific conclusions are quoted verbatim and were:

●

●

●

.0

●

●

●

“There is considerable power utility interest in advanced clean coal technologies
which potentially provide a significant commercial opportunity. However, a key
concern was the high capital cost of CCT (Clean Coal Technology) - as defined for
the purposes of this report. CCT was currently seen as too expensive and hence a
major barrier to its commercial application.

Several respondents emphasised the substantialenvironmental benefits that can be
achievedby thewider applicationof currentlyavailablestate-of-the-artpulverisedcoal
generatingtechnologies combined with flue gas desulphurisation,and low NOXburner
technology.

Most power utilities indicated that they will utilise CCT when the technologies are
adequately demonstrated, the economics are attractive and the environmental
perforrnanceneeds have been demonstrablyrequired. But, because thesetechnologies
are currently too expensive, caution is needed in raising expectations in advance of
commercial realities.

In this regard, several power utilities wish to see substantialoperating experience
(severalyears) with CCT’S from a numberof commercial demonstrationplantsbefore
being satisfied on commercial aspects, in particular, their long term performance.
Others would accept a much shorterprobationary period. It is clear however that,
at the moment, many utilitiesare concerned by the lack of a proven track record of
truly commercial scale operation from which the operational reliability and overall
performance could be established.

Barriersto the commercial deployment of CCT were regarded as being a function of
the perceived risk which “would be minirnised by the demonstration plants under
construction in various countries. Most power utilities saw the Buggenurn plant in
the Netherlands as a crucial test of IGCC particularly with respect to reliability,
availabilityandmaintenanceaspects. Likewise, regardingPFBC/CC technology, the
progress at Vartlin,Tidd and Escatronwas being followed with considerable interest.

Some utilitiesbelieved thatthe global warming issue darnagesthe prospects for CCT.
While higher efficiency is the most immediately available option for controlling
emissions of COZ from coal-fried generation - paradoxically, the global warming
discussion hinders the introduction of higher efllciency, environmentally friendly
CCT’S as long as sufficient naturalgas is available.

It was suggested that all new technology of significance requires considerable
government support in its early formative years. Examples include nuclear power,
the space and aircraft industry, electronics and communications. So far, most of the
development of CCT’S had been undertakenby private industry. It was felt, by the
majority, that Governments could be doing more to hasten the commercial
introductionof CCT’s. Encouragementandassistancewith commercial demonstration
projects, ‘fast track’ regulatory conditions and some form of risk sharing were areas
where governments could play an important future role. Equally, a minority of
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respondentswere opposed to government involvement believing that the choice of
technology is a commercial decision best left to power companies - in compliance,
of course, with environmentalregulations.

● It was considered thatmanufacturershad marketedtheirproducts effectively but that
it was too early for aggressive marketingof products still considered to be in their
infancy.

● In noting the negative image of coal, particularly with the general public, many
respondents felt that considerable effort was now required to recti@ this by all
participants in the coal chain. In particular, it was believed that the public and
governmentsshould be made aware of the considerablepotentialof new technologies
capable of improving the environmentalperformance of coal combustion, but also of
the practical issues impeding its early implementation was seen as an important
element in promoting clean coal technology.

Overall, based on the responses to the questionnaire, it is concluded that advanced Clean
Coal Technologies (CCTS) show considerable potential but that further commercial
demonstration and development are essential. There is undoubtedly an important fnture
market for CCT. However, while power utilities clearly see no potential benefits from
enhanced environmentaland efficiency performance over existing technology, they are not
preparedto pay extrafor it, andarereluctant,indeed inmost casesunwilling, to takethe fi.dl
commercial risks of early deployment.”

Institutionalbarriersrelatedto theperceived risk of new technology still exist. Although this
is understandable,the real risk has to be set in the broader context of experience of the
technologies in other industries,a thoroughunderstandingof the technologies and corporate
objectives with respect to emissions. The IEA/CIAB report was based on questionnairesto
the major utilities, boilermakers and coal companies. The questionswere appended in the
report. Many of them can only be described as leading questions prompting the answers
expected and, of course, relate exclusively to coal.

From the stand-point of technology, facts disprove the perception that combined cycle
systemsand gasification has a long way to go. As mentionedpreviously, near 40% of new
generationcapacity over the past 10 years has been combined cycle gas turbine technology
based on naturalgas so the power industry is accepting the excellent performance of gas
turbines. Gasificationhas been used commercially for 30 years and there is currentlyabout
11 GWe equivalentof gasification capacity operating in the chemicals industry.

The matchingand/or integrationof two proven systemsdoes not incur the level of risk which
the power industryperceives primarily because of a lack of experience of the technology.
If the objectives are to achieve a clean and efficient use of fuels, there would appearto be
an incentive to follow the lead of the Dutch, Spanishand US to make it happen. This would
be more positive than the type of comment cited in the CIAB report from one utility “we
would need to see at leastanotherhalf a dozen the size of Buggenum utilisingdifferent coals
in operation for several years before IGCC was considered commercial”.

The lower risk approach, and one which is likely to be economically more attractive,is the
gasification of liquid feedstocks such asheavy oil residuespossibly withminimal integration.
The developmentof systemsin or adjacentto oil refineriesmay stimulateindependentpower
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companies to enter the market say using CCGT technology on syngas while hydrogen and
other by-products could be routed to the refineries.

9.3 US Approachto Clean Technologies

A substantiallydifferent view is being expressed in the USA. Several significant reports can
be cited perhaps led by the USDOE who are quite clear on the way they see technology
developing. The main thrust of the US programme is being coordinated by the USDOE
Morgantown Energy Center. Many papers signal a clear perception of the way ahead
especially with their reserves of coal. Like the UK, competition in the power sector has
increasedby the entry of IndependentPower Producers seeking a share of the market and
assessingthe range of available technologies.

Themid-point demandfor new capacity from now until2010 is 274 GWe. USDOE cowider
thatcould vary from between 200 and 500 GWe dependent on economic growth and to an
extent the competitiveness of high efficiency systems. They have the dual goal for coal-
based technology. It should have:-

● an LHV efficiency of 50% or more

● a capital cost of $1000-1200/kW.

Five variantson technology are being pursued:-

● IntegratedGasification Combined Cycle

● Advanced PressurisedFluidised Bed Combustion

● Externally Fired Combined Cycle

● Advanced Gas Turbine

● Naturalgas and IntegratedGasification Fuel-Cells.

The interestingfeature of the US programrneis thatin all but the fuel cell case, gas turbines
form the key part of every system. This would appearto relateto capital cost, length of the
construction period and the high efficiency compared with their chosen goal of over 50%.
Ultra-supercritical steamsystemsdo not featureanywherein the US Clean Coal Programrne.
This would appear to result from their research work and the conclusion that advances in
efficiency can only result from the use of combined cycles. They would also be conscious
of the high labour content associated with field construction of large boilers, the high cost
of sophisticatedmaterialsin such bulk andthe time requiredto stress-relieveand testwelding
in those materials.

In a recent paper to the American Power Conference (Salvador,L. A.;Bajura,R,A. - 1994)
each of the technologies was summarisedwith a caphal cost, efficiency and emission levels
in a time frame up to 2010 see Table 19. The emissions were all measured in terms of a
percentageof New Source Performance Standards(NSPS) Le. the standardscurrently set for
new power plant.
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Table 19: ComparativePerformance of Technologies

Teclmolog~

NetElect Efficiency%

SO, emissions%NSPS

NOXemissions%NSPS

Airtoxinemissions

CapitalCost$/kW

Costof electricity
relativeto PF%

Source:USDOE

IGCC
2000

45

10

10

to meet

1200

80

IGCC
2010

>50

10

10

tomeet

1000

75

1st Gen 2nd Gen AdvancedEFCC
PFBC Pmc PFBC 2005

40 45 >50 47

25 20 10 20

33 20 10 10

to meet to meet to meet to meet

1300 1100 1000 1300

90 80 70 90

EFCC
2010

55

10

10

to meet

1200

80

IGFC
2010

60

10

10

to meet

1100

80

These figures need to be compared with CCGT at $480/kW today (based on the Didcot bid)
or around $350-400/kW in recent Far Easternbids and the prospect of at least 60% LHV
efficiency by 2000. However, the cost of electricity is less predictable because of the
uncertaintyof the naturalgas price.

To illustratetheir commitmentto thesetechnologies, thereare 12 projects underconstruction
in the USA to consolidate their confidence in the way ahead. Unlike the questionnaire
approach of the CIAB, the USDOE has used technical and economic logic to lead thento a
very clear view of best technology. They have recognised the thermodynamicadvantageof
the two cycles i.e. the Brayton cycle and the Rankine cycle while acknowledging thatthe
cleanesttechnology is thatwhich converts the energy in feedstocks such as coal into a clean
gas therebyreleasingthe pollutantsin a way which allows capture in the most efficient way.
The point that is emphasisedboth by the USDOE and studies like thatby GE/Fluor (EPR.I
Conference papers) are that the cost of electricity actually falls as a result of using these
advanced systems as do the releasesof all the pollutantsand COZ.

One interimstep on thepathto clean coal technology is to takeadvantageof the CCGT while
naturalgas prices are low. The plantcould thenbe retro-fittedwith a gasifier when the price
of naturalgas has risen to a point which makes it economic. Phased constructionhas been
outlined as a way to introduce gasification combined cycle systems.

There is a view beginning to be expressed within the Statescoal industrythat a great deal
of money has been spent on the environment to” date without anything tangible being
achieved. Part of the reasoning resultsfrom the perception thatabatementis only possible
at a cost which could ultimatelypenaliseUS competitivenessin the global market. This view
of cost is reinforced by the concept of a trade in permits and a value/penalty on emission
with littleor no evidence to indicatethe benefits to society of betterair qualityresultingfrom
steps taken by the power sector. The view only addresses an existing situationof direct
combustion and capture of S02 and NOX without consideration of the forecast growth in
power consumption.

The other view is thatmost of the @vestment in the US Clean Coal Programme has been
well spent and the results to date have now set clear guidelines on the way ahead. The
elegance of the new technologies stems from the need for a clean fuel to optimise the
combined cycle gas turbineperformance. Consequently, any “abatement”is inherentin the
design ratherthan an added cost of post combustion clean-up.
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9.4 The UK Position

The most critical factor in the privatised electricity industrywould appear to be the ability
to produce power at the lowest cost to ensure a market into the pool. Historically, this
related to the marginal cost of fuel when fuel costs were the most influential factor. The
evidence given to the House of Commons Energy Committee on the consequences of
electricity privatisation indicated that the cost of generation”from imported coal was 1.66
p/kWh and 2.2 p/kWh from British coal. The added cost of FGD was quoted as 0.53
p/kWh. New gas capacity was quoted as 2.64-2.89 p/kWh.

It is difficult to reconcile that data with the order in which the plant is currently operating
with so much gas on the system. It suggeststhatgenerationis not being set by marginal fuel
price but by other factors. Furthermore, the FGD operating penalty discourages its use if
thegeneratorshave adequatehead-room under theirofficial emission limitsto avoid incurring
those costs. If the price of gas is considered stable in the short-mediumterm for base load
supplies and the Didcot CCGT capital cost of f300/kW is typical of investment for 55%
LHV efficiency, there would appear to be limited incentive to invest f180/kW on FGD to
incur an operating cost penalty of 0.5-0.6 p/kWh at Pembroke.

The capital costs associated with the other flue gas scrubbing techniquesmay be lower than
limestone/gypsum systems. However, there is still a capital and operating cost to be
recovered from anuncertaindemandon an intermediateload station. It is difiicult to see that
any capital or operating cost recovery can accrue to the companies under the current pool
price mechanism. Any tightening of emission requirementson the existing coal capacity
without some offset of financial relief would appear favour gas and lead to accelerated
closure of coal and oil capacity. The differentialcapital cost between abatementinvestment
and CCGT is so relatively small thatthe risks associatedwith investmentin emission control
are unlikely to be taken.

9.5 World Coal IndustryPosition

The main suppliers of the world’s coal appear to perceive continued growth in the market
for steam coal mainly for power generation. Several attempts have been made at
internationalconferences to highlight the vulnerabilityof coal to environmentalpressuresand
the need for clean technologies if their market share is to be maintained. Most US
companies and major exporters have reviewed their product qualities and have started a
programrneof upgrading their coal preparationfacilities. However, none of the major coal
producers appearwilling to takea sharein developing the new clean coal technologies which
might go some way to ensuring their market in the future.

In part; this may be because the Coal Industry Advisory Board has indicated the utilities’
desire to retainsteamand use coal. Furthermore, in the short term, the industry is enjoying
price increases as a result of high demand in S E Asia so they will hope a fm market
continues without the need for them to “seed” their own future growth.
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS

It is most difficult to draw succinct conclusions from such a complex problem as evaluating
the way forward for power generation in England and Wales. The privatised Electricity
Supply Industryis still at an evolutionary stageand one in which the dynamics of the market
operate at several levels. The older steambased generatingcapacity is competing with new
CCGT systemsand generatorsare bidding to supply the grid based on theirtotal production
costs. The RECS and IPPs wish to establishan increasingshareof the power sold to the grid
at the expense of National Power and PowerGen.

There is inter-fuel competition between energy sources. Although perhapsless visible, the
competition to supply the power generating sector is fierce. Natural gas has already
displaced much coal - a process which is expected to continue, while productivity gains in
the newly privatisedcoal industrymay offer the potentialto halt the trend. Generatorssee
Orimulsion as a very competitive new energy source, while heavy oil residuesmay become
an attractivealternativeas HFO demand falls and the oil industryrequires anotheroutlet.

It is easy to draw the conclusion thatthe ESI will be dominated by an abundantsupply of
gas. Where gas is available, CCGT systems offer the highest efficiency, least cost and
cleanesttechnology for new plant. Such a conclusion, however, overlooks the medimrdlong
term price of gas and the amountof coal and oil fired capacitywhich existsin the UK today,
much of which has useful residual life if the economics allowed it to be operated.
Nevertheless,the electricity supply/demandbalances from NationalGrid’s 7 Year Statement
takesaccount of the new gas capacity scheduled to be in position over thatperiod. Analysis
of the Statementsuggestsa substantialcapacity surpluswhich could constrainthe use of the
older coal and oil based plant. This would also indicate thatthe probability of needing new
coal based capacity in the foreseeable future is virtually nil.

In the present situation,the pool pricing mechanism should favour coal as the fuel with the
lowest marginal cost but it appearsto favour gas. Is the pool price mechanism driven by
economics or by other commercial arrangements? Current operating patternssuggest the
latter. Furthermore,no mechanismhas been put in place to recognise or rewardclean power
generationso the pool pricing systeminhibitsnew investmentin emissioncontrol equipment.

The generatiorddurationcurve shows a limited requirement for coal-fired plant and little
required for base load. In theory, the coal “allocation” could virtuallybe absorbed by Drax
and Ratcliffe alone on base load, given a high gas entry scenario. Assuming the pool price
rewarded the generators for operating their FGD equipment, the pollution from the coal
burning sector would be under control. However, the 7 Year Statementindicates thatthe
summerload would not require coal; hence most of the coal capacity would only be required
on intermediateor peak load. In those circumstances, it is unlikely thatgenerators would
be willing to risk new capital expenditure for emission control unless they were guaranteed
cost recovery. The overheads or fried costs of retaining a large coal plant for peak load
could be uneconomic so accelerated plant closure would appear to be a distinctpossibility
if CCGT plant continues to be built or more stringentemissions limits are set for existing
plants.

In Europe, the emission limits related to the power sector and embodied in the Large
Combustion Plant Directive are focused on SOZ, NOX and particulate. However, in the
USA, a comprehensive studyof toxic emissions from coal-fired power plantwas initiatedas
a resultof the Clean Air Act Amendmentswhich requiredthe analysisof 189 HazardousAir
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Pollutants,36 of which were thoughtto be found in emissions from the power sector. Very
fine particulatewas thoughtto have a possible impact on health. Studies indicated thatthis
fine materialmay well not be capturedby precipitators and may be emitted with the stack
gases. Some toxins such as mercury and selenium may also be released in the gas phase
particularly where scrubbers are not fitted. Fine particulate matter such as vanadium
compounds have also been found to pass through FGD systems. Mercury may also
accumulate in the local eco-systems dependent on the concentration of emissions. There
would appear to be a case to monitor air quality in the areas where coal-fired plant is
concentratedin order to assessthe level of fiie particulateand toxic releases in view of the
close proximity of the large coal fired stationsin England.

The US studiesalso identified acid mist formation associatedwith oil-fired plant where the
presence of fiie vanadiumparticlescatalysethe conversion of sulphurdioxide to the trioxide
with the formation of sulphuric acid. That observation suggeststhe probability of complex
chemical reactions creating challenging technical problems for the design of FGD systems
to scrub flue gases when Orimulsion is combusted as a fuel. The only Western plant
operatingwith a purpose-build scrubberwas commissioned in the 4th quarter1994 in Canada
and technical results are only just emerging. Nevertheless, from the US data, particulate
penetrationand acid aerosol escape could be predicted as possible problems. Dry fluidised
bed scrubbing systems claim an advantagein this application.

With regard to new plant and relevanttechnology, a global survey of utilities companies by
the Coal IndustryAdvisory Board has summarisedthe utilities’ preference to retainsteam -
possibly adopting ultra-super-critical technology when necessary. They have tended to
dismissadvancedtechnologiesuntil fully proven elsewhere. However, they acknowledge that
IGCC is the most environmentally acceptable of the options for the use of solid and liquid
hydrocarbon fuels. Analysis of the releases from the alternativetechnologies supports the
view that gasification combined cycle systemsoffer the lowest impact on the environment,
standto become the most efficient option after CCGT and are rapidly approaching the most
economic alternativeto CCGT as the cost of the gas turbinesand oxygen production fall.

The most significantconclusion to be drawnfrom the heavily funded US clean fuels research
programme is that of an energy conversion stage before the clean gas is used i.e. the
conversion of theprimary energy in a gasifier, the cleaning of product fuel gas andutilisation
in a very efficient converter e.g. a combined cycle gas turbine or fuel cell. The optimum
power generation stagerequires a fuel gas essentiallyfree of sulphur, particulate and other
pollutants to optimise thermal efficiency. Consequently, pollution abatementbecomes an
integral part of these clean technologies so the cost abatement changes from a post
combustion addition to an inherentpart of the design.

In Europe, gasification of liquid feedstocks is likely to be the initialroute for the introduction
of gasificationtechnology. Shell has alreadymade the decision to convert heavy oil residues
to clean fuel gas, hydrogen and power at their Rotterdam refinery. Other refiners in Italy
and Finland are following. This becomes increasingly importantas the quality of transport
sector fuels is improved to reduce emissions from that sector. Gasifiers at refmefies may
prove to be the mechanism to demonstratethe commercial attractionof clean conversion
technology to the power industry.

Another areafor the applicationof gasificationmaybe the conversion of waste streamssuch
as plastics and tyres where the US data indicates that the operating conditions in a gasifier
elimimte the risk of dioxins from”“tie conversion of these types of material.
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In the UK, the least cost route to ameliorate sulphur emissions from existing coal fired
stationsnot fittedwith FGD would appearto be to re-exarninethe reduction in ash andpyrite
in Power Station Fuel in the light of recent developments in coal preparation technology.
Techniques now availablefor the cleaning of fine coal could remove up to 90%of the pyrite
in many coals. This may make a usefi.dcontributionto sulphurand trace elementreduction
promising a lower abatementcost than flue gas treatmentwhile offering other cost savings
resulting from a reduction in inert solids handling and disposal through this system.

The dominant fuel in the power sector for the next few years is gas albeit that there is a
range of views about the medium to long term price. That issue alone would appear to be
one of the pr@e determinantsof future technology, the rate of closure of old capacity and
the levels of emission which would result from the power generation sector. The other
determinantswould be:-

a. any change in Government policy designed to limit the country’s dependence
on naturalgas

b. any Governmentmoves to discourage furtherdecline in the use of the UK’s
substantialcoal reserves

c. more stringentlimits which might be set for emissio~ from existing power
stationsand refineries

The trendto advancedtechnologies would be accompaniedby an improvementin conversion
efficiency. The US objective for their clean coal programme is a net eftlciency of at least
50% while in Germany, the level of 45% nethas been considered as the hurdle or minimum
acceptable level for the future although held in abeyance at present. The use of CCGT
technology in the UK, which is already able to achieve 55% on natural gas, can be
interpreted as an implicit acceptance of this principle. These efficiencies refer to the
generation of power only but it should be recognised that there is considerable scope to
utilise the low grade heat in the area of power stationsby encouraging industry, commerce
or districtheatingschemes to use thisheatthereby improving the overall thermalefficiency.

The adoptionof gas turbinecombined cycle systemswould appearto suggesta case, political
factors apart, to set the emissions limits for new generatingplant at the levels attainableby
the guarantee limits of currently available gas turbines - namely, virtually sulphur and
particulatefree and very low NOX e.g. 60 mg/m3 because they are already being met by a
substantialand growing part of the UK’s generatingcapacity. The availability of gasifiers
which have been fully proven in other industriesoffers an alternativesource of clean gas
where economic. Nevertheless,in settingthe limits for SOZ, consideration should be given
to ground level concentrationsand naturalbackground. It is technically possible to remove
virtually all traces of sulphurin wet scrubbing systemsbut at some loss of efficiency. The
development of hot gas clean-up techniquesmay offer tangible efficiency benefits but with
a small increase in sulphur emission. The emission level should perhaps be related to the
unit of outpute.g. mg/kWhr.

A wide range of power generation technologies is now available with gas turbine based
systemstakinga substantialpartof the businesstraditionallyheld by the boilermakers. The
local preferences of the generating companies will ultimately be the determinant of
technology in matching fuel availabilityand lowest electricity costs to environmentallimits.
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11. RECOMMENDATIONS

Tightening of the sulphuremission legislation from existing coal or oil plant which would
require further capital investmentin flue gas treatmentis unlikely to achieve its objective.
Itmayonly accelerate closure ofcoal plant andloss oflocal coal market. Consequently,
such a step would not be recommended. However, the study ofevidence in the wide range
of papers which have been cited lead to a number of recommendations1istedbelow:-

1. There would appear to be a case based on German evidence to reduce NOX beyond
the levels achievable with low NOX burners alone. The level of reduction and the
need for investmentin selective catalytic reduction would need to be based on the
relative forecast contribution-from the power and transportsectors in conjunction
with the air quality standardsbeing sought. The NOX levels may also need to be set
againstacceptable levels of CO and carbon”on ash.

The results of the USA studies and the possible linkage to health risks lead to the main
recommendationsbeing focused on those issues. There appearsto be a need to gain a better
understanding of the contribution which the power sector may be making to the total
pollution in the UK with compounds not currently prescribed but implicit in the
EnvironmentalProtection Act.

2. A survey should be undertakento assessthe emission of trace elements, in particular
mercufy? seleniumandboron. Simult.i&eously,the chlorine andfluorine levels should
be measuredto assesswhetherthere is an interactionwith mercury and whetherthe
HCI and HF emissions have increased. There maybe merit in inviting US inputinto
preparingthe scope of work, samplingandtestprocedures to benefit from theirrecent
experience.

The possibility of higher chlorine content in coals results from the mine closure
programme and the fact thatmany mines which have been selected for retentionare
known to have a higher chlorine level.

3. Measurements of the quantity, size distribution and quality of fiie particulate
emissions should be undertakento assessthe magnitudeof the contributionmade by
the power sector versus the transportsector. This should cover both coal and heavy
oil based plant. A survey of fiie particulatecapturetechniques would be a valuable
addition, including capital and operatingcosts, in order to provide a basis for a cost ~ÿÿÿÿÿ
benefit analysis.

4. The emissions data should be compared with guidelines on air quality supplemented
by appropriatemedical researchat specialistunits such as those at the Departmentof
Health, the University of Newcastle, the University of Aberdeen and the MRC at
Leicester to determinewhetherthere is a risk to human health from fine particulate
or othernon-prescribedemissionsincluding Hg, HC1or otherhazardousairpollutants
related to the application of BPEO.

5. More precise modelling of emissions from the permutationof plants, fuel choice and
gas penetration scenarios should be considered in order to assess the range of
emissions which could result with or without further flue gas clean-up investment.
The corresponding levels of COZ could also be modelled to complete the emissions
analysis.
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6 A review of coal preparationprocedures should be unde~en in the light of recent
US and Australiandevelopments in wash planttechnology by an expert familiar with
those processes. The review would assesswhetherthe currenthigh levels of ash and
sulphur in Power Station Fuel represent an optimum from the cost and emissions
standpoint. Since the US also found mercury and pyrite tend to co-exist in coal, any
move to improve coal preparationshould reduce Hg emission.

.7. Considerationshould be given to set emission limits for new plant at levels currently
achievableby CCGT systems, recognizing thatsubsequently, some amendmentmight
need to be considered to accommodate hot gas cleaning systems as and when fully
developed/economically viable.

8. Furtheranalysisof use cycles shouldbe initiatedto consolidate the view alreadyheld
by the USDOE thatenergy conversion representsthe most attractiveway to handle
the dirtierfossil fuels when operatedin conjunction with combined cycle gas turbines,
fuel cells or advanced PFBC systems.

9. Gasification as an alternativeto combustion based processes should be considered for
the disposal of waste streamssuch as plastics, spend lubricant and old tyres etc. It
might be possible to consider schemes of this type under the NFFO mechanism.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The agreed objective of the study is to review the future of power generation from fossil
fuels in order to provide information upon which to base modifications to the Chief
Inspector’s Guidance notes and plan future research on “Advanced forms of Combustion
Plant”. This would be coupled with the aim to ensure thatHMIP is aware of the potential
for all forms of power generationfrom those fuels.

The objective calls for a statusreport on currentpower generatingtechnology and on clean
energy conversion technologies which are available for producing power from coal, heavy
oil residuesand Orimulsion. The studyis setwithinthe framework of relevantEEC and UK
environmentallegislation, both in place today and thatwhich can be reasonablyanticipated
as a result of scheduled reviews mandated by existing legislation. It would cover an
indication of the emission limits attainablewith selected technologies including comparative
data to relate costs to those of naturalgas based plants.

The scope of the study is to be broad and to include technologies which are now available
or are in a sufficiently advanced stage of development to be considered for commercial
application in the conversion of the fuels to electrical power with references to areas for
research.

1.1 Background.

For over 110 years, the generation of electrical power has been primarily based on steam,
using a range of fossil fhels which have been combusted directly in a boiler to provide the
heat required. Sir Charles Parsons’ invention of the multi-stagesteamturbine replaced the
reciprocatingsteamengine in 1891 becauseof vibrationdamageto adjacentbuildings andlow
efficiency so the frostmajor change in technology stemmed from an environmentalissue.

The efficiency of conversion from fuel to electrical energy has approachedthe limits of the
simple steamcycle and is startingto move to combined cycle systems. Conventional steam
systemshave barely achieved 40% efficiency so some 60% of the inputenergy is being lost
in the cooling system andto atmosphere. Most of the plant installedin Europe and the USA
is operating below thatefficiency because the average age of boiler stock in Europe of is
about 20 years and about while in the USA it is about 30 years.

The futurechoice of fuels for power generationwill be progressively determinedby emission
standards. Further EEC legislation may limit emissions to the point where the direct
combustion of heavy complex hydrocarbon fuels in power plants may not be permitted
without full flue gas treatment. Such a step would place a low ceiling on efficiency.
Substantialefficiency improvementswould be needed particularly if any precise targetsare . ‘
setto reduce COZemissionsie. the COZper kWhr of power produced is substantiallyreduced
by efficiency improvement.

The privatisationof the UK electricity supply industryhas modtiled the generators’ choice
of primary energy and their commitment to local coal. Naturalgas has enteredthe power
sector and a substantialincrease in usage is forecast throughout Europe for this purpose.
Low sulphurimported coal, heavy oil residues and Orirnulsionmay also become attractive
sources of energy as new technologies are adopted in response to emission controls in other
sectors. The stepstakento control emissionsto datereflect measuresto deal with an existing
situation. Technologies best suited to the efficient and clean production of power in the
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futuredo not appearto have been fully assessedin the context of the environmentalproblems
facing other industries, for example, oil, steel and chemicals.

Major advances in gas turbine design have occurred over the past decade and these
developments open up a range of possibilities for improved thermal efficiency with
dramaticallyreduced emissions. The use of combined cycle systemsappearsto be emerging
as the best available technology which in turnmay influence EEC emission levels when they
are revised in 1994. Developments such as second generation Pressurised Fluidised Bed
Combustion PFBC and Ultra-super Critical Steam harness a gas turbine in series to boost
efficiency.

Tighter emission control could lead to potential problems of heavy fuel oil disposal which’
in turn could initiate some interesting synergies between the oil and power industries.
Opportunitiesthenexist to transfertechnologies, which have been used for many years in the
chemicals industry, to the oil industryfor gas production andpower generation. Projects are
now being developed in several European countries and may create another level of
competition for the supply of energy for power generation.

Perhaps the most critical factor relating energy, the environment and economic growth
together is the low efficiency of power generation, its distribution and use. Some of the
UK’s ageing’ coal-fired capacity is little more than 32% efficient. A station such as Drax
should approach 38”%LHV (Lower Heating Value) but may lose about 1.5% on completion
of the Flue Gas Desulphurisation(FGD) equipment.

The latestnaturalgas-fired Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) should be capable of 55%
LHV and new blade materials and lead-blade cooling techniques are expected to raise this
to around 60% net within 6 years. Fuels cells are also approaching commercial levels of
cost and reliability offering 60% efficiency and are already at the large pilot scale. Power
generationcosts are not yet competitive with power plantgenerationbut some US operators
see potential in using fuel cells in the field to debottleneck at substationswhere they could
be economic. An Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) operating on oil could
achieve a conversion efficiency of between 43-45% LHV if operatedas a stand-alonefacility
today with furthereftlciency improvementsup to 50 % LHV confidently forecast. Modified
PFBC and USC steam systems claim efficiencies in a similar range.

A further area for examination is to question the assumptionthat there is an overall cost
benefit in economies of scale. The CEGB settledon the design of 2000 MWe stationsclose
to sources of fuel but isolated from theirmarkets. It minimisedthe opportunityto utilise any
of the ‘low grade heat and added considerably to transmissionlosses. Under the guidelines
for operation of a privatised electricity supply industry, the responsibility for line loss fid
its control has not been assigned to any one company. The grid is simply there to transmit
from generatorsto marketersat a transmissioncost which includes any loss. The advent of
smaller and more compact high efficiency units offers scope to assessthe true systems cost
and the assumptionthatthe large units are the most efficient,
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2.0 CURRENTTECHNOLOGIESAND THEIRLIMITATIONS

This section reviews the present fossil fuel based power generating technologies. The
comments address the perceived advantages of steam based systems and indicate the
limitationsinherentin the steam cycle. The traditionaltechnology will be described along
with an outline of fluidised bed technologies and the recent move to combined cycle gas
turbineswhich has’beenmore commonly labelled the “dashto gas”. The drawbacksof direct
combustion for the control of emissionsand pollutantswill also be examined in some detail
in the second part of the section.

2.1 DirectCombustion

As an introductionto combustion it might be appropriateto offer a definition of the process.
Combustion may be described as a chemical reaction releasingheat energy and takingplace
at a high temperaturesufficient to complete the reaction. It is usually the direct firing of a
fuel with sufficient oxidantto releaseall its heatclose to theburner for subsequentabsorption
in a boiler or furnace. When combustion is applied in the context of conventional power
generation, the heat release takesplace in a boiler to generate steam which acts as the heat
transfermedium converting heat energy into rotationthrough a steam turbine.

Since the startof commercial power generation, coal has been the dominant fuel. This was
displaced in the 1950/60s by heavy fuel oil in some countries, with a returnto coal again in
the 1980s. Several methods of firing coal have been use over time as the size of boilers has
become. larger. Chain grate, traveling grate and spreaderstokerboilers are still to be found
in industrybut for about forty years, the standardlarge boiler for power generationhas been
fued by pulverised fuel (PF). The basic design of oil freedboilers follows the’pattemof the
PF-firing version with appropriateadjustmentsto combustion chamber size matching the
relative speeds of combustion of oil and coal.

2.1.1 PulverisedFuel

Pulverised fuel firing was introducedfor large boilers partiallybecause of the relativelyhigh
carbon losses experienced on chain grate and stokertype boilers and partially to overcome
size limits imposed by this type of ffig. The carbon losses in the stoker-type designs of
boiler were in the range of 4-8% compared with 0.4% on a properly designed pulverised
boiler (l). Furthermore,double screening of the coal was often needed to remove fine coal
from stokerfuel, adding to the fuel cost and the dumping of fme coal on colliery waste tips.
The advent of pulverised fining enabled a wider size range of feed coal to be used.so 0-40
mm or 0-50 mm has become the most widely specified size range for the power sector. This
broader range also resultedin a significantincreasein the quantityof mined coal which could
be marketed.

The first stage in the preparationof pulverised fuel for combustion is the milling of the coal
to a fine powder in the less than 70 micron range as an integral part of the boiler feed
system. The size of the milled coal is critical to the speed and completeness of combustion
which underpinsthe thermalefficiency of this type of boiler. The particle size fired will also
be determinedby the qualitycharacteristicsof the coal especially by factors such as volatility
and ash content. The fine coal is swept out of the mill by a stream of primary air to a
cyclone system or classifier which allows the fme coal to flow to the burner and recycles
oversized coal the mill for furthergrinding.
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The fine coal is then burnt to release its heat. The fme ash particles pass out with the flue
gases as a fiie powder. About 90% leaves the boiler as fly ash or as the UK industrytends
to call it, PulverisedFuel Ash (PFA). It is thenremoved by electrostaticprecipitatorswhere
it is capturedfor disposal. This last step will be discussed in the section on waste disposal.
A small portion of the ash agglomerates to form clinker which falls to the bottom of the
boiler where it is removed.

The PF systemhasbecome theuniversalstandardfor burning coal on large power generation
boilers typically Up to 650 MWe. Boiler design and operation is well understood and
accepted so the power industry managementhave become totally accustomed to its use. In
the late 1980s, designs were prepared for 900 MWe units, for example, Fawley B, but the
plans were abandoned. The adventof more stringentemission controls introduces a sulphur
captureprocess into the power production stage which will adversely affect efficiency.

The more general application of pollution control also challenges some of the traditional
assumptionsabout how and where pollutants should be removed ie. that the combustion
process is the key stage of use and that any resultantpollutants should be captured post
combustion. For any new system, more fundamentalquestions need to be asked about the
liel, the potential pollutants, the level of emissions or wastes tolerated and where in use
cycle the pollutants could be most effectively removed. That process could take place
before, during or after use and becomes
residues or Orirnulsionwhere higher levels
removed.

2.1.2 Fluidised Bed Combustion

very relevant when considering the heavy oil
of sulphurwith vanadium and nickel need to be

The development and commercialisation of the fluidised bed concept had taken place in the
oil industryin the 1940s when fluid catalytic cracking was developed to upgrade heavy oils
to transportfuels. The principle on which it is based is that solids will behave as a liquid
if fme particlesare aerated. Fluidisationtherefore involves the suspensionof solid particles
in an upward flowing fluid usually a gas.

In the oil industry,thebed materialwas a catalystin the form of fine particleswhich became
coated with carbon during the reaction stage of the process. It was regenerated by
combusting the carbon off the particles in a streamof air before recycling the hot catalyst.
There was a logical progression of the technique from the removal of carbon by burning to
use of me fluidised bed as a medium for combustion by introducing coal or lignite as a fuel.
In the coal based system, the solid phase is coal ash and fresh crushed coal feed. Limestone
could also be added in a similar size range as a sulphur acceptor or sorbent, (covered in
Section 2.2) with combustion airproviding the fiuidising medium. The air entersat thebase
of the combustor with anupward velocity sufficient to create turbulenceand the rapid mixing
of the solids. The techniqueshave been developed for an oil feed on a laboratory scale and
licences are availablethrough CSLbutfew if any have been takenup. ABB is re-examining
ways in which oil could be introduced as a mechanism to handle heavy oil residues.

The temperatureof coal freed fluidised bed combustors must be kept below 950°C in order
to avoid clinker formation from the fusion of the ash and its adverse effect upon the fluid
properties of the bed. It must also be kept above 800°C to obtain acceptable combustion
efficiency.
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There arethreeprimary categories of fluidised bed combustion systemdevised for solid feed
which are divided effectively by particle size and fiuidising velocity used. They may also
be run at atmospheric or elevated pressure. The three categories are as follows:-

a. Shallowbeds

Lump coal of a narrow size range, ca. 10 to 50 mm is burned in a bed of inert
material- usually sand - at fluidising velocities in the range 2.0 to 3.0 m/see. Static
bed depths range between 100 to 450 mm. The coal tends to burn rapidly on the
surface of the sand bed and to a lesser extent in the freeboard, allowing compact
combustor design. This type of systemis usually found in smallerboiler plantbelow
about 30 MWt capacity, and.originated in the UK in the early 1970s as an advance
on the grate fiiing systems widely used in industrialboilers. This design approach
does not lend itself readily to a high level of sulphurremoval because of the limited
contact time with any sorbent present.

b. Bubblingbeds

A much deeper bed is utilised, typically 0.5 to 1.4 metre, with a wider range of coal
sizes. Fluidising velocities range from 1.0 to 3.5 rn/see, but at the upper end of this
range the elutriationor size separationof bed materialcausesunburnedcarbon losses
to rise and recycle of bed material is necessary to maintain a high combustion
efficiency.

The attractivefeatures of the bubbling bed combustor are enhanced by pressurised
operation, and considerable development effort has gone into the use of pressurised
fluidised bed combustion in open-cycle gas turbines (2).

c. Circulatingbeds

This design uses combustion air velocities in the range 6.0 to 9.0 m/see. which
entrainsa significantproportion of thebed materialmade up of unreactedcarbon, ash
and partly reacted sulphur acceptor. Hot cyclones at the combustor outlet collect
most of this material, and returnit to the bed. The concept of bed depth no longer
applies as there is a continuous circulating flow of solid bed material.

Fluidised bed technology has become commercial over the past decade and about 200 units ~’‘•\
have been sold. Fuel flexibility is the key advantageand the technology is well suited to

poor qualityfuels such aspeat, forest wastes, high ash coals etc. However, thereare several
factors limiting its applicationto power generation. The atmospheric.systemshave a @ermal
efficiency of about 38% maximum and this is not seen as having sufficient of an advantage
over more conventional fiiing to appeal to utility companies. There is also a size limit of
around80-100 MW thermalfor bubbling beds althoughTVA has now built a 165 MWe unit
and about 200 MWt for circulating beds which makes them better suited to industrial
application than to power generation other than where smaller combined heat and power
systemshave been required eg. Swedish districtheating plants. There is a circulating bed
unit in Nova Scotia at 200 MWe and one of 250 MWe under construction on France.

Pressurisedfluidised beds have some significantadvantages. In the pressurisedversion, coal
is burntdirectly under pressure in the fluidised bed. Steamis generatedand superheatedin
tubes immersedin the bed which operatesat a typical temperatureof 870°C. The flue gases
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. .
are cleaned of particulate in cyclones and thenexpandedthrough a gas turbke which drives
the air compressors for the system and a small power generator. The steam is expanded
through a steamturbine which drives a second but huger generator. It should be noted that
the gasturbine in this instance is an expansion turbine. It is driven by the pressure in the
systemunlike the combustion gas turbine which operateson a fuel source. About 20% of
the total power would be produced by the generator on the expansion turbine.

The low bed temperaturereduces the NOX level from the combustion process and ABB
Carbon of Sweden, who are the sole marketersof the technology, claim a thermalefficiency
of 44-46%. The first 4 modules of 85 MWe each were built in Stockhohn (2), Tidd in the
USA (1) and @catron in Spain (1). ,Two larger plantsof 350 MWe are under construction
in Japan with commercial operation expected in early 1994. These new units will be
equipped with ceramic candle fiiters as well as cyclones to reduce particulateemission.

All the pressurisedudts control the sulphurdioxide emission by introducing limestone into
the bed with the coal. This will be discussed later under emission control in Section 2.2.

2.1.3 Combined Cycle Gas Turbine Systems

The most recent form of power generatingsysteminstalledin the UK is the CCGT. The gas
turbine has existed for many years but major advanced in the technology of large industrial
machineshas takenplace over the past decade. The designerswere able to develop ways to
increase the tolerable temperatureby cooling the leading blades internallywhich enhances
the conversion efficiency. These higher temperatures in turn led to higher exhaust
temperatures which allows a heat recovery boiler to be installed in series. The heat
recovered produces high grade steam which is fed to a steamturbine. Each turbine drives
a generator and because the gas and steam systems are linked in series, the technology is
described as a combined cycle.

With current technology, the gas turbine would produce about 66% and the steam turbine
33% of the total system power. The size of turbines has increased and GE, for example,
offer a gas turbine of 225 MWe Frame 9FA which is capable of about 375 MWe in
combined cycle mode. Siemens and ABB offer a similar size of machine, the Siemens V
94.3, for example, having
cycle system operating on
have had these advanced
reliability.

an outputof 220 MWe. The thermalefficiency of the combined
mtural gas is 55% LHV and according to the companies, they
turbines operating for the past 3 years at very high levels of

Two furtherpoints shouldbe made atthis stage. Firstly, the combined cycle systemoperates
equally well on natural gas or synthesis gas from a gasifier. Dependent on the turbine
design, the only modification necessary to accommodate synthesis gas might be the
combustors. Effectively, a CCGT is an integralpart of an IntegratedGasification Combined
Cycle (IGCC) system. Secondly, gas turbines operate at their highest efficiency and
availability on a clean fuel so cleaning prior to combustion would leave no particulate or
sulphuroxides in the flue gases. Combustor NOX can be controlled at very low levels and
all three manufacturershave signalled they are now willing to guaranteea level of around
50 mg/m3 or 25 ppm dry including ABB (3).

No other technology is able to approach such a low NOX figure without some form of flue
gas clean-up. It is the capability of the gas turbineto operateat such high efficiency and low
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NOX at a very competitive cost which is likely to influence any new plantemission standards
if based on Best Available Technology or Best Available EnvironmentalOption.

There will soon be some 10 GW of CCGT generatingcapacity on naturalgas in the UK and
plarmingpermission has been grantedfor severalmore units. More detail of the combustion
gas turbine development will be given later.

2.1.4 Limitationsof CombustionSystems

This first sectionaddressesthephysical limitationsof the steamcycle and other factors which
have an adverse effect on the performance of the systems. Emissions and waste product
disposal will be kept in a separatesection.

a. Thermalefficiency

Figure 1 shows a chartpreparedby EPRI displayingthe evolution of efilciency over the past
century. The efficiency being measured is the energy content of the input fhel versus the
energy equivalentof the electricity generatedmeasuredat the bus-bar (on leaving the plant
for the grid). There was a very steady increase until the 1960s when supercritical steam
conditions were achieved. There were some experimentsatthe time to takepressureshigher
but it did not develop commercially. A decline has takenplace in recent years reflecting the
power consumption of post combustion clean-up equipmentwhich has been retro-fitted to
existing units for emission control purposes.

Figure1
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Efficiency may also be expressed as Lower Heating Value (LHV) or Higher Heating Value
(HHV). The most usual is LHV because it reflect the net recoverable heat. The latentheat
of the water in the stack gases is not recoverable in commercial systems albeit that it is
present to be recovered in theory. The HHV effectively quantifies the theoretical figure,
inflates the efllciency and is not infrequently used to market the advantagesof one system
versus another.

The thermodynamicsof the steam cycle were set out by Rankm. e in the last century. The
Rankine Cycle defines the limits within which the steamcycle can function. The maximum
thermalefficiency atthe accepted industrystandardsteamconditions of about 540°C and 140
Bar pressure is around38%. Recent attemptshave been made to move up to 580°C and 300
Bar to ultra-supercritical conditions using materialssuch as very thin walled boiler tubes of
special steel and double reheat steam systems. Efficiencies in excess of 43% have been
achieved but on a very limited number of plants ie. one in Denmark fired with coal and one
in Japanoperating on gas. The capital cost appearsto be high. The Danes have achieved
an efllciency in the range of 45% with a breakdown of the contributory factors part of which
resultsfrom a low cooling water temperature.

The concept appeals to the conservative power industry management as a mechanical
engineeringsolution and an extensionof technology establishedfor a century. Nevertheless,
the improved thermalefficiency does nothing to solve the emissions problem which still has
to be handled by flue gas scrubbing. Furthermore, the increases in thermal efficiency may
mask some of the real issues, for example”,the physical size of the facility, the enormous
field constructionworkload and the lead time between design and start-upcompared with the
newer, cleaner and more compact alternatives. The intereston capital during construction
would be significantly greaterthanwith CCGT or IGCC systems.

The thermalefficiency of a large power plantboiler is dependenton a number of interactive
factors associated with fuel quality. The presence of any contaminantscould absorb heat
from the system. Ash and moisture in coal are perhapsthe two best examples. Ash absorbs
heat to raise its temperaturewhile moisture requires heat to evaporate it. That heat is not
recovered - it will escape to atmospherethroughthe stack. The quantityof useful heatwhich
can be extractedto raise steamwill also be dependenton heat recovery at the cooler end of
the boiler dictatedby the dew point of sulphuric acid. The higher the sulphur content, the
higher the back-end temperaturethus reducing the heat recovery in the economiser section.

Heavy fuel oil contains a very small quantityof ash but can easily contain 3.5% sulphur. ‘
Naturalgas is freed directly into boilers in Japan, the USA and the Netherlandsand bums
very cleanly albeit at a thermal efficiency considerably lower that the new CCGT systems.

When fwing coal, mineral matter will be released by combustion during its time “in the
furnace. The combustion time is relatively short and is related to flame temperature. The
need to reduce NOX has led to the widespread use of low NOX burners where the flame
temperaturesare reduced to minimise NOX formation as fu as practicable. Carbon burnout
becomes more difficult and the residualcarbon on ashmay rise. The higher the ash content,
the higher the risk of unburnt carbon loss and loss of efficiency.

Some of the ashmay melt and forma coating on the walls of the furnace tubes. Dependent
on the typeh.hiclmessof the ash, this will reduce heat transfer and the quantity of steam
generated. This phenomenon is known as slagging and is confined to the combustion area
of the boiler. It is cause by firsedor semi-fused particles of ash impinging on the boiler wall
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tubes. Heat transfer can become impeded downstream of the combustion section where
fouling can occur as the gas temperaturesfall below the ash softening temperaturesexternal
to the combustion area eg. in the convection section. The management of the ash in the
boiler is one of the major considerationsin the design of PF systems.

The partial blockages caused by these deposits increases gas velocities and reduces heat
transfer. The build-up of deposits may be partially removed by soot-blowing but it is the
most common reason to bring the boiler down for physical cleaning. Ash is therefore a
significant factor in determining boiler efficiency both in absolute terms and the potential
generationcapacitymeasuredin terms of theoreticalpower outputversus the actualwhile on
line. Its significance can perhaps be illustratedby the fact that in the mid-1980’s it is
believed to have ‘cost the CEGB many million H year because of shutdowns caused by
slagging and fouling (4).

In the USA, the Electric Power Research Institute(EPRI) were concerned about the effects
of coal qualityon boiler performance and sponsored some development work which resulted
in a computer based tool called the Coal Quality Impact Model (CQIM) (5). It focuses on
boiler performance versus a range of coal qualityparametersand appearsto have become the
preferred analyticalsystem on both sides of the Atlantic. PowerGen, National Power and
British Coal (CRE) all have copies of the CQIM model.

b. Mill Wear

When firing coal, mill wear is inevitable. Ash is present in all coals but very high levels
exist in the currentcoal supplied by British Coal to the generatorsknown as Power Station
Fuel (PSF). This adds to operatingcosts because of the loss of steam and boiler efficiency
by runningwith worn mills. The boiler outputhasto be restoredby additionalfiel inputbut
as mills wear further, the classifiers may have to be opened up to allow more coal to enter
which will thenbum out less well exacerbatingthe inefficiency.

Well prepared coal with a limited amount of mineral matter will mill easily and with
moderate power consumption. Mineral matteris usually harder to mill than coal and it is
the ash forming components which cause most of the mill wear. The pyritic”material is
usually very hard while silica especially in the form of quartz is both hard and abrasive.
Consequently, this type of mineral circulates in the mill until reduced sufficiently to escape
into the boiler. It may remain in the mill 30 times longer thanthe coal causing excess wear
while consuming power wastefi.dly. As mills begin to wear, the coal may not be milled to
the ideal size range. The boiler may call for more fuel which may open the classifier and
allow larger coal particles to enter the burner. These larger particles may not bum out as
completely leaving a higher level of carbon on ash and a reduced efficiency. ”Mill wear and
boiler efficiency are therefore inter-related.

There is a significant cost associated with the milling of mineral matter which is an
immediate saving on a per tonne basis for every tonne of ash removed ahead of milling.

c. PerceivedEconomiesof Scale
In hindsight, the selection of 2000 MWe stationsclose to the mines may not have been the
most prudentdecision when assessing the complete cycle efficiency to convert and use the
energy cleanly.
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2.2 EMISSIONAND POLLUTIONCONTROL

This section will addressthe various forms of emission and waste from the currentrange of
commercially available combustion technologies along with comments on the methods of
containing these streams.

One key limitation to the direct combustion process is that the pollutants inherent in the
spectrumof fuels with the exception of naturalgas are converted to gaseous or solid waste
materials:-

2;2.1 GaseousEmissions

When combusted, the sulphurcompounds are converted
by

s -!- 02 -~------> S02

into sulphurdioxide as represented

The temperatureof combustion is such thatit will releasenitrogen compounds trappedin the
fuel. Nitrogen from the air will also react with oxygen in the combustion zone of the boiler
to form oxides of nitrogen usually referred to as NOX to cover a family of nitrogen oxides
present but mainly NO and N02. Fuel nitrogen will also be released and the chemical
reactions taking place in the boiler are complex. The reaction is among other factors
proportionalto temperaturebut thereis a delicatebalancebetweencompleting thecombustion.
process for efficient use of fuel and restrictingthe temperatureto minimise NOX formation.
Most low NOX bufiers, for example, pre-mix or stige the combustion so thatthe flame is
cooler and the process is speeded up. The reaction is summarisedas

N + x?@ --------> NOX

Fluidised bed boilers, especially of the atmospheric type, have a tendency to produce N20
which is a more persistentgreenhousegas thanthe othernitrogen oxides. The potency factor
versus thatof C02 is about 150 times greater. In a Swedish StatePower Board study (6),
N20 levels of 165 mg/m3 were measured from atmospheric fluidised bed boilers. The
measuredlevel halved on the PFBC designs althoughABB Carbon would now say it is totally
controllable on their commercial designs. The Swedish study found levels of N20 in PF-
fued systemsat a about 10 mg/m3. The nitrous oxide level is seen as a draw-back on AFBC
systems (see comments later on the British Coal Topping Cycle design concept).

Particulate are reIeasedfrom the combustion chamber into the flue gases as a result of the
combustion of coal, heavy residualoils or Orimulsion. Mineral matterin the coal is released
as ash while small quantitiesof metal oxides are produced when heavy oil fuels are burnt.
The particulate are controlled in coal combustion by the installation of electro-static
precipitatorswhich remove at least99.8% of the particulate to contain emissions within the
prescribed limits.

Precipitatorswere not installed on capacity originally designed for oil. The “ash” content
was always considered to be too low. It is only more recently that there has been some
concern about the metals contained in the ash, n&nely vanadiumand nickel. This has arisen
primarily in connection with Orimulsion but heavy oil residues from Venezuelan, Mexican
and several heavy middle easterncrude oils would have similar metals content.
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2.2.2 Flue Gas”Desulphurisation

Where boiler planthasbeen installedfor some time and a reduction in emissions is required,
there are few alternativesbut to clean the flue gases. A wide range of technologies have
been developed for the removal of sulphur oxides from flue gas streamsbut the one which
is dominantis the wet scrubbing process using a limestoneor hydratedlime slurry to absorb
the gas to make gypsum. The FGD system is usually installeddownstream of the electro-
staticprecipitator (ESP).

The chemistry is simple:

S02 + HZO ---> H#O~ (1)

CaCO~ + H#Og ---> CaSO~ + COZ + HZO ... . limestone (2a)

Ca(OH)z + H#Oq ---> CaSO~ + 2HZ0 ........lirne (2b)

and common to all wet limestone/lime systems. The introduction of an oxidation stage .
converts the calcium sulphiteto calcium sulphatebihydrate otherwise known as gypsum.

The wet limestone/lime scrubber is usually divided into two categories according to thetype
of oxidation: forced-oxidation or natural-oxidation. In forced oxidation, air is introducedto
tie absorber reaction products at pH 5.5 to 6.5 to produce the reaction: .,.,

CaSO~ + %Oz + 2HZ0 ---> CaSOd.2Hz0 (3)

This method is used widely in Europe and Japanfor the production of a saleable gypsum.
It yields relatively large gypsum crystals which are easy to de-water.

Naturaloxidation uses the limited quantityof residualoxygen left in the flue gases to partly
oxidise the calcium sulphiteaccording to a combination of reaction 3 with reaction 4 below.
This was employed in the earlier plants, mainly in the USA.

CaSO~ + %H20 ---> CaSO~.%HzO (4)

The product is a sludge containing calcium sulphitehemihydrateas the main product. The
sludge is difficult to de-water and is usually disposed of as landfdl.

The efficiency of scrubbing is typically 90% on limestone/gypsum systems. A range of
additives or performance enhancing reagents coupled with modified design have been
introducedin some countriesraise the eftlciency towards95% but thisis only at extracapital
and/or operating cost.

If gypsum is to be marketed for plasterboardmanufacture, then the quality must be high.
The chlorine content present in many coals will produce soluble chlorides and render the
gypsum hydroscopic. It is therefore imperativethatthe chloride is removed from the gypsum
either by the installationof a pre-scrubbing stage ahead of the limestone circuit or by
washing the product gypsum with water to dissolve the chloride. Either way, it leaves a
chloride-rich waste streamto be disposed of from the site. This appearsto have resultedin
a major issue with the Rivers Authorities in Yorkshire because of the situationat Drax and
it may force the routing of the raw gYPs~ product to land-fill. In the Netherlandswhere

All
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the land-filling of wastes in not permitted,one company is using the low grade heat from the
power stationto evaporatethe chloride liquor with the objective of producing an ice-cIearing
salt for roads.

The European demandfor gypsum is limited so alternativeoutletshave been sought through
reprocessing. The main option adopted at some German plants is the modification of the
~WpSWIImolecule to the hemi-hydrateusually called alpha gypsum or Plasterof Paris. This
has a market as a cement substitutebut the operating cost is higher.

While limestone is by far the most widely used reagent in flue gas desulphurisation,other
reagentssuch as ammonia, sodium carbonateand the magnesium salts in sea water are also
used where local- conditions make them attractive. These systems are unlikely to find
application in the UK and will not be considered further other thanto mention thatScottish
Power has recently revealed thatthey wish to make a planning applicationto constructa sea-
water scrubbing process at Longannet (ENDS Report May 1993).

The more fimdamentalissue about the removal of sulphuras SOZand then as gypsurn is that
to remove 1 molecule of sulphur, the process step requires the addition of 1 molecule of
calcium, 4 of oxygen and 2 of water of crystallisation. This has a bulk 5.5 times greater
than the offending sulphur. There is an energy consumption in winning the limestone,
transporting,milling, processing and returningthe waste to land-fill which can make little
economic sense for any new plant. The removal of sulphur prior to combustion as inert
materialat the feed preparation.stage or as HZSto be recovered as elemental sulphur is far
more efficient and cost effective.

In the USA, work undertakenin conjunction with the USDOE and EPRI suggeststhatup to
90% of the pyrite can be removed by aggressivebeneficiation with a range of coals and also
by column flotation of the naturallyoccurring fine coals. These techniqueswill not remove
organic sulphurbut their application to coal cleaning could make a significant contribution
to sulphur reduction at low cost. A US paper suggests the cost would be $150/S tonne
versus about $1000-1200/St for FGD. It is possible that UK coals do not respond to the
same degree as some Appalachian coals but papers by UMIST suggest UK coals would
respond to treatment.

Furthermore,equation2a indicatesthatCOZis displaced from the limestoneto accommodate
the sulphate. Consequently, FGD increasesCOZemissions both by the process itself and by
the electrical power it consumes which would have to be replaced by burning more fuel.
There would also be an additional COZ contribution from the whole system ie. the fuel
consumed in mining, transportand waste disposal of the limestone/gypsum.

2.2.3 NOX Control

The control of NOX by the two major UK generatorshas been limited to the retro-fitting of
low NOX burners. The designersaim to control the mixing ratesof the fuel and combustion
air to inhibit the formation of NOX and it is possible to reduce the emission by about 50%
versus the older burner designs. Nevertheless, the claims can be misleading because on
many coals, the NOX reductionscan only be achieved with 10SSof efficiency. As mentioned
previously, the cooler flame often resultsin an increase in unburntcarbon on ash. This not
only means higher fuel consumption to maintainboiler output but may mean that the ash
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quality is not acceptable as
or building blocks. There
emission and performance.

a by-product because it may discolour products such as cement
is a trade-off between meeting unit NOX emission, total NOX

In Germany, NOX reduction has been achieved largely through investment in selective
catalytic reduction which as been abbreviated as DENOX in the remainder of the report
because it has been most widely adopted. Dependenton the level of NOX in the flue gases,
the capital cost may be 50-60% of the cost of FGD. The total annual emission from the
power sector in the western part of Germany has been reduced to 100 kt/yr with unit
emissions for new plant set at 200 mg/m3. Selective non-catalytic reduction processes have
also been developed but a 1991 Report (7) indicatesonly 7 installationsof this type versus
190 installationsusing catalysts. The UK power sector emits about 1 mt/yr in total with no
plans to move to NOX control on stack gases. This figure has declined with the
implementationof the low NOX burner programrneand the significant reduction in the coal
burn.

The Dutch have done a great deal of research in this field and their resultssuggest thatit is
not possible to reduce NOX on the burnersalone below 370-400 mg/m3 firing coal or heavy
fuel oil. NEI, however, has developed new burnersprimarily for the US marketwhich are
expected to achieve 300-310 mg/m3 firing coal on front wall and comer fried boilers. No
orders have ‘been placed in the UK for these burners. .Their previous range of low NOX
burners met the IArge Combustion Directive levels which call for 650 mg/m3i One key
issue is whether the present level will be held or reduced in the currentreview of the LPC
in the Iight.of technological development.

The Dutch work also indicated that it.was possible to fire naturalgas to meet 60 mg/m3
without flue gas treatmentand refine~ gas at 160 mg/m3. The reason for the higher level
at a refinery is the presence of hydrogen in the fuel gas streamsleading to higher flame
temperatures.

The new designs of gas turbine can operate at very low NOX levels. GE for example would
now be willing to guarantee50 mg/m3 (or 25 ppmv) for both naturalgas and syngas ftig.
Even in the 1984 Cool Water demonstration,the low levels of NOX were less than 50% of
the Californian standardsfor stack gas emissions (61-69 lb/hr vs 1401b/hrstandard)or ie.
an actual of 25 ppmv (8).

The standardsachievableby the gas turbinecoupled with the thermalefficiency in combined
cycle mode suggest that the levels to be set at the 1994-95 LCP Directive review for new
plant may well be influenced by these levels based on Best Available Technology.

2.2.4 Solid Waste Disposal

The combustion of coal produces two forms of ash, bottom ash or clinker, and Pulverised
Fuel Ash (PFA) collected by the precipitators. The PFA is removed either for use in
building blocks andcement, or in routedto land-fill. Some 90% of the ash is typically PFA.
Recently, about 50% of UK production has been channeled to land-fill and thatfigure may
increase with the decline in the constructionand building industriesand the increaseduse of
low NOX burners. The decline in coal bum may offset thattrend.
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PFA may be handled in powder form or slurried with water and pumped. Lagoons have
been used in thepastas a low cost method. When they have become full, sitesabove ground
have been prepared by flanking the area with bund-walls. The PFA is dumped into the
cavity thus created which would be capped with soil when full. Trace heavy metals in the
coal and chlorine can combine to form soluble chlorides which may leach from the wastes
when routed to land-fill. The slurry or surpluswater would have a pH of about 12 and this
must be reduced to about 9 before discharge.

It is understood thatneitherNational Power or PowerGen make financial provision for the
development of new land-fill sites so theirtrue disposal cost is likely to increase substantially
in the next few years.

The Dutch Government has banned the routing to land-fill of solid wastes from the
combustion of coal. Consequently, their research group, Novem, has developed a number
of processes to convert the ,ash into a range of marketableproducts. A single company,
Vliegasunie, has also been made responsible for the collection, preparationand marketing
of the ash from all plants. The 5 Dutch generating groups effectively pay the difference
between costs of operating the reprocessing system and the revenue from sales.

The Hazardous Waste Directive of December 1991 will be mentioned in Section 3.4

2.2.5 FluidisedBed Wastes

The main drawback to fluidised bed wastesfrom atmospheric systems is &at the ash in the
coal is completely mixed with the spentlimestoneused to absorb the SOZ. This mixture will
also contain some residual lime. Since the chemistry of the ash in every coal is slightly
different, it is thoughtto be too inconsistentto be formed into any type of building material.
There is virtually no use for this mixture so it is normally routed to l~d-fill. In PFBC
systems, the chemistry of absorption differs and free residual lime is not present. This
material is said to harden with controlled addition of water to form a usable synthetic
aggregate.

The Coal Research Establishmenthas undertakena great deal of research on the disposal of
this type of materialbut there still appearsto be a lack of a commercial outlet. The broad
conclusion is thatis would have to be routedto land-fill but thatbecause there is unused lime
present, the chemical mix would make it self-hardeningafter it hasbeen wettedwhich should
prevent any leaching.

In the context of integratedpollution prevention and control, the use of limestone does not
appear to be the right approach to the problem. The energy content of the complete use
cycle would almost certainlyillustratethe system debitsmore thanoffset the credit of energy
conversion efficiency. The mattercould only be resolved by undertakingthe analysisbut the
absorption of sulphur into other compounds purely increases the bulk of the materialto be
absorbed for some industrialapplication or disposed of as land-fill. Complete use cycle
analysishas been undertakenin Australia, the USA and Canada. The extensionof the CQIM
model quantifiesmany of the costs through the chain.

2.2.6 PossibleControlof SulphurLevels in UK Coal

The qualityof coal produced by BritishCoal for the major generatorscontainsmore ashthan
coals traded internationally. British Coal’s tariff perpetuatesa situationwhich has existed
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for many years whereby high ash Power Station Fuel (PSF) is offered as the “lowest cost”
fuel on a price structurewhich provides nehher party with an incentive to change the status
quo. The production cost is minimised by limiting the degree of preparation. In this way,
British Coal allows its customers to carry the consequential costs of moving substantial
quantitiesof inert mineral matterthrough the entire system.

The present pattern of flow is as follows. Wet run of mine coal is routed to a Rotating
Probability Screen which splits the coal within the range of 5-25 mm. The coal in the size
range above the cut point is washed and if necessary crushed to reduce any 100 mm plus
material not wanted in the market. The undersized stream remains unwashed and flows
forward for blending. Any coal required for the sized market is extractedfrom the washed
streamand k sized appropriately.

The balance of the washed material is recombined with the unwashed finer coal to form
Power StationFuel (PSF). The ash is controlled at thehighestlevel permittedin the contract
by adjusting the split point on the screen so that the blend of washed and unwashed coal
produces PSF within the specified range. In other words, ash k left in the coal intentionally
in order to meet a high ash specification.

The rationale for the high ash level appearsto have been based on two premises:-

0 deeper washing would be more costly andwould resultin a loss of marketable
coal in the waste streamrouted to minestone disposal

o the presentboiler stock was designed for this level of ash and there would be
little, if any, tangible advantagein reducing it

The coal price has been negotiatedon the basis of heat content expressedas a cost per Giga
Joule, not a cost per tonne. In theory, therefore, the ash content should not influence the
cost of energy supplied. However, this assumesthatinertmattercan passthroughthe system
at no cost penalty, an importantpoint which can be proved to be totally incorrect. There k

~. a high cost associatedwith passing so much inert materialthrough the system. (This whole
topic is the subject of a confidential report prepared for ETSU by DJW.)

The high ash level also allows pyrite, which could otherwise be reduced, to remain in the
coal. Iron sulphide or pyrite forms the major part of the inorganic sulphur in coal. It can
be liberatedby washing and some intermediatecrushing. In Australiaand the USA, a great
deal of work has been done recently to address the benefits of better coal quality on boiler
performance and emissions limitation. Improved coal preparationhas been widely adopted
in those countries with particular attentionto sulphur removal from the fiel ie. removal
before combustion ratherthan after. This would appearto be a faster and cheaper step to
ameliorate sulphur emissions from coal combustion and is a preparationstep which would
benefit the advanced clean coal technologies to be described later. Furthermore,a reduction
in ash content of coal would reduce the quantity of PFA to be disposed of to land-fill
possibly reducing it to a level which could be absorbed into marketableproduct.

British Coal musthave been aware of the impact of ash on the combustion process. The has
threerepresentativessittingon the Coal IndustryAdvisory Board of the InternationalEnergy
Agency. They included British Coal’s chairman and a senior member of CRE. A report
datedJan 1985 provided dataon the economic impact of ash level on power plant efficiency
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and availability. Evidence was drawn from all the major power generators by an
internationalpanel who circulated an questionnaireand conducted an interview programme.

The report statedthat “for every 1% increase in ash (generally after passing the 10% ash
level) there is a 1.2-1.5% decrease in boiler availability and a 0.3% in boiler efficiency.
There is a comparable capitalcost impactas well to offset consequentialoutage”. The report
stressesthatthis is only one side of the coin because ash chemistry ratherthan quantitycan
be evenmore significant. It is thistype of datawhich can now be more precisely determined
by analytical tools such as EPR.I’s Coal Quality Impact Model (CQIM). Data was quoted
in economic terms as well in a contributionby BCURA now administeredby CRE. Rather
similar conclusions were drawn in an IEA Coal Research report in 1987. Consequently, it
would appearthatBritishCoal were pursuinga commercial decision to limit was~g not one
based on the scientific evidence available”at the time to which they contributed.

Even if British Coal has reduced ash in some cases from 18% to 16% for power plantuse,
similar production is washed to 6% for industrialuse. The power station fuel remains a
blend of washedlarge size coal and largelyunwashedcoal in the O-12mmrange back-blended
to the upper level of acceptable ash without considering the generators’ consequential costs
(or associated environmentalimpact) of extraneousmineral matter.

2.2.7 Chlorine

The chlorine content of some British coals is high certainly by comparison with
internationallytraded coal. Thereis a tolerance limit of 0.35% Cl at mostpower stations
but some power plantsare sensitiveso BCC attemptto avoid a chlorine penaltyby spreading
theti higher chlorine coal production to as many power plants as needed to absorb output.
This step increasesthe transportcosts to the generatorsand is absorbed into their operating
costs.

Most of the chlorine will be emittedwith the stack gases as hydrochloric acid but this is not
usually highlighted as a contributor to acid rain. A report by IEA Coal Research (9)
estimated HC1 emission in the range of 250-300 KT/year with outcrops of high
concentrationsparticularlyin the NW of England. This would appearto be a problem to be
addressedin future legislation but one which is overcome by gasification technology.
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3.0 A POSSIBLEENVIRONMENTALSCENARIO

Introduction.

The reason for settingout a sectionon the possible environmentaldevelopmentson a broader
basis stems from a perception thatselected emission goals could be achieved at modest cost
if industries were willing to cooperate more closely. There is considerable scope for
improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions in a number of areas. In hindsight, it
is also an indictmentof 20th century society and technology thatenergy has been considered
as such a cheap commodity that60-65% is wastedwithoutquestioningthe inefficiency of its
use. Improved efficiency is the key to COZ control with a proportional reduction in other
emissions. The technologies which offer improved efficiency coincidentally could virtually
eliminate sulphurand particulateemissions and substantiallyreduce NOX.

If the oil and power industriesrecognised thatthey may have a common problem with an
attractivejoint solution, significant progress could be made. Similarly, the coal industry
could well studythe form and qualityof its product best suitedto the clean coal technologies
which are emerging. In summary, complete use cycle analysesare needed to understandthe
optimum route for the conversion of any fuels in the most environmentallyacceptable way.

The key factor is to break from past practices to ask more fundamentalquestionsabout the
pollutantsgeneratedin the combustion of most of the fossil fuels, with the possible exception
of naturalgas, and assesshow those pollutantscan be most effectively removed. Such an
assessment points the way to the solution to clean energy technology but it may take
legislative action on emission and waste control to trigger the change. Furthermore, there
will be some institutionalbarriersto be overcome, again based on resistanceto change and
a need to understandhow to evaluaterisk when technology transfer is taking place.

3.1 Large CombustionPlant DirectiveReview

The pattern of European demand and resultant inter-fuel competition is likely to be
progressively determinedby EEC environmental legislation. Perhaps the most significant
legislation enacted to control emissions from the bulk use of fuel has been the Large
Combustion Plant (LCP) Directive of November 1988. The key elements are well lmown.

The part of the document most relevantto the outlook for coal, fuel oil and gas demandand
the future selection of power generationtechnologies is the Schedule for the review process ‘
set out in Articles 3 & 4 of the Directive. In 1994, the Commission is to review the
progress made in each country since 1989 and propose changes where considered necessary.
By July 1995, a similar review must be undertakento set the limits for new plant “in the
light of the state of technology and environmental requkements”. There is nothing to
preclude thesetwo stepsbeing takentogetherif it was thoughtto be advantageous,and some
observers consider this should be the preferred procedure.

The patternof the discussions is relatively easy to predict. Germany had largely completed
the retrofit of FGD and DENOX in the former Federal Republic by the beginning of 1989.
Local standardshave been set well below the unit emission levels mentioned in the LCP
Directive. SOZlimits have been halved, NOX limits reduced to 200 mg/m3 for new plant
in general and to 150 mg/m3 in 15 major urban areas.

.
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The Dutch and Danes have takensimilar stepsand the lower levels being achieved today are
likely to be a major influence on the limits set at the 1994/5 review. Based on local
research, the Dutch Government enacted the 1990 Ordinance limiting NOX from the firing
of naturalgas to 60 mg/m3 and refinery gas to 160 mg/m3.

France would have little problem in supporting tighter limits when more than 80% of its
productions from’nuclear sources. Swedenalreadyhasvery stringentcontrols of emissions,
for example, NOX at 50 mg/m3 , and wastedisposal controls so if they are elected to become
a member of the EEC, they too would support tight limits.

Italy has set sulphurlimitson heavy residualfuels atthe EEC limit of 400 mg/m3 atthe stack
by 1998. This means thatany power plant not fitting FGD must burn 0.25% sulphur fuel
oil, and no such fuel exists in the quantityneeded. Hence theirmove to gasification of heavy
oils because some 22 million tonnes of high sulphurheavy fuel oil is still burnt in the power
sector.

3.2 Small CombustionPlant Directive

The Large Combustion Plant Directive does not apply to fued heaters below 50 M’Wt.
Consequently many industrial boilers and fiu-naces are currently outside the emission
constraints. A fhrther Directive has been drafted and is being reviewed covering the size
range 1 MWt -50 MWt. The draft proposes thatthe current SOZlimit for 50 MW should
be extended to 1 MW.

There is currently a debate over allowances to accommodate the use of high sulphur
indigenous fuels such as coal and lignite. A new Directive seems likely although is slow in
its passage through review procedures. Most observers are inclined to the view that the
likely outcome of a new Directive for industrialplant will simply be to switch the sector to
mtural gas.

3.3 EnvironmentalProtectionAct

The EnvironmentalProtectionAct is a very comprehensive new approachto pollution control
which radically overhauled the UK protection control system. It articulatedthe approach to
the full spectrum of issues while acknowledging the need to comply with the broader EEC
Directives to which the Governmenthas agreed as a result of community membership.

The fundamental principles of the Act are perhaps best summarised in the system of
Integrated Pollution Control. Responsibilities for control have been clearly assigned to
HMIP and the NM with much responsibilitydelegated to the local level operatingunder a
series of Chief Inspector’s Guidance to Inspectors. Other fundamentalconcepts of the Act
are ~ose of BestAvailable Technology Not EntailingExcessive Cost (BATNEEC) and Best
Practicable Environment Option (BPEO). BATNEEC is seen as a means of encouraging
three key points:-

0 to

0 to

0 to

prevent or minimise the release of the most polluting substances

render harmlessall substancesreleased

control releases in the way which is best for the environment (BPEO)
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3.4 HazardousWasteDirective

The HazardousWaste Directive received EEC approval on 12 December 1991 and is to be
implementedby 12 December 1993. Under the terms of the Directive, ashes and/or cinder
from the combustionof coal become classified as hazardouswastesand, if routed to land-fill,
the sites must be registered, the quantitiesrecorded and the run-off monitored. The prime
concern was expressed in the Annexe III, H13 of the Directive which refers to leachate
particularlythe chlorides of the heavy metals which exist as trace elements in most coals.
In the UK, the main control will be the Special Waste Regulations.

The Directive requires the lining of dump areas in certain soil structuresso that leachate
cannot enter water courses. Compliance is unlikely to be possible without considerable
additionalcost. Consequently, @e disposal of ash will become an increasing cost burden to
power plant operatorswith a growing incentive to keep the quantitiesof ash to a minimum.

In Germany, a levy of 12 DM/t (say f5/t) (Apfallabgabe) hasbeen proposed for any disposal ‘
to land-fdl which would be in addition to the actual cost to a plant operator. This has not
been implementedto datebut the thinkinglies behind the debateon a draft land-fill Directive
which is currentlybeing considered in Brussels.

As mentioned earlier, the Dutch no longer permit the disposal of the wastes from the
combustion of coal to land-fill because of the risk of ground water pollution from leachate..

In the UK, there would appearto be conflicting evidence between a Warren Spring Report
which is quoted by the power generatorsto say that fly ash does not produce toxic wastes
versus Dutch/German evidence to the contrary. Academic hydrologists also have data to
show the levels of heavy metals compounds in leachate. The explanationappearsto be one
of deftition. PFA would have been considered non-hazardousunderthe older UK definition
of hazardouswastes. The Germans and Dutch have set more stringentlimits which have
been embodied into the Hazardous Waste Directive which now defines PFA as hazardous
because of the risk of. toxic leachateentering water courses. The way in which it will now
be interpretedin the UK would appearto rest with HMIP.

3.5 IntegratedPollutionPreventionand Control >

A proposal for a council directive on an irrtegratedapproach to pollution prevention and
control (IPPC) for industrialpollution was adoptedby the EEC Commission on 14 September
1993. The IPPC Directive aims to establishnew rules for au@orization of industrialsites.
It provides for a harmonisedsystemof permitsthroughoutthe Community and is setto begin
in 1995. It is also embodied in the Fifth EnvironmentalAction Programme which the EEC
Council formally adopted on 1 February 1993 deftig guidelines and a programme for the
Community environmentalpolicy up to the year 2000.

It is broadly based on the principle that in finding a solution to one pollutant should not
createanother,for example, the disposal of FGD wastes. The underlying principle holds the
key to how coal, heavy oil residues, Orirnulsion and petroleum coke will need to be
processed in the futqre and forces a more critical analysisof some of the option for energy
production anduse. It will tendto militateagainstdirect combustion processes andthispoint
will be developed later in the text.
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3.6 FrenchMemorandum

Another relevant text is contained in the French Memorandum (10). The proposals were
made to the EEC by the French Delegation in May 1990 and.suggestedthatb=causethe LCP
Directive would only have limited impact on the oil industry, an extension of emission
control was necessary. The key elementsof the proposals were:-

a. to limit emissions from the refineries as operatingunits. (Refinery heatersfall
outside the size definition required by the LCP Directive if taken singly)

b. to reduce sulphur horn all sources of emission in the petroleum chain with a
reduction in the sulphurcontent of all fuel products

The Dutch Government was invited to nominate a chairman for a Steering Committee. A
member of their Department for the Environment was appointed. The Committee then
commissioned a comprehensive study and the work was awarded to the London office of
ArthurD Little Inc (ADL), the internationalconsultants,in the autumnof 1991. The results
were presentedto the Committee in June 1992 in The IIague and a report has been prepared
entitled “Integrated Approach for Sulphur and Sulphur Dioxide Limits in the European
Refining Industry” (11).

In the introductionto their analysis, the ADL text statedthatoil currentlycontributes46.6%
of all the EEC SOZ emissions. With” the completion of Europe’s present flue gas
desulphurisationprograrnrneon coal fired stations,oil’s contributionwould increase to 50%
by the year 2000 if no steps are taken. Hence, the oil industry is very vulnerable to
continuedpressure on sulphurreduction. The report also mentionedthatlimits set for NOX
emissions in the power sector could well influence the choice of technology used by the oil
industryto reduce sulphur in products.
The position is exacerbatedby a political view within the Community thatthe most effective
way to secure a substantialsulphurreduction would be to press the oil industryinto making
the proposed quality improvements. It is seen as the only way to tackle the emission
problem from the transportsector, and to achieve an improvement in the level of pollution
in urban areas. Clean-up on user equipment is not seen as practical or cost effective. The
oil industry is also considered to be capable of designing and operating the processes
required.

The subject is still being reviewed by the Commission and the oil industrybut there appears ‘
to be an acceptance thatmore stringentaction will be formulatedand drafted into some form
of legislative change in the medium term. The European Oil IndustryAssociation referred
to a draft Sulphur Framework Directive in their August 1993 newsletter so the topic is
progressing through the legislature.

3.7 Air Toxics

An issue of concern in the USA is air toxics, ie. emissions of arsenic, mercury, lead and
other toxic metalspresent in the flue gases from the direct combustion of fuels such as coal
and petroleum coke. Limits on total emissions are likely ie. a total tonnage per year per
plant. Although legislationhas been drafted, therehasbeen a delay because of the problems
of deftig the limits and agreeing the techniques for their measurement. The repeatability
of test methods at the very low levels of these compounds in the coals has been the main
cause of the delay.
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Research work by mining companies such as Consol Coal Inc (12) suggestthatthe emissions
problem can be amelioratedby improving fuel quality, for example, by better preparation
of the coal in the washing (or beneficiation) stage, or by scrubbing the flue gases. Another
alternativewould be the adoption of advanced clean technology (gasification) to achieve the.
emission targetsbeing discussed.

An assessmentof environmentaldarnagecollected in Poland andthe easternpartof Germany
(where large quantitiesof lignite have been combusted on old equipment) is said to suggest
thatthe impact of air toxics should be a source of concern in Europe as well and this in turn
may be a trigger to action within the EEC. However, in most cases East European power
plantsdo not have precipitatorsso the problem is significantly more acute thatin the USA,
or Europe. ‘

3.8 Benzene and Volatile Organic Compounds

A further concern in Europe is the EEC legislature’s attitudetoward benzene levels in
gasolines/diesel and the leakage of other volatile organic compounds into the atmosphere.
Much,of the concern centres on the inherenttoxicity of benzene linked with vapour losses
from the transferof fuel at distributionterminals, service stations,while refueling vehicles
and from diurnal loss (fuel tank breathing).

A set of stagedproposals has been being considered. Stage la and lb cover the installation
of equipmentfor vapour captureand returnat terminalsand service stationsie. during bulk
handling respectively. Stage 2 relatesto recovery of vapour during refueling of vehicles.
There are two possibilities:-

a. recovery at the service station via a vapour return system on each pump
nozzle

b. recovery on the vehicle in an activated carbon canister so that other fuel
system losses are capturedas well

Stage 2 has-passed to the circulation of drafts in Brussels which suggest a more targeted
approachto relatethe need for vapour returnsystemsto the throughputof the seivice station
ratherthanits location. The debate which is developing is focused on the relevance of that
approach in achieving the goal of VOC reduction andthe disparityit raisesbetween member
countries.

The US has been pursuing a regime to reduce benzene as far as practicable.
cities and Liinder have also advocated the US limits for Europe. There
controversy over the wisdom of removing benzene from the fuel while

Some German
is considerable
“simultaneously

debatingvapour recovery systems. Thatdebate is set to continue and althoughthe “belt and “
braces” approach may not be defensible logically, it may be passed by the legislators. If
benzene were to be reduced significantly fimther,thenthe hydrogen requiredto rebalancethe
product yield is substantialand would exacerbatethe growing demand for hydrogen by the
refiiers probably forcing more companies to gasify heavy residues.

3.9 PossibleOil IndustryResponse

The oil industryalready faces a number of problems associated with a market requirement
for cleaner products throughoutthe product range eg. lower sulphur in diesel fuel and gas
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oil.
The

The

Legislation emerging
two key issues are:-

on refinery emissions and benzene would add to those problems.

a. how to handle the declining demand for heavy fuel oil

b. managementof their hydrogen demand

marketoutlet for high sulphurresiduesmay ultimatelybe limited to ships’ bunkers and
even then it might be restrictedto use outside coastal waters. There is already pressure to
limit emissions in selected European ports requiring ship-operators to use lower sulphur
b~ers. The constrainthas been appliedvoluntarily to ferries in the Baltic. Limits maybe
extended to areas of the North Sea where there is high traffic density.

The refiiers’ solution in the past has been to invest in conversion processes which upgrade
the heavier fractions to the lighter transportfuels. However, in the US and most of Europe,
the simple steps have already been takenand more expensive “deep” conversion processes
would now be required. These processes break down the complex hydrocarbon molecules
and then using hydrogen, saturate and desulphurise as a second or ftishing stage.
Consequently, suchprocesses consume a considerablequantityof hydrogen andenergy which
is a debit to the yield andbears a considerable level of associatedcapitaland operatingcosts.

The incentive for a refiner to make the investmentis the price differentialbetween heavy fuel.
oil and the clean products such as diesel, jet fkel and gasoline. In Europe, thatdifferential
is unlikely to result”ina returnon investmentwhich is much greaterthanthe cost of capital.
Consequently, it is unlikely to attractthe oil companies’ limited funds so their options appear
to be:

a., to sell the streams at some low or break even price to avoid any process
investment

b. to gasifi the streams to produce a synthesis gas which could be used as a
source of supplementaryhydrogen and refinery fuel gas, or combusted in a
combined cycle gas turbine system to generatepower

It is these options and the probability that there will be a growing availability of
unmarketableresidues which focus an interest on solutions for the clean disposal of high
sulphur and high metals content material. Such streamswill include petroleum coke, vis-
breaker tars, vacuum residual oils, asphaltsfrom the de-asphaltingprocess and other high
viscosity residues.

The ADL repoit (11) mentioned thata reduction in heavy fhel oil demand in Europe of 20
million tonnesper year is forecast withinthe next 5 years which could fuel about 10 GW of
generating, capacity without any supplementary feedstock. Other forecasts suggest
substantialitygreatervolumes being exportedfrom easternbloc countriesas they process their
heavier crude oils on simple hydroskimmm“ g refineries to meet their local transport fuel
needs. Consequently, a global surplus of heavy fuel oil and availability of Orimulsion
createsa competitive source of liquid feedstock. The most recent assessmentsof IGCC costs
for liquid feedstocks suggests that currentcapped pool prices could be met from heavy oil
residues or Orimulsion dependenton the assumptionson load factor and life of the asset.
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3.10 UK PowerIndustryPosition

The Commission for the Environment in Brussels will have perceived major changes to the
patternof UK primary energy use - far removed from the balance which existed when the
Large Combustion PlantDirective was enacted in 1988. The significant increase in the use
of naturalgas,.the move to imported lower sulphurcoal and relativelack of emission control
equipment suggests that it would be difficult to defend the lenient emission targets which
were set for the UK in 1988 in recognition of the need to protect the UK coal industry. The
disparitywith the Germantotal emission levels is bound to bring pressure on the UK when
the emission limits for existing and new plant are negotiatedduring the review of the LCP
Directive. Greater attention is also likely to be focused on NOX limits especially with
member countriesalreadyimposing emission limitsbelow thatwhich can be achieved by low
NOX burners alone.

The lack of any pro-active environmentalinitiativeby the UK power companies maybe one
of the key factors in theEEC’S perception of the UK response. Apart from the FGD at Drax
and Ratcliffe with theretro-fittingof low NOX burners, thetwo major generatorswill be seen
to have tried to introduce Orimulsion without flue gas treatmentwhile retainingtheir right
to bum BS standardfiel oil which currentlypermits use of high sulphur oils. These steps
all run counter to the approach of the utility companies in several continentalcountries.

sUImnary

The main conclusion from this section is that amendmentsto existing legislation are likely
to be introduced for new power plant. Emission standardsmay well be set to curtail the
direct combustion of complex or poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (ie. heavy oils, pet coke,
Orimulsion and coal) on any power plant unless full flue gas treatmenthas been installed.
Currentcontrols set country ttigets and new plant emissions without specific constraintson
individual existing plants. Consequently, other technological solutions would need to be
found to handle the “dirtier” fossil fuels. Limits set from new plant would most probably
be extended to existing plant after a few years of grace and then would be expected to meet
the more stringentlimitswith appropriateinvestmentin emission control equipmentor close.
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4.0 REASSESSMENTOF POWERTECHNOLOGY

In the light of the environmentaloutlook, tighteremission controls appearhighly probable
and desirable. It is therefore timely to ask some more fundamentalquestionsabout the way
fossil fuels have been used and the way in which they could be prepared in a more
appropriateand environmentallyacceptable way. We are attemptingto convert dirty fossil
fuels into electricity as efficiently as possible and at lowest cost. This must embrace
minimizing pollution and the costs must reflect the whole system including safe disposal of
all waste streams.

Are we trying to solve the right problems? The debate on acid rain and the contribution of
sulphurdioxide appearsto presumethatthe releaseof sulphurin the oxide form is inevitable.
Flue gas clean-up is no solution for new plant. It may have been the only suitableprocess
available to captureSOZfrom existing direct combustion plantbut it makeslittle sense in the
context of an integratedapproachto pollution preventionand control. For themost part, the
process simply converts a gaseous pollutant into a solid waste.

There is a real danger that if industriestry to solve their own problems in isolation, for
example, by fine tuning existing combustion technologies, they may fail to spot the
opportunityto breakwith traditionandapproachthe subject from a totallydifferentandmore
effective viewpoint.

How can the sulphur compounds in fossil fuels be captured most efficiently and
economically? The answer has to be as H# at an intermediatestage in its”use, not as S02
after combustion. S02 capture is 90% effective (perhaps.95% with additionalreagentsbut
with corresponding effluent problems. in adding such reagents) while HZS can easily be
removed with a 99.8% efficiency of recovery with a final conversion stage into elemental
sulphur. Absorption of H2S is a standardoil refiig process but is unknown in the power
industry. For every tonne of sulphurcollected as elementalsulphur, 5.5 tonnes of gypsurn
would be produced if sulphurdioxide were to be removed by limestone scrubbing.

The solution would appearto be to clean the fuel before it is burned. With gasification and
by cleaning the fuel as a gas under pressure in the absence of nitrogen, the volume of gas
to be handled would be only 1% of that processed in a flue gas desulphurisationsystem.
That has significant capital and operating cost savings along with real waste disposal cost
advantages.

How can high levels of NOX reduction be achieved from power generating technologies
without the use of catalytic methods? Present NOX levels can be met by CFBC and PFBC
technology using ammonia injection. An alternativeis by the combustion of a clean gas in
gas turbines. The fuel gas can eitherbe naturalgas ie. CHQ,or as a CO/H2 mixture. The
most recent designs of gas turbine are already guaranteedat 50 mg/m3 andthismay hold the
key to where the new NOX limits might be set.

What is the most efficient commercial power generationsystem for the foreseeable future?
The answer has to be the combined cycle gas turbine system for reasons which have been
mentioned. The turbineswill operate equally well on naturalgas or synthesisgas. In fact,
the latterincreases the power outputby 10-15% from the same size of machine because of
an increased mass flow.
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The combined cycle system simultaneously offers the highest conversion efficiency and
virtually sulphur free flue gas with very low NOX emissions, so it could well become the
BATNEEC and 13PE0 when the limits are reviewed. The specific capital investment in
terms of f/kW is now lower thanall the direct fired alternativeswhen fitted with the full flue
gas clean-up systems.

Assuming the power industryis only allowed a shortperiod of time to bring old plant to the
emission standardsof new plant - say 5 years - thenthe direct firing of the dirtier fossil fuels
may not be permitted in Europe by the end of the decade unless full flue gas clean-up is
installed. It can therefore be arguedthatthe power industryhas to be looking for long term
reliable sources of low cost clean gas. There is a robust case to support predictions of a
steady increase in naturalgas prices after 1996 (13) and recent moves by the gas supply
industry suggest this is already happening. The alternativeto naturalgas would be clean
synthesisgasproduced from materialswhich are otherwiseunmarketable- heavy oil residues,
Orimulsion, petroleum coke and possibly coal if competitively priced.

How can refinery residues best be utilised effectively when the bulk of the sulphur and all
the metals have been concentrated into a. liquid containing up to 90% carbon? This is
another key question. The Stangelandchart was developed by Chevron and is a plot of
hydrogen/carbon ratios against carbon number for the complete family of hydrocarbons
Figure 2. At the one extreme there is metlxine and at the other residues including 4 ring
aromatic compounds. The plot then super-imposesthe envelopes for the transportfuels and
lubricants with respect to the residue streams. If heavy residues are to be converted into
anythingmarketable as a liquid transportfuel, a very substantialquanti~”of hydrogen has
to be introduced into the process.

Figure2
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Could the oil refiners have a solution to their own residue disposal problem and make a
considerable contributionto the generatorsneeds? There would appear to be a remarkable
synergy between the two industriesjust waiting to be developed.

Where would hydrogen come from particularlyin thatquantity? At whatprice? Even at the
Iowestpossible price ofhydrogenfrom the reforming of methane,the economics of investing ~efonning
in heavy residue conversion are not attractive. The currentprice differentialbetween heavy
fuel oil and gas oil/gasoline lies in the $100-135/t range ie. with fuel oil at $60/t, gas oil at
around $160/t and premium gasoline at $195/t. If bulk hydrogen is priced between $500-
600/t and a tonnage equivalentto 35% of the residue is requiredto produce a transportfuel,
then such a step does not appearto be economic even at a low value for the residue.

If heavy oil residueswere to be gasified in an entrainedgasifier such as the Shell or Texaco
designs, thehydrogen could be produced more cheaply - effectively from water. Gasification
appearsto be the key. The conversion of the surplusresidue streamswould produce supplies
of low cost hydrogen for the refineralong with an ample supply of clean fuel gas. The total
gas make is likely to be far greaterthan a refiier.would need. This is where the advanced
power generatingsystemswould feature. All the surplusclean gas could be converted into
power to meet any anticipatedlevel of emission standards.

Gasification is a very attractiveway to dispose of oil industry residues cleanly and the
process is equally applicable to Orirnulsion. It appearsto be a more financially attractive
option thanother deep conversion processes such as coking even atpower prices well below
the current UK pool price.

Are there any other benefits associatedwith this type of equipment? Gasifiers would need
a very large supply of oxygen from an irrtegratedair separationunit (ASU). The presence
of such a facility alongside a refinery offers other commercial opportunities. It would
enhance thethermalefficiencies by full integration. Estimatessuggestthatdependenton the
degree of integration, between 0.5 imd 3.0% gain in power plant efficiency could result.
There would also be a bulk source of oxygen or nitrogen to the refinery. Oxygen could be
used to improve cat plant regenerationwhile BOC has developed an oxygen based Claus
sulphur recovery enhancementprocess. CO and Hz would also be available for chemicals
synthesisprocesses if required but it would be refinery specific.

The “cold pool” which is associatedwith anASU would enable gas suppliersto harnessother
techniques -molecular sieves or PSA to reprocess lean hydrogen streams. Much of the low
Hz content spent gases are currently burnt as fuel gas but they could be reprocessed to
recover hydrogen at relatively low cost. The ASU is also cheaper to build and operate if
takingan air supply from a large gas turbinecompressor. The optimum oxygen purity from
the ASU for gasification lies in the range of 87-95%.

Consequently, a gasifier appears to integrate very well with a refinery - but is there a
problem of integrationwith power production? This need not arise if the feed source is not
integrated too closely. One solution could be to supplement the gasifier feed with
Orirnulsion. Another may be to accept residue streams from other affiliate refiners or
purchase material in the market. There seems to be little doubt thatOrirnulsionwill enter
the power industrymarketbut Europeanemission standardswill soon force it to be gasified.
The existence of a gasifier close to a refinery siteoffers a perfect receipt/processing location.
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Some may argue that it is more efficient to install a coker and gasify the coke. However,
studiessuggest thatthe return on investmentis lower while the handling of liquids reduces
thepower plant investmentby 10-15% versus solids so therewill always be a cost advantage
in favour of liquid feedstocks over solids. The viscosity is almost irrelevant,because if the
residue can be pumped, Shell and Texaco have burnerswhich will gasify it. Pumpability is
therefore the limiting factor which is a more complex representationof flow than viscosity
alone.

The market for fuel oil is steadily declining, crude supplies are forecast to be heavier and
sourer, eastern bloc fuel oil surpluses could reach 50-80 MT/year and the reserves of
Orimulsion exceed the total reserves of oil in the North Sea. So there would appear to be
a place for gasification in the power sector.

The technical and economic case now points to energy conversion as an essentialstep in the
clean use of dirty fuels with gasification as the main conversion process. Developments of
this type are now being progressed in Italy where the Ministry of Industry has approved
5,600 MWe of new gasification-basedgeneratingcapacity (14) for the conversion of heavy
oil residues. Italy may be considered a special case because some 21 Mt/year of heavy fuel
is stillused in direct fired equipmentin the power sector and the installationof FGD has not
been undertaken. The high sulphurheavy”fiel oiI could not be replaced economically by
sufficient low sulphur fuel oil. Consequently, “theconversion of heavy oil to gas for new
IGCC plant solves ENEL’s emission problem and retainsthe outlet for the refiners’ fuel oil.
The Governmenthas given an 8 year price guaranteeto encourage the investmentand when
the programme is complete, the nation should be able to meet the EEC Dfiective without
Government subsidy.

Four projects are well advanced using Texaco technology. They are at the ISAB refinery
in Syracuse - (507 MWe), the SARAS refiiery in Sardinia - (508 MWe), the API refinery
in Ancona - (220 MWe) and the AGIP refinery at Sannazzaro - (250 MWe). Another 9
projects are at an advanced stage of design and close to approval and reports describe the
interestand the emissions levels anticipated (14). The projects may be considered to be
commercial in spite of the price guarantee because it effectively provides a return on
investmentfrom a currentheavy fbel oil price. The oil industryfaces a decline in the HSFO
price so the real value of the heavy residues would be well below heavy fuel oil price and
still yield a returnon investment.

Finland, the Czech Republic and Portugalare also well advanced in planning IGCC capacity
linked to refineries while most refiners are studying hydrogen managementbecause of an
imminentshortageresultinghorn the implementationof the Gas Oil SulphurDirective which
becomes effective in 1996. Shell has announced a large gasifier (500 MWt) as part of its
programme to upgrade Pernis for the 21st century. This point is expanded in Section 9.

Texaco has also announceda 250 MWe IGCC plant in Puerto Rico based on Orimulsion and
their research has proved it to be an excellent gasifier feedstock. Their latest paper
emphasisesthe flexibility of the gasifier to use any carbonaceous feedstock and convert it to
power. They have also announcedtwo other IGCC plantsof 225 and 260 MWe respectively
basedon pet coke and coal. Four pet-coke IGCC plantswere announced at the recent EPRI
Gasification Conference while in a private communication, GE say they have 8 IGCC
commitmentsat present and prospects of 17,000 MWe of capacity under study.
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The entrainedgasifier is relatively fuel flexible dependenton its design. Shell recommend
different designs for solid and liquid feedstocks. Texaco use a slurry feed for coal and
therefore canadaptto Iiquid feeds easily. The lining ofthe reactor might need to bealtered
ifslag from coal wasbeing handledand thishas ledJacobs H& G to suggestthatthe Texaco
gasifier in quench mode could be considered as a fuel flexible systemable to take advantage
of the lowest cost feedstocks through time with the ability to remove pollutantsefficiently
and at competitive”cost.

In concluding this section, one therefore has to question whether tighter environmental
regulations are thatmuch of a burden per se. New environmentalcontrols may in fact be
the catalystrequ~ed to create new businessopportunitiesthroughthe applicationof existing
technology to two or more industries, namely oil, power generation and industrialgases.
The synergies should consolidate the long term future for these industriesin the confidence
that they”can comply with emissions limits. IGCC is therefore likely to be introduced to
power generation eitier via the oil industry or through joint ventures linked to the oil
industryratherthanan initiativefrom the electricity supply industry.
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5.0 ASSESSMENTOF FUELSAND QUALITIkS

This section is an assessmentof the primary fossil fuel resourceswhich are likely to be used
for power generation in future. It is importantto understandtie physical and chemical
characteristicsof theseenergy sources and, in particular,the form in which the contaminants
exist so that the efficiency of their release and capture can be optimised. It is equally
importantto broaden’the analysisto study the complete use cycle of these fuels ratherthan
to consider a single stage of the cycle in isolation as has been the past practice.

5.1 coal

Coal still represents some 70% of the world’s fossil fuel reserves and about 45% of the
world’s inputto power generation. Even if UK coal were to continue its decline as a power
stationfuel, the demandfor internationallytradedcoal is forecast to continue its presentrate
of growth andmany countries, including developing countries, will remainhighly dependent
on coal. Furthermore, coal is likely to underpin the price structure of the international
energy market in fi.dureinfluencing the price of gas, Orimulsion.and heavy residual oils.

Appendix (1) provides more detail of coal qualitybut a few points are relevantin assessing
coal as an energy source. Table 1 gives an outline of the BritishCoal qualityby salesregion.

Table 1

BCC Sales Volatile Ash % Sulphur Chlorine Net CV
Group Matter % As Rec MJ/kg

Yorks 28-32 12-14 2.0-2.3 0.05 23-26,5
NE Group 28.5 11.0 1.7 0.5 28.5
Selby 26-30 8-15 1.2-1.8 0.2-0.4 23-26.5
S Yorks 27-29 13-17 1.1-2.1 0.2-0.5 22-26.5
Midlands 28-31. 13-17 1.3-2.9 0.2-0.6 23-25.4
Notts 28-30 7-18 0.6-2.0 0.3-0.6 23-24.1

Range 26-32 7-18 0.6-2.9 0.05-0.6 22-28.5
~fi,,~fi-.Rwi+;ch P,-..l

The history of coal and the traditionalway in which it has,been burned is now tending to
inhibit the-approachto its futureuse. The-power industryand the equipmentmanufacturers
on both sides of the Atlantic still perceive it as a fuel for direct combustion. However, an
understandingof clean coal technologies dependson the acceptanceof coal simply as another
hydrocarbon in a solid form.

The main characteristicsof coal which separateit from other forms of hydrocarbon stem
from its method of formation”fi-omvegetation. Mineral matterand moisture occur in coal
but not in gas or oil. The carbon to hydrogen ratio is also different. There are other points
of difference but they are of less significance. The mineral mattercontent which will turn
to ash on combustion typically lies in the range of 5-8% for UK coal but the inclusion of
unwashed fiier coal in product routed to Power StationFuel (PSF) raises the ash content to
18%. The sulphurlevel of PSF is 1.6-1.8% althoughsome stationswill accept at levels up
to 2.8%.

\
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Internationallytradedcoals have considerable less ash and sulphurfi”&UK coals. A sulphur
limit of 1% maximumhasbeen set by most importingcountrieswhile Sweden requires0.7%
max. Ash content varies eg. 3-4% for Indonesian, 8% for Colombian or Venezuelan to 8-
14% for Australian. Consistency of quality is one of the key features of the international
trade which has reinforced the need for good preparationof coal.

Two exceptionally”high ash coals should be mentioned because they are associated with
projects which may be quoted out of context. They are the Escatron and the Puertollano
projects in Spain both based on high sulphurand high ash coals. Escatron is a pressurised
fluidised bed demonstrationon high sulphur,high ash coal. (25% ash - 5% S). .Puertollano
is an IGCC demonstrationproject operatingon a 50/50% blend of 5.5% sulphurpetroleum
coke with littl~ash and 50% ash local Spanishcoal. It is importantthat observers should
recognise thatthe Wonomics of a technology should not be assessedon the basis of one-off
demonstrationsusing such extremes of quality where the sulphur recovery system alone
would form a major part of the investment.

The chemical composition of the ash will tend to vary with each seam of coal but will
comprise mainly silica andalumina. Itsbehaviour on combustion will be influenced by many
other minerals which may be present such as the alkali metals, iron, chlorine and trace
elements. Direct combustion may release some of these elements with the formation of
products which corrode and foul the boiler as mentioned previously .in the section on J?F-
ftig. The combustion process may make the ash chemically active because trace elements
will react with any chlorine present to form soluble salts which may leach from the ash if
dumped as land-fill.

When assessing coal as a feedstock for advanced technologies, the chemical compounds
which need to be captured are sulphur, alkali metal oxides, trace metals, chlorine and the
ash.

5.2 Heavy Oil Residues

The spectrumof heavy refinery residues which should be considered are as follows:-

vacuum residue oils
visbreakertars
asphaltsfrom solvent deasphalting
other “out of spec” or high viscosity residues
petroleum coke

Each of thesegroups of fiels is slightly different particularlywith respect to the sulphurand
meixilscontent. They will be described in detail in Appendix 2 as a series of qualities with
a brief description of their origin in the refinery flow scheme. These streamsare likely to
become increasingly available as a feed for reprocessing over the next few years as the
marketdeclines.

As a general observation, the heavier the residue becomes, the greaterthe concentration of
the sulphurcompounds and the metal pollutantsfrom the original crude oil. Each source of
crude will have its characteristicdistillationpattern and contaminantcontent which ahnost
“finger-prints” the source. North Sea crudes are light, low in sulphurand extremely low in
metals. Middle Easterncrudes are heavierbut with a range from Arab Light to Arab Heavy
and some other heavy crudes high in both sulphur and metals. Many Western Hemisphere
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crudes are very heavy and high in sulphurwhile Venezuelan and Mexican are very high in
vanadium and nickel. Orimulsion falls within this category because the resource is simply
a vast deposit of naturalbitumen.

The range of residues being discussed result from at least one stage of the distillation
process. Consequently, not only are the contaminantsconcentratedin this fraction but also
the structureof the hydrocarbon molecules becomes very complex. They would typically
contain about 88% carbon. This is importantbecause, as mentioned previously, at such a
high carbon levels there is no simple or cheap option open to the refiner for reprocessing.
Any deep conversion process to produce gasoline or diesel from residue will require large
volumes of hydrogen. It would eitherhave to be generatedseparatelyat high cost or within
as a form of gasification stagewithinthe process. The capitalcost, energy consumption and
relatively poor yield of finished products does not make the deep conversion processes a
financially attractiveoption.

Historically, heavy residue has been blended with marketableblending component such as
gas oil to produce a pumpable liquid marketedunder the general classification of heavy fuel
oil. The shrinkingdemand for fuel oil and the continued growth for transportfuels which
drive the refining production, will force a decision.on the oil industry very soon. Their
options are also set out in theAppendix but gasification appearsto be the most commercially
attractivechoice with the opportunity to take a slip-stream of hydrogen from the yield of
synthesisgas.

The key compounds which need to capturedin the handling anduse of heavy oil residuesare
therefore sulphur, vanadiumand nickel. The compounds of vanadium are almost all toxic
while those of nickel are carcinogenic and therefore need to be recovered in a form which
enables reprocessing to the pure metal.

5.3 PetroleumCoke

One process option which has been used widely in the USA but to a much lesser extent in
Europe is fluid coking. It is an upgrading or conversion process which is based on carbon
rejection ie. the heavy residue is reprocessed to extract useful hydrocarbon leaving carbon
as the residue. Such a process inevitablyconcentratesthe metalsand sulphurstill”furtherand
leaves a solid which is more costly to handle in any subsequentstage of utilisation.

There are niche marketsfor fiie quality coke ie. low sulphur, low metals material with a
good carbon crystal structurebut this is limited and can only be made from a few crudes
such as those from the N Sea. The bulk outlet for the petroleum coke is as a fuel for the
cement industry. However, cement quality is critical and is sensitiveto both excess sulphur
and metalscontarnination. There is now a growing surplusof unmarketablepetroleum coke
in the US Gulf Coast area for which the only environmentally clean processing would be
gasification. Projects such as the Delaware City Energy Project are now being progressed
to use this material.

Europe has a limited number of units but is unlikely to choose the technology in the present
circumstances. The handling and feed preparation equipment required feed solids into a
gasifier are 10-15% more thanthatfor liquids so the refining industrytakesthatinto account
when assessingwhen to stop processing residues. There is also unlikely to be a long term
market for the heavily contaminatedcoke as a direct combustion fuel.
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A typical petroleum coke would contain 90% carbon, 4% hydrogen and from 2-4% sulphur.
The vanadiumplus nickel content could easily reach 1000 ppm if derived from a number of
Middle East and Western Hemisphere crudes.

5.4 Orhmdsion

Orimulsion is set to become a very competitive new source of energy. Its low production
cost could allow the fuel to be discounted againstthe price of internationalcoal and heavy
fuel oil with a margin available to the user for the installationof pollution control equipment
or new technology. The significance of its potential role in the energy market can only be
hderstood by assessing the resource, the fiel and its quaMy, the ways in which it can be
used and the implications of those options.

Background.

Orimulsion is the name which has been given to a new fiel developed by BP and Petroleos
de Venezuela SA. Venezuela has been a supplierof crude oil to the oil industry since 1917.
Oil production peaked in 1970 at 3.7 M Barrels/daybut has declined considerably since then
to a level of about 1.7 MB/day at present. There are, however, huge deposits of a very
heavy crude oil in the Orinoco belt which have not been exploited to date. It takesthe form
of a bitumen or extra heavy hydrocarbon. It is too viscous to pump without heat and
therefore more difficult to extract, store and transportthancrude oil.

The size of the deposit at 190 Billion tonnes of hydrocarbon or 290 Billion tonnes of coal
equivalent. BP’s StatisticalReview of World Energy quotes recoverable reserves of the
heavy fuel as 64 Billion tonnescoal equivalentwhich assumesa 22% recovery factor andthat
may be very conservative.

If set alongside the large coal reserves around the world, it is the fourth largest deposit and
is larger than the reserves of the current leading exporter, Australia. Put in anotherway,
it would represent25 % more energy thanthe currentlevel of oil reservesin Western Europe.
The deposit therefore “offers enormous potential for Venezuela so there is a substantial
incentive to develop a technology which would enable the material to be marketed in a
commercial form.

The application of an emulsflcation technology has provided a solution by converting the
near solid fuel into a material with the flow characteristicsof a fuel oil. This has been
achieved by mixing it with additives and about 27% water.

Production costs should be relatively low and the tradepress
there is a considerable margin available to discount the fuel
price or that of heavy fiel oil in order to establisha market.

Fuel Quality.

suggest around $20/tonne, so
against the internationalcoal

The “Orimulsion Handbook” (15) gives ranges for a number of the points in the commercial
specification which suggests thatthe product is not consistent throughout the deposit. This
is hardly surprising in view of its size. The heating value is comparable with coal and
typically 27.2 MJ/Kg net, with a range of 25.5-27.8 MJ/Kg net.
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The ash content’of up to 0.25% is high for a liquid fuel, heavy fuel oil being typically less
than O.1%. Of greater concern is the fact that the ash consists almost entirely ofmetal
compounds ratherthanthe clays and sandsfound in coal. Two of the metals, vanadiumand
nickel are presentat 300 ppm and 80 ppm respectively and form compounds which are toxic.
The sulphurcontent is given as 2.4-2.9% for design purposes although2.7 or 2.8% is cited
as typical. A full specification is given in Appendix 3.

Orimulsion has very good combustion characteristics because of the droplet size in the
emulsion. Whereascoal has to be milled to a fine powder with say 70 micron maximum and
heavy fuel oil atomised with steam, Orimulsion would have a droplet size of about 20
microns at the burner and therefore bums quickly and efficiently. Excess air can be
minimised while still attainingvirtually 100% carbon conversion into heat.

The fine droplets also result in a very fine particle size of the residualdust. The magnesium
shown in the analysisis added to counter any possible corrosion in the boiler, a level of 450
ppm is usually included. This could be excluded from Orimulsion destinedfor gasification
feed.

There are few handling problems with Orimulsion. It can be pumped easily when warm.
Hot water ratherthansteam is used because temperatureis critical to preventboiling of the
water in the fuel and a breakdown of the emulsion. If used as a feed to a gasifier, it would
be routed direct to the burner ratherthan being fed through a preheat train to prevent any
risk of breakdown.

5.5 NaturalGas

The fuel which has drawn so much media attentionover the pastyears has been naturalgas.
Its attractionhas been a combination of availability and price with a degree of competition
from companies such as Enron challenging British Gas’s dominance in the market. The so
called “dash for gas” was stimulatedby a number of factors. The privatisation of the
Electricity Supply Industrywas the key element with 12 Regional Electricity companies all
able to invest in generatingcapacity to meet a proportion of their own supply. They wished
to develop their own capacity in order to be less dependenton the two major generators.
They also believed thatthey could secure a lower cost of power with this strategy.

Another key factor is thatit is a clean fiel. It can be considered to be virtuallypure methane
(CHa). The fuel gas is almost sulphur free so it combusts to carbon dioxide and water
without S02 emission. NOX can be controlled at very low levels as mentioned previously
so it is an excellent environmentalchoice. The carbon dioxide per unit of production is also
the lowest of the generatingoptions by virtue of the high efficiency and the lower C/H ratio
of mtural gas. The investmentis therefore the least vulnerable to any proposed energy or
carbon tax.

There are certain gas fields which contain some H2S but the levels are considered to be
manageablewith conventional gas cleaning processes. The Miller field has a relatively high
level of COZ but it is segregatedand not put into the UK gas grid.

The major uncertaintyis the fiture price of naturalgas. This will be addressedin Section 7.
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5.6 Fuel Handlingand Storage

Reference has beenmade to handlingpreviously andwillbe summarisedhere. The handling
of solid fuels will always be more expensive thanoil because of the equipmentrequired and
its operating cost. Solids offloading from a ship would cost a minimum of fl.00/t while
stockyard handling both at the port and the power plant is assessed at SO.5-O.75/t. The
current cost of rail transportfrom the UK mines to power plants averaged f4.50/t in 1992
from Departmentof Transportannual statistics.

Fine coal can also bean environmentalproblem because dust becomes airborne and spreads
over a wide area. Measures have to be takento suppressand minimise the loss of coal as
dust and the nuisance it causes to communities adjacent to stocking areas. In the Port of
Rotterdam, for example, coal storage areashave been surroundedby high embankmentsto
deflect high winds and reduce dust being carried into residential areas. A number of
internationallytraded coals have to be delivered with a minimum level of surface moisture
to prevent dust during unloading and from being blown from stockpiles. That additional
moisturedetractsfrom boiler efllciency. In Stockholm, coal has to be stored in underground
caverns or fully enclosed in silos. Similarly, the Bewag installation in Berlin is fully
enclosed. The storage of coal in open piles which is widely practised in the UK may come
under closer scrutiny as part of the real cost of coal usage.

Petroleum coke would have costs similar to those of coal. There are no particular
precautionswhich have to be takenwhich are not takenwith coal but it can be very dusty.

A liquid can be moved at a fraction of the cost of solids movement - virtually at the cost of
power to pump it over the distance required. The heavier oil streams may be of high
viscosity but they will pump at a high temperature. A gasifier feed system may however
need to be designed so thatany dead legs can be flushed with distillatein the event of a shut-
down or emergency. This would be standardrefiiery practice.

Individual qualitiesare discussed in Appendix 2 where possible incompatibility of asphaltene
streamswith paraff~c fuel oils can cause precipitationand blockage. These problems have
all been experienced by the power generatorswhen burning heavy fuel oil.

PumpabiIity is the prime measure of the handling characteristics of a fhel rather than
viscosity
anything

and temperature.
thatcan be pumped

Texaco and Lurgi both state that their gasifier will gasi~
to the burner.
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6.0 ENERGYCONVERSIONTECHNOLOGY- OPTIONS

The section will be split into three partsto address

a. from one form of primary energy to

b. from energy to electricity

the sub-setsof energy conversion:-

another

c. the concept of exergy in making most effective use of temperatureover the
widest possible range

The main thrust of this section will therefore be focused on gasification because the
technology converts the energy in the raw materialand releasesthe contaminantsin a form
which can be easily captured. The section will include data on technical options, capital,
operating data and recent developments.

A. Energy Conversioninto Energy

6.1 Gasification

The basic principle of any gasifier is thatof conversion. The design objective is to convert
one form of energy (coal, oil or coke) into another form - nmnely gas - with the highest

A key measure of performance is the Cold Gas Efficiency which isefficiency possible.
defined as the energy in the product gas at ambient temperatureexpressed as a percentage
of the energy in the original fuel. Most gasifiers can achieve at least 80% Cold Gas
Efilciency and over 99% carbon conversion can be expected on many coals or oil residues.
Much of the remainingenergy in the feed can be extractedas usable heat. The influence of
feed quality on efficiency will be examined later.

The process may be described as the partialcombustion of the fuel with oxygen (of 87-97%
purity) in conjunction with steam where the endothermic carbon/steam reaction is the
temperature moderator, or with air. Air blown systems are being studied for power
generation applicationsand will be discussed later.

The principal reactions can be surnmarised as:

Endothermic PartialCombustion C + HZO -----> CO + Hz

ExotherrnicSte.am/Carbon c + ~02 -----> co

ahhough about 10 intermediatereactionswill be takingplace simultaneouslysome of which
will be utilisingthe oxygen. The temperatures,pressuresandfeedstocks being converted will
be the determinantof the equilibriumbetween the key reactions and the resultantgas mix.

The primary source of carbon as the feedstock to a gasifier could therefore be coal or any
of the heavy oil residues including petroleum coke. In this context, Orimulsion would
behave in line with other heavy oil residues. All of those fiels have complex molecular
structureswith some associated hydrogen, nitrogen and contaminantsof ash, sulphur and
metals. In the reducing atmosphereof the reactor, the sulphuris converted to HZStogether
with smaller amountsof carbonyl”sulphide(COS) and sometimes carbon disulphide (CSZ).
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The mineralma~er can be withdrawn from the reactor as ash or slag (as would be the case
with a coal feed), or it can remain as particulate in the gas stream where it would be
extractedthrough the gas clean-up system.

The significant advantageof the gasifier is thata totally clean gas can be produced prior to
its ultimateuse as a combustion fuel. Processes to remove HZSfrom fuel gases have been
standardin the oil industryfor at least 50 years. They will clean the raw synthesisgas with
an efficiency of at least99% of the sulphur (99.8% is a typical design standard)and remove
all particulate. The product gas from most commercial designs is almost entirely CO + Hz
which can be used for the synthesisof chemicals or as a fiel. The ratio can be adjustedby
the “shift” or water-gasreaction - (CO + Hz O<----> COZ + Hz) - enabling more of
the CO to be reacted with steam to form hydrogen. This may be an attractive route to
produce low cost hydrogen for a refiner or for chemicals production but is of little value if
its use is to be a fuel in gas turbines.

Note. The cold gas efficiency can be somewhat misleading if comparisons between
feedstocks to a gasifier are made in isolation. The combustion of sulphur produces
recoverable heat but it is the process step which the gasifier is designed to eliminate. If a
high sulphur feed and a low sulphur feed are gasified, the highest cold gas efficiency will
occur with the lower sulphur feedstock. However, it would be inappropriateto consider a
lower figure as a notional penalty to the process. The benefit is a pure elemental sulphur
streamwhich may have a marketvalue. The deffition of the measure of efficiency simply
relatesto the energy conversion from the feed to the product fuel gas which will be ;ulphur.
related.

Three gasification systemsmay be considered for the generation of power:-

entrainedflow

freed bed

fluidised bed

Brief descriptions are given below:-

a. The entrainedflow gasifier.

The most widely used of the designs is known as the entrained flow gasifier because the
reaction takes place in an entrained fluid flow or total suspension. The feedstock, which
enters@e reactor with steamand oxygen, may be in the form of pulverised coal of 0.1 mm
size or as a liquid hydrocarbon. An operating temperatureof 1500-1900°C and pressure of
25-50 bar is typical of the design. At these temperaturesand with coal as a feedstock, the
ash melts to form a slag which drains to the base of the reactor where it is drawn off as a
slag. If fuing oil residues, any metalscompounds will leave the reactor with the gas stream
and will be recovered from the gas scrubbing system. The main commercial companies
offering these designs are Shell, Texaco, Krupp Koppers, Dow and VEW.

Although there are differences ‘k design detailbetween these companies, the basic principles
are similaralbeit thatShell uses a dry feed for solids with up-fining of the feed in the reactor
while Texaco uses a slurry and down-firing. The research work and field experience has
proved the versatilityof the technology in converting a wide range of hydrocarbons whether
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coal, other solid Iiels or liquids. The researchhas indicated thatcertain coals gasify more
easily andcompletely thanothers. Consequently, althoughthegasifier can physically convert
all coals, the commercial choice might be focused on the most responsive coals leading to
a selective feedstock market comparable with thatfor metallurgical coal.

The fiist demonstrationof this technology for power generation from coal was tie Texaco
Cool Water project in the USA in 1984. This was a technical success primarily structured
towardsproving thereliabilityof the gasifier andthe very low levels of emission which could
be achieved. The project was not set Up to assess the system efficiency or the order of
magnitude capital cost. A very comprehensive report produced by the US consultants,
Radian, summarisedthe emission performance (as per Ref 8).

A plantfor the commercial generationof power from lignite was designed and built by Dow
for their Plaquemine chemical works in Louisiana. Operation started in 1987 and has
continued since then providing power and process steam. It is currently the largest IGCC
unit in the world. The technology is considered to be successfid and economic. The main
design difference versusthe Shell or Texaco systemis the subdivisionof the reactor into two
linked sections allowing the reaction to takeplace in stages. A small quantityof slurry feed
is injected into the second stage which cools the raw product gas and adds to the yield.

The fiist European demonstration is the Demkolec-designed plant at Buggenum in the
Netherlands. It is being commissioned at the presenttime. Demkolec is a company which
has been created by the Dutch power industry to take responsibility for the design and
operation of the demonstration. They have chosen the Shell gasifier linked to an air
separationunit supplied by Air Products and gas turbine by Siemens. The design is a 250
MWe unit on a single shaft ie. the gas turbine, steamturbine and air compressor share the
same shaft.

The otherEuropeandemonstrationnow progressingis theKruppKoppers Prenflo technology
which has been selected for a 325 MWe plant in Spain atPuertollano, southwest of Madrid.
The feed is to be a blend of local high ash coal with high sulphur petroleum coke. It is
scheduled for a 1995 start-up. The project is part of the EEC Thermie prograrnme.

b. The fixed bed gasifier.

The fixed bed gasifier is an older design concept in which lump coal is charged into the top
of the reactor through a lock hopper systemwith the steamand oxygen enteringclose to the
bottom in counter-flow to the coal. Pressure is in the range of 10-100 bar. Reactions take
place progressively as coal moves slowly down the reactor, and gives rise to the alternative
name “moving bed gasifler”. The long-established Lurgi gasitler supports the bed on a
rotating grate and uses a high steam to oxygen ratio to keep reaction temperaturesin the
range 800-1000°C. This allows the ash to dischargethroughthe grate as a dry powder. The
process is used at the largestcommercial gasification complex in the world at Sasol in South
Africa, and was the basis of the world’s fust IGCC plant at Lunen near Dortrnundwhich
began operation in 1972.

British Gas has developed a high temperatureversion of the basic design to obtain higher
specific outputand thermalefficiency. Less steamis used thanin the Lurgi process and the
steam/oxygen mixture entersthrough tuyeresat the gasifier base. Reaction temperaturesof
around 1600°C melt the coal ash and allow it to be discharged from the gasifier hearth as
liquid slag thus giving it the name of a slagging gasifier.
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The calorific value of the gas is higher thanthatproduced in entrainedgasifiers by virtue of
the carbonisation reactions in the bed. This results in about 6% methane in the CO/Hz
mixture. It is the only gasifier design which produces a small “proportion of this higher”
calorific value gas. The methane is considered to have some advantagesif the clean gas is
used in fuel cells”. The process was demonstratedsuccessfully at Westiield in Scotland at the
500 t/d scale.

A minor drawback to this process is the need for a carefully sized coal feed to maintainbed
permeability. When coal is mined mechanically, a substantialportion of fine coal is
produced. The freer coal would need to be briquette in order to reconstituteit into a form
which the gasifier can handle. This is seen as an economic penalty versus the entrained
gasifier.

British Gas/Lurgi have recently been nominated for a commercial scale trial in Round 5 of
the US Clean Coal Technology Programme. The Camden Clean Energy Project is a
partnershipof Duke Energy Corp, GE, Air Products Inc and Chemicals Inc who plan to
build a 480 MWe unit based on a British Gas/Lurgi oxygen blown unit.

c. I?luidisedbed gasifier

The concept of using fluidised bed as a converter ratherthana combustor for gasification has
attractedconsiderable interestparticularlyamong researchersdeveloping cleaner technologies
for the use of the reactive European and US Iignites or brown coals. The basic design
introducescoal, milled to the 1-5 mm size range, into an upward flow of steamand oxygen
adjustedto a flow rate which fluidises the “bed” of coal while the reactions take place. In
general, reaction temperatureshave to be kept below the ash fusion temperatureto avoid ash
clinkering and disturbanceof the flow patternswithin the gasifier. However, the air/steam
blown KRW and U-Gas gasifiers are designed to operate at higher temperatureswith ash
agglomeration in order to improve carbon conversion with the less reactive hard coals (16).
Air blown systemshave been developed because of a perceived need to minimise the capital
cost by avoiding an air separationunit.

Oxygen hashowever been chosen for the gasifying medium in many designs such as the High
Temperature Winkler process to gasi~ lignite in a new German project. The KOBRA
project, currently being developed in Lunen near Cologne, has selected the Winkler partial
gasification technique in a “topping” cycle. The project is being supportedby the German
government. The char is combusted in a fluidised bed boiler while the raw gas from the
gasifier is cleaned by conventional wet scrubbing asused by all oil refiners. The technique
may well be better suitedto lignites and low grade coals thanthe entrainedgasifier because
of the mineral content of the ash. The German lignite from the Rhine areaproduces an ash
which is unusually high in calcium, magnesium and iron and illustratesthe point thatthere
is likely to be a need to match coal qualitiesand gasifiers ratherthan assumethatthere is a
universal process for every coal.

d. Gas yield

The gasification process reduces the feed to a relatively consistent quality of gas. The gas
qualitiesand typical performance datafor solid and liquid feedstocks is set out in Table 2 and
3 respectively.
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On coal, the yield as shown in Table 2 will be somewhatrgore variable because of the range
of coal types and the subtle differences in gasifier technology. Coal will produce more
carbon monoxide thanoil but the dry fed processes are significantly higher thanthe Texaco

‘ process at 60-65% vs 50%. Similarly, the fried bed gasifier produces methanewhile it is
virtually undetectablein the entrainedgasifier product.

Table2

I 1
PROCESS I Lurgi I BGL

{---h4ov@ Bed--------]

LargestUnit T/day I 800 I Icoo

Ash Type * slag

CoalFeed * @’

CoalSize mm I {----6--- ] ----40----1

Dry Gas Composition%
I I

co I 20 I 57

co, I 29 I 6

Inerts (NZ+ Argon) 12!3

ColdGas Efficiency% I 84 I 89

ConsumptionkgJkgfeed
I I

Oxygen I 0.43 I 0.55

Texaco Shell I PRENFLO ex PetC

{-----—- ---Entrained —----—- ---------}

1000 2000 1200 2000

slag slag slag cake

slurry dry w slurry

{--------- Ipulvensed-- 1 -<o.l ----- ---—---1

49 I 65 I 60 I 53 I
34 30 26 32

16 2 .4 14

1 3 10 1

74.5 I 80 I 77.5 I 77.4 II

1.19 I 0.89 I 1.03 rr/a

When based on oil residues, theCO production is consistentlyin the47.5-51.0% range while
the hydrogen is 41.4-46.0%. The cold gas efficiency is in the range of 82-85% although
care mustbe exercised in the defiition of thetermappliedto contaminatedresidues(see note
above).

The cold gas efficiency will also representthe percent of the energy in the feed which can
go forward to the gas turbine. Some of the remainingheat is not lost but is recovered in the
steam system albeit at a lower efficiency. The remainder of the energy in the feed is
absorbed in stimulatingthe endothermicgasification reaction.
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Table 3 gives the yield data for a range of oil residuesusing the Texaco process.

Table 3

SYNTHESISGAS FROMVARIOUSOIL FEEDS

FeedType
I

FuelOil
I

VacResid I VisResid I Asphalt
I

H-OilBot I Orimsslsion

CompositionWt%

Carbon I 87.2 I 83.8 I 85.4

Hydrogen 9.9 9.6 9.9

Nitrogen 0.7 0.3 0.3

.%dphur“ I 1.4 I 6.2 I 4.0

Oxygen 0.8 0.2

Ash 0.04 0.15

C/HRatio 8.8 8.7 8.6

HHVkcal/kg 10111 9628 9490

84.4 84.3 61.0

9.7 8.9 7.4

0.5 1.1 0.26

5.0 5.6 2.8

0.3

0.08 0.1 0.1

8.7 9.5 8.2

9500 9490 6800

ProductGasComposition

CarbonMonnxide 47.5 48.3 51.2 51.2 51.2 41.4

Hydrogen 45.8 44.2 43.7 41.5 45.1

CarhonDioxide 5.7 5.2 3.3 3.3 5.3 10.7

Methane 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1

Nitrogen+ Argon 0.2 0.2 1.5 1.5 0.4 1.8

HydrogenSulphide 0.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.3 0.9

CarbonylSulphide 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01

ColdGasEfficiency 84.7 84.1 81.9 82.0 82.0 82.0

6.1.1 Gas Clean-up- Wet Scrubbing

A wide range of proprietarygas cleaning systemsare available for the treatmentof raw gas.
All are well establishedand widely used in the oil and chemicals industry for reducing the
sulphur content of synthesisgas streams. They are very efficient and can reduce sulphur
levels so thatthe risk of catalystpoisoning is minimised where the gases are reprocessed, or
minimise emissionswhen used as fuel gases. The efficiency would be at least 99% sulphur
reduction on the raw gas. At those levels, the combustion of the clean gas would result in
S02 concentrationswell below the limits set by currentemissions control legislation. Most
of the processes can remove C02 as well as 112S. The range of processes on offer for
advanced power generation systemshas been reviewed by Thambimuthu, 1993 (17).

All of these processes utilise filly regenerable sorbents which usually release the H# on
gentle heating. The cleaned gas passes on for use in a gas turbine or chemicals production
while the H2S is fed to a Claus kiln or similar process for the recovery of sulphur as pure
elementalsulphur. This stageof theprocess offers themost significantenvironmentalbenefit
because the potential pollutant is not only captured with maximum efficiency but also is
converted into itsabsoluteminimumbulk as 99.7% pure marketableelementalsulphur, a raw. .
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material for chemicals. Alternatively, sulphur could be stored without creating an
environmentalhazard.

The gasification process may produce a very small quantity of unreacted carbon or soot
particularly on heavy oil residues. A naphtha-basedsoot recovery system was therefore
designed into the Texaco and Shell systemsto remove the.soot and recycle it back into the
raw feed system. Shell, in conjunction with Lurgi, have reviewed this step of the process
and have opted to filter out the soot. They have then adapteda multi-hearthincinerator, as
used in the metalsrefining industry,where they bum the soot therebyrecovering the heat as
steam. They claim it is more efficient thanthe naphthacircuit which was a net consumer
of steam (required to recover the naphtha).

As mentionedpreviously, the ash in coal will forma slag and will be removed at the reactor.
If heavy oil residuesor Orimulsionwere used as the feed, the metal residueswould pass into
the gas clean-up systemand would be removed as a fiiter cake. The other advantageof the
multi-hearth incinerator approach is that the vanadium and nickel compounds would be
removed with the soot. The soot would bum leaving a dry metal oxide concentrate which
would be ideal for metals recovery. Vanadium and nickel refiners have already shown
iqterest in tapping this source of ore concentrate which is by far the best environmental
solution for this ~pe of waste

6.1.2 Hot Gas Clean-up

Whereas the present methods
temperatureof the gases from

stream.

of gas cleaning are very efficient in sulphur capture, the
the reactor must be substantiallyreduced in order to use the

excellent range of sorbents. In an ideal system, the gases should be cleaned at reactor
temperatureso thatthe maximum possible heat could be transferredto the gas turbine. Hot
gas clean-up remains one of today’s most challenging subjects for research. Three main
categories of materialhave to be removed:-

i

ii

...
111

sulphurcompounds

particulatematter

oxides of the alkali metals

In attemptingto tackle the problem, the chemistryof the mix is relevantbecause it addresses ‘
the questionof what is meantby “hot” in the context of the clean-up process. As mentioned,
it would be “ideal” to clean at the reactor outlet but these temperatures,alkali metal oxides
sublime and are very corrosive. Unless removed, they would condense in the gas turbine,
stickingto or corroding the blades. There are no processes for gas phase absorptionof these
substancesathigh temperaturealthoughresearchhas identified some possible ways forward.
Consequentlya temperaturereductionstepmustbeundertakento condense theseoxides. Hot
gas clean-up is therefore determinedby the sublimationtemperatureof about 580”C, very
substantiallylower than reactor temperature.

The sequence of removal would be to extractthe particulate such as ash from coal or metal
compounds from oil residues fiist using ceramic candle filters followed by sulphurcapture.
The fiiters must have a high efficiency to protect the turbine from erosion with high
reliabilityandtolerablepressuredrop. Systemshave been tried with some success in the UK
(Grimethorpe), Sweden andthe USA. Sulphurcaptureis more ofa challenge and alternative
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systems have been laboratory tested. Processes based on the use of zinc ferrite and zinc
titanateappear promising although a presentationby Research Triangle Institutesuggested
that there is a narrow temperaturewindow of operation and the risk of melt-down of the
sorbent because of the risk of exothermic side reactions.

GE has undertakena major researchprogramme and they hope for success within the next
few years. However, they cotiider thatthere is more scope to improve system efficiency
by using a clean fuel. Thatwould enable improvementsto be made to the gas turbine taking
advantageof the Carnotcycle. Hot gas clean-up could benefit all IGCC, PFBC and Topping
Cycle systemsonce perfected but its development should not hold back the establishmentof
clean fuel tec~ologies.

The development of hot gas clean-up is an integralpartof the hybrid “Topping Cycle” being
developed by the British Coal Corporation. It cannot achieve the predicted thermal
efficiencies without perfecting the cleaning technology. This employs air blown fiuidised
bed partialgasification as the fnst stagewith the additionof limestone to the bed to “fro” the
hydrogen sulphide produced as calcium sulphide. The carbon residues and partly reacted
limestone are transferredto a fluidised bed boiler where the calcium sulphide is converted
to calcium sulphate. The solid wastes would be similar to those of a fluidised bed system
mentioned earlier.

B Energyto ElectricPower

6.2 CombinedCycle Gas Turbines

During the 1980s, the major manufacturersof large gas turbines, GE, Siemens and ABB,
made a great deal of progress in the design of very large combustion turbines. Single
turbineswith a power outputexceeding 200 MWe were developed and testedin commercial
installationsin many countries. Units such as the GE Frame 7 and 9F along with the
Siemensequivalentmodels have now proved their reliability. Resultsof 99.2% on line over
a period of two years continuous operation tie typical of their performance.

In Korea, nearly 1900 MWe of gas turbine capacity at one plant has exceeded 55% gross
thermalefficiency over the past two years. Similar figures have been experienced on the 60
hz machines in the USA. A recent load test on a GE Frame 9F at Gennevilliers near Paris
achieved a record 215 MWe, the highest outputfor a single gas turbine run on naturalgas.

The gain in efficiency coupled with the low level of emissions achievable without gas clean-
up are very attractivefeaturesof the system. The CCGT systemis currentlythe lowest cost
investmentor power generationand the quickest to build. It is extremely compact because
the combustion turbine itself effectively generatesthe power equivalent to a large boiler in
a fraction of the space. Typically, a 500 MW boiler would contain 100,000 tomes of steel
most of which would have to be field fabricated over a period of several years. The gas
turbine is factory built in a fraction of the time andthe simple heatrecovery boiler associated
with the “combined” feature would not require more than 10,000 tomes of steel much of
which could be pre-fabricated.

The combined cycle system therefore appearsto have all the advantagesfor the foreseeable
fiture and the only question is whether the price of naturalgas will remain stable to be the
fuel source or whether synthesisgas could compete.
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6.3 IntegratedGasificationCombinedCycle

The gasification and the CCGT technologies have been proved separatelybut to harnessthe
best featuresof both for the continuous generationof power suggeststhatprocess integration
is very important. The degree of integrationmay be location and fuel-specific and there are
a number of levels at which integrationcould be considered. The gasifier and the power
islandneed to be linked but there are also advantagesof integratingwith the ASU. It is this
process of integrationwhich theutility companies wish to observe before ordering new plant
if IGCC is considered to be a stand-alonepower generatingfacility.

The Shell heat recovery system would. extract high grade heat which would be fed to the
steamturbineto produce power. The ”Texaco process would make less high grade steamat
that stage with a minor debit in efficiency but at reduced capital cost while the H &
G/Nykomb variation on the Texaco quench gasifier recovers some low grade heat .in a
saturatorinto the clean gas streamthereby increasingthe mass flow through the gas turbine.

Integrationwith the ASU has some significantbenefits. The air supply could be takenas a
bleed from the gas turbinecompressor while it could be operatedat a higher pressureso that
the nitrogen could be expanded through the gas turbine thereby recovering much of the
energy of compression and providing additional NOX control. ASU integration could
therefore add between 0.5 and 3% to the system efficiency. The base efficiency for IGCC
would be between 42-43.5% LHV on oil residuesor coal but would be reduced to about41 %.
on Orimulsion because of the water content of the fuel.

6.4 AdvancedDirect Combustionwith FGD and DENOX

The limitations of the steam cycle have been mentioned but boilermakers and the turbine
manufacturershave reviewed the ways to improve the proven technology for new systems.
They have stretchedthe steam cycle close to its limit. The ultra-super critical design of
boiler has been introducedwhich secures the remainingpotentialof the Rankine cycle. The
key part of the design is thin walled tubes with higher steampressure and temperatureand
with additionalreheat. “

Japanhas built boilers for theseconditions but has opted to operateon LNG initiallybut have
now built a coal based unit, the gas tit being used to minimise the risk of tube fouling and
damage. Denmark commissioned the only Europeanboiler of this type in 1992. It is the
Esbjerg 3 Advanced Power Plant using a 370 MWe coal-fued boiler designed by Stein
Industrieof France. Supercriticalunits have been built in the Netherlandsand Finland to
BEL designs and an ultrasupercritical unit is under constructionin Germany. An overview
of performance was presented at an EPRI Conference in SantaBarbara in Feb 1993 (18).
The operators claimed a 45.3% net efficiency from the boiler but such a degree of
improvement over traditionalsteam conditions raised some questions about the basis of the
calculations. The Danish utility company, Elsam, set out the components in the following
terms:-

Double Reheat 2.0%
Higher SteamPressure 1.0%
Higher SteamTemp 1.0%
BetterVacuum 0,3%
BetterBoiler Efficiency 0.5%

----

4.8%
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Limited detail was provided on the technical aspects of the boiler. The capital cost is said
to be high because of the specialised alloys required for the tubes. In spite of the efficiency
gain, the use of coal by direct combustion does not overcome the emission problems so flue
gas clean-up for SOZand NOX would be required. FGD has been fitted but NOX emissions
are quoted at 650 mg/m3 which is the current LCP Directive limit for new plant.

The technology remains attractiveto power plant managementand the thermal efficiency
could be improved further with the use of a gas turbine in series. The advanced cycle is
clearly an attractive option but does not appear to solve the associated environmental
problems of direct combustion on new plant in the most cost effective way. The advanced
steam conditions could be equally well applied to PFBC or IGCC systems.

6.5 Direct Combustion of Modified Fuels

During the 1980s several companies explored the use of surfactantsand other combustion
additivesto improve the handling characteristicsand combustion qualitiesof coal and heavy
oils. The prime motives were:-

a. to limit the loss of gas oil needed to blend the residue into a marketable form

b. find a fuel suitableto be fir~d on spare oil burning capacity

Much research work was undertaken into coal water mixtures for example and coal/oil
mixes. The theory was that if water could be used to form a stable emulsion or mixture
which would create a fuel with satisfactory combustion characteristics, then water plus an
additive should be much cheaper thanmarketabledistillate.

For oil application, US companies focused on magnesiumbased additivessuch asmagnesium
sulphonate. It was found to be a good inhibitor to limit the high temperaturecorrosion by
vanadium. The magnesium modified the vanadium from the oxide to the magnesium
vanadatewhich is a high melting point soiid rather than a corrosive liquid. In the same
period, Exxon Research ran a substantialprogramrne of researchusing zirconium saltsbut
the work was never applied commercially.

Fuel Tech Inc., anotherUS company, went one stagefurtherandpromoted a package which
included tracesof platinumas a catalystto improve combustion. It was so freely divided that
it was introduced as a suspension in water which became an emulsifier for the fuel. The “
company went bankruptin 1983 without establishingthe concept commercially.

Petroferm Inc in Florida has introducedan emulsified fuel as PEP-99 (19). They clab “six
reasonswhy a PEP-99 emulsified fuel is better for your boiler”. None of the reasons given
overcome the fundamentalquestion of pollutant capture.

Hamworthy, the UK company, introduced a system for injecting water into fuel oil to
improve combustion. Again this was introducing an alternativeway of atomising the fuel
on smallerboilers to improve burn-out.

Much of the research and development done by BP on Orimulsion related to earlier work
carried out on HFO and tar sands. The CanadianWolf Lake tar sandsdeposit at Athabasca
reinforced the need to find a method of pumping heavy residues over long distances with a
cheap “carrier”. These techniques achieve many of their goals from the standpoint of
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handleabilityandcombustion. The work done by BP linked in with parallel work on coal/oil
and coal/water mixtures. Although the technology was robust, the economic incentive to
switch from fhels in their conventional form has not yet developed.

The presence of water in an emulsion is said to reduce flame temperatureand thereby the
NOX, but there is some conflicting evidence over this claim on the very large UK utilities
boilers. Work done by CEGB Marchwood Laboratory and Esso at Abingdon support some
reduction in NOX in selected circumstances but the improved burn of some fuel oils may
resultin improved combustion at a slightly higher temperature. No specific references were
found with theexception of a cover of a report by Cunningham(20). Use of water to reduce
temperaturedoes not approach the NOX reduction possible by staged (low NOX) burners.

None of these techniquesovercome the fimdamentalproblem of direct combustion - namely
particulate, SOZand the relatively high level of NOX emission.

6.6 DirectFuel Combustionin Gas Turbines

Development of combustion techniquesto bum dirty fuels semi-directly in gas turbineshas
been takingplace in the US and Germany. For example, GE, Westinghouse and Siemens
have all experimentedwith staged burners so that the fuel is gasified in the first stage to
partially eliminate solid contaminantsand the product gas fired in the burners of the gas
turbine as a second stage (21). Effectively this compresses the gasifier into the burner
system.

The f~ing of “dirty” fuels in gas turbines is a commercial option which has been done in a
few countries where cheap fuel drives the choice of technology. It can only be done with
significantdesigncompromises where cost is tradedagainstthermalefficiency, emissionsand
on-streamtime.

GE has installedturbinesto run on heavy fuel andeven crude oil, for example, in the Middle
East. The emissions are high because there is no mechanism to limit sulphur, NOX or
particulate other thanby treatingthe flue gases. Nitrogen oxide control is exacerbated by
limitedcombustion control and the fact thatall the fuel-bound nitrogenwould be released as
NOX. These methodshave only been used in areaspaying little attentionto emission levels.

The ftig temperaturealso has to be limited, typically to no more than 2000”F in order to
leave the particulate in a powdery statewhich will hopefully pass through the machine to
atmosphere. Higher temperatureswould lead to some degree of fusion which in turn could
resultin agglomerationand sufllcient “stickiness” to adhere to blades. Since most of the oil
residuescontain vanadiumand nickel, an inhibitor is added eg. magnesium, which controls
the hot corrosion of VzO~ but increases the ash deposit. Solids slowly build up on the
nozzles andblades so the machinehasto be takenoff-line frequently, cooled and washed free
of deposits. Those shut-downsmay be a significant penalty to some power generators.

Westinghousehas experimentedwith a number of systemsfor the direct combustion of dirty
fuels in combustion turbine systems. They are currentlyprogressing researchunder the US
Government’s Clean Coal Technology programme using a slagging combustor upstreamof
the main gas turbineburner system. A paper covering these developments was read at the
1992 American Power Conference in Chicago and is mentioned in the list of references (22).
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The drawback with all direct combustion processes is that the contaminantsin the fuel are
left in the flue gases. The sulphurcombusts to SOZ, the solids become particulate and the
NOX levels depend on temperature/burner design with trade-off between burn-out,
temperature,NOX and CO levels.

6.7 Fuel Cells

Fuel cells are being developed in a number of countries and offer considerable potential for
the conversion of energy into electrical power. Large units are under test for commercial
application in the USA and Japan with much of the work related to their operation on
synthesisgas produced from gasification. Research is also progressing in the Netherlands
and Germany.

Japan has already adopted the phosphoric acid cell on selected islands as a means of
generatingpower at 40% efficiency and cleanly. The developmentswhich offer the greatest
potentialare the solid oxide and the molten carbonatecells where a conversion efficiency of
60% is anticipated. Two US companies have made significant advances. Ztec Corporation
of Boston has developed an advanced planar solid oxide cell with a specific view to operate
it as an IntegratedGasification Fuel Cell. Efficiencies in excess of 60% are claimed and at
a size scheduled for demonstrationat over 1 MW shortly. They operate athigh temperature
so much of the heat is recoverable as steam and could be routed to a steamturbine.

Energy Research Corporation has already demonstrateda 250 kW molten carbonate cell on
a methanerich fiel gas. They are developing a 1 ~ unit and examining the use of lower
temperaturecatalytic gasification in order to increase the methane content of the gasifier
product.

Both companies are interestedin targetinga specific US marketneed for modest but efficient
generatingcapacity not to replace ageing fossil fuel fried equipmentbut for a programme to
debottleneck sub-stationswith up to 2 MWe of fuel cell capacity fuelled by naturalgas or
synthesisgas. The Energy Research Corporation recently took a 100 kW cell to the Dow
gasifier at Plaquemine.’ The test is to assessthe sensitivityof the cell to traces of sulphur
in order to determine the degree of clean-up required in order to avoid deteriorationin cell
performance. Emissions from fuel cells would be minimal and the determinantis likely to
be the cell itself ratherthan the level of emission from it.

The Netherlands Energy Research Foundation are well advanced in developing molten
carbomte cells and have a 1 kW stack operational. They aim to have a 250 kW stack
operating in 1995 with a view to testing it on both natural gas and the syngas from
Buggenurn.

In- theory, fuel cells appear to be an attractive format for energy conversion technology.
There are, however, two key issues which must be recognised. Firstly, the degree of fuel
gas cleaning required to obtain commercial run lengths on the cells is not yet established.
If the cell becomes “poisoned”, then it has to be rebuilt or replaced, so the cost of gas
cleaning to the prescribed levels is an importantpart of the capital investment. Secondly,
the electrical current density of the cells is relatively low, so the physical land area required
for a multi-mega watt unit is considerable. The key will be the capital cost of the system
compared with the alternativetechnologies available when they are considered commercially
reliable.
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6.8 Magneto-HydroDynamic

Magneto-hydro dynamic methods of generatingpower offer the simplicity of converting the
fuel directly into electricityby passinghigh temperaturegases througha magnetic field. The
exhaustgases still contain sufficient energy to raise steam and generatemore power with a
conventional steam turbine system. Although work was abandoned some years ago in the
UK, there is still a major research programme in the USA and a 2000 hour run on a 28
MWe test rig has been achieved burning coal. There are many materialsproblems to be
overcome primarily because such high temperaturesare involved eg. 3100°F within an
intense magnetic field. Design of key components calls for a combinations of powerful
magnets, metals, ceramics and cooling systems all operating for extended periods at these
high temperatures.

The present schedule of US research sees the first commercial plantsenteringservice in the
period 1998-2005. The high thermalefficiency would again have to be offset by the need
to cleanup the flue gases if the system were to be run on the dirty fossil fuels. This would
pose some major technical challenges because the very high temperatureswould reduce any
mineralmatterto sub-micron size particlesleaving the combustion zone in the vapour phase.
This is bound to raise the capital cost of any flue gas treatmentsystem.

The largest of the US programrnesis being nui by the Montana Power Company under the
sponsorship of the USDOE. Montana hope they will be given approval and fimding for a
demonstrationplant under Round V of the Clean Coal Programme. A paper was read in
SantaBarbarain February 1993 (23). Net efficiencies of 60% are calculated including the
power consumed in FGD when the systemshave been fully developed.

6.9 High EfficiencyDiesels

The report has tended to concentrateon the size of power stationwhich has evolved in the
UK. However, there is interest in efficient generating capacity in the 10-50 MWe range
particularlywhen there js a possibility of combined heat and power (CHP). The potential
of this markethas been exploited by the manufacturersof large diesels - companies such as
Sulzer (24). They have developed marine engines operatingon heavy fuel oil which can be
equally well used to drive a generator and conversion efficiencies of up to 50% have been
claimed on power alone. If the low grade heat is recovered and utilised for space heating,
the efficiency is improved still further.

One such installationwas recently made in the City of London for CHP application. Where
a stablebalance between power demand and heatingexists, this type of facility is said to be
economic. The key problem again is that the engine combusts the fuel and will therefore
convert the fiel sulphur into SOZ which would then have to be removed by scrubbing.

Gas engines have also been used in some of the small CHP proposals in the UK. The ability
to generatepower efficiently close to the market and then use the low grade heat for space
heatinghas considerable appeal and is precisely how the Scandinaviancountries are able to
achieve high thermalefficiencies in the use of fuel. The development of these smallerunits
not only erodes the demand for power from the very large generatingplant but challenges
the contention thateconomy of scale is importantin power generation. That is to say is
there merit in considering 4 x 500 MWe modules as the ultimate efficient unit or are the
economic pressuresto provide the most appropriatesize for a more local market.

,.
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6.10 The British Coal ToppingCycle

The Coal Research Establishmenthasundertakena considerable amountof research into the
concept of a partial gasification process which they describe as a Topping Cycle. Topping
cycles are not unique to British Coal and their application is being assessed in several
countries including the USA and Sweden on 2nd generationPFBC designs.

The British Coal design is a hybrid of an IGCC process which uses an air blown gasifier in
a fluidised bed to release a low heating value gas. The sulphur is partially captured by
introducing milled limestone into the bed. The hot dusty fuel gas is then passed through
candle filters to remove particulate matter and is expected to be sufficiently clean to be
combysted in a gas turbine. The gasification is designed to be incomplete and the hot
char/spent limestone mix is fed into a fluidised bed boiler to raise steam. It is therefore a
combined cycle with gas and steamturbinesdriving generators.

BritishCoal conceived the design as a means of reducing capital cost and raising conversion
efficiency. Their aim is to eliminatethe Air SeparationUnit and the need to cool the reactor
gases prior to combustion in the gas turbine. They also considered it was necessary to
develop a clean coal technology in an attemptto secure an on-going demand for coal and the
future of their industry. They predict a conversion efficiency from coal to electricity of 2-
3% better than the entrainedflow systems in IGCC format. British Coal continue toseek
Government support for the development of the technology but to date, the Government has
not been willing to approve a major sum for a demonstrationplant. Research work is
continuing into the hot gas clean-up techniqueswhich might be used in a ‘system.

In the analysissection references will be made to the Topping Cycle because there are some
areasof concern about the technical feasibility of the systemwhich have been challenged but
not filly addressed. Furthermore, the concept of sulphurcaptureand solid waste disposaI
to land-fill on a design for the 21st century flies in the face of all the environmental signals
related to integratedpollution control. It is conceivable that a commercial outlet might be
found for the solid wastebut thatassumesa demand in the construction industrycompeting
with naturaland other waste materials.

The clean use of coal in the generationof power is vital to the global economy. However,
the 5 Rounds of the US Clean Coal Programme has now startedto highlight the advantages
of oxygen blown systems and the potential for advanced gas turbines which encourage
chamelling all the fuel gas from the gasifier through the gas turbineratherthanbypass some
30% into the steam cycle only. Application of the Maude Formula (Ref) suggests that the
BC ToppingCycle does not have a constantthermalefficiency advantageover oxygen blown
IGCC but in fact the efficiencies converge and cross over at around 50%. This arises
because of the progressive efficiency gain of complete gasification and passage of all the gas
through the combined cycle versus partial gasification with the char combustion only
contributingto the steamcycle.

The clean-up and handling of lean gas in such quantitiesis another significant problem and
is one of PrenfIo’s main argumentsfor the use of oxygen. They emphasise the advantages
of eliminatingthe 80% of nitrogen from the systemespecially throughthe gas clean-up train.
The UK Government’s encouragementof coal research is very laudable but the British Gas
Slagging Lurgi gasifier has already been proven at Westlleld and the
taken up in New Jersey. British Gas has more intellectual property

technology is being
on coal conversion
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technology thanany company in the UK and this is perhapswhere the encouragementshould
be directed.

6.11 CompressedAir Storagewith Air Humidification

EPIUhas done a considerable amountof work on theuse of undergroundcaverns as a buffer
for power generation. The concept is to store compressed air in a cavern and expand it
through a turbine when required. The system would be run by an IGCC system but the
facility would effectively be undersized againstits peak demand. During low load period,
the turbine would drive a compressor and high pressureair would be routed to the cavern.
The performance would be enhancedby using their concept of the humid air turbine. The
concept appearsattractiveand EPRI hasbeen presentingit atconferences for at least2 years.
However, the idea is not yet being taken up commercially. The US utility reaction is a
reluctance to invest in intermediateload capacity. That role is usually played by existing
equipmentwhich has passed its prime.
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c. EnergyEfficiencyand Exergy

6.12 Implicationsof ProcessIntegration

For convenience, the efficiency of converting energy to electricity has been the prime focus
of the report. However, the losses of useful energy remain a matter of concern. The use
of low grade heat has been tackled positively in many areas in north Europe by the
applicationof districtheatingschemes. The most obvious efficiency improvement is the use
of the residualheat in processes such as drying, evaporation, horticulture or space heating.
Combined heat and power is widely used in the Scandinaviancountries and the application
of smallermodular generatingsystemscan be very efficient if the heat to power balance can
be maintained.

Denmarkhas implementeda nationalplan to utilise the heatenergy more effectively. Local
authoritieshave cooperated with utilitycompanies to instalcommercial and domestic heating
systemsbased on the use of the hot water or low pressure steam from the power plants. In
1987, for example, 46% of their heating was already based on CHP or district heating
schemes and this figure is forecast to increase to 56% by the turn of the century. Over the
sameperiod, the shareof individualheatingunits is forecast to fall from 47% to 27%. This
move has ah-eadyled to the conversion of an average 37% electrical efficiency across the
country to about 55% thermalefficiency. One of the utility companies makes the point that
if the current Danish efficiency could be applied at a stroke in China, it would save more
coal than the whole of Europe currently bums. Consequently, in terms of COZ and other
pollutants, the key is to iniprove efficiency.

This simple ex~ple of low grade heatapplies equally at higher temperatures, Temperature
to a gas turbine may be considered as if it were a head of water to a water turbine. The
higher the temperatureor elevation of the water, the greater the power which can be
generatedby the respective turbine. There are of course materialslimitationsbut the theory
holds. In many of the routine requirementsfor heat, temperatureis not a key factor. In
food ind@ry, for example, 200°C is the maximum temperature used in most of the
processes. In the oil industry, most oil products will startto thermally “crack” at about
400”C so the products would not be heated above that level in any of the refining stages
unless structuralchange was intended.

The maximum temperatureof the flame in any directly fired heater, however, would lie
between 2000-2350°C so neither the oil industry nor the food industry actually use this
temperatureto advantage. They do not need many fired heaters, the processes would work
equally as well with steamheatersatthe temperaturesrequiredby the process. Gas turbines
on the otherhand are designedto takeadvantagemuch higher temperatures. The lead blades
c@ot accommodate flame temperatureyet but the latestdesigns operate at 1270°C and GE
has firm plans for designswhich will operate at about 1500°C and should be introduced over
the next 6 years.

The study of the best use of temperaturehas been given the name of exergy. It is the
systematicanalysis of the application of temperaturein the most effective way which will
hopefhlly draw the attention of engineers and designers to structural changes in their
approach to energy use. It becomes progressively clear that there is a great need to break
from the inefilciencies which have resultedfrom the world’s low cost energy policies of the
past and assessways in which process or industry integrationcan be mutually beneficial.
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7.0 SYSTEMSCOMPARISONSAND ANALYSIS

This section will addressthe options in economic terms and discuss the sequence in which
the technologies might evolve. The discussion is set in the context of the broader outlook
for energy and the interactions which could arise. These views may not match the
traditionaloutlook for the power generating industry primarily because the use of energy
mustbe looked at as a whole and not by sector because growth in the demand for transport
fuels coupled with tighter emission controls may force structuralchanges on the energy
industries.

7.1 Capitaland OperatingCosts

As a resultof discussions and two EPRI conferences, it has clear thatthe cost estimatesfor
IGCC systemshave startedto fall substantially. It stems from the competition developing
between companies to design and build plant on a commercial basis (as opposed to bespoke
nature of any demonstrationplant) coupled with some significant changes in the design
concepts.

Until recently, IGCC power generationwas largely associatedwith coal where costs in the
rangeof $1900.2100/kW installedwere beingquoted for a demonstrationtype investmenton
a grass roots site. BritishCoal has frequentlycited a figure $1935/kW for other companies’
designs of IGCC as a comparative basis to promote and secure research funds for their
Topping Cycle Concept which they have estimatedat about $1250/kW when developed. In
a 1993 paperthis was amendedto $1450/kW for IGCC and an estimated$1305/kW for their
Topping Cycle. The level of $1935/kW was the budget cost for the Buggenum project and
the figure has been widely quoted. EPIU were quoting $1450/kW for coal-based IGCC in
1992 and were estimating PFBC marginally lower for the new ABB Model P 800 (350
MWe). Both technologies were very competitive with conventionalpulverised fiiing of coal
fitted with FGD only ie. without DENOX. If NOX control were to be included, then the
advanced coal technology has a competitive advantage.

An importantfactor to remember is thatthe Buggenum demonstrationhas been designed by
a company created with sole responsibilityfor managing the project. The company name is
Dernkolec and they have specified all the design details while Shell, Air Products and
Siemens suppliedtechnology and components. None of the three supplying companies have
had the opportunityto meet togetherto optimise the design for commercial application so it
is not valid to attributethe capital cost to Shell or the Shell gasifier. Texaco gave detail of
a coal-based project for Tampa Electric in Florida.which is progressing under a Clean Coal
III awardincluding GEhot gas clean-up technology at $1500/kW installed. Hence a “second
generation” demonstrationplant has alreadybeen reduced in capital cost from $1935 kW to
$1500/kW in about 2 yearsadding credence to estimatesfor commercial plant.

Texaco gave papers at the llth and 12th EPRI gasification conferences (25) indicatingthat
they can now offer IGCC on an oil feed for $1100-1200 kW for what they describe as an
advanced quench system. EPRI has accepted the basis of these costs which make them very
competitive especially for processing oils which cannot otherwisebe sold. Discussions with
Texaco suggestthatthere should be at leasta 10% differential in capital cost for the use of
an oil feed rather than coal because of the savings in coal handling and preparation
equipment. This would need to be recognised and included if petroleum coke were to be
used but in the recent EPRI Conference, 4 petroleum coke gasification projects were
announced in the USA.
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Costs are also quoted for a grass roots site but any proposal to use heavy oil residueswould
suggest thata gasifier would be located adjacent to or on a refinery site thereby decreasing
the cost and creatingthe opportunityfor further integration. Texaco stressthere are a series
of levels at which integration could be done because refineries need steam, hydrogen,
nitrogen, fuel gas and possibly oxygen. Availability of oxygen could help to de-bottleneck
existing Claus kilns and save investmentin sulphurrecovery. They point out thatintegration
would be refinery specific but would reduce the capital and operating costs of the system.
If refiners require additionalhydrogen, then a slip-streamfrom a gasifier could be produced
for less thanhalf the cost of the most attractivealternativeie.a methanereforming process.

Lurgi currently quote $1400/kW for a grass roots IGCC plant based on the Shell gasifier
operating on oil. They would use the Shell gas cooler system which forms part of their
licensed technology and increases thermalefficiency. H & G/Nykomb’s costs are broadly
similar to those of Texaco because they have a preference for the flexibility of the Texaco
gasifier and would opt for a quench system. They have patentedtheir own heat exchange
and heat recovery methods with an expander and saturatorthey would argue have some
advantages. They have estimated that it is possible to generate power for less than
2.5p/kWhr using Orimulsion at $50/T. This figure is based on 10% interestover 15 years.
This project was recently quoted in the trade Press (26) and is being studiedas a source of

power for ICI Runcom electrolysis plant.

Table 4 summarisesthis dataand gives possible capital costs:-

Table 4

IIUNITS- $fkW II
YEAR CCGT IGCC IGCC pF+FGD IGCC

NATGAS RESID COAL + DENOX DEMO

1995 750 1100-1300 1400-1600 1600 1935-2000

1998 700 1100-1200 1300-1500 1650

2000 600 1000-1100 1150-1300 1550

The fiicing costs will relate to assumptionsbeing made about long term interestratesand
internalguidelines on methodology. However, on the continentand in theUK, thereappears
to be a growing awarenessamong some banks and pension fund managersthatthey need to
secure some long term investmentsat lower interestrates for terms up to 20 years. This
could substantially reduce the fmcing charges of projects for the financing charge
frequently may equate to the fuel cost.

Operating and maintenance costs are estimatedto be about 0.4 p/kWhr and appear to be
relatively insensitive to the type of advanced system. This may not be true of the
conventional plant retro-fitted with FGD both because of the sheer size of the equipment
making repair that much more expensive and the fact that materials of construction/duct
linings have improved considerably as operating experience has been gained.
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Fuel costs will relateto the efficiency and the price assumptionfor the fuel source. A guide
to IGCC efficiency is 43.0-43.5% on an LHV basis which has been indicatedby Lurgi and
Texaco.

The actual cost of generationper kWhr will be the sum of the fuel component, the O & M
cost and the financing charge. The most significant of these components is the financing
charge because it can vary according to assumptionsor company financial policy. It would
appearto have been the main component of misunderstandingin the Coal Review and White
Paper where the generatingcosts were being biastklin favour of the company presentingthe
case. The coal industry suggested that the major generators had a low asset value and
minimal financing costs so the costs of generationwere effectively l%elplus incrementalO
& M costs. Gas generatingcosts were quoted included a high fmncing component. In
some cases, it is understood thatthe CCGT investmentwas being writtenoff in the period
of the fixed price gas contract.

It is possible to select figures to prove a number of cases and because of this difilculty, the
Swedish Government requires power companies to make the comparisons on a common
basis. They insistthatthe alternativefuels are compared on the basis of a totally new plant
designed to meet all the environmental regulations with generating costs to include the
managementand safe disposal of all waste streams. This is an equitable way to assess the
position but the analysisshould include local environmentaltax regimes such as an energy,
carbon, sulphuror NOX tax.

The US has introduced a somewhat similar concept for comparative assessmentusing the
term “externalityfactors” which is effectively creatinga notioml cost penaltyon the emission
of SOZ, NOx and COZ. 27 Regulatory Bodies have proposed or adopted the concept as a
mechanismfor rankingalternativetechnologies for new power plantproposals. They include
Massachusetts,Washington DC, New York Stateand the Bonneville Power Authority.

7.2 ComparativeCycleEfficiencies

Set out overleaf is a brief summ~ of the anticipatedelectricalconversion efficiencies which
could be anticipatedfor the gasifiers versus alternativetechnologies.
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Table 5

THERMALEFFICIENCYASSUMPTIONS- Units % LHV

Technology 1990 2000 2010

PF + FGD + DENOX 35 39 (44) (1) 46(1)

AFBC 38 38 44(1)

PFBC 41 43 48

IGCC “ 42.5 46-50 50

CCGT 48 58 60
Note 1. Ultra supercriticaldatain parentheses

7.3 ComparativeEmissionsand Wastes

The following table attemptsto set out the key environmentalfeaturesof the options in some
perspective relatedto gaseous emissions.

Table 6

SUMMARYOF ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTBY TECHNOLOGY

Technology % S02 S02 NOX NZO
Capture mg/m3 mg/m3 ;~h ppm

PF o 2450 800 950 10

PF + FGD 90 200 . 800 980 10

PF + FGD + 90 200 :.00 -150 990 10
DENOX

CFB 88 300 200 900 165

PFBC eg Vartan 92 170 50*I 840 10

IGCC 99.8 2-30 50 750 0.5

High Temp Winkler I 98 I 50 I 50 I 740 I n/a

BCToppingCycle I 90 I 300 I 100 I 740 I 100-165

CCGT nil 50 400 2
‘1withDenox *ZVartan figures

co
mgjm

—
Low

Low

Low

150

20- 4C

20

““2

20-40

20

With regard to the solid waste materials, the sulphur will be produced initially as a pure
liquid and if it is to be marketed, this is the usual form for transportation. It will solidi~
to a totally stablebenign materialwhich could be routed to land-fill but a market is expected
to exist for the foreseeable fhture in the chemicals industry. Gases from the Claus kiln are
usually recycled to extinction.
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If the feed-stock is coal, then the ash will be removed as a slag which is a glassy or sandy
substance totally benign and suitable for concrete or small aggregate. No problems of
disposal are anticipatedand amarket could be developed. If the feedstock is an oil residue
or Orimulsion, thenthe vanadiumandnickel would be removed as a filter cake. Shell/Lurgi
have developed”a technique to use a multi-hearthincineratorto remove any residual carbon
while recovering theheatcreatinga metalconcentratewhich is of considerable interestto the
metal extractioncompanies as a source of these valuable metals.

The remainingeffluents from the gas clean-up systemwould be liquid. Here, processes are
availableto meet the most stringentstandardscalled for by local requirements. It is possible
to reprocess most of the aqueous streamsback to boiler feedwater or for injection water
while designsare possible for “dry” systems, thatis to say eliminationof any liquid effluent.
The Buggenum demonstrationin.the Netherlandshas been designed as a dry system.

7.4 CarbonDioxideEmissions

The combustion of any fossil fuel will result in the production of carbon dioxide. The
quantityproduced will be a function of the quantityof carbon in the fuel and the efficiency
with which it is used. Natural gas has the highest hydrogen content of the fuels and
therefore yield the least quantity of COZ per unit of heat released. Coal and heavy oils
combust to produce more COzthanmethane but the world could not exist on a single source
of energy. The practical solution to carbon dioxide control would appearto be to improve
efficiency of use. The following charthas been produces by Siem-ensand other companies
to illustratethe family of emission curves which exist relating fuels and technologies.
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7.5 Future of Surplus Generating Capacity

The construction of the new CCGT in the UK, which is now expected to exceed 21 GW
within 5 years, will result in a substantial surplus of conventional direct combustion
equipmentin the handsof NationalPower and PowerGen. They have licences to bum heavy
fuel oil and coal within the total emission limits and many of their assets may now be at
minimum book value. There is a case which they could table to suggest that the cheapest
next increment of power they could generate would be to develop a low cost FGD system
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for their old capacity on the grounds that FGD would provide them with a lower cost
alternative to grass roots CCGT. Consequently, there is a possibility that inefficient
combustionplantmay be retainedin the generatingstock longer thannecessaryunless a form
of Guidance Note is structuredto impose new plant emission standardson any attemptto
refurbish is old capacity in that way. It would appear to be more important to develop ‘
generatorconfidence in new clean technology thanto stayjust within existing legislation and
extend the life of low efficiency plant. “Unfortunately, it is possible to use costs and
economics selectively to support any case of this nature.

The counter to such a proposal should emerge from an analysisof the use cycle because the
energy contentof the totalcycle coupled with the additionalCOZemission resultingfrom the
use of FGD should offset most of the capital and operating cost savings of retaining old
plant. The approach which has been used in Germany is that if a power company applies
to refurbish a plant or make major alterations, the emissions standardswhich are set for
subsequentoperation are those of applicable to a new plant ie. with respect to SOZ, NOX,
particulate and any other local constraintswaste disposal.

The more appropriateuse of the older UK equipment could be selective repowering using
some of the existing steamplantas the second stageof a combined cycle and againthis could
be done very effectively allocations such as Fawley, Pembroke andtheTharnes. This would
enable a liquid feed of heavy oil residue or Orimulsion to be gasified with the clean gas
routed to new gas turbines and heat recovery boilers. It is difficult to see how coal can
retain its competitive advantage against gas and the conversion alternativeon liquid feed
which is also capable of generatinghydrogen credits.
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8.0 Analysis”

Introduction

The power generatingindustryappearsto be approachinga water-shedwhere there will have
to be a departgrefrom the simple steamcycle for the use of dirty fossil fuels. Power plant
managementon both sides of the Atlantic are reluctantto see the passing of steam and the
introductionof whatthey see as a more complex alternative. However, the drive for change
stems from the combined need to raise conversion efficiency and particularly to reduce all
forms of pollution.

The technological choices are numerous with ultra-super critical steam and fluid bed
combustion options and the more advanced technologies of CCGT, IGCC, topping cycles,
humid air turbines, compressed air storage and fuel cells. Some of these technologies are
proven while others need several years of development and a breakthrough to become
commercial.

In the competition for researchfunding in Europe and the USA, it is not easy to separatethe
commercial from the experimental. This classification is made somewhat more confusing
in the USA because the US Department of Energy has supported a massive Clean Coal
Programme encouraginga broad spectrumof developmentwhile EPRI has a parallelresearch
programme run on behalf of its sponsoringutilities. Submissionsfor funding andconference
papers contain very appealing claims for concepts which may be many .Yems away from.
commercialisation.

During the”recent EPRI/Engineering Foundation Conference in Santa Barbara on “The
Economic and EnvironmentalAspects of Coal UtilisationV“, the range of technical options
were discussed. It also became apparentthata few of the more competitive utilities were
commissioning their own small consulting groups to advise on advanced technology so that
they could invest wisely and ahead of their competitors who await EPRI research findings
for guidance anticipatingthatchange is inevitable.

One of the key questionsunderlying this study is how the energy contained in the complex
hydrocarbon fuels can be converted into a more usable form such as electricity as efficiently
and as cheaply as possible within acceptable emission limits. Analysis of all the available
data from a technical and an economic standpoint suggests that the most appropriate
generatingtechnology is based on the combined cycle gas turbinewith gasificationproviding
the conversion stepbetween the fuel and the generatingsystem. Its basic simplicity enables
the energy content of any contaminatedfuel to be converted into re-usable energy while
releasing the contaminantsin an easily recoverable form. This holds for coal, heavy oil
residues or Orirnulsion and could be extended to waste lubricants, sewage sludge or used
tyres.

The EPRI Conference examined other advanced cycles including solid oxide and molten
carbonate fuel cells along with other gas turbine based cycles. With virtually all of those
options, the fuel which was envisaged for the fiture was synthesisgas based on gasification
of the primary energy source. Furthermore,each of the advancedtechnologies appearedto
be predicting that the energy conversion to electricity would approach 60% efficiency
whethervia CCGT, fuel cells or by the magneto-hydrodynamicprocess. Which one of those
options will take the lead will ultimately depend on economics but an assessmentof the
probability of success based on existing technology transfer suggests that a steady
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improvement in gas turbineefficiency is the most certainof the developments. Advances in
metallurgy and ceramics technology which would be needed to make MHD commercial
would also raise the efficiency of a gas turbineto 60% if the samematerialstechnology were
to be applied to lead blade fabrication. Similarly, if hot gas clean-up is developed
satisfactorily, the techniques would benefit all gasiflers and the gain in thermal efficiency
would result.

The entrained gasifier has significant advantages in minimizing volumes of gas handled
through the cleaning process and the wastes produced. From the process engineering point
of view, the elimination of inertmaterialsfrom any system is essentialwhether as nitrogen
from a gas stream or ash in a coal stream. Designs for air blown gasifiers have been
developed to eliminate the need for the ASU investment but carefid economic analysis is
needed to evaluatethe trade-off between the capital cost of anASU andthe cost of oversizing
the gasifier/gas clean-up system to accommodate the 80% nitrogen content of the air.
Furthermore, the process economics need to reflect the introduction of a solid sorbent into
a system, which bulks up other solid waste to make disposal as land-fdl ahnost inevitable.
Such a step is hardly consistentwith developing views of good environmentalpractice. This
is one of the major shortcomings of fluidised bed combustion systems in general including
the British Coal Topping CycIe.

With respect to advanced combustion systems, ABB Carbon are leading the promotion of
PFBC technology. Other companies such as EEL are also offering systems. They believe
thatthe 350 MWe unit could be developed to 48% efficiency ultimately. ABE also claim
that a utility wants to be. able to rely on one company to design, build and guarantee a
complete planton a turn-keycontractbasis. They do not see any company offering anIGCC
system on thatbasis. This will be discussed later.

There appears to be a growing opinion that the gas turbine is the most likely prime mover
or converter for the core of advanced power generating systems. This move has already
startedin many partsof the world using naturalgas because of its currentcompetitive price.
As naturalgas prices rise, the source of gas is likely become synthesisgas. The lattercould
become competitive very quickly if the raw material from which it is made is low priced for
other reasons eg. petroleum coke, Orimulsion or unmarketableheavy oil residues.

The development of gasifiers over the past 30 years have enabled the operating.pressureto
be increasedto about 80 bar with a temperatureinthe 1600- 1800”C range. Their versatility
has been proven with a wide range of coals and heavy residues in the large number plants
operational in the chemicals industry. Making synthesisgas on a larger scale for power is
therefore technology transfer, not demonstrationof new technology. There is a danger that
too much emphasis is being placed on the outcome of Buggenurnwithout recognizing it as
an assembly of proven parts.
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8.1 Use of Total Life CycleAnalysis

Historically, each industryhas tended to analyse its own operations in terms of production
costs and competitiveness in the market place. The significance of the radical changes in
attitudeto environmentalissues has not been fully recognised in some industriesand there
is a tendency to retain a narrow perspective e.g. UK coal industry and the European oil
industry.

The technologies exist today to make major improvementsin the clean use of energy but, in
order to make an accurateassessmentof the value of the alternatives,it is importantto look
atthe costs associatedwith the complete use cycle. The use of coal, for example, even today
is not optimised in the UK. What is considered to be the lowest cost production for British
Coal has become the basis of the commercial arrangementswith their largestcustomers, but
it fails to recognise the significantcost penalty in carrying an unnecessarilyhigh level of ash
throughthe power generationand transportsystem. If coal is to remaincompetitive, further
work needs to be undertaken to assess the optimum level of sulphur and ash reduction
appropriateto the current situationand to clean coal technologies such as gasification.

Similarly, ashasbeen mentionedpreviously, if the oil refinershave no otheroutletfor heavy
oil residuesas fuel oil because it can no longer be burntdirectly, thenthe conversion of these
residuesto synthesisgas will be necessary. Those residueswill be produced as a result of
making transport fuels which are expected to continue their historic pattern of growth.
Whether the gas is used for power generation, petrochemicals, transportfuels synihesis or
a mixture .of these new opportunities can only be optimised by use cycle analysis and
economics.

8.2 InstitutionalResistanceto Change

There is likely to be a significantlevel of resistanceto change partiallybased on uncertainty
and part conservatism. Resistance could manifest itself in three sectors of institutional
influence:

a. the learned societies

b. financial institutions

c. the insurancecompanies

A. There has been a tendency to consider power generationas the preserve of a limited
numberof Institutionseg. theInstitutionsof Mechanical andElectricalEngineers. However,
many of the environmental clean-up processes and clean fuel technologies are process or
chemical engineering. The Fairclough Initiative has drawn out a sigml that the larger
Engineering Institutions wish to retain their identity and independence. The notional
“demarcation” suggestsa degree of conservatism. There is only limitedrecognition thatthe
complexity of many advanced developments will required the pooled resources of many
engineering disciplines working together in teams.

B. The banks have perhapsbecome over-sensitive to risk and so support traditionalor
proven technology. Nevertheless, the challenges of improved efficiency and a cleaner
environmentin the power generationsector call for a break with tradition: This may mean
that a communications programrrieis appropriateto explain the reasons for change and the
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type of equipment available to achieve the new goals. The process of education may be
slowed down if power plant management remains luke-warm. Fortumtely, selected banks
have supported oil gasification based power ventures in Italy and this may initiate the
recognition of change and manageable risk.

c. The insurance companies were initially reluctant to insure CCGT because they
collected past performance dataon liquid fuel-fried “peak shaving” turbineswhich were very
misleading. GE and Siemenshave had to undertakea substantialprogramme of orientation
to establish confidence in the equipment but degree of caution raises a question over the
insuranceof IGCC technology atthe early stagesof introduction. Two points appearto arise
from this concern. Firstly, there is a questionof whetherthe insurancecompanies are being
asked to insure againstpoor managementdecisions. Their concern has a great deal to do
with consequential loss if a new plant is offline for an extendedperiod. Secondly, GE have
decided to avoid the problems of the banks and the insurance companies by creating their
own finance house for advanced technology projects. This illustratesthe confidence they
have in the technology and the marketpotential.

8.3 GeneralDiscussionon Evolutionof Alternatives

An importantaspect of operator and institutionalconcern is thatof marketingthe new style
IGCC plant. The client wants a total package from one main supplier who will guarantee
performance. Several US utilitiesare recognizing the merits of IGCC and the application it
could have in the USA for the clean use of coal. However, there is some degree of.
resistanceto any concept which involves negotiatinga licence with compariiessuch as Shell,
Texaco or Destec simply to obtain the right to incorporate one key component within a
complete generating system. They want a turn-key package arida single supplier who will
provide the guarantee.They do not wanta Texaco licence for the gasifier, an industrialgases
company building an ASU while GE, Siemens or ABB supply the gas turbine. Yet another
company may be needed to construct the total unit. A company such as Fluor in the US or
Lurgi in Europe have the skillsto embrace such a project but there is no equivalentcompany
in the UK who could currently offer an advancedpower plant package.

Much of the uncertaintyor mystique about IGCC stemsfrom the technology appearingto be
complex. To the oil refining or chemicals industry it is simple, it is basic chemical
engineering. Consequently, there may well be the need for a level of education in a multi-
disciplinary subject. The case for change, and the limited associated risks, needs to be
properly articulatedalong with the benefits which will result.

The tightening of emission controls is the most significant driving force for change but
another,key economic factor is the medium to long termprice of naturalgas. Shell, BP and
Prof Odell (13) all predict a price increase after the 1996-7 period. The reasoning is that
demandthenexceeds the quantitiescurrentlycontractedandthatadditionalsupplieswill need
to be negotiated. Those suppliesare likely to outsideUK watersandthe forecast growth will
result in a price increase. The level of price will relate to the supply/demand balance and
the sources involved. Norway would be the obvious fwst choice but at some stage, LNG
from Algeria, Nigeria or the Middle East will be required as a supplement. Even local N.
Sea sources will be more costly to develop when separationequipmenthas to be installedto
remove condensates.

There are also advocates of Russiangas because of the very large reserveswhich exist in the
east of the country eg. Siberia. Although there is a sound theoretical case to link it to the
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Europeangas grid, there are some major concerns about the sheer distancesand investment
involved, thephysical stabilityof theterrainover which thepipeline would pass, thepolitical
stabilityof the independentstatesalong its pathandthe charges demandedfor wayleave etc.
The consensus view therefore appearsto be thatnaturalgas prices will rise significantly and
therefore the appeal of a clean synthesis gas from the gasification of the “dirtier”
hydrocarbons will become progressively attractive.

A dimension to the gas price issue which should perhaps be mentioned at this stage in
comection with price relatesto whethertoday’s low UK contract gas prices are continuous
or interruptible. The basis on which many of the claims of low cost electricity have been
based appear to be, based on the low interruptibleprice. If that is the case, it raises the
questionof th; price differentialwhich would be needed for continuous suppliesor the price
premium which the gas supplierswould demand for gas to the power industry during peak
periods. “ If the year round price were to be significantly higher, it would close the gap
between naturalgas tid synthesisgas very much more quickly.

The first sources of feedstock for the manufactureof synthesisgas would be the oil refiners.
There are a numberof UK opportunitiesfor integratedplantoperation. Oil companies could
forge links with power generatorsor buyers at existing UK sites such as Pembroke, Fawley
or the Thames. The advent of gasifiers at refineries simultaneouslycreates a totally clean
way to process Orimulsion. Every refinery has an ocean receipt facility, storage and
pumping capability so could provide low cost import capability for the fuel.

Coal would follow when the fhel is competitive with liquid feeds on the basis of cost/kWhr
generated.

8.4 StrategicEnergyPolicy Issuesof Gasification

The questionof the life of power plantshas been raised in the context of the period in which
any one of the fossil fuels has been economic for power generation. The life spanof any one
of the fuels has been about 10 years since the”1950s and the si=~ are clear thatthe amount
of gas fried capacity installedandplanned will leave UK consumersvery vulnerable to price
increases later this decade. The generatorswill have become an exceedingly large captive
market for a limited number of suppliers so major price increases appearhighly probable.
This trendhas been signalledby the oil industryand its advisors. One strategiccounter may
be to have some IGCC capacity in place as soon as practicable so thatsome ceiling can be
put on the naturalgas price.
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9.0 PossibleInspector’sGuidelines

The present range of Chief Inspector’s Guidance to Inspectors sets outa range of criteria
againstwhich Inspectorsshouldjudge Environmentalperformance. The notes are basedon
the EnvironmentalProtection Act underpinnedwhere relevantby the EEC Directives.

In the context of developmentin technology for the control of emissions and other pollutants
from power plants, there would appear to be a strong case to move to more stringent
controls. The role of direct combustion of dirty fuels for power generation is likely to be
phasedout by the adoption of very clean combined cycle gas turbine systems. Hence, there
would appearto be a case to phase out the Guidelines on combustion plant replacing them
with standardsset for gas turbine for all new plant giving sufllcient lead time to implement
the changes.

On the assumptionthat these developments take place, the present Guidance Notes appear
to cover the developing situationin principle with some minor amendmentsof detail. The
two key sets of notes are No.2 and No. 11 relating to gas turbinesand gasification. These
would ultimatelytake over from No.1 - the notes on large boilers and furnaces as they are
phased out or as amendedto impose emissions limits which can be achieved by full flue gas
treatment.

Amendmentsto Notes No.2 and No. 11 may be needed in order to adjustto the levels which
therespectivemanufacturersof turbinesandHZScleaning systemsbelieve they can guarantee
e.g. NOXlevels of 50mg/m3 for the turbine. The level of effluent pollution may need to be
adjustedin the light of the individual fuels ie. metals such as nickel and vanadium will be
more significant if oil or Orimulsion is the feedstock, while trace organo-sulphuror chlorine
compounds may be more significant in a coal-based system. A more detailed analysisof the
current systemswould be necessa~ to advise on levels which could be achieved.

It would also be prudentto qualify the settingof tighter limits with an appropriatereview
systembecause it might be possible to setmore stringentsulphurlimits for example on a wet
scrubbing system such as Rectisol while hot gas clean-up might offer higher thermal
efficiency once commercially developed but at a marginally higher stack gas emission levels
for sulphur. It should also be mentioned thatthe Rectisol process is more expensive than
Purisol or Selexol but can reduce SOZemission to a few partsper million while the other two
are in the 20-40 mg/m3 range. The minor commercial problem with Rectisol is thatLurgi
and Linde hold the exclusive Iicence which could constrain competitive bidding.

Another issue which might perhaps be considered is a condition or caveat in granting
permission for gas fired capacity. It is understoodthatin some countries, the use of CCGT
has only been grantedif there is sufficient space on the site to accommodate a gasifier and
feedstock storage at a laterdate. A forward plan of this naturewould overcome one of the
issues of surplus generatingcapacity because the fuel is no longer competitive. Since the
1950s, the most economic fuel for power generationhas lasted about a decade, coal giving
way to oil, a reversionto coal and now a swing to gas. A power planthas a life expectation
of say 30 years, so on thatpatternof fuels much capacity could have been considered sub-
optimal for 60% of its useful life. The advent of IGCC overcomes that problem because
some gasifier designs can be made feedstock while synthesisgas or naturalgas can be fed
to the gas turbine. If tighteremission standardswere to lock new generation capacity into
the use of the gas turbine, this flexibility might prove commercially attractive.
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In the context of the role of Guidance Notes and the onus of responsibility, the recent
negotiationsbetween Shell and the Dutch Departmentof the Environmentare very relevant
because it indicates where the initiative and responsibility for the environment lie in the
context of the energy industries. Shell developed a 20 year investmentplan for their largest
refinery in Europe at Pernis in the Port of Rotterdam. They took the totalprogramme to the
Ministry complete with the environmental benefits which would result from its
implementation. The plan was to gasify much of the heavy residue in order to achieve three
goals:-

more hydrogen for the reduction of sulphur in marketableproducts

.-clean fuel gas for use on the refinery furnaces to minimise emissions of SOZ
and NOX

sufficient electrical power for the refiiery with 85 MW to export to the grid

Shell sought approval of the plan which will achieve very low emission levels in returnfor
assurances that if they progressed with the scheme, there would not be a change in the
emissions levels they were volunteeringto meet ie. sulphurandparticulatefree and very low
NOX. The scheme was agreed by all parties. This initiativewould appearto be a model of
how a responsible energy company shouldbe interpretingthe enviro~ental signals and has
shown itself to be willing to be pro-active. This approach appearsto be far more positive
thanthe alternative operatingjust with the limits set by legislation.
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10.0 FutureResearch

Therearea numberof areasofrese,archwhichwouldappearto meritsupport. Although
combustiontechniqueswouldappearto be a fruitfidarea,a greatdealof workhas already
beendonewhichhas identifiedtheparametersfor theformationof thermalNOX. The case
which has been developed in @is study suggests thatpollution control is best achieved by
cleaning a fuel before the final combustion stage and this appearsto be the most attractive
area to pursue. The areasof research are set out in the following paragraphsin a sequence
of priorities which might enable short term benefits to be achieved:-

1. Use CycleAnalysis

Severalreferenceshave been made to the value of use cycle analysis. Simple studiesindicate
considerable scope to understandand optimise existing cycles for coal, selected oil products
and biomass. ‘However, assessingthe cycles in thek”entiretycan be complex and best suited
to systemsanalysistechniquesprobably harnessinga computer to handle the data. Whether
the work calls for University research or whether a combination of specialist consultancy
skills may more appropriate is a matter for discussion but it is a field which should be
developed in order to evaluatethe contribution which technological development can make
to pollution control and provide guidance on cost/benefits.

2. Coal preparation

Several areas of work could be followed by exaniining the application
processing to coal. A very substantialquantityof the inorganic sulphur-
can be released by crushing prior to washing.

of mineral ores
mainly pyrite, -

A great deal of research has been done at both UMIST and NottinghamUniversity on fine
coal cleaning andthere would be scope.to extend it. Froth flotation techniquescan be made
more mineral specific ie. to remove pyrite and ash, while micro-fine magnetitetechnology
is developing in the USA for a similarpurpose (27). There are also techniquesof removing
organic sulphurwhich might be examined. BP Researchhasdeveloped a “Hyclean” process
with a 3-phase separationtechnique which could well be applicable to the cleaning of coal.

A reduction in ash and sulphurwould improve the performance of the UK power generation
boilers and also allow a small addition of limestone to the coal to extract organic sulphur
during combustion rather than after - without the need for FGD. The extent to which
chlorine and traces of heavy metals can be removed is also of importance especially where
FGD systemshave been installedand where chlorides and trace metalsare startingto appear
in liquid eftluent streams.

This latterstep may only bean interimmeasure. The preparationof coal for gasification is
of more interest. If the pyrite and ash can be removed at the mine and the fine coal
transportedas a slurry by pipeline, there would be a very substantialtransportsaving (28).
Reduction of sulphur and ash reduces the capital cost of the gasifier and clean-up system,
increasesconversion efficiency and helps to minimise the disposal of waste streamsfrom the
power plant. A reduction in the chlorine would also easy the design conditions for the heat
recovery boiler.
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3.

British

Hot gas clean-up

Coal are examining the subject as part of the topping cycle programme but it is
focused onm.rticulateremoval with some sulphur reduction. As mentioned, it is also
researching ~e technology in the range of 5806C not at reactor outlet temperaturesof 15-
1800°C. There is scope to researchthe more fundamentalissues of alkalimetal and sulphur
capture at the higher temperatures, perhaps at a University with a specialist inorganic
chemistry department,because the ultimatebreak-through for coal would take place if the
efficiency losses of otherwise excellent wet-scrubbing systems could be overcome.

4. Ceramicsand Metallurgy

The large gas turbine has been developed substantiallyin a relatively short time but there is
still a potential300-600°C of temperatureasyet unexploitedwhich could be used if improved
materials, coating or cooling systems can be developed for the leading blades.

There would appear to be the need to develop ceramics, metals and coatings for very high
temperatureswhich could be done by specialist independentlaboratories or in conjunction
with a major aero-engine or turbine maker in order to develop materials. Similar materials
might be required in the commercialisation of fuel cells.

5. - Exergy and thermodynamicefficiency

As anotherpart of the need for systemsanalysis, there appearsto be scope for research into
the thermodynamic efficiency of the more advanced power generation systems to ensure
optimum heat integration. This field of interest has been highlighted recently by two
importantpapers on exergy from the University of New Brunswick and the University of
Utrecht (29).

Exergy is the study of the best use of temperature. It is the systematic anzdysisof the
application of temperaturein the most effective way which will hopefully draw the attention
of engineers and designersto structuralchanges in their approach to energy use. It becomes
progressively clear that there is a great need to break from the ineftlciencies which have
resulted from the world’s low cost energy policies of the past and assess ways in which
process or industryintegrationcan be mutuallybeneficial. It is a subject which needs to be
introduced more widely into chemical engineering courses in this country and applied to
advanced power generatingand energy intensive industries.

6. S02, NOX and the Ecosystem

An analysis of the effects on the ecosystem were considered to be outside the remit of this
report. However, in the context of IntegratedPollution Control, some of the issues need to
be addressed because technology can now offer choices on emissions which need to be
defensible in the context of their impacton the ecosystem. The options for SOZcontrol, and
to a lesser extent NOX, raise the issue of just how low the emission limits might need to be
set to achieve the air and water quality being sought. There is a danger that the levels
requested of one industry may go beyond that of scientific good sense. For example,
synthesisgas can be cleaned to a sulphurcontent of partsper billion. Such low levels may
be required to prevent catalystpoisoning if being used as a chemicals feedstock but it could
hardly be justified for use in gas turbines. Nevertheless, there is presumably a threshold
level which would harmonise with the naturallyoccurring background.
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Naturalprocessesincludingthatof vegetativedecayeg. leavesorpineneedlesetc. is acidic
so the measurementof acidity in lakes may well provide a misleadingguide to the
contributionfromatmosphere.It is thereforeimpor@ntthatthesulphurcycle is understood
andothermethodsof ameliorationareassessed. Theuse of limestoneforpH controllakes
mighthavegreatervaluethansayits use in FGDsystems. Muchworkhasbeenundertaken
in thisareabutit wouldbeunfortunateif on-goingprogrammedwereterminatedprematurely
by reductionsin Governmentfunding.

A very significantjoint researchprojectwas undertakenin 1983knownas the LochFleet
project. Funding has only been granteduntil March1994andas a resultof theprivatisation .
of theelectricitysupplyindustry,thepowergeneratorsandBritishCoalhaveindicatedtheir
intentto withdrawfurtherfunding.Thereis no scientificreasonforstoppingthemonitoring
for it is importantto understandthelongertermresultsof thelimingwhichtookplacein the
1980s and the point at which it needs to be repeatedto providestablepH levels. The
managementof the waterqualityhas enableda correctionin the accumulatedacidityand
createdconditionsin whichsalmonandtroutcanspawn. It is alsoimportantto establishthe
contributionof acidityin therainandthatwhichis leachedfromthe coniferousneedles.

This and any similarmonitoringprojectswouldappearto remaina key areaof on-going
researchbecauseit is importanttounderstandthelevelof backgroundSOZin theatmosphere
when assessing,for example,whether2 ppm, 20mg/m3 or 50 mg/m3of emissionis the
appropriate level from a new power station. Hence, the Loch Fleet
monitoringprogrammedwould appear to be an essential adjunct
understandingof fuel use cycles.

project and-other
to complete the
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS.

The prime determinantin the selection of fiels and technology for power generationcapacity
is likely to be the emission standardsset by legislation for new plantand the lead time given
for the upgrading of existing equipment to meet similar levels of pollution control. The
anticipatedchanges will bring increasing pressure on both the power and the oil industries.
The latter,in particular,hasto find ways of utilising heavy oil residuesin an environmentally
acceptable way.

There are no processes for the direct combustion of fossil fuels which enable the
contaminants to be extractedother thanby flue gas treatment. FGD resultsin an efficiency
penalty and an increase in COZ while NOX control has a similar efficiency penalty.
Fluidisedbed boilers offer a partialsolution for fuels such as coal but may not meet themore
stringentemission standardsanticipatedwithout the additionof some form of flue gas clean-
up. Most combustion cleag-up processes convert gaseous pollutants to a solid or liquid
pollutantandthereforedo littleto solve theproblem in the context of the integratedapproach
to pollution control which is currently being pursued. FGD and DENOX control systems
are capital intensiveprocesses which, if added to new conventional capacity, would elevate
the total installed cost to a level now exceeding the cost of IGCC for liquid feed and is
comparable on coal.

One interim measure to reduce emissions from existing UK coal-fired power plants would
be to reduce the sulphur in the coal ratherthan attemptany furtherFGD .jgvestment. This
could be achieved relatively quickly by deeper and more complete washing of PSF, if
necessaryby contractingout coal preparation. An alternativewould be to import low sulphur
coal from the international market. Nevertheless, in view of the improvements in
productivity which have been achieved by British Coal recentiy coupled with the use of the
coal cutting equipment for many more hours per week there should be a way to utilise UK
resources while being competitive in both price and quality.

The introductory stage of advanced generating technology in Europe is likely to be
gasification of oil residues. Gasification has many advantagesas a technology which will
convert the complex hydrocarbon streamsinto a consistentquality of gas. The gas can be
completely cleaned and the other pollutants recovered for re-use or safe disposal. The
cleaned gas is a mixture of CO and Hz but the ratio of the two can easily be adjusted
according to need. In the context of environmentalconstraintslikely to be imposed on oil
refiners, the process offers low cost hydrogen for the hydro-desulphurisationof refined
products, clean gas for refinery fuel and a potential surplus of gas for the generation of
power. This step is the most likely to draw gasification into power generationas an adjunct
to refining. Lurgi, the German licensee of gasifier technology, sum up he position on oil
residues as a classic example of turning a disposal problem into a secondary source of raw
material ie. clean syngas, elemental sulphurand metal concentrate.

The refiners’ alternativeof deep conversion processes will progressively concentrate the
contaminantsinto smaller quantitiesof residue which can only be gasified. Lurgi therefore
conclude that it is not a question of whether the refiner needs a gasifier but what size it
should be and timing. Severalmajor oil companies see gasification as the solution to residue
disposal which offers considerable scope for integrationboth for gasifierproduct streamsand
heat. However, the industryhas some reservations about the managementof strong ties
with anotherindustrysuch as power because of the length of contractualcorrmiitmentswhich
might be required. This may offer scope for third party participation whereby another
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company would make the investment, process the streams on behalf of the oil company,
returninguseful streamsto themandmarketingthe clean gas or power generated. Hence the
introduction of power generationfrom IGCC is more likely to be introduced into the UK by
the oil industry or a joint venture processing oil or Orimulsion rather than by the power
industry.

Texaco, Shell, Dow and Lurgi marketproven gasification technology which has been used
in the chemicals industry for the past 30 years. British Gas has successfully demonstrated
a process for coal and has a fund of technological data on the general subject. The gas
clean-up systems are standardin the oil industry. The process reliability is very high and
sufficient to consider syngas as an alternativeto naturalgas.

Although gasification has been commercial for 3 decades, IGCC based on coal is a more
recent extension of the process. Texaco demonstratedthe concept of generating power in
1984, Dow in 1987 and shortly, Shell will demonstratethe concept in the Netherlands. The
most recent Texaco costs for the advanced quench system suggestthatIGCC technology on
coal make the technology competitive with direct combustion based generation, while the
use of residualoils or Orirmdsioncould be competitive with the new CCGT plantson a cost
per kWhr basis.

There is no single organisationcurrentlyoffering a turn-keyIGCC power generationpackage
as a main contractor. H & G/Nykomb Synergetic offer the coordination skills to assemble
such a package but at present would sub-contractthe construction. That position may well
alter as demand for the systems increases.

Although the process flows may look complex to power stationengineers, the IGCC system
uses basic and proven chemical engineeringdesign, most of which is standardin the oil and
the chemicals industry, with very high levels of reliability. IGCC, particularly associated
with refinery operation, suggests the need for base load capacity or some form of co-
production of a petro-chemical product.

From the standpointof Inspector’s Guidance to Inspectors, little would appear to be needed
other than to revise the existing Gas Turbine Guidance text to reflect the NOX limits
attainableon the latestturbinesand set sulphurlimits at meaningful levels with respect to air
quality objectives. Very low sulphur levels can be achieved by current scrubbing systems
such as Rectisol or Furisol but the absolute level should perhapsbe set in the context of the
environment ratherthan thatwhich could be attainedtechnically in this instance.

The Guidance Notes on turbines would be seen to ultimately replace the Large Boiler
Guidance notes as direct combustion processes are phased out. There would be a need to
review the notes on the gasification processes to ensure that they reflect the developments
in technologies for the solid waste and liquid effluent streamswith some degree of flexibility
to accommodate the fiture use of hot gas clean-up techniques as they are developed. It is
not inconceivable that thermal efficiency gain may need to be traded off against marginal
adjustmentsin absolute emission levels.

These conclusions have been preparedin the context of be review which was commissioned
as a discussion document.
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APPENDIX1

Coal QualityRelatedto Gasification

Most of the data available on the characteristicsof coal have been developed for either the
conversion of metallurgicalcoal into coke or the combustion of steamcoal as a boiler fuel.
Considerably less datahas been published on the qualitieswhich are importantif the coal is
to be gasified.

Several factors need to be considered when assessingcoal which is to be converted rather
than combusted. This appendix will address a few of the key points which were of
importance to the companies developing gasification in their choice of test coals. However,
factors mentioned can be accommodated“inthe design and offer a considerable flexibility to
the user. Nevertheless,some coals will gasi~ more easily thanothersand it is quite possible
that these would become the preferred gasifier feedstocks at least for the early years while
consolidating commercialisation of the technology.

i. AshContent

The ash content of a coal to be gasified will influence the thermalefficiency because heat
will be takenfromthesystemto melt the ashand will be difficult to recover from the molten
slag stream. Consequently, the general guideline h coal selection would be to minimise
ash. Shell and Texaco would prefer the coal to have less than20% ash albeit thatthere is
no absolutemaximum. There is no upper limit for the gasifier to function satisfactorilyand
this may be the drive to use gasifiers on some local high ash coals. Such an example is the
Puertolkmo project in Spain where 45-50% ash coal is to be blended with very low ash
petroleum coke.

Nevertheless,theuse of high ashandhigh sulphurcoals representsa capitalcost in the sizing
of slag handling facilities and the gas clean-up system. This would representan efficiency
debit to the process and add to the financing charges when assessingthe cost per kWhr.
There is a case for exarniningthe potential for reduction in the ash in coal destined for use
in gasification. There are a number of advanced cleaning processes which should be
examined to liberate pyritic sulphur from coal. If the size of coal is reduced to allow
liberation, there is a corresponding release of clean coal

ii. Reactivity

The reactivityof a coal becomes significant in gasifiers. Shell, for example selected a range
of coals for testingand identified US coals such as Blackville No 2, Pike County and Dotiki
coals along with Alcoa lignite as good gasifier feed. They also testedColombian El Cerrejon
coal which was also found to gasi~ well.

In the early 1980s, Gasunie in the Netherlandsstudieda major gasifier project and their coal
selection process followed a similar pattern to that of Shell with Cerrejon and some
Australiancoals showing very good characteristics. ~~•
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. ..m. Slag Viscosity

The viscosityof theslagproducedfromthemoltenashcanbe animportantfeatureof design
influencingthe slag handlingsystemandthe time neededto clearthe materialfromsome
partsof thesystem. Viscosityrelatesmainlyto therelativeamountsof iron,calcium,silica
andaluminain the ash.

iv. FouIingand Corrosion

The quantityof alkalimetals, heavy metalsand chlorine present will influencethe levels of
corrosionandthe materialsof construction,choice of refractoryetc.

v. Age and Rank of Coal

The age and rankof the coal will influencesome of thefactorsmentionedabove. Lignites
andyoungcoals tendto be morereactivebutIigniteshavea lowerheatingvalueandhigh
moisture. This couldpenalisethem on transportcosts dependenton source. The Dow
Plaquemineproject is based on local Texas lignite while the GermanKOBRA project is based
on morereactivebrowncoals.

vi. Yield and Coal Type

Shell has undertakena great deal of research in the development of their coal gasifier and
someof thandata has been published. The two key tables are set out below showing the

differences in coal gas efficiency by coal and the corresponding carbon conversion. The
resultstendto reinforcea view thatas commercialcoal gasificationfor powergeneration
develops, the choice of coals will focus on those which gasify more readily. A more
universalgasifiermayonly developif thereis a call for suchtechnology. Therewouldnot
appearto be a caseto designanddevelopsuchequipmentat this stage.

Several references to coals are given in a range of papers prepared by Shell and Texaco
which are mentioned in themain’list of references.
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APPENDIX2

Heavy Oil Residues

Setoutbelowarenoteson eachof theheavyresiduals
study. Asirnplified refineryflow plan is attached
positionin the flow schemewherea possiblegasifier

VacuumResidue

which wereconsidered releventto the
to this Appendixwhich includesthe
wouldbe placed.

Vacuum residues result from a distillationprocess. The crude oil is subjected to a primary
distillationstage at atmosphericpressure. This separatesall the lightproducts such as LPG,
naphtha,jet fuel, gasoil andmarinediesel. However,it will leavea longresiduecontaining
thelubricantfractionanda heavygasoil whichcanbe upgradedeasilyby catalyticcracking.
Consequently,a seconddistillationstagemaybe usedundervacuumconditionswhichallows
the separationof thesevaluablestreamsto be donebelowthetemperatureat whichthe oils
wouldstartto thermally“crack”.

The vacuum residue could be considered to be the “natural”waste streamfrom the
distillationprocesswhichwouldhistoricallyhavebeenblendedintomarketableheavyfuel
oil. Theviscositywouldbe adjustedby blendingin a quantityof a middledistillatesuchas
gas oil. In manyrefineries,it is now morelikelyto be consideredas a feed for the deep
conversionprocessessuchas vis-breaking,hydro-cracking,cokingor solventdeasphalting.
Typicalqualitiesaregivenin Table1 of thisAppendix.

Refiners who have no deep conversioncapacityatpresentmaybe facedwiththe choiceof
a low returnon a conversionprocess,a low pricefor an “unmarketable”productstreamor
gasificationwhichwouldproducea largequantityof gas.

Ws-breakertar

A vis-breaker is a thermal cracking process which breaks the molecular structureof the
complex hydrocarbons to produce lower viscosity blendstocks for lighter distillateproducts.

The residue - oftenreferred to as a tar - contains about 85% carbon and 9-10% hydrogen.
Its sulphurcontentis relatedto thelevel of sulphurin thecrudebutis frequently4%. The
vanadium,nickelandsodiummayalsobe high. Ithasanextremelyhighdensityforanoil -
namely1.1 grn/cm3andmayneedsubstantialquantitiesof blend-stocktoaccommodateit into
marketablefuel oil. Sucha stepmaybe a debitto therefiier whomaybe forcedto accept
fuel oil pricefor otheWisemarketabledistillate.

DeasphalterResidues- from SolventDeasphalting

This classification of heavy residue has been described in this way to distinguishit from the
range of asphaltsthat are marketedfor road-makingetc. The latterareall preparedproducts
to meet specified userconditions. The deasphalterresidueis primarilya wastefromthe
deasphaltingof oils to be usedfor upgrading. Solventdeasphaltingis designedto remove
all the asphaltfromlubricantfeedsandfromcat crackerfeed. A cat crackerrelieson the
chemicalactivityof a catalystin theformof a fiie powderwhichwouldbe contaminatedby
anysignificantlevel of metalsin thefeed. Consequently,theparameterswhichset thesplit
betweencatfeedanddeasphalterbottomsis thelevel of metalswhichcanbe toleratedin the



cat feed, the balance remaining in the spentstreamalong with the bulk of the sulphur. This
will be related to the level of metals in the crude and so will differ by crude oil source.
Table 2-4 gives a series of figures for the vanadium and nickel contentin the streamsfrom
severalcrudesourcesandalternativeprocesses.

Another critical element in the splitpoint is the abilitytophysically handle the asphaltwaste,
particularly whether it remainsliquid at a manageabletemperatureor whethera solid.
Directionally,a refinerwouldwantto avoid solidshandlingbut the balanceis economic
dependenton whethertheupgradedmaterialis morevaluablethatthehandling/disposalcost
of a solidwastestream.

Otherhighviscosityresidues

This is a catch-all category which will depend on the refiiery cotilguration ad its
complexity.Most of the largerrefineriesaroundtheworldwouldhavea catplantandmany
wouldbe linkedto a petro-chemicalscomplex.

One residue which would therefore fall into this category is steamcracker tar ie. the residue
from an ethylene manufacturing process usually called a steam cracker. This stream has
some unusualproperties because it may containupto 20%asphaltenes.Thisfamilyof very
complexhydrocarbonscancausecompatibilityproblemsif blendedintofueloiI. Asphaltenes
may precipitatein the presenceof paraffinicmaterialsuch as blendingcomponentsfrom
NorthSea etudes. Theyalso have a very high density of about 1.1 gm/cm3.

Another difficult streamto blend into fuel is the resuduefrom the cat cracker itself. It may
containfmecatalyst,usuallysilicaoraluminabased,andhasa highlyaromaticcontentwith
a high density. Thismaterialis a goodpartnerfor steamcrackertarbecausethe inherent
solvency of the aromaticscan keep the asphaltenesin solutionwhile the viscosities are
complementary. Table 2 gives typical Esso data for possible cat plant waste streams
alongside deasphaltedasphalt.

Petroleum Coke “

Petroleum coke is the only solid residue stream which is likely to
reftig process. It is the waste product from some of the licensed

emerge from the oil
coking processes and

results from the extraction of virtually all the recoverable liquid hydrocarbon fkom the
vacuum residue feed. It therefore has a very high carbon content along with a concentration
of most of the sulphur and mineral residues from the original crude oil.

Its quality will vary in relation to the type of crude and the coking process used but to
simplify the analysis, the delayed coker will be considered ratherthanprocesses which have
been designed for niche coke markets. Petroleumcoke has a typical carbon content of about
90% with 3.5-4% Hz and 2% nitrogen. The sulphurwill vary according to the crude but
may easily be over 5% while ash may be in excess of 0.5% mostly as vanadium and nickel
salts.
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TABLE1

Arabiancrudeassavs - vacuumresiduequality

“Arabian Arabian Arabian Arabian Arabian
Light Light Medium Medium Heavy
(Berri) (Export (ZUIUQ exltm (Safaniya)

blend) Tanura

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wholecrude
Inspection

APIO

S int%

Pour“F

Vacuum Residue
(1OOO”F+)

YieldVOI%

APIO

sWt%

Nzwt%

Nzwty.

Ramshottomcarbonwt70

Asphalteneswt%(Cg)

Ni ppm

V ppm

Fz.ppm

Vise,CS at 100”C

at 135°C‘

* Values maybe high,

** Conradsoncarbon

36.8

1.12

-5

13.1

13.1

2.95

0.14

11.20

12.9

1.1

2

6

24

154

43

due to iron

33.1

1.86

-65

18.4

8.3

4.12

0.31

10.48

19.1

5.2

13

75

15

651

130

30.4

2.60

-70

24.6

6.7

5.07

0.44

10.22

22.9

18.5

52

125

88

3200

400

28.6

2.81

-15

22.6

5.1 ‘“

5.81

0.34

9.96

23.9

11.5

39

82

10

2580

402

27.4

2.80

-49

f1049°F+)

23.2

3’.0

6.0

27.7*”

64

205

30

55,000

2,827
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TABLE2

Inspectionsof PotentialGasificationFeeds

llataon variousStreams

SP GR

Sulphur,wt%

Con.carbon,wt%

Nitrogen,wppm

Carbon,wt%

Hydrogen,wY.

C/H,wt ratio

NI,~pm

V,wppm

BRNo, CG/G

RI@ 67 C

Viscosily@ 210 F, CST

15/5Distillation,F

IBP

5 LV%

10 LV%

20 LV%

50 LV%

80 iV%

90 LV%

95 LV%

FBP

Deasphalter FCCU FCCU FCCU
Asphalt slurry 1 slurry2 slurry3

1.0502

4.92

24.5

3570

85.2

9.52

8.95

CA.50

CA.200

.

930

1010

1050

1100

>1200

> 1200

> 1200

> 1200

> 1200

1.0703

2.90

0.1

2100

89.32

7.56

11.8

0.1

0.1

-

1.6759

9.7

1.063

6.5

0.1

3000

0.1

0.1

10

450

600

655

715

790

875

930

980

1100

1.101

2.46

1700

89.42

7.40

12.1

14

535

647

678

719

794

916

1059

1166

1299
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APPENDIX3

GASIFICATION

1 ShellandShell/Lurgi

The Shell Gasification Process was developed over 30 years ago and has been licensed
widely around the world. Shell has in fact chosen to develop two systems, one based on
solid feed and the other for a liquid feed. The former has been retainedby Shell and the
licence is marketedfrom London and the Hague. The other has been marketedprimarilyby
Lurgi for many years. This lattertechnology can accommodate all heavy oil residues.

The Shell coal gasifier would be used for petroleumcoke. The solid feed is milled to a fiie
powder andthen introducedto thereactor withhigh pressurenitrogen. Oxygen is introduced
in the quantitiesrequired and the temperaturecontrolled by steamas a moderator which also
reacts with the carbon in the feed. Shell claim an efficiency advantageof at least0.5% over
the slurry-fed systems.

The corresponding oil gasifier is highly flexible and insensitive to small fluctuations in
carbon/hydrogen ratio in the range of liquid fuels being considered. Consequently, a very
consistentquality of product gas can be achieved after cleaning. The feedstock may be any
purnpableliquid hydrocarbon. Providedt.hefeed can be pumped at a convenient temperature
to get it into the gasifier then it will gasi~ satisfactorily.

The clean gas could be reprocessed with a Shift conversion stage to enrich the hydrogen
steam or it can be used as a CO/Hz mixture in a combined cycle gas turbine. In the latter
mode, the Lurgi design cordlguration generates60% of the power on the-gas turbine and
40% on the steamturbine. The Shell design removes the bulk of the heat from the gasifier
in a waste heat boiler by generatingsteam. The gas conditions are aggressive to materials
of construction so this stage of the process may representa section of high materialscost.
Lurgi believe the cost is justified by thermalefficiency. Designers may differ on this first
cooling step and some prefer a quench systemwhich will be described later.

A metalscontentin feed of up to 1000ppmcanbe handledsatisfactorilyandtherearefew
sourcesof oil residuewhicharethathighin metals.

The sheer volume of gas produced from the gasification of heavy oil outputmight present
a problem to a refiiery unless some of the production is absorbed into power generation.
The application of gasification technology therefore introduced an opportunity to establish
a new relationshipbetweenreftig andpower generationwith scope for refiners to generate
power or utilities to enter joint ventures with refiners. The synergy or opportunity for
integrationof refining processes and gasifiers offers potentialeconomic advantages. Recent
Lurgi papers on the subject are shown at the end of this section.

2 Texaco

The Texaco gasifier systemis broadly similarin flow plan to thatof Shell but with one basic
design of gasifier feed system which can accommodate coal, petroleum coke or residualoil.
Texaco has therefore opted for a wet fed systemregardlessof the fuel. They would mill and
slurry a solid fuel and feed preparedliquid or other liquid fuel direct to the burner. A slurry
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fed system costs more thanthe liquid option because of the feed preparationequipment and
the investment/operatingcosts associated with the handling of solid fuels.

Texaco then offer options on the gas cooling system. The waste heat boiler or a quench
system is available dependenton the application. In the context of chemicals manufacture,
there has been some preference for the quench unit. For power generation designs where
conversion efficiency is more critical the heat recovery route has the advantage. The
absolute advantage is regularly questioned both in terms of cost benefit and fuel source
because the dirtier oil based fuels could in theory foul the boilers and reduce availability.
(This has not been Lurgi’s experience with the Shell design.)

Texaco has introduced what they are now describing as an advanced quench system at a
sig~ficmtly lower capitalcost for a total IGCC package of between $1100-1300/KW.
Texaco would claim some marketingadvantagein being able to use the same basic gasifier
for a range of fuels. They have also fully evaluatedOrimulsion and have concluded it is an
excellent gasifier feed with a 99.5% carbon conversion. The only design feature which has
to be included is a separatefeed line to the burner because the emulsion breaks down when
heated. It must reach the burner as a cold feed whereas other fuels are usually introduced
hot. Several Texaco papers covering gasification of residues and Orirnulsion are again
referenced at the end of the appendix.

3 NykombSynergetic

Texaco, Shell and Lurgi have each developed gasification systemswhich have,been patented.
Nykomb Synergetic, based in Sweden, has strucmed its business activity in a way which
offers a comprehensive service to potential clients for integrating gasification project
development with specific technical and financial expertise.

The company has created links with Jacobs, H & G in the UK who undertakesome of the
project engineering. They have establishedstrong working relationshipswith the gasifier
companies, gas turbine builders and air separationcompanies, so thatthey can manage the
integrationof complete projects for power utilities, clients or refiners frequently leaving the
client the fml decision to select the prime suppliers,

Nykomb has taken patentson a process flow system which recovers heat from the Texaco
gasifier used in the quench mode and returnssome of the useful energy from the low grade
heat sources to the gas streamin a saturator. This not only aids heat recovery but helps to
maximise the mass flow through the gas turbine. A licence agreementhas just been signed
with the EL@@refinery in Ibly and with SARAS.

Nykomb also believes thathistory has proved large scale power plants are built with a life
spanwhich exceeds the era of a single type of fuel. Many of the CEGB stationswere built
for a life of 30 years or longer. The fuel choice of the 1950s would have been coal,
followed in the 1960s by oil until the price increasesof the 1970s when coal returned. The
1990s have seen a so called “dash to gas” and a major displacement of coal. Could
Orimulsion or heavy residue be the next most competitive fuel source?

Hence, within the life of a power station, there have three or four cycles in the fuel choice.
Nykomb considers thatthere are commercial benefits to developing a flexible fuel system.
They believe in the inherentflexibility of the gasifier, especially Texaco’s design which could
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offer a power company the freedom to purchase the lowest cost hydrocarbons in the market
with the guaranteeof efficiency and extremely low emissions.

They also consider thatwith kmd and planningpermissionbecoming progressively difficult,
there is merit in introducingflexible or “Multi Fuel Generation” schemesto obsolescent sites
as a means of refurbishment,particularlywhere they are adjacentto refineries. The benefit
of these sites is the existence of a supportingutilities infrastructureand, most importantly,
authorisationto generatepower. The improvement in the technology employed by moving
from fuel burning to fuel gasificationwill ensurethathigherenvironmentalperformance will
remain within most predictable new requirements. Higher thermalefficiencies will reduce
the the~al loadiqg of the atmosphereor local rivers.

It should be emphasised than Nykomb can only offer gasifier technology from other
companies and neither of the main licensees offers the total IGCC package. Lurgi or a
company such as Nykomb would need to integratethe design and bring together suppliers
of the fuel conversion stagewith theturbinemakers,ASU suppliersandthepower generating
equipment. Consequently, to date, there is no single company thatoffers a turn-key IGCC
system as a complete generatingpackage.

4 Krupp Koppers PRENF’LO System

The Krupp Koppers Prenflo gasifier evolved from the same parent as the Shell design.
However, they have developed it fi.ntherand in what they describe as an”innovativeway in
conjunction with Siemens. They have recentlybeen awardedtheir first commercial contract
to build an IGCC unit at Puertollano. This 300 MW unit is designed for a blend of local
high ash coal (47 wt% ash) and petroleum sulphur (5.5% sulphur). The thermalefficiency
is said to be 45% (1S0) net althoughit is qualified as being achievable on “standard”coals
and one must questionwhethersuch a low blend could be considered as standard. Emissions
from the fuel mix are designed to be very low and will bes urnmarisedin comparative table
later.

5 BritishGas/Lurgi

The BritishGas/Lurgi gasifier is of the fried bed slagging type, not an entrainedgasifier of
which the Shell and Texaco designs are examples. The technology has been developed for
coal and was demorktratedvery successfully at Westfield.

The most significant difference between this type of gasifier and the entraineddesign is that
lump coal is fed into a vertical reactor from the top with the oxygen and steam entering
lower down the reactor through tuyeres. The reaction takes place as the column of coal
slowly moves down the reactor and the ash melts to be drawn off from the bottom as a slag.
The temperatureof reaction is lower thanthatin entrainedgasifiers at around 1500°C. This
lower temperaturealtersthe composition of the gas with an increase in the methanecontent
because of a carbonization stage in the reaction zone, the balance of the product gas being
CO and hydrogen.

The main drawback of the freed bed design is the need for a sized or lump feed. Since the
output from modern coal cutting equipmentresults in at least 50% of relatively fine coal,
much of the feed would have to be briquette. Consequently, the feed preparationstep is
a greatercost penalty thanthe milling required for the other gasifiers. The main advantage
is high cold gas efficiency and methanecontent which has been of considerable interestto
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some of the US companies developing fuel cells. Another is thatthere is a high yield of tar
and complex liquid hydrocarbons which need to be separated from the gas stream and
recycled to destruction.

6 Destec (Dow)

Dow developed a coal gasifier as an integratedcombined cycle systemto provide power for
their chemicals plant at Plaquemine in Texas. The design was initiallybased on the use of
local lignite but is applicable to many coals. The gasifier is now being marketedunder the
name Destec. The Plaquemine plant is the largest IGCC unit operatingat presentwith 375
MWe of capacity. It has been producing power very reliably since 1987.

Destec has solved the problem of the syngas cooler duty by introducing a second stage in
their gasifier. This feature has much the same effect as the counter-currentprinciple in the
Lurgi and the BGL/Lurgi slagging gasifier. Addition coal/water slurry is injected into the
hot gases leaving the first stage of the gasifier at about 1550°C. The injected water is
vaporised and part of the coal reacts with the stew to form additionalgas. Hence, instead
of generatingsteam in a syngas cooler, part of the heat in the gas leaving the first stage is
used for drying the feed and the production of additioml gas which enhances the coal gas
efficiency of the process. The temperatureat which the gases leave the second stage of the
gasifier is about 900°C. This is much higher thanthe temperatureat which the gases leave
the Lurgi or the BGL gasifier. This may less attractivefrom the point of view of efficiency
but the big advantage is that the gas leaving the .gastiler contains hardly any tars or ~
oxygenates cf. the BGL design. The small amounts which are being formed are absorbed
on the char which is also being formed. This char is recycled and reinfected into the frost
hot stage of the gasifier and eventually gasified.
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